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SEEP FINAL REPORT

I. OBJECTIVES OF THE SEEP PROGRAM

The SEEP (Stimulated Emission of Energetic Particles) program had

important military and scientific objectives. These are summarized as follows:
. .4

Military:

o Investigate the potential of controlled, transmitter-stimulated

wave-particle interactions in the magnetosphere as techniques for:

(1) Degrading/blacking out critical U.S. Navy Communication and

Navigation Links Operating at HF, VLF and ELF through the selective

precipitation of energetic electrons from the earth's radiation belts.

(2) Jamming of VLF comnunications with ground-or satellite-based VLF

transmitter signals that are amplified in the magnetosphere.

(3) Depleting the intense trapped radiation belts created by a high

altitude nuclear burst.

Scientific:

o Test the theory predicting that ground-based VLF transmissions can

precipitate radiation belt particles into the ionosphere/atmosphere.

* o Establish experimentally the detailed relationship between ground-based

VLF transmitter activity (i.e. operating frequency, signal strength,

P., pulse duration and duty cycle) and the characteristics of the resulting

precipitation (intensity, energy and pitch angle distribution).

The experiment concept is illustrated schematically in Figure 1. Th1e

locations of the VLF transmitters are indicated along with a representat ion 't

the satellite paths during three successive passes. In addit ion, tit,

It - ,.
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modulated VLF waves and their regions of interaction with the trapped

electrons are also shown.

II. HISTORY OF THE SEEP PROGRAM

The SEEP experiment was conducted on the S81-1 spacecraft. The history

of the program is briefly summarized as follows:

Early 77 SEEP experiment proposed
Mid 77 Designated ONR-804
Aug 77 Rated category I by USN
Nov 77 Rated category 1 by DOD
Oct 78 SEEP study initiated

May 79 Piggy-back flight opportunity identified
Aug 79 USAF STP recommended merger with ONR-602
Sept 79 S81-1 mission combining ONR-804 and ONR-602 approved; flight

p. assigned; design phase initiated
Oct 79 Integration go-ahead through HVIC (ECP 142)
Jan 80 S81-1 design review conducted; fabrication phase initiated
Feb 80 Interface control document with ONR-602 and with host vehicle

signed
July 80 Integration and test phase initiated
Oct 80 HV interface verified at module test lab
Dec 80 EMC test with HV completed
Feb 81 Box-level environmental test program completed
Apr 81 Acceptance testing of integrated payload completed (thermal-vacuum

and acoustic vibration)
May 81 Payload placed in storage, instruments returned to investigators
July 81 EFROP approved
Aug 81 Acceptance review conducted
Sept 81 Payload taken out of storage
Oct 81 Reintegration of instruments
Nov 81 Integrated pallet tests
Dec 81 Call-up readiness review
Jan 82 Payload delivery
May 82 Launch activities completed

May-Dec 82 On-orbit operations
82-87 Data analysis and interpretation

1%
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III. INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT

In order to investigate the relationship between radio waves from high

power VLF transmitters and energetic particles in the magnetosphere, the

intensities, energy spectra and pitch angle distributions of electrons over a

wide range of energies were measured in the vicinity of several transmitters.

Both electrons and ions were measured with an array of charged particle .

detectors that were developed specifically to achieve a high sensitivity. The ..

characteristics of these detectors are summarized in Table 1.

Since electrons may be precipitated by VLF transmitters in narrow ducted

regions over a large area it was considered important to detect electron

precipitation by remote sensing techniques. For this purpcse an airglow

photometer was flown to sense emissions from the atmosphere at 391.4 nm and at r

630 nm. In addition, an x-ray imaging spectrometer (XRIS) was included in the

payload to map the production of bremsstrahiung x-rays (4 to 40 keV) by

. electrons precipitating into the atmosphere. Some of the key specifications

of these instruments are listed in Table 1. A photograph of the instruments

mounted on the payload pallet is provided in Figure 2.

Arrangements were made to modulate the U. S. Navy operational VLF

transmitters at Cutler, Maine (NAA), Annapolis, Maryland (NSS); and Jim Creek,

Washington (NLK) and the Stanford University research VLF transmitter at Siple

Station, Antarctica in special controlled formats. These formats were

operated at the times of overpass of the S81-1 satellite.

More detailed descriptions of these instruments are provided in the

various reprints included in this report.

-4-
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IV. ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS -

Soon after launch, the SEEP payload checkout was completed without V]p

problems, and the payload continued to perform very well on-orbit. During N

much of the time from May until early December 1982, the data coverage was

maintained at about 70 percent, in accordance with the available power and the

recorder read-in constraints. All temperatures were within specifications,

and all orbital transients matched the expected values.

All of the instruments in the SEEP payload checked out as planned. The 
.4..

particle spectrometers performed well and returned excellent data. The

airglow photometer also operated well. The XRIS spectrometer provided

positional mapping information only from May until July 1, 1982, but after the .

latter date it continued to provide good counting rate and spectral data

throughout the mission.

During passes of the SEEP payload over the U.S. Navy VLF transmitters the

transmitters were typically run in one of ten selectable formats for on-off

operation. These formats are indicated in Figure 3. The output signals were

received and monitored at the Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory.

V. ANALYSES AND INTERPRETATIONS OF THE FLIGHT DATA

The primary objective of the SEEP mission was accomplished by achieving

the first direct measurements of electron precipitation by the controlled wave

modulation of a VLF transmitter. In addition, the precipitation of electrons

by VLF waves associated with lightning was measured for the first time from a

satellite. The accomplishments are briefly described below and reprints ot

published articles describing the findings are provided in section X1. With

the SEEP data many other important findings have been made. Theso include tile

-7-
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following: 1) an assessment was made of the relative contributions of hiss,

lightning and VLF transmitter waves to electron precipitation from the slot

region (2 < L < 3.5) 2) discovery of the frequent occurrence of multiple peaks

in the energy spectra of electrons trapped at low altitudes, 3) observation of

electron pulsations near the trapping boundary and 4) discovery of

bremsstrahlung x-ray images of small isolated patches of energetic electron

precipitation at high latitude.

A good example of electron flux modulations in correlation with the

transmitter on-off signals occurred on August 17, 1982 at 8680-8740 seconds UT

when the SEEP payload was passing near the NAA transmitter as it was being

modulated with a 3-s on and 2-s off pattern. In Figure 4, the electron fluxes

measured at various zenith angles are plotted as a function of time. A

modulation period of 5 + 0.1 s is clearly seen for 12 consecutive cycles. For

reference, the measured on times of the transmitter at NAA are indicated. The

risetime of the electron flux and the observed delay in decay time of -1.5 s

are now understood [Inan et al., 1985] in terms of the pitch angle dependence

of the particle distribution near the edge of the loss cone and by the

multiple interaction of the particles with the waves due to significant

atmospheric backscatter.

From surveys of the SEEP data five electron modulation events were found

from the 65 passes of the satellite when one of the transmitters was being

modulated in a special 3-s on and 2-s off format. No such events were found

in the 175 passes when neither the NAA nor the NSS transmitter was being

modulated in one of the special SEEP formats. All of the time profiles for

the events displayed a similar pattern in which the fluxes increased rather

slowly after start of the on period and reached a maximum about 2 s later. "

The temporal profile and the absolute counting rates of the observed fluxes

-9-
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were found to be in good agreement with the predictions of an extended test

particle model of the wave-particle interaction in the magnetosphere [Inan et

al., 1985].

For the first time measurements were made of the intensities and energy

spectra of electrons precipitated by the VLF radiation from lightning. Seven "

lightning-induced electron precipitation (LEP) events recorded on 9 September

1982 with the SEEP experiment are shown in Figure 5. In the strong LEP events

A, D, and E, electron fluxes are observed to increase rapidly in strength,

about 100 times background in less than 0.2 second. The observations of LEP

events have provided direct evidence of an important coupling mechanism

between terrestrial lightning and relativistic radiation belt electron

precipitation. An energy versus time spectrogram of these events was

published on the cover of Nature magazine and is provided in Figure 6. Since

initial discovery of these events approximately 200 short duration electron

precipitation bursts, many very similar in characteristic to the 9 September

1982 LEP events, have been and are still being studied.

Examples of the bremsstrahlung x-ray images obtained at high latitudes

are shown in Figure 7. Some of the stronger arc shaped images are provided in

Figure 8. During certain passes of the S81-1 satellite, as illustrated in

Figure 9, isolated patches of x-rays were observed poleward of the auroral

zone. Other examples of these patches are shown in Figure 10.

The frequent occurrence of multiple peaks in the energy spectra of

electrons trapped at low altitudes is illustrated in Figure 11. Here is shown

an energy-time spectrogram of electrons obtained during a portion of one orbit

of the S81-1 satellite.

The above examples of the SEEP data are discussed in much more detail in

section XI.
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VII. FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure I. Schematic illustration of the SEEP experiment concept. The

locations of the pertinent VLF transmitters are indicated along with

a representation of the satellite paths during three successive

passes. Also shown are modulated VLF waves and the region of

wave-particle interactions.

Figure 2. Photograph of the SEEP instruments mounted on the S81-1 payload

pallet.

Figure 3. The ten selectable formats for operation of U. S. Navy transmitters.

Figure 4. Electron fluxes on August 17, 1982 plotted as a function of time.

Also shown are the ON and OFF times of the NAA transmitter.

Figure 5. Energetic electron measurements obtained with the SFEP payload on 9

September 1982 are correlated one-to-one with concurrent

ground-based VLF whistlers at Palmer Station, Antarctica. The

uppermost insets show the Palmer VLF data with an expanded time

scale for the seven lightning-induced electron precipitation events.

i Figure 6. An energy-time spectrogram of lightning-induced electron

precipitation from the radiation belts, as observed in the SEEP

payload on the S81-1 satellite. The color scale indicates the

electron flux, with red being most intense, and the vertical and

horizontal axes represent energy and time, respectively.

* Figure 7. Six different x-ray images acquired at high latitudes with the SEEP

payload.

Figure 8. Some arc-shaped images measured at high latitudes with the SEEP

payload.
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Figure 9. The x-ray image obtained during d pass of the SEEP payload across

the southern polar region. An isolated x-ray patch is evident at

about a third of the distance from the right hand edge of the image.

Figure 10. Mappings of the x-ray intensities (4-40 keV) observed at high

latitudes. In each of these images an isolated x-ray patch is .

evident.

Figure 11. Two-dimensional display of electron spectra versus time. Energies

run from 6 keV (bottom) to I MeV (top), and time runs from left to

right. The electron counting rate is indicated by colors.
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Active Wave-Particle Experiment Involving a

Satellite and Ground-Dased Transmitters

W. L. alOOF, J. B. REAGAN, P. D. VOSS, and K. E.

GATNES (all at Lockheed Palo Alto Research

Laboratory, 3251 Ranover Street, Building

255. Palo Alto. California 94304)

1. A. R]ELLIWELL, U. S. IAN, and J. P.

KATSUFRAKIS (all at Stanford University,

Calif. 94305)
t. C. JOIKER (The Cfftce of Revel Research,

Arlington, Virginia 22217)

An active wave-particle experiment Is

scheduled to begin in 1982 to investigate the

effects of ground-based VF transmitters on the

precipitatio of energetic electrons from the
magnetosphere Into the upper atmosphere/Iono-
aphere system. The Stimulated EAission of
Energetic Particle@ ELperiment (SEEP) Involves a

low-altitude satellite payload with an array of
cooled silicon solid state detectors to measure
precipitated electrons > 2 WeV directly, an
laing" x-ray proportional couter to map
bresastrahlurg w-rays (> 3 heV) and an airglow

plotoeter to measure optical emissions. For

the first time, high sensitivity measurements of
preclpitatin electrons vill be performed In

coordination with the prograed modulation of
selected U. S. Navy VLT transmitters and the

research YLP transmitter operated by Stanford

University at Siple Station Antarctica In

characteristic patterns so as to provide a
uniue correlation capability for cause and

effect studies. The VLF data will be recorded
at various ground stations and on satellites

contalning VTF receivers. The coordinated

0 atellite-transmitter operations will be
revieved vith respect to the sensitivities for

detecrng wve-partlcle Interactions, and

evallW,.5e prelilinary data presented. The
possibilities for other coordinated ground-

based, balloon, ro ckpt and satellite measure-
ments of wsves and particles will also be
discussed and encouraged.

EOS Vol. 63 #18, p.4 04, May 4, 1982
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The Phenonenology of Energetic Particle Precipi-

tation In the Magnetosphere

J. B. REAGAN
W. L. IMHOF (both at Lockheed Palo Alto Research

Laboratory, 3251 Hanover Street, Bldg. 255, Palo

Alto, California, 94304)

The phenomenology of energetic particle
precipitation within the magnetosphere will be

reviewed. Our present knowledge of the features

of the precipitation as a function of latitude,

longitude, local time, and magnetic activity

will be discussed. The distinctions between

bounce and drift loss cone precipitation will be
highlighted. The role of natural and man-made
waves in the precipitation processes will be
emphasiged. The occurrence frequency and

duration of events, including transient phe-
noena, will be discussed In terms of their
impact on the atmospheric/Ionospheric system, .
The knon effects of these precipitations on the
neutral, ionized, and electrical components of
the atmosphere/ionosphere will be summarlzed.
The limitations of our current knowledge will be
delineated and approaches to overcoming these
limitations will be proposed.

EOS Vol 63 #18, p. 4 02, ilay 4, 1982 7.1
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The Phenomenoloy of Fnergetic Particle Precipi-

tation In the Magnetosphere

J. B. RFACAN

W. L. IM1IOF (both at Lockheed Palo Alto Research

Laboratory, 3251 tianover Street, Bldg. 255, Palo

Alto, California, 94304)

The phenomenoloRy of energetic particl . .

precipitation within the maRnetosphere will be

reviewed. Our present knowledpe of the features

of the precipitation as a function of latitude,

longitude, local time, and magnetic activity

will be discussed. The distinctions between -

bounce and drift loss cone precipitation will be

highlighted. The role of natural and man-made

waven In the precipitation processes will be

emphasized. The occurrence frequency and

duration of events, Including transient phe-

nomena, will be discussed in terms of their

impact on the atmospheric/ionospheric system.
The known effects of these precipitations on the

neutral, Ionized, and electrical componentr of

the atmosphere/Ionosphere will be Rmmnarized.

The limitations of our current knowledgR' will be

delineated and approaches to overcoming these

limitations will be proposed.

EOS Vol. 63 #8, p. 402 May 4, 1982
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High Resolution Keasuremenats of Peaks In the
Spectra of Electrons Precipitating from the Inner
Radiation Belt

C. Z. CAIMUS, V. L. IHHOIF. J. D. JZAGAM and M. D.
VOSS (Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory,
Palo Alto, Calif. 96304)

Peaks 1 the energy spectra of Inner belt
electrons in th. drift loss cone have been shown
to be consistent with cyclotron resonance
Interactions with narrow band waves from VLF
transmitters (Imbof et al., JGC. 86, 11225,
1981). Recent measurements with a very high
resolution spectrometer on board thae S81-1
spacecraft have extended the measurement of these
L-dependent peaks to lower energies (-10 keY) and
with better resolution (C 2 keV FWIN) than
previous studies. These new data reveal peaks
with resolutions as narrow as 15 keV FVIOI placing
even more stringent limitationa on the region
along the field line in which the wave-particle
interactions must take place. The peaks have
been followed to higher L shell values with
correspondingly lower energies than was pre-
viously possible. On occasion the peaks rapidly
decrease In amplitude at the higher L values.
Iapresentative spectra and the L shell dependence
of the peaks will be presented along with
evaluations of the wave-particle Interaction
region restrictions and possible VLF wave
sources.

EOS Vol. 63 #45, p.10 7 2, November 9, 1982
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The Effects of Modulated VLF Transmitters on the
Precipitation of Energetic Electrons from the.-

Outer Radiation belt

W. L. IM, J B. REAGA, E. 7. GAINES, H. D.
VOSS, D. W. DATLOWE and J. HOBILIA (Lockheed
Palo Alto Research Laboratory, Palo Alto,
Calif. 94304)

I. A. RELLIWELL, U. S. INAN and J. P. KATSUFRAKIS
(Radioscience Laboratory, Stanford University,
Stanford, Calif. 94305)

From the SEEP payload on the S81-1 space-
craft an investigation is being made of the
precipitation of energetic electrons induced by '
YLY waves generated from U.S. Novy and Siple VLF
transmitters. The transmitters at Annapolis,
Maryland (21.4 kHz), at Cutler, Maine (17.8 kHz),
and at Jim Creek, Washington (24.8 kHz), are
modulated at selected times with characteristic
patterns which are searched for in the satellite
data. The satellite measures both direct elec-
tron precipitation down to energies of - 2 key
and bremsstrmhlung x-rays from the atmosphere.
Electron bursts have been observed over a range

r of L values down to the Inner belt and with
periods in the few second range. Some of these
events originate in natural sicrobursts, but

4. periodic pulses of precipitating electrons have
been seen during satellite passes over
transmitter sites. These data have been analyzed

:to separate natural events from induced preci-
pitation.
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The Stimulated Emislon of Energetic Particles

Experiment

J. B. REAGAN and W. L. IMHOF (Space Sciences

Laboratory. Lockheed Palo Alto Research "

Laboratory, Palo Alto, California 94304

I A. HELLIWELL. U. S. INAN, and J. KATSUFRAKIS

(Radlosciences Laboratory, Stanford Uni-

versity. Stanford, California 94305)

B. G. JOINER (Office of Naval Research,

Arlington, Virginia 22217)

Since Nay 1982 an experiment has been

conducted to stimulate the precipitation of

energetic electrons from the magnetosphere Into

the atmosphere through resonant wave-particle-

Interaction processes. The U. S. Navy opera-

tional VLF transmitters at Cutler, Maine,

Annapolis, Md., and Seattle, Wab. have been

operated in pulsed CU m*os@ at the times of

overpasses of the Loy-altitude polar-orbitIeg

satellite 961-1. The Stanford Univ. YLF trant-

sitters at Siple, Antarctica has also been

operated in pulsed mode at the time of the

satellite overpasses. Aboard the satellite are

cooled silicon detectors having very high sensi-

tivity for the detection of electrons in the 2 to

2000 keV energy range as well as an optical

photometer and an x-ray Inager that view the

atmosphere. Waves from the transmitters are

measured at several points in the earth's tor-

pheric wave guide as well as io the m..gnetosphere

by satellites. The objective of the experiment

is to uniquely identify the characteristic bersts ;71

of electrons in the direct and bounce lose cones

associated with the modulated VU? waves. The

details of the various experimental elements will

be described along with some of the results

obtained to date.

EOS Vol. 63 #45, p.10 7 1 , November 9, 1982
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Simultaneous X-Ray, Airglow and Energetic
Particle Measurements Using the SEEP Payload ELigh
Sensitivit, Spectrometers

H. D. VOSS, W. L. IMHOF, J. B. REAGAN, E. E.
GAINES, S. B. KENDE, R. ft. VONDRAK, D. W.
DATLOWE and 3. MOBILIA (Lockheed Palo Alto
Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, Calif. 94304)

Unique instrumentation onboard the S81-1 low
altitude (170-250 ki) satellite is being used to
comprehensively anslyze numerous energetic

particle precipitation events. Righ resolution
(I keV 7WHM) io situ measurements of energetic
particles are being gade vith an array of
passively cooled (150 K) silicon solid stat,
detectors (geometrical factors of 0.2 to 0.6 ca r
ster) which are sensitive to electrons (9 1 2
keV) and tons (E ) 15 keY). Remote sensing of
this precipitstion Is accomplished using a 16
pixel wide imaging proportional counter to sap
bremsstrahlung x-rays (3 ( E ( 30 keY) In concert
with a quadrant eirglov photometer sensitivo to
391.4 rm (0.8 and 2.4 am r*TN) and 630 - (1.2 om
F.Hi) vavelengths. Examples are given "
illustrating the advantages of simultaneous
remote and in situ measurements of energetic
particle precipitation on a global basis during
relatively quiet and disturbed conditions (i.e.
middle and low latitude precipitation and various
suroral features). Details of the orbital data
base coverage are presented with considerations
for possible coordinated analysis with ground
based and satellite measurements.

EOS Vol. 63 /45, p.1072, November 9, 1982
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COORDINATED SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS OF PARTICLE PRECIPITATION

DURING THE STORM OF JULY 13, 1982

W. L. IMHOF, J. B. REAGAN, H. D. Voss, E. E. GAINES, AND
J. MOBILIA (SPACE SCIENCES LABORATORY,

LOCKHEED PALO ALTO RESEARCH LABORATORY, PALO ALTO, CA 9'430)4)

DURING THE MAJOR MAGNETIC STORM OF JULY 13, 1982 AND THE ASSOCIATED SOLAR PARTICLE %

EVENT, HIGH FLUXES OF PRECIPITATING PARTICLES WERE MEASURED WITH AN ARRAY OF SPECTROMETERS

ON Tr4REE LOW ALTITUDE POLAR-ORBITING SATELLITES IN DIFFERENT LOCAL TIME REGIMES; P72-1 ("4

AM - 4 PH), P78-1 (NOON - MIDNIGHT) AND S81-1 (10:30 AM - 10:30 PM) IN THE U. S. AIR FORCE

TEST PROGRAM. IN ADDITION TO A VARIETY OF ELECTRON/PROTON SPECTROMETERS ON ALL THREE

VEHICLES, BREMSSTRAHLUNG X-RAY DETECTORS WERE PLACED ON THE LATTER TWO SATELLITES AND AN

AIRGLOW PHOTOMETER WAS CONTAINED IN THE SEEP PAYLOAD ON THE S81-1 SPACECRAFT. LARGE

FLUXES OF PRECIPITATING ENERGETIC PROTONS WERE MEASURED OVER THE POLAR CAP IN ADDITION TO

HIGH FLUXES OF ELECTRONS THAT WERE PRECIPITATING AT LOWER LATITUDES. INSTANTANEOUS LOCAL

TIME DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE ELECTRON PRECIPITATION OVER A BROAD INTERVAL WERE OBTAINED FROM

THE X-RAY DETECTORS ON P78-1. THE TRAPPING BOUNDARY LOCATIONS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO

THE SOLAR PARTIC.E CUTOFFS WERE ALSO MEASURED AND WILL BE REPORTED IN ADDITION TO THE

ENERGY SPECTRA AND SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF PRECIPITATING ELECTRONS.

4

IAGA Meeting 1983
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Rnpid Spectral Snapsliotsof Short-Duration Particle
Precipitation Events Using the SEEP Payload High

Sensitivity Spectrometers,

H. D. VOSS, W. L. IH11OF, J. B. REAGAN, and

E. E. GAINES (Lockheed Palo Alto Research

Laboratory, Palo Alto, Calif. 94304)

Unique instrumentation on board the stabilized
S81-1 low altitude (- 200 km) satellite is being
used 'to comprehensively analyze numerous VLF

associated natural and man-made particle

precipitaton events. High resolution electron
measurements (I keV FWf, E > 2 keV) are being made

of these events with an array of passively cooled

(1500K) silicon solid sat2 te detectors (geometrical

factors of 0.2 to 0.6 cm ster). The accompanying

multidetector-multichannel pulse height analyzer

features controllable energy (16 to 256 channels)

and time resolution (60 to 1000 me) for detailed

investigation of' the time-energy dispersion

microphysics. Based on an observed spectral

succession of an individual pulse the gyroresonant

wave-particle Interaction region is remotely

sensed. These measurements are compared with

theoretical predictions. Details of the orbital

data base coverage are presented with consideration

for possible coordinated analysis.

Chapman Conference on "Waves in Magnetespheric
Plasinas" 1983
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Coordinated Measurements of Auroral Zone X-rays
from Two Satellites

D. W. DATLOWE, (Lockheed Palo Alto Research
Laboratory, Palo Alto, CA 94304), W. L. IMHOF,
H. D. VOSS, J. R. KILNER, J. MOBILIA, and J.
B. REAGAN 

'-

W. CALVERT, (University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa
52243)

We report on studies of the spatial
distribution of X-ray emission from the Auroral
zone during geomagnetically disturbed times. The
coordinated observations come from two low
altitude polar orbiting satellites, P78-i and
S81-1. P78-1 contains six collimated Cadmium
Telluride spectrometers with 21 keV thresholds.
The detector fields of view are at selected
angles with respect to the satellite spin axis.
At the - 600 km altitude of the satellite the
field of view circle has a radius of - 3000 km.
The S81-1 satellite contains a position sensitive
proportional counter with a 4 keV threshold. The
satellite is 3-axis stabilized and at the - 220
km altitude of observation each pixel covers a
spatial extent of - 30 km. Spatially resolved
data from these instruments give a picture of the
distribution of bremsstahlung emitting electrons.
Distributions of electron precipitation in
magnetic local time during major events in June,
1982, will be presented.

EOS Vol. 64 #18, p. 294 May 3, 1983
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A Statistical Study of Modulated Electron
-'recipitation Events Induced by Controlled

Signals from VLF Transmitters

W. L. IMHOF, (Lockheed Palo Alto Research X
Laboratory, Palo Alto, CA 94304), J. B.

REAGAN, B. D. VOSS, E. E. GAINES, D. W.
DATLOWE, J. MOBILIA

R. A. HELLIWELL, (Stanford University), U. S.

INAN, J. KATSUFRAKIS
R. G. JOINER, (Office of Naval Research)

The first direct observation of the
precipitation of radiation belt electrons by the

controlled injection of VLF signals from a

ground-based transmitter was recently reported

from data in the SEEP (Stimulated Emission of
Energetic Particles) experiment (lmhof et al.,

GRL, 1983). Subsequently, more examples of .

time-correlated wave and electron data have been
found in the data set taken during many passes of
the low altitude satellite S81-1 over one of the .4

U. S. Navy VLF transmitters at Cutler, Maine,
Annapolis, Maryland, and at Jim Creek, Washington
when it was being modulated in a 3s ON/2s OFF

format. In several events the fluxes of .4.

precipitating electrons displayed a similar time .,

behavior with respect to the transmitter p

modulation: a relatively slow rate of increase
after start of the ON period lending to a maximum
about 2 seconds later. Details of these time

profiles and their frequencies of occurrence will

be presented, along with a comparison of the
absolute fluxes of precipitating electrons

observed under various conditions of transmitter

operation.

4

EOS Vol. 64 #18, p. 301 May 3, 1983
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Effects of Transmitter-Induced Precipitation on the

Ionosphere

J. B. REAGAN, W. L. Imhof, H. D. Voss, E. E. Gaines
(Space Sciences Laboratory, Lockheed Palo Alto

Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, CA 94304) .0

R. A. HELLIWELL, U. S. Inan and J. Katsufrakis (STAR

Laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305)

R. G. JOINER (Office of Naval Research, Arlington, VA
22217)

From May to Dec 1982 an experiment called SEEP was
conducted in which energetic electrons were precipi-

tated from the radiation belt by powerful, ground-based
VLF transmitters. Unique ON/OFF modulation patterns

were employed at the times that the S81-1 satellite was

overpassing the transmitter sites. Beams of electrons

with good signal-to-background ratios and with the same

modulation timing as the transmitter were observed on

several occasions to be precipitating into the atmos-
phere. The most outstanding case occurred on 17 August

1982 when 12 successive beams were observed. High sen-
-sitivity sensors aboard the satellite provided direct

and detailed measurement of the spectra of the precipl-

tating electrons. The precipitation spectra can be
described by an exponential continuum plus the addition

of an L-dependent energy peak. The relative intensi-

ties of the continuum and the energy peaks varied -,

throughout the interaction region on 17 August. The

measured electron spectra have been used as input to an
atmospheric deposition computer program to obtain the

energy deposition profile and the enhanced ionization

rates. Electron density profiles have been derived
using available nighttime effective recombination rate
coefficients. Near the peak in precipitation the
transmitter-induced electron density at 80 km altitude
was calculated to be,a factor of 6 higher than ambient

nighttime conditions. Riometer absorption at 20 and 30
MHz was estimated to be 0.13 and 0.06 db, respectively. .

Details of the precipitating spectra and the effects on
the lower ionosphere will be presented.

EOS Vol. 64 #18, p. 302 May 3, 1983 a-
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Preliminary Results from the $81-I SEEP Satellite
X-Ray Imaging Spectrometer (XRIS)

0"' II. D. VOSS, W. L. IHIOF, J. B. REAGAN, R. R. VONDRAK,
M.,WALT, D. W. DATLOWE, J. MOBILIA, D. P. CAUFFMAN,
W. 'CALVERT* (all of Lockheed Palo Alto Research

Laboratory, Palo Alto, CA 94304)
*(now at the University of Iowa, Iowa City,

Iowa 52243)

Simultaneous x-ray, airglow and energetic

particle measurements have been made onboard the SEEP

(S81-1) satellite. SEEP is a 3-axis stabilized
satellite in polar orbit at low altitude (170-280 1m).
The SEEP x-ray imaging spectrometer (XRIS) measures
x-rays from the atmosphere with a large area imaging
proportional counter sensitive over the energy range

of 4 to 40 keV. The XRIS field-of-view is divided
into 16 pixels in the direction perpendicular to the
satellite trajectory. This enables the remote sensing
of electron precipitation over a large area with fine
spatial (30 km) and temporal (0.13 sec) resolution.

XRIS images are presented for various auroral
features: pulsating aurora, discrete arcs, polar-cap
events and auroral patches. These x-ray images are 4'

compared to the nearly simultaneous airglow (391.4 and '
630 rim) and energetic particle (E > 2 keY) '
measurements. The observed x-ray fluxes and energy
distributions can be used to compute the precipitated 4

energetic electron spectra, energy inputs, ionospheric
electron densities, and upper atmospheric

conductivities.

PA.'

EQS Vol. 64 #18, p. 302 May 3, 1983'..4
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Satellite Obser-vations of Periodic F-Region Gradirnts

During the Stimulated Emission of Energetic P'articles"'

(bEEP) Experiment

J. MOBILIA, H. D. VOSS, W. 1. IMHOF, J. B. REAGAN ,

K..L. HILLER (all of Lockheed Palo Alto Research

Laboratory, Palo Alto, CA 94304) 1.

Satellite observations of large-scale F-reglon

plasma gradients are reported that accompany manmade

precipitation of radiation belt electrons. The

radiation-belt precipitation was accomplished by the

controlled injection of 17.8 k.Hz VLF signals from a

ground-based transmitter (NAA). Strong F-region

electron-density variations having horizontal

wavelength of -200 km have been observed during two

of the strongest transmitter-induced precipitation

events with the SEEP plasma probe at an altitude of

about 220 km. The location and infrequent occurrence

of such large density variations suggest they may be

responsible for efficient coupling of ground-based VLF

energy into selected regions of the magnetosphere.

lonosonde measurements from Wallops Island support the

satellite measurements and are used to obtain the

vertical density profile. The known properties of

internal gravity waves at these latitudes and the

satellite observations are used to estimate the

spatial distribution of electron density with latitude

and altitude.

b

EOS Vol. 64 #18, p. 289 May 5, 1983
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COORDINATED SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS OF PARTICLE PRECIPITATION
DURING THE STORM OF JULY 13, 1982

W. L. IMHOF, J. B. Reagan, H. D. Voss, E. E. Gaines, and
J. Mobilia (Space Sciences Laboratory, Lockheed Palo Alto
Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, CA 94304)

During the major magnetic storm of July 13, 1982 and the associated solar
particle event, high fluxes of precipitating particles were measured with an
array of spectrometers on three low altitude polaz-orbiting satellites in dif-
ferent local time regimes; P72-I (4 am - 4 pm), P78-i (noon - midnight) and
S81-1 (10:30 am - 10:30 pm) in the U. S. Air Force Test Program. In addition
to a variety of electron/proton spectrometers on all three vehicles, brems-
strahlung x-ray detectors were placed on the latter two satellites and an
airglow photometer was contained in the SEEP payload on the S81-1 spacecraft.
Large fluxes of precipitating energetic protons were measured over the polar
cap in addition to high fluxes of electrons that were precipitating at lower
latitudes. Instantaneous local time distributions in the electron precipita-
tion over a broad interval were obtained from the x-ray detectors on P78-1.

i* The trapping boundary locations and their relationship to the solar particle
cutoffs were also measured and will be reported in addition to the energy
spectra and spatial distribution of precipitating electrons.

1. Dr. William L. Imhof
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory
D/52-12, B-255

3251 Hanover Street
Palo Alto, California 94304

2. Session G3 General Contributions to Division III on
Magnetospheric Phenomena

3. Dr. N. Fukushima
Dr. A. Nisbida, Convener

4. Category of this paper (a) oral presentation highly
preferred

5. Special Requests: None; 35 mm slides will be used

IAGA 17th General Ass. of IUGG August 1983
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Observation of Hultiple Peaks in the Spectrum of
Trap pEe-lectrons -from Low Eartli Orbit

D. W. DATLOWE, W. L. IHHOF, H. D. VOSS, E.E. GAINES,
AND J. B. REAGAN, (Lockheed Palo Alto Research
Laboratory, Palo Alto, Ca. 94304)

We report on measurements of trapped electron spectra
made by the S81-1 spectrometer in the energy range 6
keV to I Hey. In many cases the spectra exhibit
multiple peaks. The ieake have been observed in the
longitude range 300 - 360 E and for magnetic L
parameters 1.2 to 1.8. At the 250km observing altitude
of tie S81-1 instrument, peaks are routinely observed
at southern latitudes in this L-range. Correlated
observations with the P78-I satellite at 600 km show
that the phenomenon occurs in both hemispheres. The
energies at which the peaks occur decreases linearly
with increasing magnetic L parameter and changes with
longitude. The general characteristics of these spectra
will be presented.

EOS Vol. 64 #45, p. 809 November 8, 1983
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Coordinated Satellite and Ground-Based Studies of
Intense Magnetospheric Electron Precipitation Events

r IM j. , J. B. REAGAN, II. D. VOSS, D. W. DAIOWE,
J. R. KILNFR, E. E. GAINES, AND J. HORILIA,
(Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, Palo Alto,
CA 94304)

T. J. ROSENRERG, (Inst. for Phy. Sc. & Tech.,
. University of Hqryland, College Park, HD 20742)

R. G. JOINER, (Office of Naval Research, Arlington, VA

22211

The precipitation of energetic electrons (tens of
keY and greater) during strong precipitation events has
been investigated using both direct electron and
bremastrahlung x-ray observations from two satellites
and riometer and magnetometer measurements at Antarctic
stations. The riometer absorption during an event at -
2300 UT on 27 June 1982 was > 10 db at 30 Mllz, the
highist recorded at South Pole in 1982 associated with

an isolated aubstorm. Near the time of maximum
absorption the P78-I satellite was over the Southern
polar cap and bremsstrahlung x-ray mappings > 21 keV
were performed with an array of cadmium tell-ride
spectrometers that overlapped the South Pole station.
The x-ray mappings indicated that the position of
maximum electron precipitation was close to the South
Pole. Nearly simultaneous direct electron and
bremastrahlung x-ray measurements were also performed
over the North polar cap with the SEEP payload on the
S81-I spacecraft and these provide the opportunity to
study conjugacy effects. At the time of the SSC near
1618 UT on 13 July 1982 the fluxes of bremsatrahlung
x-rays > 21 keV recorded from the P78-1 satellite were
the highest noted in over four years of on-orbit
operation. During this event riometer absorption of >
10 db at 30 Hilz was recorded at South Pole, comparable
to that observed on 27 June 1982.

EOS Vol. 64 #45, p. 810 November 8, 1983
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Coordinated Satellite and Ground-Based StudieI of

intens ltSnetoapherc Electron PrecIp1taton Event .a

L,._*_t__J LLf, J. B. RFACAN, H. 1. VUSS, D. V. IDATIOWEi,

J. R. KILNFR, E. T. GAIN S, AN J. Mt)RII.IA, .

(Lodheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, rIlo Aito,

CA 94304)
T. J. ROSENBERC, ( Inst. for Phy. Sd. I Tech.,

University of Maryland, College Park, MD 207&2)
R. G. JOINER, (Office of Naval Research, Arlington, VA

22217

The precipitation of energetic electrons (tens of

key and greater) during strong precipitation events has

been Investigated uslng both direct electron and

brestrahlung x-ray ohervations from two satellites

and riometer and maRnetoseter measurements at Antarctic

statIon s. The ric'eter absorption during an event at -

2)00 UT on 27 June 1982 vaa ) 10 rib at 30 M14t, the

hilthet recorded at South Pole In 1987 assocIated with

an isaolated substors. ear the tie of waxIfflu,

absorption the P18-1 satellite was over the Southern

polar cap and bremestrahlung x-ray my-pings ) 21 V -V

were performed with an array of cadmiti tel 111 Ide1'

spectronmeters that overlapped the rotith Pole station

Tie i-lay mappinre indicated that the roaltInn of

uazimtIm elec tron preripitatIon uas cloae to the Soayth

Pole. Nearly slmultaneotis direct electron and

bremctrahlung x-ray measurements were llso performed P

over the North polar cap with the SuAP payload on the

581-i spacecraft and these provide the opportunity to

study conjugacy effects. At the time of the SSC near

1618 UT on 13 July 1912 the fluxes of brempstrahlung-

x-rayn ) 21 leV recorded frcm the P78-1 satellite were

the highest noted In over four yearR of on-ortbi t

operation. rNjrIng thle event r o'eter sboorptIon of >

10 db at 30 Hilt was recorded at South role, ccmparable "

to that observed on 27 June 1982.

EOS Vol. 64 #45, p. 810 November 8, 1983
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Study of the Effects of VLF Transmitter Operation on
the Fluxes of Precipitating Electrons

J. MOBILIA, W. L. IMHOF, J. B. REAGAN, H. D. VOSS, E.
E. GAINES, AND D. W. DATLOWE, (Palo Alto Research
Laboratory, Palo Alto, California 94304)

R. A. HELLIWELL, U. S. INAN, AND J. KATSUFRAKIS, (STAR
Laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305)

R. G. JOINER, (Office of Naval Research, Arlington, VA
22217)

Examples of the direct precipitation of radiation

belt electrons by the controlled injection of VLF
signals from a ground based transmitter have been %

recently reported from data acquired on the SEEP .
(Stimulated Emission of Energetic Particles)

experiment. During each of the events the fluxes of
precipitating electrons were observed repeatedly to

display a characteristic time behavior with respect to
the transmitter modulation. Now, detailed comparisons

have been made of the absolute fluxes of precipitating
electrons observed during normal operation of the U. S.

Navy VLF transmitters at Cutler, Maine, at Annapolis,
Maryland and at Jim Creek, Washington with those
recorded when one of these transmitters was modulated

in a special 3s ON/2s OFF format. The data in the

longitude interval 220 - 310 E were acquired during a
total of 400 passes of the satellite, - 100 of which

were taken during times of the special transmitter 1
modulation. Large variations in the fluxes of

precipitating electrons from one satellite pass to
another are observed at a variety of L shells and over

a broad range of longitudes. Both the normally
occurring precipitation and any changes associated with

the special transmitter operation will be discussed.

EOS Vol. 64 #45, p. 814 November 8, 1983
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SEEP X-Ray imagery of the Earth's Aurora

H. D. VOSS, W. L. IMIIOF, J. B. REAGAN, R. R. VONDRAK,
M. WALT, J. MOBILIA, D. W. DATLOWE AND D. P.

CAUFFMAN (Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory,
Palo Alto, California 94304)

W. CALVERT (University of Iowa, Iowa City 52243)
R. G. JOINER, (The Office of Naval Research, Arlington,

Virginia 22217)

X-ray imagery of the Earth's aurora in the 4 to 40

keV energy range was obtained during the S81-1 SEEP

mission. S81-1 was a 3-axis stabilized satellite in

polar orbit at low altitude (170 - 280 km). The SEEP
x-ray imaging spectrometer (XRIS) remotely sensed

bremsstrahlung x-rays from the atmosphere over a large
area along the orbit cross-track with fine spatial (30

km) and temporal (0.13 sec) resolution. Currently over
250 well defined x-ray events have been identified

during the month of June, 1982 and are being
quantitatively analyzed to obtain absolute intensities

for comparison with the simultaneous airglow (391.4 and
630.0 nm) and energetic particle (E > 2 keV)

measurements made concurrently onboard the SEEP
satellite. The x-ray images have been catalogued and

have provided new details of the spatial distributions

and energy variations of various auroral features:

pulsating aurora (periods < 10 sec), daytime arcs,

polar-cap events and auroral patches. The observed

x-ray fluxes and energy distributions can be used to

compute the precipitated energetic electron spectra,

energy inputs, and ionospheric conductivities for

comparison with groundbased measurements and

theoretical models. -.

EOS Vol. 64 #45, p. 292 November 8,1983
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Satellite Observations of Energetic Ions and Neutrals
in the Equatorial Precipitation Zone

H. 0. Voss , W. L. lmhof, and J. Meblla
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory

3251 Hanover St., Bufldfna 255

Palo Alto, California 94304

From the SEEP payload on the 581-1 spacecraft an 6
Investigation Is being made of energetic ions and neutrals
observed in the equatorial precipitation zone. SEEP Is a
3-axis stablized satellite in polar orbit at low altitude
(170-280 km). High resolution energetic electron (E > 2
key ) and Ioan (E ) 20 keY for hydrogen) measur~ments were
made w it h an ar r ay of p ass iv elIy cool Ie d (150 K) sil icon
solid state detectors (geometrical factors of 0.2 to 0.6
cm sr . Remote sensing of the ion and neutral precipita-
tion was accomplished using a quadrant airglow photometer
sensitive to 391.4 nm (0.8 and 2.4 nm FWIII4) and 630.0 nm
wavelengths. Also included In the payload was a plasma
diagnostic probe operated as a Langmuir probe.

During the5 13 du ly 1982 liagnetic storm (Dst -328)
high fluxes (10 cm ", s - ) of energetic neutrals and
ions were observed about the geomagnetic eouator. At an
altitude of 175 km the flux is observed to dip at the geo-
magnetic equator. On either side of this minimum an almost
mirror image of the flux 'latitude variation Is observed
with a maximum intensity located near + 10 degrees about
the geomagnetic equator. Also measured -as the location of
the plasma trough (i.e. *the compression of the magneto-
sphere) with the plasma probe during the various phases of
the magnetic storm. With the energetic particle spectro-

meters and an airglow photometer strong energetic ion and
electron precipitation was observed on midlatitude L-shells
associated with the ring current." '

The explanation of this equatorial precipitation zone
Is believed to be a double-charge-exchange process of ions
or ig in a t ing I n the r In g current [ Mo r it z, 197 2, T in slIey, -Z

1978, Voss and Smith, ig0a]. By charge exchange with
thermal hydrogen atoms, the protons of the ring current

.;become h Ig h Yvel ccI ty hydrogen a toams w h ich f or thoas e

directed toward the earth are focussed in the equatorial
atmosphere where they again become protons by ionization .a,
collisions. A similar process occurs for energetic hel ium ,..

and oxygen; however, the loss rate from the ring current is
smaller than that for protons and consequently the eneraP-
t ic helI Ium and oxygen a re mor e important i n the I at rT

recovery phase of a magnetic storm. The charae-exchangn
mechanism Is consistent with the measured particie altitude
profile, energy spectrum, and pitch-angle distribution
(Moritz, 1972; Mizera and Blake., 1973; Voss and Smith,
1977, 198g b] and provides a good explanation of the rapid

drift of energetic particles In a direction perpendicular

to the magnetic field lines.
The low altitude particle zone is therefore a mappina

of the internal composition, spatial geometry and temporal

changes of the ring-current particles, weighted by the
appropriate cross sections and neutral hydrogen density; it

provides a powerful method of studying the ring current.

Based on the satellite observations and the thenret-

Ical predictions of the ring current source it is proposed
that a multidetector sensor which measures the enrrgetic
neutrals might be able to image, in a limited fashion, the

integral ion intensities of the ring current as a function

o f l at It u de and longitude about t he gePomagnetic e q iit or 1
(e.g. during one raster scan or spin period of

satellite).

Proc. Yosemite '84: Planetary Plasma Envi'Onments r- i1
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TID's Above Thunderstorms Associated with the

Efficient Transmission of VLF Energy Through the
Io nospher e

H. D. VOSS, W. L. Imhof, J. B. Reagan, K. L.
Killer, and J. Mobilia, (Lockheed Palo Alto
Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, CA. 94304)

The precipitation of energetic electrons from
the radiation belts by the controlled injection of
17.8 kHz VLF signals from the NAA transmitter has
previously been reported. During two of the I."

strongest transmitter-induced precipitation events -%

measured with the SEEP SB1-1 satellite, .

simultaneous in situ measurements of strong 4.

F-region electron density variations were made with
the SEEP plasma probe at an altitude of about 220

km. The electron density variations had a

horizontal wavelength of about 200 km and are
consistent with being classified as traveling-
ionospheric-disturbances (TID). Thunderstorm

weather fronts have been identified from weather

satellite maps as being located directly beneath

these two TID's and adjacent to the particle
precipitation region. The plasma density gradients

associated with TID's are known to extend from the
lower D-region into the magnetosphere. It is

suggested that the TID's, which may be initiated by
the thunderstorms beneath, are responsible for the "

efficient coupling of VLF waves into the magneto-

sphere where interaction with the enerpetic
electrons occurs. In all of the sixteen cases of
transmitter modulations studied to date in which

there were no observed particle precipitation,

there was also no evidence of TID activity. Data

on the plasma density variations and this correla- S
tion with the thunderstorm fronts will be

presented. ..

EOS Vol. 65 #16, p. 267 April 17, 1984
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ObeVtonf M111tittpe Peaks in the Spectrum of
ObvtinTrapJped Electrons in the Inner Belt

W. . DATLOWE., W. L. |HjjOf, E . CAINtS (1.rckheed }-

Palo Alto Research Laboratory, Palo A-Ito, Ca.4.._ *

i V~e report on correlated seasurers'nte of peaks In

the enerly spectra of gpommtnet ic~tl7 trapped
electrons In the range 100 key to I Mev. The " aks .{.

are observed in the reRion Of the South Atlantic"-.

aon Rsll t L ( 2. The dta hae been elected fr " ..?

measurements by an electron spectrometer on the.9
~~P78-1 satellite froat 1979 to 198). Double spectral"-.

peaks were obser-yed sleveral[ times in conjunction'+
with high Reomngnetic activity, but they we re not a "'

routine occurrence. Spectra with up tn sIix peakls../
u~ere seen an some occasions. Coordinated orectral,-

mesurements ere mde with the 581-1 stellte

dtiring the fall of 1982. At S1I-I's lower altitude "'''

(smaller equatorial pitch angle) the spectra tended . +

to have more pr"~inent peaks. .',

EOS Vol. 65 #45, p. 1044 November 6, 1984,
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The Simultaneois Energy Selective P rec Ipitta ttn.of -n o
Electrons and fons From Narrow Regions of the Outer

Radiation Belt

W. L. IMHOF, J. B. REAGAN, II. D. VOSS, D. W. DATLOE,

E. E, GAINES, and J. MORILIA (Lockheed Palo Alto 7,

Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, California 94104)

An investigation has been made of simultaneous large .

and spatially-narrow enhancements In the flixes of
electrons (68 keV - > 4 MeV) mnd lorts (60 keV - 90() '- ,

keV) precipitating In the drift loss cone At L - 6 - 5.

The events show greater enhAncements At higher ener-
gies. The electron and ion flux increases observed

from low nltitude polar orbiting satellites are
sometimes co-located and enhancements with widths of

0.1 units in L have been observed on occasion for bott-

electrons and ions. Since electrons and ions longittid'

drift In opposite directions, on those occasions wher

similAr flux profiles are seen the Interaction may he

occurring close to the point of obqervatinn. The

measurements are Interpreted in terms of wave-particle

internctionn, with the narrow widths in L perhaps being

associated with fine structure in the cold piaa .ma

density profIle. . Possible combinations of electro-

magnetic Ion-cyclotron wave frequency and cold piaqma

density are Invoked to interpret the nearly ntmul-

taneous electron and proton precipitation.

EOS Vol. 65 #45, p. 1044 November 6, 1984 7]
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Nightti.e SatellItO Observations of Lightning Flashes
r (.reladvi I leCtoi -FijeC Iii t l;on

J. MOBILIA, H. D. VOSS, AND W. L. 1141Of (Lockheed Palo
Alto Research Laboratory. Palo Alto, CA 94304) %

During the period frot MAy 28 to December 5, 1982
over 200 intense terrestrial lightning events with
*ultlflaah bhtrots wre obnerved with the cooled
airglow phottcueter on-board the low altittude and
3-mtis atabillred S81-I satellite (SEEP payload).

Three quadrmnts of the photrneter had center filter
Wavelengths of 391.4, 390.8 and 630.3 noi. with
bandvidths of 0.8, 2.4, and 1.2 n n. respectively.
The fourth channel v-as soaled lipbt tight. The N"
excitation line (391.4 nrm) is well known frorm

groumd-based studies to be a significant component of

lightoing spectra. The geographic distribution of
the lightning flash events are found to be consistent

vith the location of major thunderstorm centers.
Also included on the SEEP psyload 'oa fi'e resolur-

tion and high sensitivity (0.17 to 0.51 ci or)
cooled solid state pnrticle spectrometer array.
During lightning flash events observed with the

I.s, photometer numerous Lightning-induced Electron
Precipitation (LEP) events were also present. Some
of theme LEe events were directly associated with
observed 391.6 na liRhtning flashes. The SF7?
energetic electron data base, covering shel1g of

*2.0 - 3.0 In the longitude Interval 200 - 10 1, Is
compared vith the lightning data base. Strong
electron precipitation and U!P events are observed to
intensify four to five days after the strong mAgnetic
storms of 13 July aM 6 September 1982.

EOS Vol. 65 #45, p. 1060 November 6, 1984 .
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Lightning-Induced Electron Precipitation

H. D. VOSS, W. L. IMHOF, H. WALT, E. E. GAINES, and J.
KOBILIA, (Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory,
Palo Alto, CA 94304)

U. S. INAN, R. A. HELLIWELL, and D. L. CARPENTER, (STAR
Laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305)

Energetic electron precipitation bursts (E - 150 keV
at L - 2.1) from the earth's radiation belts have been . .

observed with the S81-1 satellite in association with
terrestrial lightging flashes. The measured energy
deposition (- 10 ergs cm ) of a single Lightning-
induced Electron Precipitation (LEP) burst is suffi-

cient to empty a1 ut .001 of thi raliation belt at L -

2.3 (assuming 10 electrons cm q and X > 100 keV)

in the region covered by the burst magnetic field

lines. A one-to-one correlation is found between

whistlers observed at Palmer, Antarctica and LEP

bursts. In one case, a Trimpi event observed at Palmer

is correlated with an LEP event observed 2000 km away
in longitude at the SB1-1 satellite. Whistler waves

(1-6 kHz) that undergo cyclotron resonance with
radiation belt electrons are believed to cause the

first electron precipitation pulse of the LEP event.

This pulse has a broadly peaked energy spectrum (100 <

X < 200 keV at L - 2.3) and at 200 km altitude a narrow

pitch angle distribution near 900. Subsequent reflect-

ions and backscatterings in the northern and southern

hemispheres produce a train of pulses (- 320 ms period)

of diminishing intensity which make up the individual

LEP event. The observed LEP peak resonant energies

decrease with increasing L consistent with the vari-

ation in the equatorial cold plasma density and

radiation belt spectra.

EOS Vol. 65 #45, p. 1059 November 6, 1984
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-'I. Lightning-Induced Electron Precipitation

H. D. VOSS, V. L. I)HOF, 14. WALT, R. R. GAINES, and J.
KOBI[LIA, (Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory,
Palo Alto, CA 94304)

U. S. iPAN, 1. A. HILLIWELL, and D. L. CARFPTUR, (STAR
Laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305)

Energetic electron precipitation bursts (Z - 150 keV
at L - 2.1) from the earth's radiation belts have been
observed with the S81-1 satellite in association with
terrestrial lightilng fl~sasb. Tb. measured energy
deposition (- 10 ergo cm ) of a single Lightning-
induced Electron Precipitation (LAP) burst represents a
reduction of 0.01 - .0012 of the radiation belt
population at L - 2.3 in the region covered by the
burst magnetic field lines. A one-to-one correlation
is found between whistlers observed at Palmer,
Antarctica and LEP bursts observed on the satellite.
In one case, a precipitation-induced subionsopheric VLF
signal perturbation observed at Palmer is correlated
with an LIP event observed 2000 kis away in longitude at
the S81-1 satellite. Whistler wves (1-6 kHz) that
undergo cyclotron resonance with radiation belt d,
electrons are believed to cause the first electron
precipitation pulse of the LIP event. This pulse has a
broadly peaked energy spectrum (100 < E < 200 keV at L
a 2.3) and at 200 kg altitude a narrow pitch angle
distribution near 90-. Subsequent reflections and
backacatterings In the northern and southern
hemispheres produce a train of pulses (- 320 as period)
of diminishing intensity which make up the individual
LEP event. The observed LIP peak resonant energies
decrease with increasing L consistent with the vari-
ation in the equatorial cold plasma density in
accordance with cyclotron resonance as well as the
radiation belt spectra.

E0S Vol.65 #45, p.1059, Nov. 6, 1984
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The Role of Lightning in Precipitating Electrons

From the Slot Region of the Radiation Belt

W. L. IMHOF, H. D. VOSS, M. WALT, E. E. GAINES, J.

MOBILIA, and D. W. DATLOWE, (Lockheed Palo Alto

Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, CA 94304)

An evaluation is made of the contribution of VLF

waves generated by lightning in precipitating

energetic electrons from the slot region of the
radiation belts. This investigation is based on

differences between the energy spectra of the
electrons in the drift loss cone and the energy N.
spectra of lightning-induced electron precipitation

events. The spectra of energetic electrons normally
observed in the drift loss cone frequently display

pronounced maxima and have sometimes significant -.

flux extending above 500 keV. On the other hand
electrons precipitated by lightning often display

less pronounced and broad peaks that rarely extend

above 250 keV. These upper energy limits are

consistent with the wave frequencies associated with

lightning and with VLF hiss, assuming that the

precipitation results from first order cyclotron
resonance of the trapped electrons with VLF waves.

In the drift loss cone the spectral information

combined with pitch angle distributions allow a

determination of the total loss rates from the

radiation belts.

EOS Vol. 66 #18, p. 350 April 30, 1985
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TRE PRECIPITATION OF RADIATION BELT ELECTRONS
BY VLF TRANSMITTERS, BY PLASMASPHERIC HISS, 7

AND BY LIGHTNING WHISTLERS

W. L. Imhof, R. 0. Yog@, M. Walt, E. E. Gaines, J. Mobilia,
and D. W. Datlowe

Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory
Palo Alto, California Q430"

The frequency of occurrence of the various processes by
which ThL waves precipitate geomagnetic electrons can be studied
by the characteristic energy spectra of the precipitated elec-
trons. In the Inner radiation belt and the slot region It has
been clearly demonstrated that ground-based transmitters precipi-
tate electrons with narrowly peaked spectra, and that the energy
of the peaks decreases rapidly with increasing L. In the slot
region electrons are often precipitated by wave bands associated
with plasmaspheric hiss and lightning whistlers. The resulting
energy spectra of the precipitated electrons have broad peaks
with a similar L-dependence to those associated with trans-
mitters. Using data from electron spectrometers on two low
altitude satellites, we will show spec-ra attributed to each of
these processes. The data provide a measure of the relntive
importance of the various loss mechanisms as a function of L,
local time and geomagnetic activity.

URSI 1985 North American Radioscience Meeting
p. 539 June 1985
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SATELLITE OBSERVATION OF LIGHTNING-INDUCED ELECTRON PRECIPITATION
H. D. Voso, W. L. Imhof, N. Walt, J. Mobilla, Y. T. Chlu,

E. 3. Caine. and D. g. Datlowe
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory

Palo Alto. California 94304

Energetic electron precipitation bursts (100 E 1000 keY)
from the earth's radiation bets have been observed with the
low-altitude S81-I satellite in association with terrestrial
1igstnlng flashes. The measured energy deposition (- 10 ergo
cm ) of a single Lightning-induced Electron Precipitation (LEP)
burst represents a reduction of 0.01 - .001 of the radiation
belt population at L - 2.3 in the region covered by the burst
magnetic field lines. A strong correlation is found between
thunderstorm lightning flash events observed with the S81-1 391.4
om photometer and the LEp bursts. A one-to-one correlation is
found between whistlers observed at Palmer, Antarctica and LEPbursts observed on the satellite. In one case, a precipitation-
induced subionospheric VT? signal perturbation observed at Palmer
is correlated with an LEP event observed 2000 km sway in longi-
tude at the S81-1 satellite (Voss et al., Nature, 312, 740-742,
1984).

Whistler waves (1-6 kHz) that undergo cyclotron resonance
with radiation-belt electrons are believed to cause the first
electron precipitation polse of the LEE event. This pulse has a
broadly peaked energy spectrum (100 < E < 200 keY at L - 2.3) sad
at 200 ka altitude a narrow pitch angle distribution near 90
Subsequent reflections and backscatterings in the northern and
southern hemisphere produce a train of pulses (- 320 ms period)
of diminishing intensity which make up the individual LEP event.

The observed LP peak resonance energies decrease with
increasing L consistent with the variation in the equatorial cold
plasma density in accordance with cyclotron resonance as well as
the radiation-belt spectra. A study of the latitude variation of
LEP events over North America indicates a maximum occurance P
frequency near L - 2.3 with a rather sharp equatorvard cutoff at
L - 2. This L-shell region of frequently observed .P burst is
found to be similar to the radiation belt slot region, the .
trane itter-nduced electron precipitation.

In addition to the satellite observation of optical light-
ning flashes and LEP bursts in the vicinity of thunderstors the
satellite plasma probe also observed associated F-region irregu-
larities, TID variations (I - 200 ki) and transient displacement
currents that are thought to be induced by the trancient light-
ning-induced electromagnetic electric field. The lightning
associated transient electric fields are observed to have rise
times faster than the Instrument resolution of 64 meec and
recovery times of several seconds.

URSI 1985 North American Radio Science Meeting
p. 540 June 1985
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02.04.08 SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS OF LIGHTNING AND ASSOCIATED
ELECTRON PRECIPITATION
H D Voss. W L Imhof, J Mobilia

Lightning-induced electron precipitation (LEP) from the enrth's radiation

belt has been observed with the SEEP Payload on the low-altitude (F region'

S81-1 satellite. The LEP events occurred on a one-to-one basis with the

observation of one-hop whistlers at Palmer-Antarctica and In association

with lightning flashes observed with the SEEP 391.4 rx photometer. In

addition, the SEEP plasma probe observed Traveling Ionospheric Distrubances
(TIDs) and transient displacement currents in the vicinity of thunderstorms.
The observed current transient is thought to be induced by the transient
lightning electric field.

IAGA/IAIAP 5th Gen. Ass., p. 248, August 1985

02.07.06 SIMULTANEOUS X-RAY IMAGERY, OPTICAL AND ENERGETIC

PARTICLE OBSERVATIONS OF THE EARTH'S AURORA

H D VosS, W L Imhof, R R Vondrak

X-ray images of the earth's aurora in the 4-40 keV energy rntipe wcr,

acquired with the SEEP payload on the low-altitude (F repion) VR8-1 qntel-

lite. The x-ray imaging spectrometer (XRIS) remotely sensed hrr, istrah1ut1n

x rays from the atmosphere over a large area along the orbit cross-track ("

700 km long) with fine spatial (20-40 kin) ard temporal (0.13 s) regolutlon.

Currently over 2000 well defined x-ray mapq have been cntalogied for th,

month of June, 1982. The XRIS Images provide new details of variont,. aurora'

features: pulsating aurora (0.03<2<10 s), daytime aurora, REP events, pol "

cap spikes and structured ,qd diffuse auroral forms.

IAGA/IAMAP 5th Gen. Ass. p. 252 August 1985
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Probing the Equatorial Plasnia Density at L = 1.5 -

2.0 by Cyclotron Resonance Precipitation of Energetic
Electrons

D.W. DATLOWE, W.L. IMHOF, and E.E. GAINES (All at:
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory D91-20/13255, Palo
Alto, Ca. 94304)

Cyclotron resonance precipitation of 70 - 500 keV electrons
produces narrow spectral peaks at L values from 1.5 - 2.0. A
significant feature of this phenomenon is the variation in energy
of the peak with L, which can be used to measure the gradient
of the plasma density near the magnetic equator. We report on
a survey of over 200 events of this type observed by electron
spectrometers on the S81-1 satellite. We compare the gradi-
ent inferred from our electron spectra with published models
and find that the typical gradient is less steep than expected.
I hese measurements also show the day-to-day variations in the
i;%erred plasma density in the electron precipitation regions.

EOS Vol. 66 #46, p. 1039 November 12, 1985 S
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Observations of Auroral Brenisstrahlung X-rays

W. L. IMHOF and H. D. VOSS (Lockheed Palo Alto Research
Laboratory, Palo Alto, Ca. 94304)

Measurements of the bremsstrahlung x-rays produced in the
atmosphere by precipitating electrons provide information on
the electron fluxes and energy spectra. From satellites these
measurements can lead to a unique separation of spatial and
temporal variations. The technique, first demonstrated from
the P72-I satellite in 1972, has now provided coarse (from P78-
1) and fine scale [- 30 km E > 4 keV, from S81-1 (SEEP)]
mappings of electron precipitation over wide areas under both
daytime and nightime conditions. Electron precipitation pat-
terns in the auroral zone as well as the polar cap from several low
altitude polar orbiting satellites are presented including pulsat-
ing aurora, daytime aurora, inverted V and discrete arcs, polar
cap spikes, and other structured and diffuse auroral forms. The
* pected results from future high altitude satellite programs
which can provide mappings of the entire polar region are also
discussed.

EOS Vol. 66 #46, p. 1047 November 12, 1985
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A
Thle Spatial Extent of Lightning and Chorus ElectronPrecipitation Bursts in the Slot Region

W. L. IM1IOF, H. D. VOSS, J. MOBILIA (Lockheed Palo
Alto Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, Ca. 94304)

D. S. EVANS (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion, Boulder, Co. 80303)

Bursts of precipitating energetic electrons with risetimes less
than one second are observed in the slot region; many of the
nightside events appear to be associated with lightning whereas
those on the dayside may be related primarily to VLF chorus.
Based on seven months of data in 1982 acquired with the SEEI,
payload on the low altitude (170 - 280 kin) S81-1 spacecraft a
tabulation has been made of narrow bursts in the region L - -'.

2-3. A total of 227 bursts were found; 103 in the daytime and
124 at night. At the time of each of these events data from"
the NOAA-6 spacecraft (at -815 kin altitude) were examined

o find occurrences of bursts observed at the same times as the
SEEP events. Events observed simultaneously from the two
satellites will be presented along with the results of a study
of their frequency of occurrence as a function of the difference
in longitude and L value of the two satellites. Tepeiri
nary investigations indicate that individual lightning and chorus
induced electron precipitation events rarely extend more than
about 450 in longitude.

.4

'o ,

EOS Vol. 66 #46, p. 1039 November 12, 1985
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Observallons of Auroral Dremsustrahlung X-ray!

W. L. IMIIOF and II. D. VOSS (Lockheed Palo Alto Research
Laboratory. Palo Alto, Ca. 94304)

Measurements of the bremsstrahlung x-ravs produced in the -
atmosphere by precipitating electrons provide information on
the electron fluxes and energy spectra. From satellites these
n-asurements can lead to a unique separation of spatial and
temporal variations. The technique, first demonstrated from
the P72-1 satellite in 1972. has now provided coarse (from P78-
I) and fine scale 1- 30 km E > 4 keV. from s58-i (SEEP)I
mappings of electron precipitation over wide areas under both
daytime and nightime conditions. Electron precipitation pat-
terns in the auroral zone a Aell as the polar cap from several low
altitude polar orbiting satellites are presented including pulsat-
ing aurora, daytime aurora. inverted V and discrete arcs, polar
cap spikes. and other structured and diffuse auroral forms. The
expected rults from future high altitude satellite programs
which can provide mappings of the entire polar region are also ,
d iw ussed.

-4

EOS Vol. 66 #46, p.1047, November 12, 1985
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Lightning Observations from the Seep/S81-1 Satellite

J. MOBILIA, H.D. VOSS, W.L. IMHOF (Lockheed Palo Alto
Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, California 94304)
S.J. GOODMAN (NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center,
Huntsville, Alabama 35812)

During the period from May to December 1982 over 1000
strong terrestrial lightning events with multi-flash bursts were
observed with the cooled airglow photometer on-board the low
altitude and 3-axis stabilized SEEP/S81-1 satellite. The N +

excitation line (391.4 nm) is well known from ground based
studies to be a component of lightning spectra and was moni-
tored on SEEP with two filter bandwidths of 0.8 and 2.4 nm.
The geographic distribution of the lightning flash events are
found to be consistent with the location of the major thunder-
storm centers. During a SEEP pass over the Oklahoma light-
ning detection network on 15 June 1982 a one-to-one correla-S tion was observed between the satellite and groundbased mea-
surements of multi-stroke cloud-to-ground flashes. Additional

P., cloud-to-cloud flashes were observed with the SEEP photome-
ter. Several optical lightning flash events have been correlated
on a one-to-one basis with electron precipitation bursts from

5 the earth's radiation belt consistent with the expected time
delay for interactions near the equator.

.4

EOS Vol. 66 #46, p. 1001 November 12, 1985
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Thunderstorm Effects in Space Observed with
the SEEP/S81-1 Satellite

H.D. VOSS, W.L. IMHOF and J. MOBILIA (Lockheed Palo
Alto Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, California 94304)

Strong coupling is suggested between the terrestrial and space
environment based on the low-altitude SEEP/S81-1 satellite
data. The SEEP observations above thunderstorms include "
remote sensing of 391.4 and 630.0 nm wavelengths from light-
ning flashes and in situ measurements near 200 km altitude
of medium scale travelling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs),
lightning-induced electron precipitation (LEP), and electric
field transients. Thunderstorm weather fronts have been iden-
tified from weather satellite maps as being located in the 391.4
nm flash regions and directly beneath the in situ SEEP mea-
surements of TIDs, electric field spikes and LEP bursts. The
TIDs have a horizontial wavelength of about 200 km and may
be the result of a gravity wave produced from the thunder-
storm activity. The transient electric field signatures have rise
times faster than the instrument resolution of 64 msec. The
energetic electron precipitation bursts (100 < E < 500 keV)
have energy fluences as great as 10- 3 ergs cm - 2 and were fre-
quently observed in the L-shell region between 2 and 3. This
region was also associated with the efficient precipitation of
energetic electrons from the radiation belts by the controlled
injection of 17.8 kHz VLF signals from the NAA transmitter.
The efficiency improved dramatically during times of thunder-
storm activity.

EOS Vol. 66 #46, p. 1039 November 12, 1985
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Pulsating Electron Precipitation at the Trapping 00 %

Boundary

H.D. VOSS, W.L. IMHOF, G.T. DAVIDSON, and J.
MOBILIA (Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, Palo
Alto, California 94304)

Pulsating electron precipitation at the trapping bound-
ary was frequently observed with the SEEP payload on the
low-altitude S81-1 satellite (May- Dec, 1982). SEEP x-ray (4-
40 keV) and photometer (391.4 nm) measurements remotely
mapped energetic electron precipitation with a temporal res-
olution of 0.06 s. Onboard particle spectrometers indicated
intense relativistic electron precipitation with energies extend-
ing beyond 1 MeV. The pulsations are identified by the quasi-
periodic x ray and 391.4 nm flux variations (- 5s period) that
are much shorter than the temporal variations associated with
the convolution of the instrument field-of-view with the emit-
ting region. The trapping boundary in the auroral region as
observed with the SEEP particle spectrometers is characterized
by 1) a rapid increase in local mirroring flux from the low polar
cap to high radiation belt intensities and 2) a strong energy ver-
sus L dependence for precipitating electrons 45<E<1000 keV.
X-ray images of the trapping boundary indicate an arc struc-
ture that is extended beyond the x ray field-of-view (600 kin) in
the direction of constant magnetic latitude. During substorm-
activity twe trapping boundary is observed to move equator-
ward with associated strong pulsations. These measurements
are consistent with previous results; however, the SEEP high
sensitivity, low thresholds, and x ray mapping capability have
important implications to the theory of particle trapping and

precipitation.

EOS Vol. 67 #16, p. 345 April 22, 1986
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Abstract for SCAR Upper Atmosphere Physics Working Group
Meeting 18 June 1986

X-RAY IMAGERY, OPTICAL AND ENERGETIC PARTICLE
OBSERVATIONS OVER ANTARCTICA IN JUNE 1982

H.D. VOSS, W.L. IMHOF, AND J. MOBILIA
(Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, CA, 94304)

X-ray images of the earth's aurora in the 4-40 keV range were acquired in June

1982 with the SEEP payload on the low-altitude polar orbiting S81-1 satellite. The x-ray
imaging spectrometer (XRIS) remotely sensed bremsstrahlung x-rays from the atmosphere
over a large area along the orbit cross- track (600 km) with fine spatial (20-40 km) and

temporal (0.13 s) resolution. Currently over 2000 well defined x-ray maps have been
catalogued for the month of June 1982. Simultaneous energetic particle (2 < E < 1000
keV), plasma density, and photometer (391.4 and 630.0 nm) measurements are compared

with the x-ray images and provide new details of various auroral features: pulsating aurora,

daytime aurora, trapping boundary arcs, polar cap spikes, inverted V events, and other
structured and diffuse auroral forms.

S

SCAR Meeting, June 1986
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• ,-,Spectral Mapping of Precipitating Electrons
with X-ray Images

D. W. DATLOWE, W. L. IMIIOF, H. D. VOSS (Lockheed
Palo Alto Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, California 94304)

We present, for the first time, a snapshot of the the spec-
tral variation of > 5 keV electrons precipitating into the auroral
zone as a function of magnetic local time. The measurements
use the two-dimensional mapping characteristic of an X-ray
imager to view the auroral oval for up to six hours of MLT in
a single - 10 minute observation.

The measurements were made during June 1982 by the
imaging proportional counter of the SEEP experiment on the
low altitude polar orbiting satellite S81-1. The data consist of
spatially resolved bremsstrahlung X-ray spectra in the energy
range 4-40 keV. From the X-ray spectral maps we have inferred
the spectra of the precipitating electrons and we have mapped
the electron energy input to the atmosphere.

For selected auroral events we show the variation in elec-

tron spectral slope and the variation in precipitating flux with
magnetic local time. In these events we have found that the
spectral hardness increases toward midnight MLT. -',

EOS Vol. 67 #44, p. 1169-70 November 4, 1986
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Electron Precipitation Patches at High Latitudes

W. L. IMHOF, H. D. VOSS, D. W. DATLOWE and J.
MOBILIA (Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, Palo

Alto, California 94304)

Isolated patches of electron precipitation at high latitudes
have been investigated with bremsstrahlung x-ray images (>4
keV) and simultaneous airglow, particle and plasma data ac-
quired with the SEEP payload on the S81-1 satellite. Many
of these patches, which are typically --200 km wide, were re-.
ported previously (Imhof et. al. JGR 90, 6515, 1985). We
have now found that some patches can occur near each other.
Within a patch, narrow spikes of electron precipitation were
frequently observed by the SEEP electron spectrometers hav-
ing thresholds at 2 to 45 keV. The temporal or spatial ambi-
guity of these spikes can often be resolved with the use of the
bremsstrahlung x-ray observations. We have used the satellite
data to investigate the following characteristics: 1) the inten-
sities, 2) the shapes, 3) the frequency of spike occurrence, 4)
the grouping of the patches, 5) the correlations to interplan-
etary B, and various magnetospheric boundaries, and 6) the
correlations with SEEP plasma probe measurements. The dis-
tribution of the patches in local time and invariant latitude
is peaked in the evening sector similar to that of inverted V
events. The patches occur on both open and closed magnetic
field lines.

EOS Vol. 67 #44, p. 1158 November 4, 1986
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Global Distribution of LEP Bursts

J. MOBILIA, H. D. VOSS, W. L. IMHOF (Lockheed Palo
Alto Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, California 94304)

Over 200 lightning-induced electron precipitation (LEP)
bursts have been identified with the SEEP particle spectrome-
ters on the low altitude S81-1 satellite. The pulse shape of an

LEP event (E>45 kev) is characterized by a rapid rise in elec-
tron flux (< 0.1 sec) followed by a decaying amplitude (r - 1.0
sec). The distribution of LEP events indicates a rather sharp
low-latitude cutoff near L ,2.0 with a peak frequency of occur-
rence near Lz2.5. Also on SEEP was a quadrant photometer
which was used to map the global distribution of lightning
flashes at 391.4 and 630.0 nm. The geographic distribution
of observed lightning flashes is consistent with the location of

major thunderstorm centers. Comparison between the light-
ning and LEP global distributions suggests that an LEP event
can be observed several thousand kilometers from the lightning
source region. Satellite data have been used to investigate the

following characteristics 1) latitude/longitude differences, 2)
conjugate effects, and 3) diurnal variations.

EOS Vol. 67 #44, p. 1168 November 4, 1986
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Airglow Response to Energetic Electron Precipitation Compared
with Satellite Observations

K.A. SPEAR, H.D. VOSS and W.L. IMIOF (Lockheed Palo
Alto Research Laboratory, 3251 Hanover St., Palo Alto, CA
94304)

Theory and several recent observations suggest that energetic
electron precipitation provides a significant source of ionization
that can alter the composition of the upper atmosphere over rel-
atively short timescales. Energetic electron precipitation is fre-
quently observed near the trapping boundary by the low altitude
Stimulated Emission of Energet-c Particles (SEEP) payload on

a_ the S81-1 satellite. SEEP X ray images acquired during June
of 1982 indicate that precipitation extends over the entire in-
strument field of view (;z700 kin) during which time the SEEP
and NOAA-6 satellite particle spectrometers show hard electron
spectra (E 0 > 30 keV) with energies at times exceeding I MeV. _
Theories governing airglow production and depletion as a result
of enhanced ionization are used to estimate fluxes of 391.4 nm
(N'), 215.0 nm (NO), and 1.27 microns (03). These estimates
are then compared to 391.4 nm data from SEEP as well as the
215.0 nm and 1.27 micron emissions from the Solar Mesosphere

Explorer (SNIE) satellite for selected northern hemisphere events.

EOS Vol. 67 #44, p.l1 4 0 , November 4, 1986
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Satellite Observations of Lightning-Induced Electric
Fields

H.D. VOSS, W.L. Imhof, Y.T. Chiu, and J. Mobilia, (Lock-
heed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, California
94304)

Strong electric field coupling is suggested between tro-
pospheric lightning flashes and the space environment based
on the low-altitude SEEP/S-81 satellite data. The electric
field transients were observed as a current transient in the
SEEP fixed-voltage Langmuir probe in association with the
direct measurements of lightning flashes observed from the
same satellite. The offset voltage transient of the Langinuir
I-V characteristic is consistent with calculations of the three-
axis stabilized satellite geometry in the presence of an external
horizontal electric field of 10 mV/m. The transient electric
field signatures have rise-times shorter than the instrument res-
olution of 64 milliseconds and recovery times of the order of
1 second at 230 km. The SEEP observations above thunder-
storms include remote sensing of 391.4 and 630.0 nm lightning
flashes and frequent in situ measurements between 150 and
270 km altitude of medium scale traveling ionospheric distur-
bances (TID), lightning-induced electron precipitation (LEP)
and lightning-induced electric field transients, Thunderstorm
weather fronts have been identified from weather satellite maps
as being located at the 391.4 nm flash regions. A preliminary
map of the global distribution of horizontal electric field tran-
sients from June to December 1982 will be discussed. The
observed strength of the lightning-induced electric field tran-
sients may be sufficient to form field-aligned density irregular-
ities, drive ionospheric currents and excite plasma waves.

EOS Vol. 67 #44, p. 1166 November 4, 1986
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Spectral Mapping of Precipitating Electrons
with X-ray Images from a satellite

D. W. DATLOWE, W. L. IMHOF, H. D. VOSS (Lockheed
Palo Alto Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, California 94304)

X-ray images made in the auroral zone have been used to cre-
ate two dimensional maps of the patterns of precipitation of

electrons above 5 keV. We present the first systematic sur-
vey of the auroral features found in a set of approximately 100

maps. Data from the X-ray imaging spectrometer on the S81-1

satellite are used to calculate the fluxes and energy spectra of
precipitating electrons averaged over -- 40 km FWHM square
pixels. The field of view is 16 pixels wide, and one image
is made for each pass of the satellite over the polar regions.
The shapes of the observed X-ray features range from isolated
patches and single arcs to complex multi-filament structures.
Using the observed X-ray spectrum in each pixel we have de-
rived maps of the intensity and characteristic spectral slope of
the precipitating electrons. The characteristic energy of the
electrons is often nearly uniform over many pixels, although
order of magnitude intensity variations may be present on the
same spatial scales.

Fr-"

EOS Vol. 68 #44, p.14 3 5, November 3, 1987
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Fast Time Variations in the Energy Spectra of e

Electron Precipitation Bursts From the Radiation
Belts

W. L. IMHOF, H. D. VOSS, M. WALT, J. MOBILIA, D. W.
v DATLOWE and E. E. GAINES (Lockheed Palo Alto Research

Laboratory, Palo Alto, California 94304)

Short duration electron precipitation bursts (>6 keV) with
risetimes of less than 1 second and decay times of less than 3
seconds have been studied from the low altitude S81-1 satellite
at L > 2. The time histories of the events are often compara-
ble in the nighttime and daytime, but the spectral variations
with time within a burst are typically quite different. Spectral
changes have been observed on time scales of less than 0.1 sec-
ond. If the precipitation is caused by resonant wave-particle
interactions, the frequency variation of the waves will influence
the time variation of the electron energies. Many nightside
events clearly show a hardening with time which indicates res-
onant precipitation by waves having a falling frequency with
time, a pattern characteristic of whistlers. On the other hand,
this time evolution is not evident in most dayside events. The
time variations of the energy spectra and other characteristics
are consistent with the hypothesis that many of the nighttime
precipitation events are caused by lightning and the daytime
events by other classes of waves, particularly those associated
with chorus. The temporal variations in the energy spectra
and the rise and fall times of the events are presented as a
function of local time and geographic position.

EOS Vol. 68 #44, p.1440, November 3, 1987
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X-RAY IMAGING OF THE AURORAL ZONE
BY THE S81-1 SATELLITE

Datlowe, D. W., Inihof, W. L., and Voss, 11. D.,
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratories, 3251
Hanover Street, Palo Alto Ca.,94304, USA

We report on the results of a systematic survey of X-ray im-
ages of the Auroral Zone acquired by the X-ray spectrometer
on the low altitude polar orbiting satellite S81-1. X-ray im-
ages from this instrument map the precipitation of electrons
with energies above a few keV. The measurements use the
two-dimensional mapping characteristic of an X-ray imager
to view the auroral oval for up to six hours of MLT in a single

10 minute observation. These images show single or multi-

ple discreet arcs of typical width - 100 km crossing the 500

km instrumental field of view. We have obtained the intensi-
ties and spectral characteristics of the precipitating electrons
in many of these arcs from the observed X-ray spectra. The
average energies of the energetic electrons change only slowly
along the arcs, although substantial intensity variations are
seen. Some of these arcs serve to map out the boundaries be-
tween the plasma sheet and the polar cap or the boundaries
between the plasma sheet and belts of trapped particles. At
the location of maximum precipitation the energetic electron
energy input dominates the energy input by particles, but
391.4 nm photometer data taken by the same satellite show
that between arcs other sources of ionization must be doir-
inant. These spatial differences mean that X-ray and pho-

tometer data provide different information about the origin
of particle precipitation in the auroral zone.

IUGG XIX Gen. Ass. Vancouver Canada 1987
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A SPACECRAFT MULTICHANNEL ANALYZER FOR A MULTIDETECTOR

SOLID STATE DETECTOR ARRAY

H. D. Voss, J. C. Bakke and S. N. Roselle
3251 Hanover Street, Building 255

Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory a-"..
Palo Alto, California 94304

Abstract anticoinctrient analys i" of events f r r bot h tele-

scopic arrays of detectors and/or IndIvidual en~or
A newly designed low power spacecraft multi- instruments. Figure I Illustrateq three basic

channel analyzer (16 to 256 energy channels) has been analyzer methods for accumulating information from a
developed with the capability of servicing a multi- telescopic array of solid state sensor,. In these
detector array of solid state particle detectors, cases, the analysis of coincident pulse heights nhove
Various system configurations are presented based on certain thresholds is used to give unique information

the requirements of a specific detector array con- about the incident particle identity and total energy W
cept. The multidetector-multichannel analyzer fea- as illustrated in Figure 2.

tures controllable energy and time resolution, eleven ,, ,,

bit data compression, compactness (13 x 20 cm PC
card), and analog display outputs of formatted and Yci

accumulated data for CRT display and microprocessor o

interface. Also featured is the ability of the a) o

system to automatically accommodate detector noise '.co os, , ci T ""F
level fluctuations (e.g. light, temperature, leakage, ,

amplifier gain, etc.) among individual sensors. ,, STACKE-

Additional parallel processing concepts permit

accurate energy coincident logic, fault tolerant "'" "
redundancy and multiple energetic particle mass ,."
analysis. F

IS)
1. Introduction

Pulse height analyzers are widely used In all
fields of nuclear radiation spectroscopy. Recent
developments in solid state detector imaging snd0

microelectronics have dictated the need for new

concepts in pulse height analysis with the ability to
parallel process data from large arrays of solid

state detectnra. ft -A

The fundamental assumption for such parallel
processing Is the requirement that the sampling rate
be long relative to the analysis time. For such c) , -•.

conditions, a high speed multiplexing arrangement is
possible whereby multiple detectors can be serviced o- n I-I

from a. single analyzer with appropriate memory I-.
capacity. Significant instrument performance is

realized along with substantial savings in weight, i .

size, power and cost. -

A completed design of a parallel analyzer is Figure 1. Three analyzer methods for accr,,iltln .n,

described for a six detector particle spectrometer. information from a telescopic array of

Unique features and limitations of this analyzer are solid state sensors.
presented using the various display modes of the

microprocessor interface circuitry. Energy resolu- a. Time Multiplexed PIIA

tton is selectable frnm 16 to 256 binary stepped The time multiplexed PliA represonted in Fiv,.re
energy intervals depending on the time behavior, In is programmed to pulse height an.a1vn one sennr

spectral energy resolution, and spacecraft telemetry at a time while the other sensors provide cotnctdent

readout rate. Options of the system include the threshold information for identifyinp valid events.

possible use of 1) advanced coincident energy Consequently, only one energetic particle type or

analysis for a multiple detector telescope to improve energy range is analyzed at one time. After a

signal to noise ratio, 2) RAM look up tables based on programmed dwell time the analver is stepped to

the coincident logic of a telescope to define the another sensor input and/or coincident loP.fc confIej-

type of energetic event and 3) fault tolerant design ration. For the illustrated cnae the analyer steps

concepts since the multiplexed front end is ideally sequentially through the analvsi of low Pnor,"
suited to backup an adjacent PHA if a failure occurs, electrons (el), mediutm energv electronq (P21, hiph

energy electrnns (e3), low enervy prot,,ns (PI), hie.' . .'i

enerRy protons (P2), hel im (1,et , I tthiim (. ) i

II. Types of Parallel Processing oxygen (n) ions. The primary ailvintipe of the 5..t-n

in Figure In iq that one small and low p,-wer an-alv7rr N'c
Parallel prodesing is the ability of a sinehl can time sample a number nf enerRtr pnrt le ov1

fast analyzer, to scan a number of variable putlre (coincident logic confIeuurationo). TheT pci'sre

height sensor outpuuts and accumulate spectra accord- dladvantag g are that lqrge time grip ekist in the

ing to energy, position, coincident logic identifica- data and many valid countq'are leer i R , f th,

tion and/or sensor location. In addition, parallel counts, per particle tvpa, frr thfe er - ,f Fig.ir"

processing is applicable to fast coincident or Ia) since only one particle type is analv?d at ne

time (duty cycle).

0018 9499,82 02(W) r)ll.rt) 7S' 1092 !11F 1 F
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of additional thresholds in tie (fl., for atI rho

designed modes, may be Intelligently used tn improvo
the particle identification algorIthm. To inrire

D I  that a saturating count rate nf one parrthl. typeI I i ~(e.g. low energy electron mn de) ,t not rr-,l,,l ...

02s necessary to use a sequenttelv qtepppd priority
I Iinterrupt for initiating PlAannnlyqfi.For redutndarnrvy It IR 11c l1v beer n Implrm-nt

two pnrnllel PIlA' e wIth e n h ,-,.t v I c Ii,p h, f the
I I Ispectrometers at the maximum simp ltug, rate. 'it(P the

I' I multiplexed front end of a paralleI PiIA Is Ideally
suited for incorporating additional spectrometers a

I gisingle analyzer ran, If need he, prncess all the
D N spectrometers at half the sampling rare. qome of the

advantages of a parallel process design are sum-
ANT , I , marized as follows:

e- e- H+  
He + 

LI 0 H ANTI o Dramatic reduction In 517e, weight, power and cost

LOW HIGH LOW HIGH for the equivalent analysis capability of an
alternate method

Figure 2. Analysis of coincident pulse heights above o Ability to analyze multiple spectrometers (usually
certain thresholds is used to give unique 6 to 128)
information about the incident particle o No time gaps (IOP0 duty cycle) or signifirant
identity and total energy. statistical count rate loss in any of the spectro-

meters
b. Stacked PHA o Ideally suited for microprocessor interface or

direct readout since accumulated and formatted in
The stacked PHA concept shown in Figure lb a single RAM

eliminates the disadvantages of the time multiplexed o Saturation protection of high count rates in any
PHA since several PHA's are used in parallel to channel
improve the time-statistics and duty cycle. The o Allows for fault tolerant rediudancy
various particle types and energy ranges are accumu- The primary disadvantage of a parallel processor
lated in parallel as shown. Other advantages of the is that special attention must be given to cros7 talk
system in Figure lb include redundancy and tailoring In very high energy resolution systems using one A-D

I. of each analyzer to the type of particle measured converter. Multiple A-D converters with digital
(i.e. variable number of energy channels and accumu- multiplexing or a low impedance front-end eliminate
lation time). The obvious disadvantages are in- this problem.
creased weight, size, power and cost which usually

limits this concept to a maximum of two PHIA units for I1. Sampling Techniques
spacecraft applications.

a. First Serve Sampling (RS)S C. Parallel PHIA
. aThe standard technique for samplinp pulse height

A completely parallel system which minimizes the spectra Is based on the analysis of the first pulse
above logistical constraints is illustrated in Figure which exceeds some threshold voltage, VT, above the
Ic. Here, each pulse height event is momentarily noise In the accumulation interval, t. This tech-
stored with a peak hold circuit for each detector. nique Is simple to implement and preserves the
Depending on the validity of the time coincident and original spectral form. This first-come, flrst-serve
pulse height coincident logic thresholds the appro- sampling procedure is Illistratri In Finure 3 for the
priate detector is selected by the multiplexer and case labeled R. Although this technique Is appeal-

..r analyzed. The resultant count is stored or accumula- ing for many applications and is mandatory for
ted at the specified memory location based on the coincident logic detector systems, there are some
pulse height and coincident-threshold logic decision, significant limitations (particularly in spacecraft
The basic assumption of such an analysis scheme is instrument) associated with first-serve sampling.
that the digital PIIA analysis time (e.g. I I seeC These limitations Include:

1' using a high speed digitizer) is usually much faster o The requirement of many remmindahl threslld V
than the rate at which we wish to sample and accumu- for each detector In order to insure the lowest

late data or, in general, is limited by the analog energy thresholds
electronics throughput rate (e.g. 10 Hz). For a I u o The loss of all data when a saturating high count
sec analysis time It follows that ten spectrometers rate environment of low energy particles Is
coiIld be pulse height analyzed every 10 M sec at the encountered above the threshold. VT
maximum throughput rate of each spectrometer. For o The necessity of setting VT to the miximim level
PHA applications which do not requ' that every of the noise expected over an extended period ,f

1 pulse be analyzed at the maximum throughput rate of time (e.g. orbit related noiqe due to temperature,
the front-end electronics (i.e. a sampling of input light, etc.)
spectra is sufficient) then many more additional o The significant reduction In thi ntmbor of hic
spectrometer Inputs may be multiplexed into the pulse height events, wthre tie ttmhor of -t,
parallel PHA for analysis. are fewest to start with, since most ir-ct rO., 3r"

In general, the Coincident timing logic and rapidly falling with increasing puke fgt.
amplitude Threshold Logic (CTL) must exist as First serve sampling greatly Iavor . 

til, ple n .tI f-r
a.-- separate boxes (i.e ., stacked) for each Ideni- low energy counts whi le m1ski ng the high en,,vrg .

fication mode of interest. Ihowever, In most cases counts
there is sharing of coincident and threshold logic o The regqiuremot of c ircl,,q ra, s- oter tr -
signals for the various modes And thus Iqq le- correct for anlverdeadtime
tronics. Furthermore, the fortuitous accompaniment

174 -83-
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o The lack of continuous information about the noise technique. The ability of the peak detect system to

spectral shape automatically accommodate detector noise level
o The loss of energy analysis capability below the fluctuations is Illustrated by the point labeled 2.

threshold VT For high count rate environments (count rate > 'p

sampling rate) spectral deadtime corrections are

required as shown in Figure 4 and the next section.

3 R; P t -40VT

- i I
P 3121 1 TYPICAL SPECTRUM

2 10,
IRI

U
'R; P Lu

w < 103 -

V r DEADTIME SPECTRUM

D -NOISE SPECTRUM

_ __' INCREASED NOISE
II SPECTRUM

TIME 10-,I" 101 ?

0 2 6 6 8 10
Figure 3. Example of peak sampling, P, and ENERGY (keV)

first-serve sampling, R, for energetic
pulse events in the time interval t. Note
that P sampling follows the noise level Figure 6. Comparison of pulse spectrum and threshold

and records the maximum peak in interval t for peak sampling and first-serve sam-

while R sampling records zeros in the pling.

absence of events above VT and records the

first peak in the interval t. c. Spectral Deadtime Correction with Peak Sampling

Technique

b. Peak Sampling (PS)
Although spectral deadtime corrections are

Most of the above problems can he eliminated by required for the peak sampling technilue, since

using a scanning technique which records only the countq of high energy have priority in the intervnl -J
maximuim pulse peak in the time interval t (labeled P t, the original spertrum may he rnrontr'icted. The

in Figure 3). This scanning technique may be pre- basis for reconstruction is the random nature of the

ferred in single spectrometer application where only incident particle flux which permits the utilization

anticoincidence is encountered. This sampling of the Poisson probability distribution given by;

technique Is not applicable to coincident telescope

systems. At time t - 0, 1, 2, ...N, the peak detect tn

circuit is read and reset to zero. During anticoin- P (t) exp (-Xt) (1)n ni
cidence it is reset. Although spectral deadtime

corrections are necessary, as shown in the next where P (t) denotes the probability that n particles

section, they are not irreversible, and the true will bendetected in a t-second interval and X is the

spectrum may be recovered assuming that certain mean count rate. P (t) Is the probability that no
restrictions are placed on the length of the sampling counts occur in the Pnterval t, hence, I-P t) is tle
Interval t. The incentives for this sampling tech- probability that one or mnre events will occur. For

nique include:

o Elimination of the lower analysis threshold logic a peak detect sampling techniqup the further resrric-

and thus no command overhead and operational sim- tion must be made that no particle with energy great-

plitety are realized er tain n energy, F. wlI or r i rIn t' in t l . "

o No loan of data in the advent of a noise burst or Tepobse ily thralt is gie .wlobserved in the interval t is given as;
a saturating high count rate of low energy
particles

o Realization of lowest possible energy thresholds P - 11 - P (of count E)I1P (of all counts > E)l (2)

o Good statistics for the highest energy counts 0 0

which are usually fewest in number. The plentiful This may be solved for a general source spec-

low energy counts do not mask the infrequent high trum, F(E), to give the distorted peak sampling
energy counts ' 'tr F

o The continuous recording of the noise distribution spectrum FD
provides information about the engineering status
of the instrument and the integral low energy flux

contribution to the noise level F (E)- (i-exp(- tFs(E))) exp(-t f F(.)dE) (3)

In Figure 4 a pulse height spectrum Is illus- E
teated for the case of comparing the ftrst-serve and Vros tela thdaraviae hh!r:t "

peak detect sampling techniqtes. The point labeled I Various numercal m thdn are v ailble which lterte

is the lowest energy (1.5 keV) which can be measured back from an arbtrary mtasred input qpertrJii,

(signal-to-noise ratio of I) with the peak sampling FI(E) , tO the source spectrum FS(F). The true
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spectruim is derived re-tdilv from the measuired
spectrutm by starting at the highest energy chxnnel

and working back to the lower energy channels. At
each energy c hannelI the corrected integral counts
greater than E are used to ralctwilate the deadtime for 0
channel F. Using thifs procrdure eqiiation 3 may be
solved for the true source spectrum as

Fs(Q) - ~ln(I+ F(F) exp (t / F (EMdE)) (4)

IV. Parallel Processor Design with Peak Sampling

A block diagram of a ala-channel para liel

processor is shown In Figure 5 and a photo of the
processor in Figure 6. Variable pulse height signals
from the six sensors are each routed for analysis to
a peak detect circuit (WEI 5902) and to An. analog Figure 6. Photo of six spectrometer PIIA.
multiplexer. Each peak detector circuilt Is allowed
to track And hold the highest peak value of its inputt the ouitpitt data rate Is limited to, i fix-I silki.
pulses over a time interval, t (e.g., 30 user). The The variable resoltion rcapahlittv w-is simply tmple-
read and reset of each peak detect circuit is mored by latichiog high the lowest ordenr hits9 of the
controlled by the master clock strobeR in such a way pulse height address. lUikewise, tie -irrs '-'tnter
that a continuous and sequential scan is made of each was preset with the latched high hits intl Incremented
detector. During the read cycle of a particular by one to obtnin the correct readit lInromeot.
detector, the output of the peak detector In compared An example of the mtiltiplesenl PIIA onirpor (low
with its input in the coincident logic circuit. if gain setting for spectrometer Inpntr 2) Is shtown In
an Input pulse Is currently raising the peak detector Figujre 7 for an Am 24~ source. Thne surfnce hairrier
output the sample and hold trigger is delayed until detector usepd is 50 mm by I mim thici, ind is operated
the input pulse peak value Is reached. After the at room temperature (6 keV FUIWlI. This flinire, also)
read strobe the peak detector outpuft Is reset to zero Illustrates the vise of the peank. ctn'nphing ternholle
providing the concident logic finds no negative slope compared to a threshold voltage (first servo samp-
on the tinput Asinl. ling'), If udof V

SImitnni wIt h trite reset r ommannd , t fer
256-rihannel annlog-tn--diltil cnverter I-, activated tenVhti
.and the resulting digitail pulse height (8 hits) I s2
placed on the address buis of A 2/4-kbit RANf. A Iso7
placed in the Address bus of the RAMl are the three

The content of this memory cell1 (12 bitq) I s read

*into teALU or fast counter, incremented by one and
then redback inotememorycel Th it-
plexers are stepped to the next detector and the
above process is repeated.

Sice the accumulate function is well defined,
Ithe use of sequential strobes from a master timer Is

significantly faster than with a microprocessor.
*However, the microprocessor Is well suited to ''

* formatting, compressing, and editing the accumulniated
RAiM contents using direct memory access (DMA) or, in
ouor case, by using two memory banks; one for accumu-
lation while the other is used for readout. An
address counter was used to sequentially step through VT

,.,4 the entire readotit RAM. The RAM dntn compressor
packs the li-hit suim into An 8-bit byte for serial VolI tlue
interface with the satellite telemet-y. Figure?7. Outpuit of spectrometer on the multi-

The contents of the dais bus and Address buis plexed PIIA uingri peak saimpling.
40 can be interrogated during any of the strobed time

steps using the two 12-bit latches and digital-to- V. Conclusiton
analog converters as shown. For example, duiring the
reald-ouit strobe, the data buis fl-A converter would Pa ra ll1el f'IlA prc,-ss nc of ! e -or

produce a pulse height spectruim on an oscilloscope, a rra y of detectorq isq idviont , p...ns for 'tnt l icl.i
The variable resolution function of the ti,,ns compa1red to time-Mul1tipl'--l nI Ir Ln u~nd 171;

analyzer was particularly effective As a research me thoids, pacrtI it Ilirl I In spine 11 rtn't-n'nnt 1ti. The
tool since the energy and time resoluttion was implementitn of r '.ik sa-m p I In P, th nIIos for
selectable. The nuimbers of energy chainnels selected s pec trum anialy I of InfePr s mi n Yl iV:I tnI p'- 1 1T1:Tn(I ton"N
were 16, 32, 64, 128, or 216 while the time required first-serve snmplingp nwhen coioid- ' I c Is, 11t

for a spectral scan wouild correspondingly be 64, 128, requitred. The (iqIgo of 1 1rI x s'nr '"r iJ,I, t I'll
256, 512, or 1024 esec. This variable resoluition Is system indin-ates; that 'nM111 i" nh t,,1117ei
eAsential for studying a wide range of phenomena when withouit sacrificing nnalv~er performin-.

ilA -85-
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LOW TEMPERATURE CHARACTERISTIC' O SOLID STATE DETECTORS FOR
ENERGETIC X-RAY, ION AND ELECTRON SPECTROMETERS

H. D. Voss, J. B. Reagan, W. L. Imhof, D. 0. Murray, D.A. Simpson, D. P. Cauffman and J. C. Bakke

3251 Hanover Street, Building 255
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory

Palo Alto, California 94304

Abstract 11. Apparatus and Typical Results

The low temperature characteristics of silicon A schematic of the cold-vacuum test chamber,
surface barrier detectors have been investigated to which was used to study experimentally the character-
obtain high resolution energetic particle and x-ray istics of various detector configurations, is shown
measurements for spacecraft applications. Relatively in Figure 1. Air roughing, liquid nitrogen absorp-
simple electrical and thermal coupling techniques tion, and vac-ion pumps were used to eliminate
were implemented such that largj detector array chemical contamination within the chamber. A vacuum
concepts are feasible,_ For a 50 mm by 1.5 = deple- feed-through cold finger, coupled to the detector
*tion depth sui'ace barrier detector cooled to -80°C mount, controls the temperature of the test detector
-the x-ray resolution is 800 eV FWHH using an AC by dipping into a liquid nitrogen dewar. Micro-
coupled spacecraft instrument preamplifier. Detector phonics -were therefore eliminated by this technique
system design and calibration results are presented since no coolant was circulated within the chamber.
for a spacecraft instrument using both passive A resistive heater in the thermal path controls the
radiators and thermoelectric coolers. Energy loss temperature.
rates in the dead zone region are given for energetic Commercially available surface barrier detectors
electrons with gold and aluminum surface deposits on were used with the only special requirement being
the detectors. that cr'.ogenic epoxy was substituted for standard

epoxy in the fabrication process. Both p- and n-type
partially depleted and n-type totally depleted

I. Introduction detectors were used with depletion depth of 1500 to
2000 microns and areas from 25 to 150 mm-. The gold

Cooled silicon solid state detectors offer many barrier surface deposit has either 25 or 40 Vg cm
new advantages for spacecraft applications since high evaporation and the aluminum contact 40 to 60 Lg
energy resolution (1 keV FWHM) and low energy cm
thresholds (2 keV) are achievable while maintaining Calibration of the detector and spacecraft
continuous particle registration over the energy amplifying system was performed using x-rays from
range 2 to >2,000 keV. Consequently, many new Am 241, Cd 109, Fe 55 and Co 57 sources. Electron
magnetospheric and ionospheric particle events will measurements were made with various conversion
be studied for the first time. Additional advantages electron radioactive sources. Thermocouples were
of a cooled solid state detector include: located on the detector mount and cold finger.
* Large sensitive area (e.g. 10 cm ) and resulting A typical Am 2'1 X-ray spectrum is shown in

geometrical factors for recording low flux levels- Figure 2 for a 50 mm x 2 mm surface barrier detec-
* Fast c~arge collection resulting in short dead- tor. The complete spacecraft instrument amplifier,

times for high counting rate environments preamplifier (Section 111) and detector mounting
* Small sensitive volume to minimize background hardware (section V) were used to %enerate this

radiation spectrum. At a temperature of -80 C the X-ray
• Linear pulse height-to-energy ratio resolution was 0.8 keV IAM for the AC coupled
* High detection efficiency for energetic particles electronics (2 usec time constant and bias and
* Relatively low bias voltage (< 500 volts) feed-back resistors of 5000H ohm each). These
* Good gain stability results, obtained from a relatively str,3ightforiard
a Sensitivity to energetic electrons, ions, neutrals solid state detector and front-end electronics

and X-rayso design, allow for a new class of spaceborne low
o Operation not affected by typical magnetic or energy particle spectrometers.

electric fields in the vicinity of the solid-state LIQUID N
detector DEWAR

* Rugged-compact detectors for easy application in T A

space Instrumentation ONTROL
The disadvantages of a cooled detector are the

susceptibility of some semiconductors to radiation COLD

damage, the requirement for cooling the solid state FINGER SU1YSTEM
DETECTOR

sensor and the mass defect associated with heavy ion
measurement. ELECTRONICS P "E L WINDOW

This paper presents, for the first time, INTERFACE

calibration results from a spacecraft instrument
using cooled surface barrier detectors for the RADIOACTIVE
measurement of energetic electron (Q > 2 keV) and ion SOURCES
fluxes with h181 spectral resolution. Previous -

investigations have shown that cooling of a VACUUM
surface barrier detector significantly reduces the GACE HAND MOVEMENT
system noise. However, application of this techno- DRY CONTROL
logy is only now being realized. Detector evaluation GAS

and characterization results are presented first
based on theoretical analysis and experimental
observations followed by results obtained from a RU LiQui 'q"

completed spacecraft instrument. AIR DASORPTION"

FIg1r 11. Cold Vacuuim Test Clarb,'r

164 0018,499, 2,02t )OI,$f5I 1 I2 II
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particle (3.7 eV for electrons in silicon). The
bandgap for silicon is 1.12 eV; however, only

approximately 30% of the initial energetic particle
(,,[ ", [ energy is effectively used for carrier production

.,. ,.- while the rest is lost to Raman phonon emission andt("o* -ec '

Jo4 A Iu ':t electron thermal losses to the lattice. For a 1 keV
energetic electron within the depletion region the

... St I.9., geneyated charge is 270 electron-hole carriers (4 x

ls*Q. rp 1 coulombs). For the circuit of Figure 3 with C
- 0.Ipf the resulting output voltage, V, is 0.4 mV

.

9 'ILUPWhen the three independent and uncorreLated
voltage noise sources are connected in series the

total power is the sum of the individual source
t. . .0*,0 powers. Consequently, the root-mean-square voltage

61.31 sources must be added in quadrature such that the
,Z6. 34b total iS noise, ENO, is given by

..evic: TC6E.. .-E-- E (RDS) 2 + CT2 2 (2)
NO 2 fNT

f
Figure 2. A typical high resolution Am24l spectrum

obtained with a cooled surface barrier
detector and the space instrument 5
electronics. where from basic theory %

2 2
IlI. Practical Considerations 'ND af

-f-.

The basic semiconductor equations are applied 2
with the electrical circuit equations to derive the NR-- (3
functional dependence of system noise (i.e. energy
resolution) on such variables as detector tempera- 2 4kT R Af
ture, bias voltage, resistivity and amplifier noise NT eq
and time constant. The following analysis applies to
both AC and DC coupled amplifier designs. However,
we have used the AC coupled configuration for our
spacecraft application. This was necessary since we " L

required operation of the detector at equivalent room

temperature leakage currents introduced from temper-
ature fluctuations, radiation damage and low light a o .o
level sensitivity. SOLI S v,. -v-C

Total noise of the AC coupled preamplifier with D'C "'
a 6pf input capacitor was 0.7 keV FWHM for a 3
microsecond shaping time constant. This total system .

noise is lass than the energy loss of particles in
the dead zone layer and therefore complex optical

feedback and FET cooling requirements are unnecces-
sary. T. A 1-

a. Noise Model Analysis "-S ULSEI

The circuit schematic and AC equivalent circuit
of the detector and preamplifier front end are shown

in Figure 3. The_ field effect transistors Q and Q2
are hand selected , and cascaded-coupled as sitown for
minimizing noise since a constant voltage Is applied
to the input FET. The equivalent circuit capaci - "
tance, CT' is the sum of the detector and input

circuit capacitance. The resistance, RT, is the
parallel combination of and %. Tie current
source, ITN , is the sum of he detector leakage cur- ,,
rent (shot noise), I0N , and resistor current noise, ft.,,

I1M.__ The voltage nose source, V.TN, is the equiva- I

lent noise developed in the first amplifying device. C'
The three current sources can now be transformed -.C ,,

into three series voltage sources by dividing them by

wCT using Thevenin's theorem an shown in Figure 3c.

The signal output, Vso, is given by: Figure 3. a) Circuit Schematic, b) Lumped Noise
source and impedance, c) Transformed Noise \.''

s qE(1) sources.VSO Cfe -,

and T is the temperature In Kelvin, 6f the bandwidth

where q is the elementary charge, E the energy of an or reciprocal time constant,. T, of the amplifier a nd

incident particle and c the effective number of R the equivalent Johnqnn not.e soutire dirv.lipd in
electron-hole carriers produced by an energetic tF first amplifying device hbiqd on the inajurity of

A.t
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carriers in the channel. Note that the amplifier and W is the width of the depletion region (linear
noise is the only noise source which is affected by electric field variation assumed), R is the relative"%

the input capacitance. The signal to noise ratio, dielectric constant, ro the permeability of free
2 2 saeStharae ea0SIN, is given by V o/E It is also convenient to s surface area of the depletion region, V -

so Ny the diode equilibrium voltage (0.7 volt for Si), N'
express E not only in terms cf the true RMS noise the net density of carriers in the lightly dope-
voltage M.e. a or standard deviation for Gaussian depletion region and V d the voltage across the
noise) but also In terms of spectral line width; that detector. The total capacitance may be experimental-
io the full width at half maximum (F IIN) where ly derived from the lowest temperature characteristic

curve of Figure 4 where the leakage current term

9 (FWHM) - 2(2 In 2)0.5 ENO (S) (4) becomes negligible. For this case:

A1- 2.35 ENO (R?4S) CT - )0.5 + A2  (8)
ENO(Va V

Equations 2, 3 and 4 may be combined to give: 0

25kwhere A1 and A2 are experimental constants. The .%

2.345 +kT kTR eqcT noise term, CV of equation 2 Is plotted In
E (FW)ld + -- + (5) Figure 

4
a for Tenoby equation 8 when A1 equals

f 144 pf and A2 equals +2.4 pf. r%
The dependence of I on temperature is given by

b. Resistive Noise d
the product of the depletion volume (W'S) times the

To achieve a loy noise design each noise term in intrinsic carrier density n ;

equation 5 must be minimized. The preamplifier
noise, R , associated with a particular equivalent V o)0.5
detector enput capacitance, C is chosen first. A 'nid +

hand selected low noise FW operating at room
temperature with simple RC feedback will give noise where

resolutions of 0.8 keV FWHH for a capacitance, CT, n- 2.8'i0 T exp (-645/T) cm-3
of 12 pF (i.e. R is 200 0). At 6 pf input capac- n
itance, EN0 is o.SqkeV FWHM. Lower noise is achieved
by reducin the temperature of the input FET and by and K is a constant based on the room temperature

using optical feedback in place of the feedback leakage current of a fully biased detector. As
resistor Rf. For large capacitance detectors the us illustrated in Figure 5, the leakage current noise
of f 1parall inputF 's and FET cooling may usbe (

2
qIt') versus temperature shows good agreement with

e-essary experimental data.

The bias resistance, L,, is usually chosen as
5000 H ohm for a cooled sId statedetector since
the leakage current, 

t
d, is low (<10 Amps) and the

introduced resistive noise is less than 0.5 keV. For C
spacecraft instruments the leakage current may - -
increase due to radiation damage, low light intensity
and degradation of the cooling system with time. By
choosing a lower value of R. the resistive noise will - .1
increase (e.g. 0.8 keV for 1000 H ohm), however, the
detector will be sufficiently biased for good
operation at room temperature (0.3 M). The applied
voltage, VHv*; ' er-sus noise characteristics at various
temperatures are given in Figure 4 for two different '" ".
detectors. The selection of an operating bias "W Z

N voltage is predicated on the maximum voltage the ,.

detector can tolerate and the worst case leakage
current.

c. Leakage durrent Noise

Equation 5 may be used to quantify the experi-
mental measurements illustrated in Figure 4 by
including the relationships for leakage current and
detector capacitance as a function of temperature.

The detector capacitance varies with applied
high voltage and thus depends on the leakage current
and bias resistance, %. The capacitance behaves
like a parallel plate capacitor about the depletion
region and may be represented as:

- CRcOS (7) ::,~'"-
d W ).

where

(V + V )0.5 Figure 4, Oetector A a.ni 9 appli 'i v-1tig.' V"
rMu noise characteristicA at vario.s2 qN temperatures.
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The detector voltage, V d. depends on the leakage of ranges .;bout their mean value. For a typical
current and thus voltage drop across the bias resis- 40 Ug cm gold junction the mean range is 1.1 keV .

to (V-V Id A) such that equation 9 becomes: and the range straggling is 2.5 key. -2
We have also experimented with a 25 Ug cm gold

K' n, :222urface barrier detector with good results. For this

%- + k '+ '(HV)/Kn (10) case, the window thickness is only 0.5 keV for 1C
df 2 .1 Vv+ )/K )Jeectrons and the straggling ran~,e 1.2 keV. The

I I significance of this straggling range at low energies
d. Total Nois is the reason for including an energy dependent

transmission term.
The total noise of the system am a function of

temperature, applied high voltage, bias resistance,
leakage current and time constant is given by:

(FH) 2.35 5  4kT h e
N0 C f d.! BR'

A 21_____ 210.5 (1

where Iis given by equation 10 and B is a constant. . .e-

Ar ,

0 
I

Figure 6. Range-energy curves InRAadAluminum
frenergetic electrons.

DEETO0

V. A Spacecraft Low Energy Particle Spectrometer%

0fTECTOR A / / 8 O A cross-qectional view of the particle spectromr-
eter Is shown in Figure 7. The silicon surface-

/ / barrier dete, tor is held in place by a thin wall
/ j (0.010 inch) fiberglaqs cylinder. Two electrically

______________________________________insulated thermal cold fingers are attached to the
Ia266 )G Oo detector housing and provide cooling from either a

TWUP90ATURE (K) four stage thermoelectric cooLer or bv a c oppe r
IIIAnifold connected to A passive prisry rad Iit or

Figre . Nis '4rsu tmpeatue fr wo tye -80,C) . The entire detector is shielded from
Figue 5 Nose 4erss tmpeatue fo tw n ype background particles ,and X-ravs with ting-sten

surface barrier detectors, cnlm~stors and shielding as shown. The secnndarv
radiator Is covered with an optical Rolar reflective
surface ani cools the entire -dete, tor hiousing down to

IV. Wiodow Thickness -4n'erca inash(-h sld tt

The ntrnce indw thcknss, , o do-d lver sensor pass through a 0.375 Inch fiherclassq tube iqed
The ntrnce indw ticknss,5. r ded lyer as a low capacitance coss for the MAnganin thermally

for energetic charged particles must be extremely resistive wire., The preamplifier ( nor shown) is a
thin since energy lost here does not contribute to operated At *20 C
generation of charge carriers In the depletion The cooled solid state pirticle soectrometer _

region. Fortunately th 4 is the case for asjrfnre array I it sown in Figure B. Sensors LFI, LF2, and
barrier detectors. Ew ing and Ray and Barne rt have LFA at. sned to map the particle angutlar distribution
found that the depletion region for low tesitttivtty, fuinction. LF2, LF4, And LF h are used to determine
n-type detectors extends completely to the gold r't eeto o inrtoadte dniyo-h

contact (200g. or 4.0 g ega ). Forcinal 10has shown primary ion. ' The primAry rnsdlator is des.igned to
that for high resistivity detectors (0 ) 10" 0 -cm) cool the tLF] LF2, and .E3 sensqors to -80 C. A
the entrance window includes a thin dead rone of detailed therMal-vacuuIM test has verified the thermal1

silicon which ay be reduced or eliminated with design and the low energy cApability of the instru-
increased detector bias woltage. ment.

it particularly usefuil spt of data given by
Tung ofi the range and ranve straggling of energetic
electrons (E < 10 keV) 'n sold and Alqminam foils is

shown In figure 6. The range straggling (dashed

curves) Is a measure of the srtatiral distribuition

5~*A _g _%.* mks"
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SECONDARY RADIATOR
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OPTICAL SOLAR
REFLECTOR
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STANOFFSsectional view of the
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DIRECT OBSERVATION OF RADIATION BELT ELECTRONS PRECIPITATED
BY THE CONTROLLED INJECTION OF VLF SIGNALS FROM

A GROUND-BASED TRANSMITTER

W. L. Imhof, J. 8. Reagan, H. D. Voss, E. E. Gaines,
OD. W. Datlowe, and J. Mobilia

Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, CA 94304

R. A. Helliwell, U. S. Inan, and J. Katsufrakis
STAR Laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305

R. G. Joiner
Office of Naval Research, Arlington, VA 22217

Abstract. Radiation belt electrons precip- diation) that have been attributed to VLF wave-
itated by controlled injection of VLF signals induced electron precipitation in the direct
from a ground based transmitter have been bounce loss-cone (Rosenberg et al., 1971; Helli-
directly observed for the first time. These well et al., 1973; Helliwell et al., 1980; Car-
observations were part of the SEEP (Stimulated penter and LaBelle, 1982). Theoretical models .
Emission of Energetic Particles) experiment of the gyroresonant wave-particle interaction in
conducted during May - December 1982. Key the magnetosphere have been used to predict the
elements of SEEP were the controlled modulation levels, energy spectra and temporal variations
of VLF transmitters and a sensitive low altitude of particle fluxes that would be precipitated by
satellite payload to detect the precipitation, monochromatic VLF signals at the VLF transmitter
An outstanding example of time-correlated wave frequencies (Inan et al., 1982; Inan, 1981).
and particle data occurred from 8680 to 8740 These models have been useful in carrying out
seconds U.T. on 17 August 1982 when the satel- the experitents reported here.
lite passed near the VLF transmitter at Cutler, The SEEP experiment was conducted from May
Maine (NAA) as it was being modulated with a until December 1982. Electron counting rate
repeated ON (3-s)/OFF (2-s) pattern. During time profiles measured during a coordinated
each of twelve consecutive pulses from the satellite-transmitter operation are presented
transmitter the electron counting rate increased and compared with the programmed modulation
significantly after start of the ON period and patterns of the VLF transmitter and the observed
reached a maximum about 2 seconds later. The energy spectra are interpreted in terms of
measured energy spectra revealed that approxi- energy selective precipitation mechanisms occur-
mately 15 to 50 percent of the enhanced electron ring in the near equatorial regions.
flux was concentrated near the resonant energies
for first order cyclotron interactions occurring Description of the Active Experiment and the
close to the magnetic equator with the nearly Satellite Instrumentation
monochromatic waves emitted from the transmit-
ter. During the course of this experiment the U.

S. Navy VLF transmitters at Annapolis, Maryland
Introduction (NSS), at Cutler, Maine (NAA) and at Jim Creek,

Washington (NLK) operating at frequencies of
Our purpose is to present first observations 21.4 kHz, 17.8 kHz, and 24.8 kHz, respectively,

of direct bounce loss cone precipitation of ra- and the Stanford University research VLF trans-
diation belt electrons by controlled injection mitter at Siple Station, Antarctica operating in
of VLF signals from a ground based transmitter, the 4 - 6 ktiz range were modulated for ten-
This result was recently achieved in an active minute periods during overpasses of the S81-1 7
wave-particle experiment called SEEP (Stimulated spacecraft. At the time of the data presented
Emission of Energetic Particles). Past observa- here, only one transmitter (NAA: 44.65 N,
tions have shown that electrons can be precip- 67.28

0
W, L - 3.2) was modulated with a SEEP

itated from the radiation belts by ground-based format. The ON-OFF modulations were performed in
VLF transmitters, but the evidence was one of ten selectable formats chosen to provide
predominantly based on observations of electrons a variety of periodic, pseudo-periodic and ran-
in the drift loss cone. Narrow resonant peaks dom patterns with ON times ranging from 0.3
in the energy spectra (Imhof et al., 1974, 1981; seconds to 8 seconds. One commonly used for-at
Vamoola and Kuck, 1978; Koons et al., 1981) and which also applies to the data presented here
coordinated wave-particle observations (Imhof et consisted of an ON (3-s)/OFF (2-s) pattern re-
al., 1981) have provided evidence for the peated for the entire duration of the modulation
effects of transmitters. In addition, natural period, normally 10 minutes.
whistlers and emissions have been observed to The SEEP payload on the three-axis stabilized
produce secondary ionospheric effects (x-rays, S81-1 spacecraft measured precipitated particles # s
enhanced D-region ionization and photometric ra- directly with an array of silicon solid state

detectors, and indirectly through a, Imaging
Copyright 1983 by the American Geophysical Union. x-ray proportional counter to map bremsstrnhlung

x-rays (> 3 keY) and an airglow photometer to
Paper number 3L0320. measure optical eissions. The electron sp-c-
o094-8276/83/003L-032053.00 trometers were oriented at various anrIes to the
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362 Imhof et al.: Electron Precipitation by a VLF TransmitL.

Table I Electron Spectrometers bursts as seen on satellites occur predominantly
Central Central Geometric on higher L shells and at later local times than
Zenith Pitch Acceptance Factor that of the case in question (e.g., Oliven et
Angle Angle Half Angle (cm ster) al., 1968). Association of the present observa-

tion with the NAA transmitter is further
0 0 34 030 02.47 supported by the precise 5-second periodicity
10 32 20 0.49 and the time correlations with the programmed
500 46 20 0.17 modulation of the transmitter.
900 780 200 0.17 Model calculations (Inan et al., 1982) of the

time response curve were performed assuming

field aligned propagation of the wave and corm-
local vertical and covered an energy range of puting the scattering into the loss cone of par-
2-1000 keY. Several were cooled to -120 C to ticles from an assumed trapped distribution by a
improve the sensor response characteristics 3-second long monochromatic signal. The non-
(Voss et al., 1982). pulse height analyses were linear equations of motion were integrated in an
performed on the sensor signals to provide the inhomogeneous medium also accounting for the
energy spectra. Some key parameters of the wave and particle travel times. Using typical
electron spectrometers used in the present transmitter signal intensities applicable to
analyais at 8710 seconds U. T. on August 17, this case it was found that a significant number
1982 are summarized in Table 1. of individual particles can be scattered in

pitch angle by greater than 1
° 

in a single en-
Observations counter with the wave and this constitutes the

Afluxes represented by the dashed line in Figure
A good example of electron flux modulations 2. The onset time snd the full-width-at-half

In correlation with the transmitter ON-OFF sig- maximum duration of the prediction are in good
nals occurred on 17 August 1982 at 8680 to 8740 agreement with the data, although the calculated

R . seconds U.T. when the SEEP payload was passing response reaches a maximum sooner than that ob-
, near the NAA transmitter as it was being modula- served. Additional delay in the calculated

ted with a 3-s bN/2-s OFF pattern. In Figure 1 function and less steepness in the leading and
the electron fluxes measured at various zenith trailing observed ramps may result from the
angles are plotted as a function of time. A effects of non-field aligned propagation and
modulation period of 5 + 0.1 seconds is clearly from wave triggering and amplification. More

seen for 12 consecutive cycles. For reference,
the measured ON times of the transmitter at NAA
are indicated. From the Stanford recordings at L--- --- ----- ON NAA
Palmer Station, Antarctica, it was verified that -0- . 0'71 "

the transmitter modulation began within 6 ,0- ZENITH
milliseconds of the exact start of a UT minute. k ,,

The measurements were made at a satellite ~N A"' j~
altitude of -220 km, and at the positions indi- -d.'' N

cated In the abscissa. Due to the South Atlan- lo00- "
tic Anomaly, the mirror points conjugate to the i-- .--- __ ____
satellite are below sea level so any electrons ,1 0 1- ZENIT
measured could not travel from one mirror point too
to the other (with bounce times of 0.1-0.5s at - .. . .
L-2.3) without interacting with the atmosphere. S0 , E 100 ,-,

"~~~~ VA./!,,,,, t 00 ZENITH

Ducted waves can travel this distance in less 2. %,A.%.'. NT

than one second, but unducted waves may take I ° 6

several seconds to reach their reflection V 5i D'~0 ZENITH
points In the opposite hemisphere depending upon 41
their trajectories. From the geometry of the ',"'" ', ",y,

magnetic field line it can be shown that the
individual electrons observed by the SEEP pay- oL.. .... . ... . .
load In the northern hemisphere must have .00E - kV

experienced a pitch angle scattering of at least D 
1 1 ZNT

Superposed epoch analyses were clearly not A -~
needed to show the strong 5-second modulation, o '*'' v ,
but they were performed to obtain an average l) V

shape of the precipitating electron intensities " "
with respect to the transmitter signal. Counts or . . . .
were combined from eight consecutive 5-second 1000; E S v OtI

intervals and the results are shown In Figure 2 g . i
for two counter nutputs. A time of 0 seconds 1- °.100 T

refers to the start of the transmitter ON 0.. ... . .. .
period. The possibility that micropulsations IN80 60 6700 1710 47M 17)0 ao,, 170 UT 1-.1

, 2 .19 1 I.
could account for the SEEP spectrometer obser- 1"1 a i6 O tAT IN 0THI
vations is discounted because micropulsations ,9. I V 2. 921 ' , IF .TI

are generally only psuedo-periodic and are seen Figure 1. Flectrrn fluxe on August 17, IR2
mainly at higher latitudes (L>5) (e.g., Barcus plotted as a fuinction of tire. Alsn ho.-n are
et al., 1966). Also, natural electron micro- the ON and OFF times of the NAA transmolitter.
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-interval beginning 1.7 seconds after start of
800 the transmitter ON pulse. In the lower sections

the spectra are taken from 1.280 second inter-

]SO -vals beginning 4.2 seconds after start of each
transmitter ON pulse. The latter spectra
correspond approximately to the minima In

0 electron counting rate and are s,-med from a
Z MODEL shorter time period to minimize any contribu-
0 280 a

V5 tions from the enhanced flux regions. Prominent
E > 6 key peaks appear in the spectra taken during the

zoo_- ___ 90- ZENITH times of enhanced electron precipitation, but
ISO NAA ON I NAA OFF there is little evidence of their presence

3 -during times of minimum intensity. The central
U 125S J energies of the peaks In the spectra are

labelled and it is clear that the peak energies
decrease with increasing L value. From the ab-

E I 45 keV solute fluxes it has been estimated that the
190* ZENITH rate of deposition of e~ergy int2 the atmosphere

75___ ____ was of the order of 10- ergs/cm sec.

0 2 3 4 S Let us now compare the central energies of
TIME(SECONDS) the peaks shown in Figure 3 with the energies

Figure 2. Superposed epoch counts/second calculated for first order cyclotron resonance
versus time profiles from eight consecutive near the equator with 17.8 kz waves traveling
5.0-second intervals during the period 8690 sec parallel to the earth's magnetic field lines.
to 8730 sec U.T. on 17 August 1982. Also shown Figure 4 shows curves representing the cal-
is the normalized time response curve computed culated resonant energies for assumed 3cold -

uing theoreal mel respns ve colpu.ed 1plasma density models of 3000 (L/2) cm andusing a theoretical model (naet e1., 1982). half that value along with the measured central

energies of the peaks. Plasma density models in
this region of space are scarce but those as-

detailed analysis of the precipitation pulse aimed In Figure 4 are consistent with other
shape and comparisons with theory will be values quoted and have been used in past inves-
reported later. tigations of cyclotron resonance interactions in -h

Differential energy spectra of the precipi- the upper edge of the inner radiation belt
tating electrons as measured with the (Imhof et al., 1974). The measured peak energies
spectrometer oriented at 900 zenith angle are are consistent with those expected for cyclotron
shown in Figure 3. These are raw counts from resonance with waves traveling parallel to the .
the pulse height analyzer, uncorrected for earth's magnetic field lines. On the other
desdtime. Each of the spectra in the upper hand, with a 600 wave normal angle the resonantsection is taken from a 1.984 second time electron energies for the same plasma density

100.

6682.7 i 8692.7 s 8702.7 S 1712.7 s 17. 7 
keV 8732.7 s

.2.10 L = 2.14 L 2. 19 L = 2.25 8722.7 a L = 2.36
877.1 = 2.30 -

ta 8687.7 s 8697.7 s 87077 s 8727.7 s 8737.7 s.SL = 2. IZ L = 2.T7 L = 2.22 L. L7. 2. 33 L 9
2 17.7 .

ri~ - key
LA 28,6 keV 25.0 key

26. 19.5 e
" 

.6.8 6kV 
19 S kek

20 5 0 O 0 10 0 20 50 20 00 20 50 7'0 50 20 50 20 50 20 50 2 0 5050

8685.3 S 8695.3 S 8705. 3 S 71. 2392.3 sL870.3 5L T- 2.11 L = 2.16 L 2.21 L 2.26
L  
= 2 820 .3 s

( t1 T .690.3 S 8700.3 s L710. 3 S S L7z2.
Z 1.28 s L - 2.13 L 2.18 L 2.23 L 2.3

o~~~ % I ; '-i
-1 *1,",.

20 50 20 so 20 so 20 50 20 5o 70 s0 10 s0o 0 o 0 50 20 5o 70 50

ENERGY keV)

Figure 3. Differential electron energy spectra ohgerved at selected cti-es on

August 17, 1982 in the form ot raw counts uncorrected for deadtime. "ll
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So DPPO-22540 and DPP79-24600 for the Roberval and
S500(L121" cm-3  Palmer Station experiment programs.
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THE MODULATED PRECIPITATION OF RADIATION BELT ELECTRONS

BY CONTROLLED SIGNALS FROM VLF TRANSMITTERS

W. L. Imhof, J. B. Reagan, H. D. Voss, E. E. Gaines
D. W. Datlowe, and J. Mobilia

Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, CA 94304

R. A. Helliwell, U. S. Inan, and J. Katsufrakis P

STAR Laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305

R. G. Joiner

Office of Naval Research, Arlington, VA 22217

Abstract. The first direct observations of the Description of the Experiment

precipitation of radiation belt electrons by the
controlled injection of VLF signals from a The satellite payload in the SEEP (Stimulated

ground based transmitter were recently reported Emission of Energetic Particles) experiment p

from data acquired in the SEEP (Stimulated contained an array of cooled silicon solid state

Emission of Energetic Particles) experiment, detectors to measure electrons and ions directly
That outstanding example of time-correlated wave with high sensitivity and fine energy resolution

and electron data has now been enhanced by the (Voss et al., 1982). The electron spectrometer

finding of four additional modulated events out of present interest was mounted at 90 zenith
of 65 satellite passes when one of the U. S. angle and at 900 to the orbit plane on the

Navy VLF transmitters at Cutler, Maine (NAA) or three-axis stabilized S81-1 spacecraft which was

at Annapolis, Maryland (NSS) was being modulated in a high inclination orbit and for the data

in a 3s ON/2s OFF format. During each of these presented here at an altitude of - 220 km. The

events the fluxes of precipitating electrons spectrometer had a threshold energy of 6 keV, an

were observed repeatedly to display a charac- acceptance 2angle of + 200 and a geometric factor

teristic time behavior with respect to the of 0.17 cm ster.

transmitter modulation: a relatively slow rate An important part of the SEEP experiment

of increase after start of the ON period leading involved the programmed modulation of U. S. Navy

to a maximum aboitt 2 seconds later. Details of transmitters and the Stanford University re-

this consistent pattern and the statistics of search VLF transmitter at Siple Station, Ant-

occurrence of modulation events are presented arctics. Of present interest are the two U. S.
along with comparisons of the absolute fluxes of Navy Jransiters at Cutler, Maine (NAA;

precipitating electrons observed during normal 292.72 E, 4 4,6 5 N) and at Annapolis, Maryland
transmitter operation with those recorded when (NSS; 283.55 E, 38.980 N) operating at frequen-

one of the transmitters was modulated. cies of 17.8 kHz and 21.4 kHz, and nominal
radiated powers of 1000 kw and 265 kw, respec-

Introduction tively. Throughout the SEEP experiment, con-
ducted during May-December 1982, the transmit-

Several investigations in the past have ters were modulated for 10 minute periods during

addressed the precipitation of radiation belt overpasses of the SEEP payload in one of 10

electrons by VLF signals from a ground based formats. Onlv the 3s ON/2s OFF format is

transmitter (Imhof et al., 1974, 1981, 1983; pertinent to the data considered here.

Vampola and Kuck, 1978; Koons et al., 1981;
Goldberg et al., 1983). The first direct Observations TV
observations of bounce loss cone precipitation
of radiation belt electrons by controlled Surveys of the SEEP electron data have been
injection of VLF signals from a ground based conducted In the longitude interval 2740E to
transmitter were recently reported by Imhof et 310 E over the L shell range from 2.0 to 2.75
al. (1983). In that study, preliminary details and only for nighttime passes (near 2230 local
were published on an outstanding example of time). Higher L shells were precluded in this .4
time-correlated wave and electron data on August initial analysis to minimize naturally occurring
17, 1982 when the VLF transmitter at Cutler, fluctuations in the electron fluxes. Initially, %
Maine (NAA) was being modulated with a repeated a tabulation was made of all fluctuations In
3s ON/2s OFF pattern. To establish the fre- counting rate of the electron spectrometer at
quency of occurrence of such events and to study 90° which met the following criteria: I) the
the precipitating flux versus time profiles more counting rate increased by a factor of at least %
data have now been surveyed. 1.5 during the fluctuation, and 2) the time

duration of the flux Increase fell in the range

I - 3 seconds. Events were then selected In
Copyright 1983 by the American Geophysical Union. which four or more such fluctuations occurred

with a time spacing of- one period. It was re-
Paper number 3L0875. quired that at least one of the four 1luct1,a-
0094-8276/83/003L-0875S03.00 tions met both of the above criteria but the
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616 Imhof et al.: Modulated Precipitation of Electrons

E > 6 key 900 ZENITH period and reach a maximum about 2 seconds
TRANS ON later. These temporal features should provide
MOD OFF-prvd

.JUNE 1.9,192 1 Important guidelines for understanding the
I I , I tJcoherent wave induced precipitation phenomenon

I xi 10 in detail and for studying the interact ions of
VLF waves with trapped electrons (e.g., Helli-
well, 1967; Inan et al., 1982). The consistent

I X 103 1 5-second period and the phasing with respect to

I AUG 17,11120 1 1 the transmitter ON/OFF times for each of the

AU X 13.. I I events strongly support the conclusion that all
, are related to the transmitter modulation. The

absence of any such events when neither trans-
.I mitter was being modulated in the special format

I X o , 0 further justifies this conclusion. Within the
u50j0 L S711 I events large flux differences often exist

3X10
3 
-AUG 25,1 82 1 1 1 between successive 5-second periods. Based on

these data alone it is not clear whether the

differences are associated with spatial or
U 3xo3  

temporal variations in either the wave or
i r particle characteristics.

S 0 
96 7

3 . 96 .... 6 During a modulation of the NSS transmitter on
X
S6 X 103 July 6, 1982 as part of the overall SEEP pro-

. gram, Goldberg et al. (1983) reported a 5-second
SImodulation period in the bremsstrahlung x-rays
I I I measured from a rocket. In contrast with the I

x103 SEP 1,I1912 t - 2 second delay between transmitter turn-on and
0 1.19,1 . 'JIs&o L 1190 electron precipitation reported in the five

Z x IV !cases of the present paper Goldberg et al. found

no such delay in their one event. The reason

I X 10
3  ,for the difference in the two sets of experi-

82'1

V 26i, 1 4 , .
~ ~ iL3~1  i.~L Lii.JLNE 19 1-~2

89es 8995 900S 10000 - 120q0 12110 sUT (sa)ed j

UIse)ITRANS ON TRANS OFF
Fig. 1. Electron fluxes measured on five differ-
ent satellite passes. ON and OFF times of the 8000 -
pertinent transmitter.2350

2350

counting rate increase could be smaller for the

adjoining fluctuations. Using this procedure I
for finding events, 5 were found from the 65

passes of the satellite when one of the trans- AUG I'5 i980
mltters was being modulated in a 3s ON/2s OFF 1350 ."90 "30

format. No such events were found in the 175

%P passes when neither transmitter was being modu- At H, 21' .:"

lated in this format. Within the selected 20o f-0 q700

S L-shell range, no events meeting these criteria

but with periods significantly different from 5 -

seconds were found. Ik

The electron flux profiles and transmitter ON 1as0
_ and OFF times during each of the selected events

are shown i Figure I for the electron spectrom-
eter at 90 zenith angle. The particles meas- s60o 4 IM,

ured by this detector were all near 90 pitch
angle and therefore locally mirroring, but in
every one of the cases the conjugate point was
below sea level so the electrons must have been 5000

, precipitated into the atmosphere during the
bounce period in which they were observed. %
Corresponding counting rate increases often 13 0

occurred in other electron spectrometers ori-
ented at different pitch angles, but only data

from the 900 detector are considered here.
In order to compare more accurately the time oo

profiles for each of the events, superposed
epoch analyses have been performed and these are
shown In Figure 2. All of the time profiles T ".k I.

display a similar pattern in which the fluxes Fig. 2. Superposed epoch fllx 6 h keV protiles
increase rather slowly after start of the ON for consecutive 5.0-second perio(ds.
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Table I Summary of Events being operated in the 3s ON/2 s OFF format. For

Modulating Long. of L-Shell Range the NAA transmitter alone 4 events were observed
Date(1982) Transmitter Observ. of Flux Mod. out of 26 cases. Consideration of the depend-

ence of the event occurrence upon the choice of
June 19 NAA 279.1 0E 2.63-2.79 transmitter being modulated and upon the longi-
Aug. 17 NAA 294.0 0 E 2.13-2.34 tude of observation as well as other parameters
Aug. 25 NAA 289.9°E 2.21-2.38 is beyond the scope of this paper.
Sept. I NSS 280.0°E 2.46-2.63 Even if modulations in the fluxes of precip-
Nov. 26 NAA 291.5 0 E 2.21-2.35 Itating electrons do not appear, the trans-

mitters might still play a significant role in
the precipitation. For example, the spread in

propagation times could exceed the OFF times and
hence inhibit the detection of the modulations

mental results may be due to differences in (Inan and Helliwell, 1982). To further address
local time, Goldberg's being near dawn whereas the role of transmitters we compare the fluxes
the measurements presented here were all per- measured during normal operations with those
formed about two hours before local midnight, or observed when the transmitters were operated in
possibly due to the limited signal to noise ra- the 3s ON/2s OFF format. Normal operation
tio of the rocket data. consists of a constant amplitude signal with the

In past studies of particle precipitation by frequency shifted as often as once every 25 Ins.
nearly monochromatic waves generated at ground- During the SEEP format a continuous wave with
based VLF transmitters, narrow L-dependent peaks
have been observed in the energy spectra of
electrons in the drift loss cone (e.g., lmhof et Q NORMAL OPERATION L 2 3

al., 1981; Koons et al., 1981). Similar peaks CUTLER 3 ON 2 S OFF ZLEITS 6 Afy

were observed in the electrons precipitated by ON ,-OFF Q , E I-

the modulated NAA transmitter during the event UE I -JULY 6 D 9C 82

of August 17, 1982 (Imhof et al., 1983). We
have now found L-dependent peaks during the
event of August 25, 1982, but with lower reson-

ant energies suggesting higher cold plasma
densities at that time. Pronounced peaks were E0 .I ON;

not observed in the other events. Those on June .F
19 and Sept. 1, 1982 were at higher L shells " . F.

where the equatorial cyclotron resonance ener- . 1
gies were near the detector threshold. In the 0 " . i

Nov. 26, 1982 event the signal to background was F

relatively weak for spectral analyses. P NORMAL•
OPERATION

The longitudes and L-shell intervals of the -
events are listed in Table 1. Three of the four

Cutler events and the one associated with Annap-
olis occurred at longitudes very near that of ANNAPOLIS CI'ER

the transmitter. The NSS event took place at an 102 1 .. .... ... . . . . . ...

L value very close to that of the transmitter, 274 280 3 0

which is located at L - 2.6, whereas all of the LON(, rUDF I tIS T,1 10-.-1

NAA events were at significantly lower L values
than Cutler (L - 3.2) and three of them were ) N,,,^AL I)VIIlAl,.

considerably below the upper end of the L-shell N (OIL[R I , 0,,2 "1H 1 1 1 , W

range used in the survey. This result may be A ANNAPMJIS 3 N , , ', I .1' .

)I I - 1,. ''";
due partly to the higher energies for near equa- DI
torial cyclotron resonance on lower L shells _ " . .
with more favorable observing conditions. F -

The frequency of occurrence of electron flux
modulated events meeting the selection criteria L NORMAt OPFRATION

is summarized in Table 2. The limited sample of

data indicates that over the L-shell range 2.0 , /
to 2.75 and with the selection criteria used /
modulations in the electron fluxes occurred in 5 -.. .j : I.

out of 65 cases when one of the transmitters was I ON 2r'N O ..

Table 2 Electron Modulation Events ".

Electron I _'_____

Status of Transmitter Number Modulation . :
Cutler Annapolis of Cases Events "rI . .

Fig. 3. Electron flux versus longitde. In(I-
Normal Normal 175 0 tions of the transmitters at Annapoliv and
3s ON/2s OFF Normal 26 4 Cutler are indicated. 'The letter F indicates

Normal 39 ON/2s OFF 39 I flxes measured on a pass when an event was

observed.
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fixed frequency and amplitude is turned ON for 3 Science Foundation under contract DPP80-22282
seconds and OFF for 2 seconds. The frequency for the Siple Station program and contracts

spectrum of the transmitted signal is typically DPP80-22540 and DPP79-24600 for the Roberval and
wider during normal operation. The reduced Palmer Station experiment programs.
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IA Coordinated Satellite and Ground-Based Study of an Intense Electron

Precpitaion pik Ove theSouhernPola Ca

W. L. IN11OF.' T. J. ROSENBERG .2 L. i. LANZEROTTI?'
J. B. REAGAN,' H. D, Voss.' D. W. DATLOW'E.1

J. R. KILNER.' E. E. GAINES.t J. MOOIILIA.'

f AND R. G. JoINE.R'

An electron precipitation event has been investigated with bremsstrahlung X ray mapping data taken
tram two satellites and with ground-based riometer and magnetometer data. The event occurred near
2300 UIT on June 27. 1982. ir, the vicinity at South Pole Station. which %as in the dusk-midnight local
time sector. The main precipitation was associated with a poleward-moving kestwkard electro ict and
produced the largest riometer absarptian lexceeding 10 dB at 10 Mil-lzt recorded during 1942 at that
statton. The feature examtned in detail here is an intense spike of - 10 s duration and -limited spatial
extent that occurred as a short-lived eastward ionospheric current develaped equatorward of the west-
ward electrojet At the time at the spike. two sensors on the P78-1 satellite essentially simultaneousilt
measured X rays from the region viewed by the ground-based instruments. Movement of the spike
precipitation region toward the pole %as indicated bv the measurements. From ratios of the riometer
absorption at different frequencies it is concluded that the spike precipitation regton is consistent with a
strip of width - 25 km and length greater than 1010 km. The total flux of the precipitating electrons in the
spike was -4 x 102a el s1- 2 x 10i" ergxsl S with an e-fold energy of - 40 keV The fluxes and energy
spectra of X raos emitted from a large area as measured hy the spacecraft. were about the same before
and after the spike. However, followAing the spike there was a pronounced decrease in nometer absorp-
tion. which suggests a movement of the main precipitation region away from the south pale at that time.

INrRootCTION spikes on latitudes below, at. or ahove the local trappiTrin

boundary have been reported on numerous occasions [e z .
The precipitation of electrons > 20 keY into the atmosphere htcDtormid ond Burrovss. 1965: Brovwn and Stone. 197-']. In

at high latitudes is an important aspect of the earth's iono- addition. electron -islands- have been reported in the geomaiz-p spheric environment. Dctailed data on the phenomena are sitl netic ladl [e~g.. Ande'rson. 1965: %fenrq. 1971. Keart/ et ol. 1976:
limited in scope in many respects. and particularly, more de- Roelui( e al.. 1976]. and these may be related to the spikes
tailed mappings of the energetic electron intensities and observed at low satellite altitudes.\ Nielsen et ial [ i0821 have
energy spectra as a function oftime and space are needed. The reportcd measurements of the enceN spectrm t < 0l) keV I of
spatial and temporal variations of structured precipitation are field-alinned electron fluxs at synchronous altitude at the

not vell understood. especialy as they mteht relate to energet- time of-an absorption spike which iiccurred in the renon of
ic electrons from the maenetotatl being injected into the atmo- the macrnetie fluxs tube mapped throuch the satellite floveer.
sphere. because spikes often appear very dynamic in nature, the spa-

Of special interest are the so-called -spike events,- in which tial temporal aspects of the phenomena are difficult to unravel
impulsive electron precipitation produces a sudden increase in from stnivle-satellitte particle measurement,;
the absorption of cosmic radio noise followed by' a rapid From a properly positioned a-nd instrumented satellie !he
return to a less disturbed level. Data obtained with narrow- temporal and spatial variations of electron precipitation can
beam riomreter sv'stems in the auroral zorne suveet that spike be separated by measuring the hremsstrahlung X rNv pro-
events cover a smaller area than the general radio noise ab- dluction Encey spcctral information can also h-e obtained
sorption [Aielse'n and A xiorJ. 1977; JHorareares er al.. 1979] froim the bremsstrahlune! measurements in a matnner ne:trl
In the t~ pical absorption spike the precipitation occurs in a independent of effects of the atmosphere and location eomei
latitudinally' narrow region 1 :5 50 kml located at the poleward itry Such measurements, can potentitlis provide an ans.ser to

border of a poleward moving and intensifying wiestward elec- the important question as to whether the spike events are
trotet during the expansion phase of a substorm [Nielsen arid associated vith electrons hatvine energies of - 10) lkeV or

Grienetoiid. 1978: Nitlsen. 1980] Evidence has been reported greater Satellite-measured hrernsstrzhlur \ ray, data are of
by Biordul et id. [1971] for a narrovv precipitation recton in particular value w~hen citnihined with griiiird-hbi~d mecasurc-
the norib-stiuth direction but with a large extension in the merits. SULh as those taken vs ith rimeters and nuiarictiimetes.
east-Aest direction durtne impulsive electron precipitation SIri(e the latter pros idc a dillecrrit timer space peispet tive To

* events in the miidnigtht sector near the onset of a nevettive has dattc. no ins estieaiti have hccn rortred k ith dolrided dIi .ti
Direct measurements from satellites of ericrgetic ecciron as outtlined those Sonme l-renistrihliiiig \ ray itde hive

been ide of ittipulsv% e Clctroti picipitat on es C115 Lit hich

Lotkhced Palo Aliii Research I absirator% Califirniai latitudes ("Ito *' it. tO'S I. h-it ithese ns'iuirirs~ wt
* t'nisersitv it Mtaryland. Institute tfor Physical Science ainti Tc,.h. cipihie i-nlv of vers co ir,-e 

5 p il cover ivc \l iiv rwne!T'-
noloves. Coillect: Park absortion spikes htivefvuir'.i it hicir 1iiiiuidv inlijd

\~T&T B ell I-aboratorie. Msurrav Hill N, w )ersev 11-11 the south pole l IT. Is . i '-tt to, date 1--
Ofive of Nasal RCsearvh..-'rlincton. %Lrvnia hi - hetiq no 1piiiiisTt iit-. 'I tisueti0ilun
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Fig. I. Schematic presentation of the areas viewed by each of (he six cadmium telluride spectrometers (Aa. Ah Ca. Ch.
Da. asid Db) performing at the time of the measurements presented here. In the left.hand section are illustrated the
locations of the zones covered when the satellite was at the indicated position dunng the south polar cap crossing of
interest. In the right-hand section the hatched regions indicate the areas observed by each of the sensors at six different
times during a single spin of the satellite.

vicinity of South Pole Station During this event the precipi- section of Figure I. In this simplified drawine. penumbra ef-
tating electron fluxes were extremely high. and a spike of very fects are neglected along with any absorption of the X rass in
short duration occurred at the time of the X-ray measure- the atmosphere. It is possible to unfold information on th
ments. spatial distributions of the bremsstrahlune X rat sources from

the counting rates observed at each of the different orienia-
DESCRIPTION OF INSTR MENTATION lions of the satellite during its spinnine motion and at various

Satellite X Rats positions during the forward moement.
For the X ray proportional counter imagine spectrometer in

The bremsstrahlung X ray mappines presented here were the SEEP pa ,load a wide-angle field of %stew -- 5 I w as di-
obtained with an array of cadmium telluride spectrometers on vided into 16 pixels in the direction perpendicular to the satel-
board the P78-I spacecraft and with a large-area Imaging pro- lite trajectory. The counter responded to X rats oser the
portional counter in the stimulated emission of energetic parti- energy range from 4 to 40 keV. The instrumentation was
des (SEEP) pavload onboard the SSI-I satellite The P78-1 mounted on the three-axis stabilized S8I-I satellite in polar
spacecraft was launched into a sun-svnchronous. noon- orbit at an altitude of about 270 km for the data presented - I
midnight, nearly circular polar orbit at -600 km altitude on here. The instrumentation will be described in papers by
February 24. 1979. and is still providing good data after 5 Calvert et al. and H. D Voss et al. (prtvate communication.
years in orbit. The satellite spins with a period of - 5.5 s 1984).
about an axis perpendicular to the orbit plane and pointed
eastward at the ascending node. Thus the array of eight cad- South Pole Station

mium telluride X ray detectors, oriented at selected view The facilities for upper atmosphere phsics research at the
angles with respect to the spacecraft spin axis. provides fine- geographic south pole were recently expanded to emphasiie
scale mappings of the sources of X rays >21 keY The instru- coordinated studies of the polar cusp and auroral c:,al
meniatton is described in more detail elsewhere rpiht/of et al.. [Detrick et al.. 1992]. In this paper we consider onlv the rio-
1990). but for the convenience of the reader the viewing geom- meter and magnetometer measurements. Cosmic radio noise is
etry is considered here. The areas of the atmosphere %iewed by measured with riometers and broad-beam antennas operaiint
each of the six spectrometers operational at the time of pres- at 20 5. 30. and 51.4 MN1z The circular ( 4- 30 ) antenna pat-
ent interest are illustrated schematically in Figure I during the terns are centered on the zenith and proside fields of tew of
pass when the X ray spike was observed During the satellite 100-km diameter at the D retin heihis fI

-
'.

0
Q() kml. where

pass the geographic south pole was obsered with the twi) most of the enhanced ionization caused b% ener-tric electron
detectors labeled Da and Db At any given instant a spec- precipitation occurs Ionospheric absorption reliaise !o a ..
trometer can stew at most only a portion of its full zone quiet-day sienal lesel. computed hy the meihod described h%
Approxtimatel, 3 s are required for the field of ,,c%. t o sme rep Rriihniifiiui' and D,-trir [I9831. is obhlt.incd front the dirt-
completely across the swath as illustrated in the right-hand tally sampled iat I lill tiometer dla Surf.ice ariations of the
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FILL 2. The riometer absorption recorded at three frequencies at South Pole Station is shown In the top three sr-consV
Thte three components of the magnetometer response are shown in the bottom three sections The narro% absorption
spike considered in this paper is within the shaded stnp which spans the time interval co~ered in Figures 5 and 7.

geomagnetic field, also sampled at I Hz. are measured with a June 27 %%hen the Station %4as in the dusk-mitdnieht local ttme

three-axis flux gate magnetometer having temperature comn- Sector (1910 MLT) The absorption profiles for this e'.eft areC
* -. pensatton. The three components of the field were measured in showkn in Figure 2. Absorption tecan at 2211 lUT, reached

the magnetic north-south (hf, east-west (D), and vertical (Z: maximum intensity at 225Si UT, and reco~ered rapidly, howk-
- . positive increase upward) directions, ever, weak residual actiwi could still be detected as Liste as ,

24003 UT The peak absorption eiceeded 10 dR at 10) %1117 At
ExPERtMENTAL RESULTS the peak the 20 5-Nifft rionteter signal was so Aeak that

Geneal eatues f th Etentasailahle caltbrations of the ric'nierer tronse are inadcquait
G.-nrolFeatresof te Eentto determine the actual aksorplion at this firquenc% An 3h.

'4The largest aurora[ absorption event recorded during 1982 sorption spike I dFl increntn at each frICLiir-nc% I sfhort
at South Pole Station IL z- 1) occurred near 23WX UT on durastion at about 2 1(1 V.T~ is highitei1 itt I teure 2 with a
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zzs3 ur 2258 UT the current systems are unknown because of the limitations in
a is observation sites. These depictions are based upon the sub-

storm current wedge concept of McPherron er al. (1973) At
the time of the overhead passage of the westward current.

sI South Pole Station appears, from the D component variations.
12 00 12 00 to have momentarily been quite close to (a little west and

poleward of) an intense downward field-aligned current
70, 7 (Figure 3b). If the maximum excursion in the horizontal com-

-60t ponent field is taken as - 1800 nT. then the intensity of the
o6 06 westward eleetrojet which moved across the station (assumed

MILT (al MILT (b) at 100 km altiudel was - 9 x 10s A.
At the time of the absorption spike near 2301 UT the P78-1

satellite was in the southern hemisphere, and enhanced fluxes
of X rays emitted from the vicinity of the geographic south
pole were observed in two of the CdTe spectrometers. From

2301 LIT 2303 UT the central values and the observed widths of the peaks in the
is is angular distributions it was possible to obtain mappings of the

X ray sources. Since the satellite was in the outer edge of the _

radiation belts during much of the pass. some bremsstrahlun,
X rays were produced in the vehicle; these relatively low back-

Ia 00 12 00 grounds were subtracted on the basis of the observed angular
distributions. An X ray mapping, expresses in terms of counts ,1

701 # 70 per second, obtained at times before and after the spike at
0-.-.60" 0"T

" °  - 2301 UT, is shown in Figure 4a. IThe X ray emission during

oti c0 the spike is treated separately in Figure 6 and discussed later.
MtLT W dLT ld) Each of the small squares in Figure 4a represents an area

Fit. 3. Schematic illustrations of the inospheric and field-aligned - 113 x - 113 km. Six different shadings are used to indicate '4
current systems %ith respect to South Pole (SPI Station at four differ- the counting rates of'21- to 68-keV X rays corrected for source
ent times dunng the overall event. A westward electrojet moves pole- area and distance to source with an arbitrary normalization.
ward over the station, reaching its maximum excursion at Figure 3d. Since the source regions were observed from low altitudesA short-lived eastward current (Figure 30 develops equatorward of wc
the westward electrolet at the time of the precipitation spike. with a wide field of view, the corrections cannot be performed

with high precision. The maps indicate the general regions of

X ray emission but do not resolve fine-scale structure in the
shaded strip spanning the time period of data presented later intensity profiles. For the measurements shown in Figure 4.
in Figures 5 and 7. This spike was well covered with the P78-1 certain areas of the atmosphere were viewed for longer time
X ray measurements and is the main subject of the present periods than others, so the statistical sampling for obtaining
paper. Note. however, that this spike is not a typical example the averages is not uniform. The squares marked with an N
of the absorption spikes previously reported and referenced indicate reeons that were not sampled during the time inter- --

above. The spike did not occur at the onset of the event and val. Overall. the mappings clearly indicate that the X ra's
(see belowi was associated with an eastward electrojet. were emitted predominantly from a large region encompassing

Fluxgate magnetometer measurements iFigure 2) at South the geographic south pole
Pole Station indicate that the energetic electron precipitation Approximately 40 min after termination of the P78-I sate-
responsible for the overall absorption event was associated lite pass over the southern polar cap. finer-scale X ray mat-
with a poleward moving substorm surge. The surge current pings at lower energies 14-.40 keV1 %ere obtained with the X
began to be clearly detected at South Pole Station at -2245 ray imager in the SEEP payload on the SRI-l satellite. The
UT as the H component of the local field began to decrease observed X ray emissions are indicated in Figure 4h in a map
and the Z component beean a sharp increase. This signature covering exactly the same region of space as in F igure 4a T his
indicates a westward current equatorward of the station. The map reveals a localized remion of strong X ray emission that is
maximum depression in the north-south component occurred -400 km magnetically east of the geographic south pole:
at - 2255 UT and saturated the instrument. As the current however, the field of view of the X ray imager is rather limited.
surge moved overhead from the equator toward the (geomag- and it does not include the south pole itself %%here a residual
netici pole IAZ - 0 at -2258 UT), a sharp decrease was ob- riometer absorption (sO.3 dtl vas still present (not shown
served in the D component value, corresponding to an en- herel.
hanced westward field direction. The Z component reached its At about the time %,hen the SEP X ray mappings were
maximum negative excursion at - 2301 UT. at the time of the performed in the southern polar cap the X ray emissions over
small positive spike in the H component. In the absence of this the north polar rcgion were mapped from the P78-I space-
spike the magnetic traces suggest that the Z component would craft. In contrast to the earlier measurements over the south
hae reached a maximum negative value at -2303 UT. prob- polar cap. no major regions of enhanced X ray emission %%ere
abl corresponding to the maximum poleward excursion of observed poleward of the trapping boundary. Although the
the -eA-tward electrojet. conjugate position to the geographic south pole %as not

The location of South Pole Station relative to the iono- within the field of vic% of the X ray spectrometer on this pas
spheric and field-aligned current svstems at three different over the north. con.ucate recions to areas of X ray ernission
times during the overall event is showvn in a schematic fashion previouslyr seen in the southern polar cap ,%ere within the
i Finiures 3a. h. and 3d. The actual longitudinal extents of viewing range of the X ra spectrometer. tlo, eecr, no si i"t
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27 JUNE fill been selected for the X ray fluxes to enhance the prominence
I I " of the - 10-s duration spike. The ratio of X ray counts in

XRAYS 1.12 , SUMS channel 2 (30-46 keV) to those recorded in channel I (21-30
30-,9 kY VIEWS SOUTH POLE keV) is plotted in the bottom section of Figure 5 to provide a

No YES

IGO- DETECTOR o. measure of the spectral changes with time. As for the X ray ,
OTECTOR Oh flux plots, the Solid symbols indicate when each detector

viewed the south pole. Clearly. the X ray energy spectra and
therefore the inferred precipitatine electron energy spectra

- ' were harder (larger number of higher-energy X rays) during
the enhanced precipitation spike than before or after.

2 After - 2301 UT the riometer absorption decreased rapidly
o (Figure 5). vhile the X ray fluxes emitted from a large area at

I.o / the south polar region remained relatt.elv constant, as did the
[ ' shape of the X ray energy spectrum. This behavior requires

that after occurrence of the spike the region of precipitation
/ , A/ moved away from South Pole Station. Possible confirmation

S w -,.., . / of such a movement comes from the SEEP X ray measure-so "-'" '' ments at a much later time (-23"1 UT) w~hen an enhanced "

region of X ray emission at lower energies %&as observed over
a small area about 400 km from the south pole.

The spatial-temporal features of the X ray emission around
9.o _ _.- the time of the spike at 2300:40 UT are illustrated sche- p'

matically in Figure 6 with a time sequence series of maps. The
.80 2.s MHO Rio Met ER - . raw counting rates in each of the detectors that vie+.ed the

south pole are shown in Figure 6 alone with schematic indica-
lions of the areas from which the X ravs were emitted It is

- SOUTH POLE unlikely that the apparent spatial variation in the X ray
measurements is associated %kith satellite motion since during

t0M g RiOMETERthat interval its position chanced by onl% 30-40 km. a dis-
|0 *AHI RIO-ETER "-.. lance smaller than the spatial resolution of the X ray mapper.

I* -"-"-- These data therefore indicate a spatial moement of the pre-

cipitation region from the area covered by detector Da to that
covered by Db. Since the riometer spike at South Pole Station

111 .4 MUI RIOMETER occurred at approximately the same time as the X ray spike in

0.00 detector Db which encompassed the south pole. one concludes
RATIO OF X-RAY COUNTS that the motion of the spike Aas generall% tohard the latter

1 (10-4i' k-.. tl11-3 k*e, position. Such a finding is consistent vvtth the situation ds-
cussed by Harqreures et al C1979]. in vihich a spike event in

VIEWS SOUTH POLE cosmic noise absorption moves rapidl. in a direction at rieht

'./ . iews SOUTH POLE angles to the elongation.
.1 NO YES

4. tEECO Ih ETECTOR o, Elcto Eneras. Srrumn and Pr.-ctriratiiir Rate'

. .Tspike as 23040d UT '%ere compared with theoretical calculi
.- - lions by Wialt er al [1979] of X ray bremsstrahlung expected - ,

1. \. . ,r:for incident electron fluxes having exponential spectral shapes
\\ 'i and for various atmospheric escape angles. This comparison

9.2 - [indicates that the spike event %as produced by an electron
0. spectrum having an e-fold energy of -40 keV with an esti- %

0.1 mated uncertainty of 4- 7 keV. This is considerably harder *" "

9.t ------- than the spectrum of field-aliened electron fluxes reported at
144 00 ,10 Io 1102 0 0 oy nu r - inTIME (Ur) geosynchronous orbit by .Vielsen ct a/ CIQR-2] during an ab-

Fig, 5, 1opt X ray counts recorded per 52 sin each of the sorption spike. The Nielsen et al electron spectrum could be .I ,
detectors Di and Db tboitomi Ratios of counts in channel 2 30-46 characterized by an e-folding enerey of - II ke, in the
ke% Ito those recorded in channel I 121-30 keVI in each of the spec- 10-100 keV range.
trometers Di and Db. (middlel The riometer absorptions recorded at From the best fits to the Itai et a, C 19'9] theoretical ,o,
the south pole at three different nrometer frequencies, curves and the measured X ray fluxes in detector Da it is

further estimated that the total rate of precipitation of elec.
Irons (>0 keV) during the spike Aithin the field of view of

cant luxes of X rays were observed to be emitted from these detector Da vyas - 2 x 10:
3 el s vith an uncertaint% of

regions. + x 102J el s Detector Da % as used for this comparison
The X ray intensity ,ersus time profiles for the spike are since the south pole Iocation %%as close to the spatial border-

compared in Figure 5 with the cosmic noise absorption mea- line betveen detectors Da and Db and the spike vyas more
sured at South Pole Station. A threshold energy of 30 keV has intense and the time duration better defined in Da.
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27 JUNE 1982
270 0E
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384
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850..
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+ =SOUTH POLE

1800E - 00

2300:43

2300:56

Fig 6. Schematic presentation of the areas %ie~~ed h ' detectors Da and Dl, anti their respeciise countine riles at
selected times around the narrow spike csent at - 23(1 40 LIT

An estimate of the total precipitation rate in the spike can pulse in the 11 component ficll The D) cornrrncnt remained~

i.also be obtained from the magnetometer response. which is essentiail% unchanicd %shilr the 7 compoflnidcreit se
compared in Figure 7 with the riometer data. The precipt- 7 5 n~ T1 he inrcrease in Ihe H! con po entI arid thte adi (ion.1
tatton spike was accompanied by an 150S-nT positive in- decrease in the 7 component cmi he attrihuied ito the dile(-
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revion of eastwkard flow [Ri)srii,-r et al. 1979] Of course. kk I Iu t 25 k m nil Icri!iti g Ivr cat cr tait 00 ItP iti(fi t I 0t4

from a single stat ion the interpretation in term- of an east- hand. the iew iniz geonietrs' of the [).I detect:or on P-'- iii!
wkard electrolct is not unique F Itvvever. this Interpretation for care% a matim-um source vs idth of -251 kill in oneC dIre. rn'

the short-lived event appears more reasonable than specu- 1' herefuire for purposes of coniptioation wke take the area of Be

lating that the far poleward westward electrojet suddenlI, in- rccion of X ray emnissions to be 25 x 250) km or 6 's - 0

tensifted and moved farther poleward momentarils If the cm-' If the precipitation rate of 2 x 10"1 el s oht.iini-i fT-rm

westward electrotet at the time of the spike Aas -2(X) km the X ra nmeaisuremients is urnifiorm o'.er this area, then tife
distant, then in intensification and poleviard movement would pirecipiating flux of electrons ( >0 kek) is 10'lfl el cm
produce a larger relative change in Z than in If lby ahout a s ,corresponding to an isotropic distribution for -I - 10'
factor of 21. while the opposite behavior is actually observed el cm - sr- I s- .
(A~Z - 100 nT. Aif - 200 nT; Figure 7). We% can also estimate the total electron Hlux from the ca!,. t

Fated zenithal absorption through the str 1 Mf dl arid kilo, I
-Spatial Scale of Spike Precipitation Reaion edlee of the Input electron spectrum T he spike electron -plee.

The prespike absorption at 30 and 51 4 MHz wsas at essen-. trumn. determined from the X ra% daita. is characterized by an
tially constant levels of 4 1 and 1. 7 dB. respectively Enhanced e-foldrng energy oif 40 keV For this spectrum, and using !the
ionization associated with the spike produced an additional TANGLE program [1rioidrak and Baronl, 11)6] to cornpr-

.'s-09 dBi absorption at each frequency. The ratio between the modified electron dlensit protiles and resulting! ahsorptron. %ce
absorption at 30 and at 5I 4 Nill-z immediately prior to the obtatn a total electron flux I > 0 Le I of - I lf10 el cm 2

*spike was - 24, whereas an absorption ratio Z- I sr s -~ in agzreeme2nt with the value obtined from the X rv e.
*characterized the spike precipitation alone. This frequency de- data.
* pendence of the absorption can be used to infer informatlion

about the spatial scale size of the precipitation region and the SUMMlsARY

electron energy spectrum. An electron precipitation evkent vwithin the southern poA r
The frequency dependence of absorption (,4,, at the zenith cap has been measured vitih the satellite hrem~strallrie X\ ry

can be characterized by the relation .4,, - f, vhere I. is the techique in conjunction vstilt grirrnd-hiscd rionicter arid orie
riometer radio frequency and n is the spectral index [Lt-rl ild netonieter oisers itions. ThIe pirticilir feature eiri ref i

et al. 19643. In theory. n is in the ranv.- 0-2. the value for any, detail svsan intense precrpitation spike of 10II s duraiiri
given event beiag dependent on the predominant altitude at Quantitative estimates of the spatial extent. eciectron ercs7
which the main ionization is produced T~picall , auroral ab- spectrum. flux. and precipitation rate akioird lit the
sorption occurs tn thle upper D region, for vs (ich ni = 2. giving vAcre derived in a reasonably self co,~sus t vs i frorriI

a ratio of 2.94 betvween the absorption at 30l MI z and thiat at three dillecrent mne:tsurettient tCCIIrnIiLI Ic he flrw ine cha.iLii
SI 41 MtHz Ilokieer. it. can he %htowT that abSOTr1iion w svrl IMSeC sertcvec noted
independent of frequency In = 0: absorption ratio = 1 r if the I The spike wsas hl clv -sorrl.k ith ianCil lit I'
precipitation-enhanced ionization is predomintl% at lois spheric current that des eloped ecuii orss md of thle niali "J

altitude i < 0 kml. stornm kvi eissard electrotet
Because unrealistically high electron eruies 1 1l0 Nie I I Ple'Aard Miltion of Ire p,- irid Il !ir p- ri:t- ii

- are required to ohtain absorption ratios vs hich dep int signifi- rccrons as vscll as birth current Lss:ns.r i -c tit-rr t

cantlv from I in suhsiorm events, the more likelk ntrrrta- tile nieasure netltsa
tion of such circumstances is that susevid h~ \uit I , and 3 T lie! spatial extenit Of 01li sp'Ike. Is dj:ter Bti fd mii I

Avsord [1977] and Hucrore'uies et al [19-'91 They shrissed that trfrequeJnc% riometer dirt, is corliitBf %ith a Ir~p ,lsIt

smaller ratios could occur if narrovi. intense precipitatioin - '5 kin anl lenetlh ic:itcr thin li i k ni
structures onlv parttallv fill the field of view of a broad beami 4 An e fill ecrok of - 411 1 U i.1 e i

riortmer Thus %&e assunme that the absorption spike at 211t1 recipit !rtrri. ar!irr spet'!iii III Itn s is .itrr1C.i, HeTo 0-
UiT iabiorption ratio z: 1) is caused by a narrowk structure precipitai *n prior ito intld i r iC'r

within the more vsidespread labhsorprion ratio z 241 precipi- 5 1lt he toal ralte ,f T-ijj e iItIttn 0 ltis -0i L

tation that is pairt of the recovery of the mnain al'sorplioti tire rpiL %.its deternitcdIre t c Il' I ' r
*event In the filoss ing anali sis we adopt thle (jaussian strip" ray dlirta Iand 60 S l0:l s I form I ti- rni,-'lc fieldI vor~

* geIneirT V of .\ielsr'n (Ind I 1 shid [197]) as used in the calcula- atii'nsi Ithe discrepanc% nis he ret .r tel io unler-timtii!

tions by, fUurorci(ji et al [ 197,1] the electron flux bclots 'It Lev iv %he:i citrapoiititiF the,
frthis geometry the ahsorbing recion has thre form .4 ray -denie pcrmt n~c

.4, cip I 2 Ts, I), w here v, is a characteristic witdth if fite 6 1Tire electron urs 0 kf ck i if, Ill,- prkc drive'd f i
strip elpressed as a fraction of the assimieil herein of the the X ray Ind rioiireter diti. is ri-tirtric ' I, oipi
ahsinrhinw laver I rnI tit irie I of llairar,vi,i if et It cm s I sri ftr pk r i i IItes~

* b~~ri-tlbeimn .sb~rption at SI 4 %Ml (; as in the spike I l il rero-fc previously T i riliie Ilc rp..ik- n.

1.T). requires a narrow strip Is,, - ()11 andr a ivi zen-thaI Iv'%inri Ill,, ntir precrptitritlf cent!I rilr if' 11) .11 11,0

ahiorption 1 I,> Ii 1(Ill it 51 4 %11l7 thrmoi~ the strip \% rift its asirion isith all r.isIf r t Ird rtp~il

r,-i() 1.iriid .ssuingr 9tt iii fun tile- hricir of lie .i -rhirie hrirtit-, os f the 'cltito spv-vir!iiri I 1iri'ii' 1%ul is retir I

Lirscr a strip irl Ib te. thr dirstnc betwxece I I., lpirts of ifirnr Ill, ,- fritioris rqepnii eilt 1 i'r i.

the tc:--nI of - Bknitis ihtinnd Illt re. :f'u' rion irvi isiotiev ,1' 1, pie r

it
5 ) I -

fillIll 1 11 1 11o- i
spik rv~ on .in I,, app o~lm~i~ f ,, III, o cfl, ifll( d 1, I-)I"- -it
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7. M E.,,. C P. So,,,,k,,. s '. n ,n.,. V N. Ap,,k.,. R LA Gm un. VY . , ,.- experiment on the three-axis stabilized, low-altitude I - 230 km I
p p ( 1 -1 satellite. The trapped eneretic (TE) electron spectrometer

Lghtinc, , e. ect0 o 20' field of view) was aligned perpendicularl to the orbit

It :,e. S'olp . & P emch k. A. 4,-h,, s J ZA 771.'S! 11931 plane and during these obs er eations %%as at an angle of 29 ' to
12. ,me. F K. A:,. I-irt Pht , Poc 11. 179-21419841 the local magnetic field line. The TE detector had a geometrical

H., D os', ). Laog .. imh*f-- 1111 .!19-59 (179. i a,.4cmSr

14 Eoir,,,. M a a i N , I. B,. S , e -9 ', . factor of 0.e17 cm sr and was cooled on120 9C) to achi e a
R. A.e- HlliwIt, D. 8 17. Ca--4 nert J. P. Kaufrkisystem noise resolution of 12 keov FWHaM. An identical detector

was positioned to obser e electrons with central pitch almles
(a) of 52 

.  
The medium energy (ME) precipitating electron

Lightn ing- induced electton precipitation spectrometer h 30 field of viewl was aligned to the zenith .'

direction and during these ohservations th as at an angle of e "nr
to the local magnetic field line. The ME geometrical factor -asH. D. Voss, W. L. Imhof*. M. Walt*, J. Nobilia, 2.47 ca" sr.

E. E. Gaines', J. B. Reagan, U. S. lnanf, Seven LEP events recorded on 9 September Ide with the
R. A. Helliwellt, D. L. Carpeniterf, J. P. Katsufrakist SEEP experiment TE parthcle spectrometer are sho rn in Fi. I,

& H. C. Chata f (ALF. withe sialtneous VLF spectra receted a Palmer,Antarctica (L - 2.3). These LEP event signatures are interpreted

m Lockheed Pain Alto Research Laboratory, Pah Alto, as follows. The whistler wave in passing throu h the maneto-
California 94303. USA phere from nor h to south alters the pitch angtes of energetic
t STAR Laboratory, Stanford University California 94305, SA trapped electrons which are moving northard and can. there-

fore, resonate with the VLF wave This teract n reduces theanoa

th pitch angles of some of the electrons loers the r mrror points
The broadband very low frequency ( roLF n 0-30 kHz) radiation below the satellite altitude, and produces the first electron puke
from lightning propagates in the Erh-ionlspherecavitvasimpul- of the event. Some of these electrons are then maneticand
sivoe signals (spherics) and in the dispersive plasma regions of the reflected and some are scattered bc the atmosphereresult i

ionosphere and magnetosphere it propagates as tones of descending in an electron bunch moing to the Southern Hemisrhere here

or rising frequency. (whistlers)'. VLF radio waes propagating in the lower mirroring altitude (due to the South Atlantic animal.1
the magnetoopheric plasma scatter energetic electrons by histler- causes the electrons to encounter the ms ere Some ec-
mode wave-particle Interactions ( clotron resonance) Into the trons are backscattered bv the atmosphere and return to the
atmosphere 

. 
These electrons, through collisions with the at- Northern Hemisphere where they are obserked as the second

mospherie constitueneg Cuse localized Ionization, conductis it pulse in the eent. Subsequent reflections and back3scatter, on
enhancement. visual and ultraviolet light emissions, and brems- the Northern and Southern Hemispheres produce the train of

strahlung X rays. We have reported previously on the precipitation pulses of diminishing intensity which makes up the indiidual

of energetic electrons from the radiation belts b a the controlled events shown in Figs I and 2. These measurements were made
Injection from the ground of VLF radio waves". Here o report 3 days after the rail n storm (D , = -2971 of6 Scbaem-
the lit satellite measueen ound-based mrecipitation by light- ber 1982. Mantic storms of this intensitvd are knopn to inect

niog. The measured energy deposition of these conspicuous light- electrons hich diffuse into the slot region (2 r L < 3) of the

ning-induced electron precipitation (LEP)burstsi(-n-ergcm 
)  

radiation belt several days after the storm onset
' n d t

Is sufficient to deplete the Earth's radiation belts and to after In the strong LEP events A, D, and E, electron fluxes art
subionospheric radiowave propagation (-<I NHz). A one-to-one obsen"ed to increase rapidly in strength, about 100 times back-
correlation is found between grouad-based measurements5 of VLIF ground, in <200 ms. The enveclopes of the indiv idual pulses then.-
spherics and whistlers at Palmer, Antarctica, and low-altitude decay relatively slowly to background levels oter several
satellite (S81-1) measurements of precipitatingenoergetic electrons. seconds. Event G is 3 factor Of 10 3bo~e backvround and e~ent

Detailed measurements of the pulse shape, spectrum, and F about three times background Esents B and C are relatisel.
pitch angle distribution of LEP events have not previously been weak on the integral energy display of Fig. I hut are more
obtained nor have direct satellite or ground-based measurements prominent in the differential enerey spectrum (120. E
of LEP events been obtained within the plasmasphere where 140 keV) The reason w hy the multiflash LEP esent E does not
most VLF whistler activity occurs9. The plasmasphere (average show echo pulses may be due to the superposition of four closelv
magnetic invariant latitude 60*) is charactenzed by cold spaced LEP bursts. The flux measured with the ME detector
plasma densities of 10-104 electrons cm-' and is the region of (a- 25') is a factor of -10 less than the flux measured xith 0
the magnetosphere which contains the bulk of the radiation the TE detector (r 89') indicating an anisotropic pitch ancle
belts. The only in siru measurement of lightning-induced elec- distribution peaked near 9)' at the satellite altitude VLF spectra
tron precipitation that we are aware of was reported by Rvcroft' °  of lightning generated spherics and w.histlers .,ere detected in
using rocket data He observed a single electron burst event the conjugate hemisphere at Palmer Station. Antarctica.16 S,
having the proper time relationship to an associated whistler 64I \i,') and are shown in Fig. la The uniform transiton in \ LF
and explained the observation as a gyro resonant interaction \ave intensity at - I kllz indicaies a \ell de(Unid Earth-
between -100 keV electrons and a [-hop whistler taking place ionosphere \\'aeguide cutot frequencv lhe scaled phris andJ in the magnetospheric equatorial plane. Our in situ satellite vwhistlers are shnn beneiath the v L F spectric¢ram ihe dashed
observations confirm this initial rocket measurement by estab- portion of a scaled whistiler curse is extrapolated bised on the ,
lishing a one-to-one correlation with a series of strong electron observed solid portion and the knoo n properties of more com-
burst events and clarify the details of the precipitating electron pletely defined esents such as F The conjugate of the S[ I P
temporal behaviour. Electron precipitation due to whistler-trig- satellite (60^ S. 98' \W) is 34' to the "est of Palmer and thus the
gered emissions outside of the plasmasphere has been observed VLF spectrogram intensitv at Palmer is not sinipls related to
with balloon-bome X-ray detectors' and ground-based photo. the magnetospheric whistler intenitv nor to the flux of precipi-
meters . Indirect evidence of LEP events within the plasmas- tating electrons.
phere has been derived from amplitude and phase perturbations Whistlerdlpersion techniquo,' are used to idn!if% the
in VLF signals propagating in the Earth-ionosphere spherics that precede the delasrd .hi lr oIn'.l on the \ f
waveguide . spectropram [ ent F has four imlir ,Ahi-ilir ti ti, hss ihin a

: }|lgHih sensiti',itv measurements and fine-reolution energy I-o; period .and ,i conn stc'nt %kit' ritilh,11 h hv ,inrwpl F~te,, i .'
spectra f2'- E ' 1.0(0 keV) of the prominent LEP bursts ere also h.is o hrhhnii fl%.h.s ,, ted ,ih it ,sn inpsri it

obtained with a cooled solid.state spectrometer arras included ohser', .iwn i; ih.it the ph i pif -etr i i f e.t h I I P

as part of the sti ulaited emissions of energetic particles (SE F P) e\ rnt h% the c r t0. itcd 11TIe l it x i I ) 4 1 P r .for i i t% nC._
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Fit. I Energetic electron measurements obtained with the St 1-1I satellite are correlated one-to-one w.ith concurrent ground-based VLF whistlers
at Palmer Station. Antarctica (63' S. 64' W.' L =2.3). Panels a and b show the VLF spectrograms and the scaled whistlers and sphenrs. The
uppermost insets show the Palmer VLF data with an exp ,ded time scale for the seven LEP events. The strong energetic electron bursts ,
labelled A. D and E hive peak fluxes that are 100 times background levels. The sampling interval for the energetic particle measurements is P,.
64 ins. The solid tines and arrows represent spherica that were directly identified on these (and otheri records, while the dashed lines represent

time estimates based on evidence or essentially identical dispersion properties in all events.

Further evidence for the triggering of" precipitation by light- density at L = 2.1 is estimated to have been 3,200 electrons cm ".
fling is given by the LEP pulse shapes and spectra. In the pulse Assuming ducted propagation the VLF wave frequency would -

shapes of LEP events A, 0, F and G. repetitive pulses of constant be -4 kHz based on an equatorial gyroresonant interaction with
period and decaying amplitude that follow the LEP peak are IS0 keV electrons. This frequency is in the upper region of the
conspicuous. Figure 2 shows LEP events F and G on an expan- more broadly defined whistlers, such as event F. ,
ded scale with the associated whistler signals and the subiono- Figure 2a shows a small perturbation in the signal recei,,ed 't

spherically propagating signals from the transmitter NAA as at Palmer from NAA (propagating in the Earth-ionosphere
received at Palmer. The detailed characteristics ofthe LEPevents waveguide) which is coincident with the strong whistler and
shown in Fig. 2 include: (I) the rapid rise of electron flux: (2) weak LEP burst F. The raw data show the 17.8-kHz signal
the subsequent and relatively slow decay of the flux: (31 the intensity using a 300-Hz bandwidth filter. Also shown are the ,
in-phase and repetitise pulses on the TE and ME detector smoothed curves of the raw data (dashed linexl outside of the,
Ilabelted I-3 for event F and I-5 for event GI: (4) the greater rapid transition interval ( ±0.5 s1 that were obtained using a
intensity of the near 90° pitch angle flux (TEl compared with 2•4s averaging filter. The amplitude of the NAA transmitter "

'  
-

the near0O'pitch angle fux INE);and(5) theweakorcompletely signal reccied at Palmer exhibits a fast decrease ( < 1.5 sI fol- - .
absent first pulse on the ME spectrometer (indicating a high towed by a - 'aw recos'er I - lOsI. Such a signal perturbation ,
ratio of drift-loss-cone to direct bounce-loss-cone fluxl corn- or "Trimpi" event is associated with lightning-induced electron s
pared with the subsequent pulses (labelled 2-5 for event GI. precipitation which modifies the ionosphere at the -80Okma ,

A pulse period of 0.32s is associated with pulses I-7 of event reflection altitude' 1 "' . Considered in isolation, this event is weak".
A. This period agreest with the bounce time of relativisticelc,- because of atmospheric noise at the N.'\ frequency Ilowever. -,

trons I - 1SO keV) echoing between conjugate hemispheres at it is similar in form to a senes of stronger events that occurred
L = 2.1. For 175-keV electrons, the relativistic velocity is 0.67c within several minutes preceding and following the period of ,., ,

and for I 25 keV electrons 0.60 c, where c is the velocity of light, satellite data. The strong whistler esent F and associated Trimpi .' ,,

As the selo :ity approaches c the bounce period becomes less event recorded at Palmer are consistent with a relatis.elv strong .
sensiti'e to electron energy variations. For the above energy LEP burst occurring near Palmer. For the other six reltatis.els
diterence• about is.e bounce periods (pulsesl can occur before weak whistler signals no Trimpi events were detected althtough
the 175.keV electrons arc. 180' out of phase w~ith the 125-keV strong electron prectpitatton is evident in the SEEP detectors '
electrons. The pulse period of LEP event C at L = 2.3 is 0.38 s. for events A. 0. F and G. The simultaneous electron precipita-.. ,
This longer period relative to LEP event A agrees with the longer lion at the SEEP satellite and near Palmer (Trimpi) which are ,
path length of relativistic electrons echoing between conjugate separated in longitude by 2,000 km. for event F. suggest that a .
hemispheres at L =2.3 instead of L =2.1. single lightning flash can precipitate electrons at two widels. % .

Esammnatton of the electron energy spectra of LEP events separated locattons.
A-G indicates a prominent but broad peak in electron energy The electron precipitation energy fluxes are estimated to he
between Si) and 200 keV that decreases in energy with increasing about t0y- 10' times the w,,ae energy flux ii the equatorial plane. .
L. From comparison of the ras.el time characteristics of the 9 indicating that only a little V[ F signal energy, is required to
September l')8?. whistlers with similar but more completels perturb the relatisitstic electrons near the edge -if the loss cone'' "

delined esents recorded on another day atPalmer when whistler- enough to cause prectpitation' 1 he energy fluxes repoted here"'""
associated precipitation was observed',t the equatorial electron are consistent with sug gestions that w.histlers may, cause a ..
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2.102A new radiation
source for the infrared region

J. N 2rwood*, T. Shuttlessorth t,
LaI lde,7) 3S.0 36. J. B. IHastedt & 1'. Nanba;
L ""9 Ideq 276.7 271. 6
L 2. 3 2.21s Deparomeni of (henrivir'. Uin r51.. of Durham.

Durham DIl '.F UK
Fill. 2 E %panded view of liehtnint.induced electron precrpi 3t tn t Department of Photics Birkbeck Colleize. ltalet Street.
ILEPI events F and G The repetitive pulses of constant penod London \A, C E '14 N. IK '
labelled I to 5 are consistent with the echo peniod for electrons tDepantment of Phy.sics. Tohoku tni'.ersiiv. Sendai. Japa.n
mirronne between conjugate hemispheres. The %enical dashed line
indicates the calculated time of the lightning flash. Panels a and
b show the simultaneous whistler spectrogram and the amplitude

of signals received at Palmer from NAA Spectroscop in the far-infrared and millimetre-micrOlliasle regions
has 21"2%aS been hampered b% the lack of inwense broad-hand

sources. Af~ter seteraI prediction%'- suiegesiing (he possibilit, of

obtaining impro'.ed infrared fluxes from an electron source, the
sieniftcant loss of radiation belt electrons- '9 2" -2 Assuming Daresburx (S[ RC) s ' ncbrotron storage rine ISRS) has now@ beet
that the slot regions of the radiation belts are initially filled after show'n to produce an intense and %en- bright source of infrared
a magnetic storm with an ominidirectional flux of 10' electrons photons. 1 he infrared port IR-I '411) at[ Dare-shun w~ill proide
cm! s -' for E > 100 keV at L =123. a single LEP burst I such scientists interested in the microscopic structure and snaMic-S Of
as event Di can empty -0.001 c1 of the belt in the region covered mraterials wsith a radiation source haiinig seseral unique proper-tie%.
by the burst magnetic field lines. As "~ell as these properties. we describe here the work that has

The observations of LEP events provide direct evidence of been done. since January. IQ"'-. in characterizing the infrared beam
an important coupling mechanism between terrestrial lightning and suggest some wide-ranging potential experimental applica-. -

and relativistic radiation belt electron precipitation. Further lions.
study should clarify details of the % ave -particle interaction since Because the photon beam is composed of electromaerneti.
wide rinces of VLF signal strength and frequencies are present. radiation emitted by a hivghly relativistic electron beam'. th
The global mapping of LEP events can also pro% ide an insight radiation is highly collimated in the forx...rd direction and I

a into the penetration of wave energy through the ionosphere and stroreLIN lineairly -polarized in the orhit plane. Furthermore. -t
its propagation in the magnetosphere. The role of LEP ev-cots prosides; a Aell-dletined train Of pulses of radiaion' of - 2(0 p-

in the overall loss rates of trapped electrons is uncertain, because in width Aiih a period of- either 32i)ns (for a sinize electron -

*the frequency Of Occurrence of these events and their relative bunch) or 2ns (for 160) eletctron hunches) The pulse %kidih and
*importance in comparison, for extample, with plasmaspheric shape are entirely indlepcnleni oif frequenc, anid tic inheteli

hiss-' is not well known. However, a substantial amount of photon noise 1ev el is especied to he ,et-N los' compared I' h
electrons can be removed in a single event, and additionail that of hl.ack .hiod sources The heim lifetime is 8 - 1ll h at 2 (i 5

*electron losses can be e,-pected to result from an enhancemeit electron energy Alihough the SRS is more iritetic I in term,'I
of the etlecti% e pitch angle ditfusion coetficient by-v histler v% as es. photons enitited per seco'nd I thin .r hlai~k hoits erniticr only, Wi

N ~~The Lockheed Palo Alto Research Lahoraitors portion of- the the fir. irtirared recilin i helo%% - iin '). its oilir .ivsoae-
SEE P esperirnent w as sponsoredi by the Otlice ot Nis at Research especilillY 115 heipftitoes 'Skits per unit aireai oihdt ncle, an .It'i i

(contrast N0001l4-79 C-0324). Launch and orbital support vere precise torte structure-are mnanitc..i ihrouzhivut tie iiiirated
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A SATELLITE 1IMAGER FOR ATMOSPHERIC X-R.AYS

Wl. Calvert", H. D. Voss. and T. C. Sanders

Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory
3251 Hanover St.. Building 255

Palo Alto. California 94304

ABSTRACT higher tm-poral and spatial resolution, and also had4

substantially higher sensitivity.2

A high-sensitivity X-Ray Imag Ing Spectrometer The high sensitivity yf KRIS (6 cm 2ar) w.as

(X]IS) was developed for measurements of atmospheric accompl ished with a 1200 cm area position sensitive

bremsstrahlung X-rays. The KRIS instrument flown on a proportional counter at the image plane of a pinhole

3-axis stabilized polar orbiting satellite (S8t-1) camera coil Imator. Techniques were emzployed for

employed a one-dimensional pinhole camera to acquire a reducing interferring tadilation: passivye shielding, a

2-dimensional X-ray Image as the satellite passed over unique broom magnet.* and active ant icto cidence
an auroral scene. Using a position sensitive ga~ rejection. The KRIS finstrumentc wefighed 35.5 kg and

proportional counter, with an active area of 1200 cm required 12 watts of power. The purpoqe here Is to

divided Into sixteen cross-track pixels, tPe Instru- describe the IRIS Instrumsent design, including the

ment had a geoss tric. factor of about 0.4 cm -steradian rationale behind its configuration.
per pixel (6 cm I-or total) for X-rays of 4 to 40 keV. The XRIS Instrument was part of the Stimulated

*At an orbital altitude of 250 kin, It provided a Emissions of Energetic Particle (SEEP) "vseriment.
spatial, resolution of 30 knt and the temporal resolu- The principal objective of SttP was to detect the

*tion was one-eighth of a second. Designed primarily artificial precipitation of magnetospheric electrons
to detect artificial electron precipitation at lower by ground-based radio transmitters. In addition to

l at Itud es , the instrument also produced the first IRIS, the SEEP payload on the S81-1 satellite included
satellite X-ray images of the aurora during M'aY and a high-sensitivity cooled solid state particle

June. 1982. Special features of the Instrument spectrometer array (71. a plasma probe and an optical

included a quadrupole broom magnet to reject energetic photometer. The need for high-sensitivity in both the

electrons, a multilayer plastic-on-tntalum shielding x-ray and particle instruments ste-ed f ront the rather
to suppress the bremsstrahlung X-rays generated from weak predicted fluxes of energetir7 particles and

electrons which impact the instrument surface, and a bremastrablung x-rays at mid-latitudes. To date no

new technique for position sensing within the detec- x-rays have been found which correlated with the

tar, using signal division in a resist-or array. transmitter-induced artificial precipitation.
However,* direct electron measureents by SEEP' hav.e

INTRODUCTION clearly, demonstrated the correlation between transmit-
ter modulation and electron precipitation 181. The

The X-Ray lmaging Spectrometer (IRIS) on the XF1S has beer) valuable In measuring airora-1 X-rays,

581-1 satellit. produced the first high-sensitivity even though it was not optimized 'or that purpose.

satellite images of the X-ray aurora during Mtay and
June. 1982. Such images are useful in auroral stud ies DESCRIPTION

since the! pertain to higher energies of the precipi-
tating electrcna than do conrventional optical images Instrument

(i.e. a few keV ratht. than a few eV). Moreover, The KRIS Instrument empinved a pinhole c.-mera

those images readily ahow the daytime auroral etruc- which formed a one-dimensional crosstr.irk L-nage as the

ture that would otherwise be difficult to observe by satellite moved over the ariral scene. Its to)tal

optical techniques because of scattered sunlight, field of view was about 900 by 7 -, facing~ forward and

Previous to the XRIS, the satellite imaging tipped downward at an angle of 350 hei'w tne local

observations of the x-ray aurora were limited to horizon. Its long dimension was perpendicular to the

rather high energies (E 1 20 keY) using an eight pixel direction of satellite motion. It thus yielded a

x-ray sensor on the P78-1 spinning satellite (11. Two strip image of the upcoming I-rave shout 500 km wide

rocket flights employing sing~e detector with a rather at a distance 200 knm ahead of the spacecraft ( assuming

large geometric factor (2 cm or; E > 5 key) produced a source altitude of 00 km). The arzle of view was

x-ray images of the aurora using the rocket spin c hosen both to Increase the scene width and to provide

motion to scan the scene 121. Relatively high energy a time separation between the actual X-rav image and
(E 1 20 keV) x-ray busAltesl Of the autrora have also been the false signals of energetic particles striking the-
obtained from ballocn-borne Instrumentation [3). instrument. The primary XRIS Instrument character-

*Although most of the satellite-borne x-ray astronomy Istics are shown In Table 1.
instruments would be capable of making highly oerned- Figure I shows a photogracrh of the XRIS Ingtrol-

tive and detailed auroral x-ray images those satel- meat. The pinhole entrance aperture was in the form
lites are usually limited to very low latitudes and of a slit, 2 cm by 15 cm, flanked be a quadrupole
altitudes to minimize the energetic particle and x-ray broom magnet: to reject Inrerferirg energetic elec-

background@ 141, and generally view nnly in the upward trons. B'.hind the entrance aperture ri hrom mngnet5
direction. On a DMSP-F2 satellite (830 Ino altitude) a was a collimator cone, with t-wn sets mf parallPl
single x-ray detector has shown the importance of plates to defined the narrow aztertancp arrie for tre
covering the low energy auroral x-rays 151. A recent instrument. BehInad the cone wiq a Y--eon filltd
TYISP satellite (176) included a single x-ray detector pressure vessel containing the pror-irtinnal counter.
on a scan platform to produce a raster-scan x-ray on one side a gas fill valve and a retrr
airoral image 161. The DMSP images complement the were located. Moat of the instrLnnniletni,
S81-1 Images since XIiS Is at a lower altitude, had were containrd In a ePrarate has hri-i the Instr-

______________________________________ ent, except for the high-voltage power supply ,and the

+ pulse prearpliflers.
Now at the Dept of Physics & Astronomy, The
University of Iowa. Iowa City, Iowa 52240.
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"A B I.E I XR S Characteristics T1,e c t ' ,,s Inr t he prprt ,naI ounr r -i%
Xeno n In t~h P the m e thane 1,. nc h i ne gas "as

_Detector Proportional Counter chosen ab"caum ;e.a 0 sPetive getter was found (ST 17 1
rieArea (cm

2  
1200 SAES) which would rtenove other Ln,irlties. The gas

Anode Wire Size (m) 0.025 pressure Inside the chamber ( 18PSI) was silwhtly

Cathode Wire Size (mm) 0.100 above atmospheric pressure af'.ply to kee.p a positive

Wire Type Gold Plated T-ingsten pressure on the beryilium window during all of the

Wire Spacing (mm) 6.35 pre-launch operations.

The electrode frames (not shown) were made from

Energy Range (keV) 4-40 selected fiberglass epoxy printer-circuit board, of

Angular Resolution 70 x I'd (E(iO keY) those specific manufacturer's lots which proved to be

1 10 7 x 14 , (E>20 keY) least prone to outgassine. Along the sides of the

Spatial Resolution (km) 30 x 60 electrode frames, and opposing the stress of the

Teporal Resolution (sec) 0.125 tungsten wires, were carbon-epoxy thermal compensatirg

Senstivity 2 fat ?r 3.4 segments to allow for the significantly different
(Vt, cm or-) thermal expansion coefficients of the tungsteu wites

and the fiberglass. The entire frame structure was

mounted from the rear of the chamber on floating

A section view of the instrument, in a plane standoffs so the frames could expand and contract

parallel to the internal collimator plates and hence independently.

perpendicular to the long dimension of the entrance The gold-coated tungsten wires (25 f for te-

slit, is shown in Figure 2. The scene Is divided into anodes, and 100 ufor the cathodes) were first wra.r-r

sixteen pixels, left to right, by electronically on a threaded frame, anchored to the fiberglass frame
segmenting the proportional counter. In the space with epoxy, and then soidered to printed-circuit pads.

enviornment a vacuum extends through the entrance slit Although this mounting scheme proved qatisfactory, and

all the way back to a beryllium window, which is avoided the need for installing each of the wires
supported against the gas pressure of the detector by independently, it was hard to achieve uniform tension.

the collimator assembly. The collimator, made of In particular, it was necessary to pre-stress the

aluminum, provided the 70 narrow field of view for frames inward until after the epoxy had set and the

X-ray photon energies below about 10 keV. A second excess wire was cut away, using a special spring jig, %

collimator, made of tantalum and mounted in front of so that the released frames would then bear the loai

the aluminum collimator, similarly defined a 140 field of the stretched wires evenly. The wire tension in

of view at higher photon energies, where greater the completed frames was checked by e"citirn visible

sensitivity is needed, acoustical oscillations with an audio a-plifier ar.i

speaker. It was found that r-ecessiveiv taut wires
Image Acquisition could be stretched by lightly stroking with a perc:i

The pulses from each of the sixteen detector eraser, whereas a few of the slack wires had to be

segments, which indicated the arrival of an individual restrung individually.

X-ray photons, were sorted into eight amplitude
levels, to measure the photon energy, and accumulated Enclosure
in a 16 x 8 meory. The 128 photon tallies were To mininize weight almost all of the load-bearirz

transferred to the telemetry system eight times a structures were made of aluminum. The alternative of

second, for onboard recording and subsequent relay to using structural tantalum to serve double duty as

the ground. The eighth-second temporal resolution shielding was considered, but it was discarded because
that this provided corresponds to only about one of the added weight reiuiredi to satisfy some of t-e
kilometer of orbital motion and hence to a small structural dez-anis. The gas enclosure for l.,S wis

fraction of the projected pixel size on the ground. rectangular, although less weight miqht have been
Therefore, the temporal resolution did not signif- needed with a cylindrical chamber. The s,de and front
Icantly compromise the spatial resolution. Auroral walls of the pressure chamber shown in F¢.ture 2 were

pulsations yielded a prominent striping of the images milled from solid aluminum, with a lahvrinth of
whene -er such temporal modulation was present. The pockets to reduce weight. The back wall was made or

Pulses from the two center pixels were also pulse- honeycomb aluminum, permanently eroxi-I to the side
height analyzed Into 24 levels and transferred to the walls. This and the front wail were bolt,d together,

telemetry sixteen times a second to provide improved with the beryllium window sandwiched in between and
energy and time resolution at the center of the scene. sealed with a 0-ring. The entire instrument in front

Detector of the beryllium window was encase- in a tantal -n

shield and covered with plastic. A pl.astic of low
As shown in Figure 2, the proportional counter atomic number was chosen for its low X-ray yield for

consists of five electrode planes, each one consisting energetic electrons, and the tantalum was chosen to

of thin parallel tungsten wires aligned perpendicular absorb any X-rays which were produc-i. Care war takep

to the plane of the figure. The detector segmentation to lap each of the tantalum pieces and can every
consisted of isolating the pulse signals from differ- fastener hole with tantalum an,) plastfz, so there

ant wires, by a new technique described below. The would be no straight path into the instriuent with

Purpose of the multiple electrode planes was to less than 2 gmtcm of shiel!iri. Te ,l, % plast z
Provide two separate detection layers, in order to coating, which was Imtregnitred with t-r ,n .ld arl i I

distinguish the signal of an X-ray photon, which as layers of tape, also prnviieil t-e the-a. ,nrr)l

o
t

ginates in one of the layers, from" that of an by having the right spectral absotptl ,n an1 cil-sim)n

ionizing particle (e.g. a cosmic ray) which would be properties.
4etected in both layers. The dual proportional
tounter serves as both the primary and anticoincldence PEST.N C(IN;TiF RATIO'

detectors: using the front and rear layers, respect-
t
'ely. A cathode bias, of a few hundred volts with The choice of a sI-rl,' pll -, w' aI
tIP~Pft to the -hmber wails, was provided to create a on progr,-" ronstraint .ini a cr,,l ,- ,,. Irat c1, n of

drift potentia teg Ion that ex t ended the ef Iec tlVe thea sal Ahl e t er r..t I -,rs r lot aoi- I n- " n X-riv
dor tIon laver forward to the beryl lium wirdow, and imae. In partIcular, the ced, I p rtlre cr-hn I J-.
that of the anti laver to the rear of the chamber, which has proven surcesqtul in X-ray astron-V was

" -115-
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examined and rejected because of the filled auroral equivalent, except that the coilla ator extines one

scenes that XRIS would encounter. Moreover, the pixel at a time while the pinhole r i-iera xmntInes all

choice of oly sixteen pixels was found to be optimum of the pixels sinultaneously. For the same tor 11

for the proper matching of resolution and sensitivity, detector area, they both yield the same number of
counts in the same total tine. The sane concept

Constraints applies to a conventional two-d imseqsinnal pinhole
Much of the XRIS design was dictated by the camera and its one-dimensional eq- ivalent, which, Iike U

flight opportunity: The available orbit was sun- XXIS, forme Its inage by sweeping across the scene. '"

synchronous (10:30 am and 10:30 pim local time) and Whereas the former ex mines all the scene pixels 
nearly circular at an altitude of about 250 k. simultaneously, the latter examines one row at a time.
Although this low altitude gave excellent resolution But again, for the ease total detector area, It
and sensitivity to search for manmade precipitation acquires the same number of counts for each pixel In
without large background contamination from the the same total time. The main point, then, of I
radiation belts, it required a wide field of view to different imaging configurations, is how long they

obtain suitable images. The 581-1 spacecraft was dwell on a given pixel, compared to t e temporal
3-axis stabilized and oriented with respect to the resolution which is required. The colli.nator dwells
earth. The fixed orientation gave the XRIS instrument the shortest time on a given pixel , and hence it would

100% duty cycle for viewing the atmospheric X-rays. be suitable for studying only the most rapid signal
The weight restriction on XRIS was critical for the variation,, quicker than 250 milliseconds for the XRIS
design, since that dictated the ultimate sensitivity parameters. For a square image of 16 x 16 pixels, the
and resolution which were achieved, total time for the two-dimensional equivalent of KRIS

would be 64 seconds. and that would have permitted
Imaging Technique examining temporal variations as long as 64 seonds.

Only a few techniques are avaLlable for X-ray The one-dimensional scheme actually inplented for
imaging, since X-rays cannot be focused by lenses. XRIS permits examining an intermediate time scale, "
These consist of either grazing-incidence reflection, between roughly 250 msec and 4 seconds, and it was
or those techniques which depend upon detecting a chosen for that reason, since the modulation that it

geometric shadow, like the collimator, the pinhole was designed to detect occupied that range.
camera, and the coded aperture. Crazing incidence, The selection of a one-dimensional camera also
unfortunately, only works for the lowest energies of simplified the instrument design and data handling. a -

interest, and then only with a prohibitively narrow In the instrument, it was sufficient to sense position
field of view. The low orbit of SEEP, and hence the in only one dimension, and that allowed allocating
need for a wide field of view, automatically precluded groups of anode wires to a given pixel, rather than
its use, leaving only the various shadow techniques. having to cross-wrap the wire arrays or to adopt some

All of the shadow techniques are similar, in that other technique for determining where the photon
they rely upon foring the shadow of an entrance arrived along a given anode wire. Dealing with only ,
aperture upon a detector placed some distance away. one-dimensional positioning also simplified the
With a collimator, the active segment of the detector processing electronics and reduced the memory required %
Is determined by the collimator structure, and this to accumulate the X-Ray photon counts. F!nally, in
permits increasing the instrument sensitivity by using the data handling, the one-dimensional configuration
a large detector and many individual collimator plates made it unnecessary to correct for the satellite
adjac-ent to one another (e.g. either in a planar or an motion during the observation of a given scene p_xel,
"egg crate" configuration). With a pinhole camera, as it moved across the different pixels of the
the active segment of the detector is defined by some detector array.
other means, such as using an array of individual
detectors, or as with XRIS, using some type of Coded Anerture
position-sensitive detector. In either case, the A very serious competitor for the load-R

angular acceptance of the instrument is determined technique used on XRIS was the court anorttre,
strictly by the geometry of photons entering through invented by Hertz and Young [01. In this techniqe, a.,
an aperture and reaching the active segment of the shadow plate in front of the detector Is divided lnt

detector. For a colinear aperture and detector of N cells, K of which are open to tran--nit X-rivs. Fi:sh

equal width, the angular response Is triangular and it point of the source creates a shadowi' Lo,12 on the
reaches zero at twice the width. For a rectangular detector, and many such point sources create over-
pixel, the equal response contours are roughly diamond lapping shadows which can be separared rnathematical " •
shaped, with that of half-maximum approximately formed by cross-correlation with the knwn pattern of th e

by connecting the midpoints of the geometric shadow of shadow plate. Although this technin e has provn
the aperture. Except for inverting the image, an excellent for meaurements of a few point sources,
array of collimators, each pointed in a slightly where it acts somewhat like K separate pinhole
different direction, is equivalent to a pinhole camera cameras, the advantage diminishes rapidly for a scene

having the same aperture and detector area. As will like the aurora, which have ditributed sources. The

be discussed below, a coded aperture uses multiple reason for the degradation of the reconstructed i-nate

pinholes to produce overlapping Images in the detector is that each point of the source contributes noise for

plane, suitable for a correlation analysis, but the every point. For only a few point sour,es, the noise
angular acceptance Is still determined by the same is at a tolerable level, being roughiv the square root
shadow geometry. of the peak signal in every other pixel (aqstsminR an

A mechanically scanning sensor like that used on opttimum shadow pattern). However, when the number of
DiSP might perhaps have been simpler for XRIS, since filled pixels in the scene be-iers comrprahle to the

it would have eliminated the need for a p- ;it ion- square root of the total count from -'o pixel , t,e
sensitive detector. However, since XRIS war to be noise fromn all the other pixels will bhcome ccrahle
flown on a stabilized platform, the rotation required to the signal of the one pixel . In other words, t'e
to scan the scene would have to have been implemented presence of many filled pixels will destroy the
artificially, signal-to-noise ratio for all the others. This

problem would have been serious for XRIS, whi-h was x"

The One-Dmenslonal Format close to the scene that one Asrrl arc o-l ,1i1 -ox---

In forming an image of a stable scene, a moving tines fill all the pixels. Aicluc.h the - le!

collimator and a pinhole camera are exactly aperture techni~lue is not much worse than a pinh-le
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a. camera (within a factor of two), It would have It is worth noting that XR['1 is not at all rtor,
involved massive calculations and high counting rates designei for the airira, In spite ot it betc or--
to reconstruct each image. Therefore, the coded aper- mized for a different purpose. Aithoogh .RI miz,-t
ture, despite its popularity in other applications, have had a scnewhat better spatial re-ulitlon, that
was discarded as a viable technique for XRIS. would have sobstantial ly Increasi tte t t pro.l ict

(e.g. to 3,0MO cm- sr for d - 3 kn-) and that would
Resolution and Sensitivity have substantially increased the tiLne it takes to

A fundamental factor in the design of space X-ray measure a given flux. This is particularly serlius

inatruments is the tradeoff between the sensitivity for measurenents of the X-ray energy spe-trum. which
and the spatial or temporal resolution. A quite fails off rapidly with increasing ener 2v Fo2
obvious, but sometimes overlooked factor In that the instnce, in a moderate aurora, with I - W0 cm u

o
r

count rate of a photon detector increases as the sec (above 4 keV), the 2 flux1 density above 20 keV
fourth power of the spatial resolution, since it is might be as low as 30 cm ,r see . and a reliable
proportional to the product of the collecting area and measurement of the spectrum at such energies -uld
the solid angle, and both of those are proportional to have thus required altost two minutes at the higher
the square of the spatial resolution. This appiLes resolution, rather than the tenth of a second that
equally to a collimator, a pinhole camera, and the XIS actually required. This, In fact, would have
more-complex coded aperture. As a result, it is prevented the measurement of spectra in all but the
necessary to choose the spatial resolution for the most intense auroral arcs, since XRIS passed over such
weakest flux which has to be measured. Adding the features in a few seconds. XRIS constituted a unilue
counts from adjacent pixels to detect weaker signals opportunity of measuring the energy spectrum of
does not achieve the same goal, since that yields only relatively weak aurora, and similarly, of detecting
half the sensitivity which would have been possible, X-ray aurora which would nave otherwise been missed by
each time the effective spatial resolution is doubled, an instrument with finer resolution.

%P The criterion for selecting the spatial reso-

lution of XRIS was the signal-to-noise ration (SNR) Detector
which could be achieved in a count-rate limited The choice of a proportional counter, over the
observation. That ratio, considering only the more advanced solid state devices to detert X-ravs,
statistical fluctuations, equals the square root of was based primarily on cost considerations. The %

the number photons counted in the measurement. It can proportional counter has potential problems Incltdiz:
be shown, for a pinhole camera with n square pixels breakage of the fine wire electrodes durIng laurin,
and a total detector area A, that the SNR for a single contamination or leakage of the active gas, electrode
pixel should be poisoning, and high voltage breakdown. "

As is well known, the proportional counter
/2 ddetects each energetic electron which is eected when

an X-ray photon is absorbed, by drawing the secondary
-2 -l electrons it produces (at roughly 25 eV per secondarv)

wherF is the photon flux (in units of cm sr toward a thin wire anode where the electric field is
sec ), t is the observing period, d is the spatial strong enough to produce a cascade [101. The charge
resolution, and D is the distance from the scene to of that cascade, collcted on the anle, is released
the instrument. For XRIS, the total scene width (' - wof the rscate, cecte on theoe, irewhen the resulting cascade ions sjbseoueortv igrote
nd) was limited by its low orbital altitude, and this toward the cathode, and that prolices a current poise
dictated using the largest practical transverse field In the external cir-uit between the anode A carixce,
of view. That, in turn, was dictated by the obliiue which is proportional to the inittal ei-.-ed etcrn
arrival of photons at the edge pixels of the planar"." energy. A heavy monatr- Ic gas like X-"1n 's n -e t.

e-, photon detector (see Figure 2), and it was chosen to for its larse X-ray cross secthn :sl !,r lur Io
be 90 . This gave W - 2D and, for a SNR of 2, which disassociation or vibratIon as an altr iatve to
was considered the threshold for a useful measurement: electron ejection. Ext-'ntcq tn riii 'te Vrpton

3 and Radon, there was little lirt! ide in '-sioc t'
n - A t P (2) active gas for KRIS, since the n" t hest cir,!Ilate was

'Argon , with cross se tions at rhep e . ;7r T -ray,
using equation (1). Thus, under these circu-istances, Arg it s at te er-e--c Ti'
the ma aL-ium number of pixels was determined by the energies about an orler of ntoqirude v l, - T:s

yielded outr'lt p~Iies (controlled1 by the Xt-- n !,nproduct of the flux density, the total detector area, obilitvi which wre slower tKan desrI .v1 that
and the observing period. Moreover, because of the etablishel the mi iou, ount log ra for te

cube in equation (2), it Increases rather slowly with instrument.
that product. From the allocated jelght for XJPIS, it
was determined that A - 1200 cm wag the largest Position Rea-lout
practical detector area. Thus, for detecting manmade A new technil, e was invented for YRIS. to solve
precipitation with a modulation period of 1 O.5 sfc and the problem of eleetronicallv %eg-entrni the pr rt-r-
an expected flux density of 10 cm 

- 2 
r sec . the tional counter. A variety of oth-r possihllies

maximsum number of pixels was eighteen, and the might have been usemd for thi, pirpToe . all wi
,

corresponding spatial resolution (for W - 500 k's) was certain avantages and The sinplent
a, ahoi t 3nl0-". _or the strongest aurora, with J - il u ei iliatanesali safor ea' .. e, sforlan

cm s r sec above 4 keV, the spatial resolution uses IrdIv H aI anlfiers e I.-h Ie 1o, qn, Al
array of logic circuits to en,-de whl- rl !!tierfor the a- e observing period might have been much received the p lse. Pr habl the m'sr Aiftf!I-, t

better, with almost 200 pixels across the scene. impleme'nt wo lld have bpen it -' {is i riz re-i-t.'o

Eiiacion (2) Indicates, that the product It for anode wires And mea-,ricc the ft-n , the ane
XRIS was about 3 cm or . This means that VI by the dlfferent rise thnei of rit- piI- hes at it
could measure (with SOfR - 2) a flux dyjsitvyof 

3
_fm opposite eni; the diffi,-lt, hei- a ned to .r-

sr ee -- in one second or .3 Cm a - r r sec in w it e t n tr n i l-i ttv be-i e a n il fr

ten second , or 3.000 cm er ec in one m ill I- w it i t er y p r i nn lt- i n A a tI
circiifti with very preciase ct I in . Pe'r 11.' t

second. This quantity was founl a bit more usefuil bet-,lvelopnd srhe iq one in whi-h th," a-.m
then te per-pixel geometric factor (which eo-il s (and/or rth-lel e l le ate c- rl t,- ' t a I,!v I1n'*
Ad /nD0) in typifying an imager, since it tetlq fnsle t - e arI rhi"v -1 h

Inmediately how long it takes to make a measre-ent. delay if tl, pu-es c'nir5 uil the nuels n{ thit lela

% 
W
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line. Its o1ly disadvaltni!C for th. xh wXll. the n,.J Shitid ig
for pla ing the delay I ie. ii,.1,i tie (ii, Mer . wiurt. Foi Kheld inv agafnst extraneotts P e' trons , a
they would becume iLLetLial SuUt C Ul gui woitaia mass of dense material is required, having the highest

inants. possible atomic number, since that gives higher X-ray
Instead of encoding with the pulse delay or rise absorption cross sections. Excluding radioactive

time, as in the delay line and resistive wire tech- materials like uranium and expensive materials like
niques, the encoding in the XRIS was accomplished by gold and platinum, lead and tantalum are best choices,

dividing the total pulse current into two signals with with the latter being structurally superior. Th7

a resistor array like that shown schematically in shielding of XRIS was of tantalum, with about 2 gm/cm
Figure 3. Each of the anodes was thus connected to of material in all directions. This mass thickness
two low-impedance rails inside the chamber (A and B), for the shielding was decided upon by equating the
by a pair of resistors (RI and R ), each having background expected from electrons through the pinhole
different values for each of the anodes. The resl- to that for the same electrons striking the external

stance ratio then determined how the pulse currents surfaces, using our best estimate for the spectrum of
were divided (into I and I ) between the two rails, precipitating magnecospheric electrons. With this

The two signals were hen added and subtracted outside criterion, the instrument dimensions were scaled to

the chamber, after being amplified and stretched by match the imposed weight restrictions. The result was

the preamplifiers. It is then possible to retrieve an instrument with about one third of its weight

both the pulse amplitude (I - A + B) and a signal (& - devoted to shielding. The shielding thickness derived
A - B) from which the pulse position can be deter- from this exercise was sufficient for a lI/e attenua-

4 mined, according to the relation: tion at all photon energies below _00 keV, and an
attenuation factor of better than 10 below about 15

A R 2 - R keV. For such a large shielding factor at the lower
- R2 I (3) energies, It was essential to plug even tiny gaps in

2 1 the shielding.
The shielding is most effective, of course, for

This calculation was performed with logarithmic lower X-ray energies, and this dictated using a

amplifiers, and the resistor values were adjusted material on the surface, outside the tantalum, with a
(according to equation 3) so that the result would be low atomic number, since that reduces the yield at

proportional to the anode position. In other words, high energies. A speciAl plastic was chosen, with no

the two signals A and B brought out of the propor- heavy constituents, and applied over the tantalum in
tional counter indicated the pulse amplitude by their layers, to a thickness of about one millimeter.

sum and the position by their ratio. .N

Resistors were easy to install and did not outgas Window -5

like the wrapped de-lay lines. The analysis elec- Considerable effort was devoted to finding a N
tronics turned out to be somewhat simpler than the better window material before it was concluded that

fast-pulse timing that the delay lines required. A only beryllium would be sufficiently leak tight and
practical limitation of the scheme is imposed by the transparent to X-rays for a closed-gas svste,. The

shunt resistance of all the resistor pairs, compared next best candidate, incidentally, was cross-grain

to the dynamic input impedance of the preamplifiers, multilaver plastic, of the sort used for potato chip
since that tends to short together the A and B packaging. The window was made thicker than it might
signals, Although a careful choice of resistors can have been, according to the stress calculations, and

always compensate for this effect, a practical its 0.76 =s thickness established the 4 key low energy

constraint on the precision and matching of the threshold of XRIS.
preamplifiers is imposed when the number of anodes

becomes large. In XRIS, however, where only sixteen PERFORMYANCE
pixels were involved, no difficulty was encountered,
even using off-the-shelf integrated circuit preamps, After about one month of operation, the useful

and stock 1% resistors. life of XRIS was terminated by an electronic failure

leaving an instrument which could only measure a

Broom Magnet peculiar combination of lateral position and X-ray

In order to protect against energetic electrons energy. However, during its month of life, XPIS
coming through the pinhole aperture, a broom magnet produced some three thousand excellent X-ray Lmages of
was installed on XRIS to sweep those electrons aside, five minutes duration (each covering about 2!OO x 500

A new magnet was designed for this purpose, having the km), totaling about 250 hours of useful observations.
distant field of a quadrupole in order to minimize With its great sensitivity, XRIS detected auroral

interference with the host vehicle and the other SEEP X-rays on virtually all of its auroral zone crossings,

instruments, as well as also having a means to tailor four times every orbit. It has already revealed

the local field for maximum effectiveness. The multiple arcs, pulsations, the poleward expansion of
magnetic material, instead of being at the pole faces, the aurora during magnetospheric suhstorms, and
was placed at the top, bottom and sides of the isolated polar spikes of X-rays, which turned out to

aperture io Figure 1, with all four elements in be quite localized spots rather than arcs. It has
opposing directions. The pole faces, then, were made also provided valuable information on the Earth's
of soft magnetic material to direct the flux lines in Albedo for X-rays between 4 and 40 keY, during a dozen
opposite directions across the top and bottom halves or so dayside passes during intense solar X-ray
of the pinhole slit. The electrons at both halves of flares.

the pinhole are thus both deflected toward the center The auroral observations of X.PIS will be repo)rted

of the instrument and behind an aluminum brace which separately and only one example (Figure 4) will be

serves simultaneously to cover the null point of the presented here. To form such images, all the energy

magnetic field and to hold the magnets in place. channels for each pixel were surmed and plotted as a
Behind this brace is an electron trap made of plastic vertical line with a varying color value or rhadlng,

coated tantalum, which consisted of progressively using a color R-atek display unit. Adjacent lines in

smaller plates mounted on a central spine, with each these images correspornd to ad Iacent eighth second

one shadowing the detector from the electron impact measuremenrs. Because of the low altitude, it was n,,t
area left uncovered by its predecessor. necessary to correct for earth c,rvatore, sinre It

introduces at most a 20 k- distortion at the edge of
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the scene. The spatial displacement of the measure- Other aspects of the design, which were less
ten (about 200 km in front of the satellite) Is often unique but no less important to its success, included

5 Ignificant, but it has not been applied to this the need for gas purity (which was accomplished with a
figure, selective getter), the choice of window material, and

T he darkest shading ty FISjre !Lforresonds to a the design of shielding. The last consisted of

flux density of about 10 cm sr sec , varying tantalum coated with a special plastic providing both
down to about 10 or less. In order to compensate for a low X-ray yield from energetic electrons and the
the slant transmission of the beryllium window and the correct absorption and radiation properties for
,therwise varying efficiencies of the different thermal control.

pixels, it was necessary to apply an empirical The instrument functioned for over one month,

Correction separately for each pixel. This was without measurable degradation, before an electronic

accomplished by starting with the theoretical slant failure caused a loss of position information. KRIS

transmission of the window and adjusting the indivi- produced several thousand auroral images of unique
dual correction factors until the most uniform images sensitivity and temporal resolution.
,ere obtained under a variety of circumstances.

Although this produces the most pleasing images, the ACKNOWLED3GHENTS
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and it is typical of those seen by XRIS, except for it Cauffman, and W. L. Imhof, to whom thanks are ex-
being one of the rare cases when the satellite track tended. Appreciation is also given to the following
followed the auroral form for a very long time. In Lockheed engineers; J. C. Bakke, J. P. Harrison, S. V.
most of the data the orbit cuts more obliquely across Roger, S. attel, R. Bostedt, and L. Pagendarm.
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Figure 2. A schematic plan view ot XRIs, snlowing toe

6 ixteen crosso-track pixels of the post-
Figure 1. The XRIS X-ray imaging spectrometer flown tion-seflsitive proportional counter at the

on SEEP, with an inset showing how It was rear of the instrument. Not shown are the

mounted looking forward and down to multiple collimator plates parallel to the

accumulate an Y-raF image as the satellite plane of this figure which define thea

overflew the scene. vertical width of the pixels.
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Figure 3. The readout acherse used In XR1S to
4'determine the Pulse amplitude and position 8.7

with only two feedthrus for each detector
plane. The pulse currents were divided by
the resistor pairs ft and ft Into I and
1, so that their sum andl ditference 'Could 00

bi used to electronically calculate both
* Parameters.

70'

Figure 4. An KRIS image of the aurora.
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THE GROUND SUPPORT COMPUTER AND IN-ORBIT SURVEY DATA ANALYSIS PROGRAM
FOR THE SEEP EXPERIMENT

H. D. Voss, J. Mobilia, D. W. Datlowe, 
and S. N. Roselle

Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory
3251 Hanover St., Building 255

Palo Alto, California 94304

ABSTRACT PORTABLE COMPUTER GSE

The ground support computer equipment (GSE) and The ground support computer equipment consisted
product ion survey plot and analysis software are of a portable B-bit microcomputer system (Heath H-89
described for the Stimulated Emissions of Energetic purchased in 1979) that was supplemented with the
Particles (SEEP) experiment on the S81-1 satellite. A Satellite Acquisition and Command (SAC) interface. A
general purpose satellite data acquisition circuit was system diagram of the portable GSE is illustrated !n
developed based on a Z-80 portable microcomputer. By Figure 1. Specialized software was written for each
simply changing instrument control software and instrument to control the general purpose and program-
electrical connectors, automatic testing and control mable SAC Interface.
of the various SEEP instruments was accomplished. A
new feature incorporated into the SEEP data analysis Hardware
phase was the developmnent of a correlative data base
for all of the SEEP instruments. A CPU efficient The general purpose H-89 portable computer was
survey plot program (with ephemeris) was developed to configured with 64k of dynamic RAM, an 80 X 24
display the approximate 3100 hours of data, with a character CRT, two 100 Kbyte 5 1/4" floppy disk
time resolution of 0.5 sec, from the ten instrument drives, and a three port serial I/O board. All
sensors. The details of the general purpose multi- components Including the SAC interface were enclosed
graph algorithms and plot formats are presented. For in the H-89 cabinet (Figure 2). The portability of
the first time new associations are being investigated the general purpose GSE system allowed for ease of
of simultaneous particle, X-ray, optical and plasma movement to various testing sites. The fact that full
density satellite measurements, documentation and schenatics came with the micro-

computer was a major advantage in the design of the
INTRODUCTION custom SAC interface.

From May to December 1982, the Stimulated The GSE allowed for both real-time displays and
Emissions of Energetic Particles (SEEP) payload was data storage on floppy disk. Display devices included
operated on board the S81-1 satellite. The primary a CRT. a dot-matrix printer, an oscilliscope, and a
objective of the SEEP payload was to measure the chart recorder. Off-the-shelf communications software
effects of VJLF transmitter induced precipitation of converted the H-89 to an Intelligent terminal, so that
energetic particles [l. With recent computer stored data could be transfered either by directprocessing and technology advances many new and cost serial line (9600 Baud) or MODEM (120 Baud) to a VAX

effective techniques were available for use in the 780 computer.
SEEP program. In particular, the pre-launch Ground 70cmu,

Support computer Equipment (GSE) and the in-orbit The SAC interface system block diagram is shown
Production Survey (PS) data analyis software, are In Figure 3. It consisted of one 15 x 22 cm wire-
described here. The SEEP payload consisted of an wrapped plug-in board. Although the SAC intert.,e
array of energetic particle spectrometers (F > 2 keV), board plugged into the master board within the !-89,

an airglow photometer, a Langmuir probe, and an several major signals were additionally jumper-"
imaging X-ray spectrometer (XRIS). directly from the Z-80 8-hit processor, is needed, t,,r

eff ic lent SAC operation. The mult i-purpose- SAC I!f)During the pre-launch phases a portable micro- board Included the following feattures:
computer (Heath H-89) was used as the ground support

computer. Interface circuitry was designed to allow 24 parallel output lines
automatic testing and control of the various SEEP lh parallel input lines
instruments (excluding the X-ray spectrometer) by 24-bit serial input port
simply changing computer software and an electrical 4 ea 8-bit DACs
connector. 2 ea 12-bit DACs

I ea 8-input analog data acqilsition svstef" (mN
In the SEEP data analysis phase a correlative 7100)

data base was developed for all of the instruments.
This allowed new associations to be investigated Since the SEEP Instruments and portable G;SE -
between the unique instrumentation on SEEP. Some of operated on 5 volts the low power SAC board (I MOS al
the significant results of the correlative data base, IS circuits) was powered by the 11-8(). %ultiple, 1-hit
to date, have included the association of plasma waves transparent latches (4S

0
8) provided prllI l out p,k (Travelling lonospheric I)lsturhance) with the eil- directly oif of the Z-tl imary data his. Multl,

of lightning-induced electron prec Ipitat Ion events (41 -b I t ( DAC-)ghp) .ini iel m.u n I 12-hit I t ' ) )At', w.i
and the first coord inated X-ray, airglow and energetic used fur analog iroput wile .u ii , , tut u I i
particle me,surmvinits of nueoi)uloGis auroral features. aquisition sysr" M N 71t'1,) pov.' i, ., .111,1
Examples and compuiter algorittms It tie general signals to a 2 isec saumplte-and-llld i 9 hit M<II. \
purpose mult igraph plot- are presented. pair ot I-ot-16 line l ers ( i lv. Iv .,

Ith write and l6 read int,rnal cootri -,tlh,, l-[-
ding last strobs tr te~l.hi use. ', .I, Id , . ,1
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MINICOMPUTER

MICROCOMPUTER IVAX 7B0) regions expanded as needed by simply changing the
WITH -- oscilloscope scale (Figure 4).

CODNICTOR DISK DRIVES "

INSTRUMN S A . INTE FACEThe SAC Interface also allowed for a quik look

'' UETPCM interface
at all of the SEEP Instruments during payload level

i , testing. The GSE was hooked up directly to polne-rnide

//-.. modulation (PCM) decommutation equipment during systm

OSCILLOSCOPE checkout. The SEEP payload had a 32K bit telemetry
OR POTTER /rate. However, play-back from analog magnetic tapes

could be at other speeds. The H-89 was programmed In

assembly code to sync up to the frame counter in the

HARD COPY data stream and strip off any data pertinent to a.-
PLOTTER specific instruments. The data were then displayed in

various formats. A typical screen of derultiplexed

analog and bilevel PCM data for all of the SEEP

figure 1. Schematic of GSE system with interface to instruments Is displayed in Figure 5.

VAX 780 computer SEEP PRODUCTION SURVEY PLOTS

thus the entire I/O board was accessed directly by 1/0 Following the successful development and cali-

addressing of the Z-80 microprocesser below port 120. bration of the SEEP instruments, the SAI-1 satellite

Recently, most of the components included on the SAC was launched into a low altitude polar orbit. The

interface have been integrated onto a single microchip payload provided high quality data during the lifetime

gate array, including analog and digital 
functions. o the mission.

of the mission.

Five independent instrument systems on the Approximately 3100 hours of data were acquired hv

payload were tested, one at a time by changing the on-board tape recorders and downlinked to earth

software and replacing a patch cable (a 50 pin IDCconectr o on en tht ws cossire toan stations. The SEEP data were provided in the form of

connector on one end that was crosawired to an PCM analog tapes. Decommutation on a VAX 750 computer
instrument specific D type connector). The instru- of all the SEEP data resulted In 2100 digital tapes .'

ment's unique patch connector was required because of f1600 bpl). Following decomutat Ion a dig ital surves

the nonstandard telemetry and command signals. 
"-"

Software and Display Formats i ..IA

The software for the H-89 control of the SAC

interface was written In Microsoft BASIC and assembly

code. Languages other than BASIC would have been

better suited technically (i.e. C, Turbo Pascal. , ..

Forth), however, BASIC availability, familiarity at
the time, simplicity and adequacy for doing the job [ ]

made it a logical choice. Z-80 machine language
modules were called from BASIC In cases where speed

and efficiency were essential (such as serial clocking
of telemetry and I/O transfers). Various display
formats were readily programmed for output to one of
the display devices. For example, a pulse-height
spectrum could be routed to either the video screen or 0
line printer. Furthermore, the DAC output feature
allowed the use of an oscilloscope or chart recorder
for PHA spectrum displays. This was accomplished by a Z
simple machine code program that transferred a block

of data from RAMl to the DAC repetitively. Spectra

could be displayed in real time with the desired "

-TII
,, i.',-

Figure 2. Photograph of the SEEP experiment - E l
test ing the energetic elec tron particle Fgr .I-~ss~nadstlIiea~ v o

spectrometer array co l(A)jt' o baf
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100 points per inch. The higher resolution Versatec

plotter allowed for better readablity while still

utilizing the plotter's capablity. By simply making
changes in the software Input parameter file or by
calling different plotting routines the production

data analysis program would produce several different

formats (i.e. Figure 6). Only approximately 70

manhours were necessary to produce the production plot

software using Fortran on a VAX 780 computer.

Placing all of the key instrument parameters on a

single plot with the same time scale allows one to
Pigure 4. SAC oscilloscope display of Am-2iil spectra acquire a correlative data set of particle, X-ray.

plasma, and airglow measurements. Advantages gained
tape was made. The survey tape included time aver- from this include the speed of surveying, finding
aging and key data selection of the SEEP satellite 32K cause-and-effect interrelationships, and developing a
bit data stream. Ephemeris and magnetic field data low cost production archive. Because plasma inter-
were also Included. The data compression produced 370 actions in the magnetosphere and ionosphere affect the
survey tapes. Each record on the survey tape con- atmosphere it is difficult to piece together interela-
tamned a header (ephemeris and bookkeeping inform- tionships unless both in situ and remote sensors are
ation), eight seconds worth of scaler information for capable of simultaneously measuring multiple geo-
all instruments, and pulse-height information for all physical parameters in the near earth-space environ-
applicable instruments over eight seconds. The merit. Each satellite mission adds pieces but many
software to process the survey tape data was written times, because of incomplete satellite instrumentation

in Fortran 77 with assembly language (Macro) utility or the difficulty of many investigators to comprehen-

modules for 1/0 processing. Figure 6 illustrates the sively intercompare their instrument data, valuable
various plot formats which could be generated by the information is lost. In the SEEP mission the Instru-

production survey analysis software. ment scientists were fortunately located in the same

laboratory and were able to resolve this basic

probleam.

Survey Multigraph Plots

;.V The multigraph production survey format of Figure

, . tutu 8 was chosen for quick look plots. This btandard plot
a format consisted of ten graphs for displaying each of

the ten SEEP sensors. The various energy thresholds

for the particle and X-ray spectrometers, wavelengths
for the airglow photometer, and current for the plasma

probe were plotted within the designated ,,aph. By

changing an input file the sensor gra i posItions
could be readily changed or replaced or certain sensor

channels could be designated for smoothing (I.e. l,w
count rate channels).

Figure 5. Photograph of the PCM analogs and bilevels

during payload testing taken from CRT Besides plotting Instrument data, ephemeris

screen, information was included: Time (UT), Latitude J.Ar),

Longitude (LONG). L shell (LSH), Altitude/(,onjwgate
SEEP Survey Plot Program Altitude (ALTC), and the calculated pitch angle tor

detectors pointing at 0O, 100, 50o and 9 trom zenith

The production survey analysis software algorithm (1059). Status and bookkeeping informat ion were

is given in Figure 7. The plotting modules were listed on the bottom of the plot. Time ticks wcvre
written on a VAX 780 computer using a device and
machine independent plot package, D13000, from
Precision Visuals, Inc. D13000 allowed the use of

several different graphic devices including a Versatec ,. (L)1,TAL SIN \ y T A'14

printer/plotter, AED color terminal, Tektronics 4025
terminal, and a VT 100 Retrographics terminal. These

were utilized by simply changing the device number
called in the code. This freedom was useful In the
software development stage and for special processing.
Each survey tape was processed on a VAX 780 computer
with a Versatec plotter (V-80F) to produce the SPECIAL MAP
Production Survey (PS) plots. The software stripped F0)RMAS ANAt "1S - PL ,T

uIf the pertinent instrument parameters and stored So[ TWARI

them In a three dimensional array. The array dimen- A-

sions were 3/. by 6O by 16, where )4 was the number of
sensr psrnetcrs ploIt ted, 60 tie number of tape Nk
r ecord s per plot page, and l6 was the number of sensor

par.meter points per re(:ord. The order ot accessing I Ni R(, N ()[li I)ON RAI
the array was important for efficient processing. ( (IN I )(IR R( Y tlRgf

Six y records, therefore, gave 9O() points per page P () T1$ ()TS P ( )T
which was commensurate with the resolution of the- --- --

plotter (2() points per Inch or IqOO points per page).
Originally the number was ,:hoosen to be compatible Figure h. Five black and white plot formats werr- usIc

with a Versatec model 110) which had a resolution of tor the SEEP -xi-criment sorvev.

%1%



vertical scales were logarithmic with each tic mark
SINITIALIZATION indicating a decade.

The graphs in Figure 8 start with I at the top
READ DATA EN r and 10 at the bottom. Graph I shows the four airglow
1ORECORD FROMEWI photometer (AP) channel intensities. The SEEPTAPE OF STO

photometer measured emission lines at 630.0 rn and
391.4 nm. There were two filter bandwidths of 391.4 rim

AND EPHEMERIS (O.8 In and 2.4 am) and also a background channel. .

I rD ARRAYS The data of Figure 8 were at a relatively quiet time '
period except for a few scattered spikes which in this

SMOOTH A LRcase were associated with weak lightning flashes. The
CALIBRTIOS DATA measurement of optical lightning flashes and energetic

electron precipitation had not been observed until it

was correlated by use of these plots (41. Graph 2 .

N shows the Langmuir probe (APP) current. The 200 km
long plasma oscillations observed near 8611 seconds
are identified as a Travelling Ionosheric Disturbance

(TID). Also observed with the current probe were -'

WRITE PLOT transient drop outs with slow recovery times (- 3 sec) F'TEXT/GRID

TO 0 1ISK In the vicinity of thunderstorms. These were iden-

tified with an electric field induced current asso-
WRIT PLOciated with the lightning discharge. The relation-

DATA TO ships between TIDs, plasma irregularities, electric
DISK field spikes, and particle precipitation were some of

the most Intriguing finds, to date, based on the
survey plots.

The X-ray imaging spectrometer (XS) count rates

were placed in Graph 3. For the period tinder consid-

eration In Figure 8 the X-ray flux was below threshold
CLEAR DISK for latitudes less than 46 . In the aurorsi zone

encountered at latitudes greater than 46n, both weak
bremastrahlung X-rays and particle background cont.-ai-
nation were observed. Brenmsstrahltlung X-ray detertion

Figure 7. Algorithm of SEEP survey plot software is important as a remote sensing techniquse of energe-
tic electron precipitation and is helpful in deter-

placed every frame (8 seconds) while ephemeris mining energy disposition Into the ionosphere.
information was plotted every 32 seconds. All of the

0AAjV-INC .11 1. .- NAALEANSM Pt N

DI TUPSANCE .tn Lj IDI LONE PLASMA D NSIty pILie TION NtAl "eA. -11 tPiTATI'T

, A. . I o

x .- - - - - - - - -, - ., 4 - ' o,- .

. . vSoI I~a. Is I' . - k.E-'- rA4

, 7i

Figure Fl. Prrodu(t ion qurvey plot fir I AIRt 1'N ) -;iiwI rig Q In,.? I'um, .' , '
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Figure 9. Sampeo X-apomuile rs in the auroral region. The XRIS
hi. h t oite wa (f after

Graphs 4 - 9 contain the array of energetic X-Ray lmae Survey Plot

particle spectrometers; LE is for low energy par-
ticles, TE for trapped energetic particles, and HiE for The flexibility In the software (Figure 6)
medium energy particles. These are at fixed angles on allowed for the easy changing of formats without
the 3-axis stablized satellite as Indicated. The TE extensive new coding. To study the X-ray imager data
spectrometer has four integral energy thresholds all pertinent tapes ( i.e. - I month period of X-ray
plotted in Graph 6 with the highest energy (E > 300 imaging data) were processed by a slightly different
key) smoothed. The threshold plots on Graph 4-9 are version of PS software. Some particle spectrometer
unique because they are integral counts and thus do information was replaced by the 16 Indiv idual pos it ion
not cross one another. In Graph 10 various non- channels of the XRIS while the remaining Information
standard sensor thresholds are normally plotted, was rearranged by simply changing Ithe I n utL fil eparameters (Ft igure 9). The resulting effect is a

In the boxed region A the first direct observa-

tions of particle precipitalon caused by a VLF

transmitter [1) are displayed. The Navy transmitter s

7 at Cutler, Maine (Na) was modulated with a 5 second
period in a predetermined pattern during this overpass

I'" of the SEEP satellite. In box , the natural sci it

lations in the measured particle population (called f t eo
Pc2 precipitation) are observed. As can be seen, the

mount of information and fine structure observedli
480 seconds in Figure 8 is considerable. The abil I rp te e (.e.- l y - ray

to quickly survey such Interrelated events fo r

reoccur og phenomena is of fundamental importance. sS a

--.

All of the 370 digital survey tapes were ri a b t, 1 .d .
othrough the produc tion survey plot programreating Inu Ig at n
anpdete lt., hase or the 3100 hours of the SEEP- -"-

- isseon. This resulted In 44 notebook binders whie 
coitntained hardcopy Versatec survey plots, each 8 /7:
I In hes Because of the complexity of the laid
acuio s i ton and lpim itled tbporary srae cp L tY ..............................................
the data were nut chronolog ical Iy ordered. To
,) -r-at e thi , i -o tt.In ig the t hm a, 5 e i i v 0 M-.- rgy iin -1 V - -v

IIfIon In er te ppun w ctl te srt re r, i n . -I 't, t .i . :

II'~*.*%l***""i.... .... " ..

I oqiklsuvy uhItrrltdevnsf. ,-..
5

... +...'p.- . . . -. a . -. -. J..*
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3-dimensional perspective plot. In the auroral I -  
*.\ " \,

feature displayed multiple structure is present. This Lh [

format is very useful to investigations of auroral
features, such as arcs and patches, that are found at
high latitudes. The comparison of the X-ray image
with the associated particle information is a very
important new feature. The ephemeris information was ,"
altered by replacing pitch angle with the Magnetic
Local Time (MLT).

Spectrogra Survey Plots , - IR '.

ORBT CROUNOt1TACI
A third format of the production survey plot ,

program is shown in Figure 10. The equatorial ion .,. I..

precipitation zone (5I is depicted in terms of an .
energy-time contour plot near the dip equator ,.. ,
(10:04:01 UT). Energy channels 0-64 on the y-axls EAST.OCTUfO -I1

represent the TE particle spectrometer while channels Figure 12. Expanded plot of SEEP payload orbital
65-120 represent the ME particle spectrometer. tracks with 391.4 nm photometer data

plotted along the path. The transition at
Orbit and Map Survey Plots 430 occurs at the terminator.

To locate where data were acquired another plot indicating the intensity (spectrograms). An X-ray
option was implemented. It included program modules image format was developed to show the aurora super- .
that called a modified version of the NCAR Supmap mposed on a polar map 161.
subroutine. Figure it shows the SEEP payload ground
trace superimposed on a cylindrical equidistant earth SUMMARY
projection. The enclosed shapes on this plot repre-
sent transformed circles around selected coordinates. With modern advances in technology and computer
The associated equation for the circle in cylindrical design, space instrument testing was greatly simpli-
equidistant coordinates was arrived at by finding the fied with improved performance. The general purpose
intersection of a plane with a circle and solving the SAC interface could be adapted to many other control
resulting second order equation. These circles applications. The compactness of this system allows
represent the regions on the earth where the SEEP for flexibilty and portability. Recently, a completed
payload was commanded to record data. The orbit trace SAC interface board, combining analog and digital 1/0
was acquired from the header records on the survey was developed on a single chip microcircuit for both
tape. Another variation of this program allowed data flight and ground based applications. The production
to be plotted along the orbit. Figure 12 illustrates survey plot software design for the SEEP instruments
an expanded view over North America of AP data that also allowed for flexibility. The cost of the
were acquired along the orbit path. The wideband software development (- 70 manhours) produced a
391.4 nm airglow photometer emission line is displayed comprehensive correlative data base. The development
during the 14 July 1982 magnetic storm and indicates of a correlative data base covering the entire gix
the strong energetic particle precipitation at mid and month SEEP mission provided a basis for many new and
low latitudes. Other map projections could be readily correlated observations.
called (i.e. orthographic, Lambert, stereographic,
etc.). ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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ENERGETIC PARTICLES IN THE
NIGHT-TIME MIDDLE- AND LOW-
LATITUDE IONOSPHERE

!11. D. Voss. W. L. Inhof. J. Mobilia.
E. E. Gaines and J. B. Reagan

L ckheed Palo Ailto Reewarcich L. norn.inr 3251I filunr(r Stlrect,l'.Plo 411o, C'A 9,4304, U.i..

ABSTRACT

Data are presented on the zones of energetic particle precipitation at middle and low
latitudes observed during and after magnetic otorm2inJretioll events. Satellite measurements
of the equatorial zone ion flux (- 10 - 10 cm s sr for E > 45 key at 240 kin) are
consistent with the development of a temporary low altitule ior radiatio belt at1 the

_19 magnetic equator. In the midlatitude ion zone the flux (- 10 - 10 ions cm s ar for
E > 45 key at 220 kan) is directly related to magnetic activity while the midlatitude elec-
tron zone flux has a delayed respcnse (- 4 days).

INTRODUCTION

Paucity of data has so far prevented the accurate and comprehensive global mapping of
precipitating energetic electrons and ions at middle and low latitudes (L 3). However, it
is known that the particle Intensities during and immediately following magnetic storms are
sufficient to cause primary nighttime ionization and significantly modify radiowave propaga-
tion in the earth's ionospheric waveguide /1/. Additionally, these precipitating particles
provide an important boundary condition for modeling the decay rates associated With the
earth's ring current and radiation belt.

Previously Voss and Smith /Il have made an effort to resolve the many seemingly contra-
dictory low and midlatitude electron and ion flux measurements using available data from
rocket, satellite and ground based experiments. Based on this preliminary study various
global zones of precipitating energetic particles were identified: the midlatitude electron
zone, the midlatitude ion zone, the low latitude zone and the equatorial zone. The review
article contains an extensive list of references to subauroral particle precipitation. Here
we present some new satellite results on the spatial and temporal characteristics of the
midlatitude ion and electron zones (2 < L < 3) and the equatorial zone (+ 200 geomagnetic

latitude). INSTRUMENTATION

From May to December 1982, the Stimulated Emission of Energetic Particles (SEEP) payload on
the S81-1 satellite made high sensitivity measurements of precipitating energetic electron
and ion fluxes. The S81-I satellite was a low altitude (lower F-Region), three axis stabi-
lized vehicle in a polar orbit. The payload instrumentation included a fine energy reso-
lution (I keV FWHM) and high sensitivity cooled solid state spectrometer array, a 16 pixel
wide x-ray imaging proportional counter, a quadrant photometer and a plasma density probe.
The Trapped Energy (TE) spectrometer (+200 field o view) was aligned perpendicular to the
orbit plane and had a geometrical factor of 0.17 cm sr. It was sensitive to both electrons
and ions. The medium energy (ME) precipitating electron spectrometer (+ 300 field of view)
was aligned to the zenith direction and had a geometrical factor of 2.4 cm sr. A thick

r. window on ME prevented ions with E < 550 keV from impinging on the solid state sensor.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Figure I a latitude profile Is shown of the TE particle spectrometer flux for 00:06 -
00:18 and 03:11 - 03:19 UT on 15 July 1982. Two second averages are plotted. The time
periods were selected because they occurred well into the recovery phase of the strong
magnetic storm (D -_ -325') of 13 July 1982 and a coordinated rocket launch was made with a
University of [llnois, Nlke-Orlon rocket 31015, near L - 2.5. To present fluxes over the
full latitute range it was necessary to use data acquired on two different satellite passes.
The overlap at low latitudes Is shown and Illustrates the temporal and spatial stability of

5... the equatorial zone on opposite sides of the South Atlantic anomaly. The conlugate alti-
tudes of locations in the geomagnetic north are significantly lower in the south; therefore,
the observed particles In the north are precipitating in the bounce loss cone.

.4""
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electron generated bremsstrahlung x-ray luminosity (F > 4 keV). The observed burst of
electrons shown in Figure I has the detailed characteristics of lightning-induced electron
precipitation (LEP) events /l/ and represents electrons that are removed from the slot
region of the radiation belt.

The temporal variation of energetic particle precipitation (E > 45 keV) in the midlatitude
zone at L - 2.3 is shown in Figure 3. These data were obtained over a 100 day period in

1982 with the SEEP TE and ME detectors in the north for longitudes between 2600 and 320°E.
A median value of flux was calculated for a 5 second interval centered at L = 2.3. The

magnetic activity index, D t is also shown in the lower panel for comparison with the
particle data. The four major magnetic storms are marked with vertical lines and the
smaller magnetic storms with upward pointing arrows. The TE detector Is sensitive to both
electrons and ions while the ME detector responds principally to electrons. A strong

correlation is evident between D and the measured flux incident on the TE detector during
the times of magnetic storms as !ndicated by the downward pointing arrows. This midlatitude
flux frequently observed during stormtime conditions is consistent with midlatitude ener-
getic ion precipitation as shown in Figure 1. The energy flux a 200 km was previousl_
foynd /10/ to vary with magnetic activity as given by ET - 2 x 10 exp (0.48 1) ergs cm :%
a where I - Kp + In D and D A 0. During periods when major magnetic storms were
not occuring, the responses of the various detectors indicate that the midlatitude flux Is
primarily electrons.

The electron precipitation 6 - - -_,

observed with the ME detector is Sol 1Q82
not directly correlated with1 2. 1 NOR T 4

magnetic activity except for the 22 30 LT

case of the large magnetic storm LONG 260' 320' -

of 13 July 1982 where auroral "
fluxes (i.e. EAB) penetrate down
to L = 2.3 (Figure 2). In . -! TE, 10 tF -' ISr keV
general, the precipitating 1 ke\-

energetic electron flux at L - 2.3
indicates a rather slow buildup in .
electron intensity following a - , * 2' +
major storm; of the order of four E !I

days for the well-defined magnetic -.
storms commencing on days 195 and " -,
249. After the electron flux 2 0 - -.

reaches its delayed maximum it is
observed to decay back to prestorm ', "

levels on the order of 15 days. -
This slowly decaying component of
electron flux is also evident on "
the TE detector; however, it is
somewhat masked by the presence of
the stermtime ion flux indicated .
by downward arrows in Figure 3.

Major magnetic storms are known to . • -

injec:t electrons which diffuse 100
into the slot region (2 < L < 3) -

of the radiation belt several days C ' I
after the storm onset /12-14/. 70;
Because of the delayed response of
midlatitude electron precipitation lo•

(as shown in Figure 3) the past
magnetic activity dominates over
the current magnetic activity for r.,,
predicting electron precipitation
at L - 2.3. The 20 da% long
response function of the elp trons
has no doubt contrihuted signift- Fiv- re I. Var 1 , .A i f m it I ,-

cantly to the discrepancies in the (IL-?. 1) part itle rr- I 2 ltA ,' ri ,, ,

correlation of flux associated ti1 1, t t t V. Tl, IT pt t J i T Itr i- l t

with the precipitation of midlati- eIe t ron-' (F 5 (1 k'".

tude electrons with magnetic
indices /14/. An example of the
latitude and energy variation in
the midlatitude electron zone is shown In Figure 4 for 17 AuRust l4R? when the average
electron flux is relatively high following a moderate magnetic qtor". This paqs was selec-

ted because it includes the stronget observed case, to date, of manmade prerlpitition of
energetic elertrons hv the controlled injection of ground based signal fro, a VI.F
transmitter (NAA at 17.8 kHz) /15/. The marmade precipitation is predominantly at lower

-17x
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Equatorial Zone

The prominent equatorial zone is observed between geomagnetic latitudes of + 2
0
and is

stable and repeatable in form during each equatorial pass. The particles of the equatorial
zone are identified as energetic helium and/or hydrogen ions based on: I) the ion trans-
mission characteristics of different thicknesses of gold and aluminum surface deposits on
the solid state detectors /2.5/, 2) the angular distribution of the particles over a

constant pitch angle near 90 degrees due to an east-west effect 12/ and 3) previous studies
/1-7/. The charge exchange lifetime of energetic hydrogen and helium ions In the equatorial
ionosphere is short and therefore the low latitude ion radiation belt is short lived /3/.
This is consistent with the conspicuous double maximum in flux observed In the equatorial
zone as shown in Figure I (i.e. maxima displaced + 100 in latitude about the geomagnetic

equator). At the observed equatorial flux minimum, between the peaks, the S81-1 satellite
is at the magnetic equator and beneath the temporary ion belt.

The temporal variation of ions in the equatorial zone for 13-14 July 1982 is shown in the
top panel of Figure 2. In the center panel the L shell variation of the plasma trough
location and the equatorward auroral boundary (EAB) location are shown and indicate the
relative compression of the magnetosphere and the displacement of the auroral zone to middle
latitudes. The EAB is similar to the optical auroral Q index and represents the equatorward
edge of the auroral zone as indicated by strong particle precipitation. The magnetic
indices Kp and D are shown in the lower panel. Near 01:00 hours UT on 14 July 1982 the

a tstorm reaches a maximum (0 t f -325 ) and the equatorial zone ion flux is observed to
simultaneously increase by a factor of aboub 500ovej pre-storm levels. The energetic
equatorial ions, however, remain high (- 10 cm- s ) after the storm and confirm the
development of a low latitude (L - 1.14) ion radiation belt during the storm main phase that
decays relatively slowly in time producing equatorial zone ionization /1-6/. The similarity

of the day and night intensity and slcw temporal variation of energetic particles in the
equatorial zone indicate the global extent of ion precipitation.

EQJUATORIAL ZO F

EQUATORIAL MIOLATtTUOE IQA PACIPIT*AI0, ,ICAT

ZONE ZONE I , us~
-~~1 E U .hV 'S

, -"A ' ZV k II - /"

S8 - " ',
• 1 1 5 JULY 982?,AEA

'06'

Figure I. Low altitude satellite Figure 2. Variation of equiatorial zone ion
observations of precipitating energetic precipitation during the magnetic storm of

electrons and ions in the midlatitude 13-li July 198?. The location of the plasma

and equatorial zones, trough and equatorward auroral houndary (EAB)
are also shown.

Midlatitude Zone

Also evident in the data of Figure is the presence of strong particle precipitatlon In the

midlatitude tone. The dominant particles, in this case, are identified as quasitrarred iong
that are oncasionally supplemented by an intense hurst of energetic electrons. the ion flux

tis o nserved to increase monotonically with increasing latitude and is su1 Testivc, of rala

diffusion mechanism, which Is stahle (temporally and spatially), that transports rine
current ions to lower I. shells. The intensities, energy spectra and qualtrapped boudr lA

distribution are consistent with previous studies of the midlatitude inn zone I I , -n .
vmid.nee fo io pres-i atn during the int phase and early recovery ph.ss wa.I ts nhobtained from the remote sensors on SEEP whicht show significant ee ctm omission flad o
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energies (- 20 keV at L 2.3) relative to te much higher characteristic energies
associated with the midlatitude electron zone (- E in keV). The midlatitude electron zone
is a persistent feature in the L reg-on between 2 and 3 after magnetic storms and
intensifies in the drift loss cone near the region of lowest magnetic field. The features
of the electron zone at this time include the hard spectra, the flux maximum, the zone width
(- 100 latitude), and the soft low energy flux poleward of the zone peak. The high energy
electrons present in the midlatitude zone suggest that low frequency waves (< 6 kHz) and/or
off equatorial interactions play an important role in scattering radiation belt electrons
into the drift loss cone /11/.
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INTRODUCTION

At very high latitudes, existing data and theoretical models suggest there may be isolated
patches of energetic electron precipitation into the atmosphere. Islands of energetic

electrons have frequently been observed in the geomagnetic tall /1,2,3/. Also, theoretical
studies have advanced the idea of localized plasma entry through the magnetopause involving ,

clouds or plasmoids /4/. With direct particle measurements, Hoffman and Evans /5/ observed .
a "burst region" pileward of the auroral oval that was characterized by a very soft spectrum
and large structures In the precipitation patterns. The sporadic and structured preciptta-
tion of soft electrons over the polar caps has been observed by Winninghas and Heikkla, /6/.
Higher energy spikes have been observed at high latitudes by McDlarmld and Burrows /7/ for )

40 keV electrons and by Brown and Stone /I/ for > 425 keY electrons. However, the struc-
tured precipitation of electrons at high latitudes is not well understood due to the two-
dimensional character, the confined extent and the temporal variations. For energetic

-%; electrons even less is known due to limitations in the available data.

MHany of the existing spatial-temporal ambiguities associated with the structured precipita-

tion of energetic electrons at high latitudes can be unraveled by observing the bremsstrah-
lung x-ray footprints in the atmosphere, preferably with fine spatial resolution over an
extended period of time and with spectrum coverage extending to relatively high energies.
Here we present some fine spatial resolution mappings of small isolated patches of brems-
strahlung x-rays observed at high latitudes.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUHENTATION

The x-ray mapping spectrometer was part of the SEEP (Stimulated Emission of Energetic
Particles) payload on the S81-l spacecraft. The basic design of the spectrometer is to he
described in a publication of Calvert et al. (private communication) and the calibration and
performance by Voss et al. (private communication). The instrument consisted of a large

area position-sensitive proportional counter filled with xenon gas and sensitive over the
energy range 4 to 40 keV. The spectrometer was oriented in a forward and downward (350

below horizontal) direction viewing the atmosphere with a + 450 field-of-view to the left
, and right. The field of view was divided into 16 pixels in the direction perpendicular to

the trajectory of the low altitude (170 - 280 km) polar orbiting satellite. The spatial and
temporal resolutions were - 30 km and 0.13 second, respectively. Energy spectra of the

x-rays were measured over 24 channels for the center two pixels and over B channels for each
of the remaining pixels.

OBSERVATIONS

Examples of the bremsstrahlung x-ray mappings obtained with the SEEP payload have been shown
previously /9,10/. Here, the x-ray data were surveyed for the occurrences of small isolated
patches of bremasstrahlung x-ray emission over the polar caps. For this purpose the follow-
ing criteria were estabYahed: 2  1) the maximum x-ray flux from the central region of the
patch must exceed 2 x 10 /cm ster sec 2) the spot must be completely surrounded by an
intensity close to the background level 3) the full width-at-half-maximum in any direction

should not exceed 300 km. A total of 2Q isolated patches were noted. Examsples of the x-ray
spots are shown in Figure I. Each section of the figure represents the mapping observed
during a different pass of the spacecraft. The invariant latitudes and magnetic local time-,;
(MLT) are at the poitions of the satellite. The center x-ray pixels view the same position

20 - 50 seconds earlier; the exact time difference depends upon the altitude of the satel-
lite and the altitude of x-ray production, which is energy dependent. These maps represent

total x-ray counting rates over the energy range 's - 4n keV. nne shotild note the variations

in intensity, area, and shape of the patcheq. Two of the 1llustrnred pnqnes (tunv lif And

June 26) nlso rontain An elongated patch or narrnw arc spanring the field-of-view which does

not meet the criteria for selection of smnll patrhes.
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Figure 1. Mappings of the x-ray intensities (4 - 40) key. The Invariant latitudes and thep
magnetic local tim 1 9 refer to the positions of the satellite. Fluxes are in
units of photons/cm ster sec.

SM7ALL ISOLATED PATCHECS OF X4 OS S ASE I N NOA EU

IR +

.,1

Figure 2. Position In Invariant latitude and magnetic ioci~l Lime of the isolated patches.

The positions in Invariant latitade and mngnetic local time of the fsolated Spots of X-rav
emission are summarized in Figure 2. Clearly, the bulk of the patches span the magnetic
local time Interval from noon to midnight, with very few~ spotct obse#rved In the morning
hnurg. The s-ray pAtches occurred over a rather broad range of Invariant latitudes from 61.
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to 830, with a median latitude of 72.50. The night to day preference spanned all latitudes
but at low latitudes the events occurred primarily at times just before midnight.

In order to study the occurrence frequency of small x-ray patches as a function of magnetic
jocal time, the observations at invariant latitudes above 700 were subdivided into selected
MLT intervals and these are plotted in Figure 3. As in Figure 2 the data indicate a prefer-
ence for spot observation between noon and midnight, with patches rarely appearing in the
morning hours. A more quantitative assessment of the local time dependence has been made by
correcting for the non-uniform sampling of MLT intervals. The number of spot observations
In each of several selected HLT Intervals was divided by the number of observations in those
intervals and the results are shown in Figure 3.

,Sf. " Ptrr ff5 *° HER OF SA-LiS 14 _5

00

00 0t<

•.1 ,t l 'tt 1 ) 5t 1+

Figure 3. The nuiber of x-ray patches versus HLT for invariant latitudes > 70'. Also shown
are the number of sample passes at invariant latitude + 730 and the number of
patches divided by the number of samples.

Two representative energy spectra of the x-rays emitted from isolated x-ray patches are
presented in Figure 4. In these examples the spectra were taken In the center two pixels
where 24 channel energy resolution was available. The spectra have been corrected for
detection efficiency and for transmission of the x-rays through the 0.76 mm thick beryllium
plate at the entrance. The total intensities of the x-rays emitted from the patches span a
broad range, and the e-fold energies of the x-rays were generally within 1-6 keY, with
corresponding electron e-fold energies of - (2-12) keV.

,%."
60

;E .6 S1

pI

S I .91'

Figure 4. Exmplee of the energy spectra for the x-rays emitted from the center two pixels
In the heart of representative isolated x-ray patches.

DISCUSSION

Since the majority of x-ray patches occurred from dusk until dawn except for thoge ohservvd
In the early afternoon, many of thor may he related to the geomagnetic tall. Their lsol),t ol
nature sulgge-ts a similarity to the islands, but more evidence Is reqird before a defini-
tive association can be made.

The md-afternoon patches ronsidre herP might represent the i7plsive entry of local 17o,

plasma clouids /4/. However, the present x-ray spots correspond to murh ) hiRher enprv .
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electrons than the hulk of those generally associated with plasma clouds or with the

localized "polar showers" observed over the polar caps by Winninghai and Heikkila /6/. The

present observations may possibly indicate that the localized plasma clouds extend up to

energies of a few keY.

On infrequent occasions isolated narrow patches were observed that were too long to qualify

as a small patch. Some of these long and narrow patches were observed at invariant lati-

tudes as high as 750
, 

and were therefore poleward of the auroral oval. In that regard they

might be called polar cap arcs but the elongated patches were typically not sun-aligned as

are polar cap arcs. Also due to the limited spatial coverage of the SEEP x-ray observations
they may not be very long and may merely be modified forms of x-ray patches.

More analysis is underway to consider possible correlations of the x-ray patches with "',

geomagnetic conditions and various phenomena such as x-ray microbursts, and a more compre-
hensive paper will be published later.

SUMMARY

Small isolated patches of bremsstrahlung x-rays with typical dimensions of 100 - 300 km have

been observed over the polar caps with the following characteristics:

o The x-ray patches were most often observed in the dusk-to-midnight sector,
but some were observed at all magnetic local times except the earlX morning. '"r

o Small patches of x-rays were observed at invariant latitudes of 65 - 83
o The x-ray energy spectra displayed e-fold energies of (1-6) keY. "
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An active satellite-ground coordinated space plasma experiment was conducted from May to De-
cember, 1982. in which electrons were precipitated from the radiation belts into the ionos phere h% the . -

controlled injection of VLF signals from ground-based transmitters. The results confirm the h",potthc's
that electrons can be precipitated from the radiation belts by ground-based VLF transmitters, and the.,
provide information relating to the effects of such precipitation on the ionosphere. The iuni.atiiin
produced in the atmosphere of the northern hemisphere at 1. 2.3 by the modulated signals from
ground-based VLF transmitters was shown to be as great as one ion pair/cm' s at 80 km altitude I he
ionization at comparable positions produced by naturally occurring electron precipitation varies great-
ly, and can be as low as 0.1 ion pair/cml s, but is also sometimes larger than 100 ion pairs cm, s at
times of lightning flashes.

INTRODUCTION The SEEP experiment payload on the three-axis

An active experiment, stimulated emission of ener- stabilized polar-orbiting S8I-l spacecraft contained
getic particles (SEEP), was conducted during May- an array of cooled silicon solid state detectors to
Decempr (SEEP), wat s cnudri ngnt MheU. Navy measure electrons and ions directly with high sensi-

December 1982. In this experiment the U.S. Navy tivity and fine energy resolution f Voss e, al.. 19821.operational VLF transmitters at Cutler, Maine The data presented here werc taken 'ith electron
(NAA); Annapolis, Maryland (NSS); and Jim Creek, spectrometers mounted at 90 7cnith angle and at 90spectroometershetanor montditversitynge ndat9
Washington (NLK) and the Stanford University re- to the orbit plane (TE detector), at I0 enith angle
search VLF transmitter at Siple Station, Antarctica,
were operated in special controlled formats at timf.s tme) ad a e8ectenthr ngle oh 6 pec-
of overpasses of the low-altitude polar-orbiting satel- trometad anelecon t0esod eer fatoV
lite S81-1. The spacecraft payload measured both an c a angl e 2 a eetr o r a
direct electron precipitation > 2 keV and brems- ofs. cmt o r t is Sestie to o etrns and

stralun X ays>4 eV romtheatmsphre.The ions, but on the basis of the responses oif other delec-strahlung X rays >4 keV from the atmosphere. The

experiment concept is illustrated schematically in tors in the payload, all of the precipitation events
presented here are taken to he associated with elec-Figure . The locations of the VLF transmitters are trons. Each of the MEI and Nil2 spectroneters had "

indicated along with a representation of the satellite tn echof theholdIend of 45 kpectromterspha
paths during three successive passes. In addition, the antele of 4 g ec ac cept-
modulated VLF waves and their regions of interac- e
tion with the trapped electrons are also shown. cm 2 sr. A thick window oin M F I and NI 1 2 presented

ions with energies belo%% 0.5 MeV from impinging on
the silicon detector, and therefore in all of the data

Copyright 1985 by the American Geophysical Union shown the counts were predominanlv due to elec-
Paper number 4S1t13 trons. The measurements wsere performed it s atellite

tx)4H-6604,,8 5 (XS-1 1135)8 X) altitudes of - 220 ki.
'• -
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IMHOF ET AL ACTIVE SPACE PLASMA EXPERIMTNIT

90 '
" .- PARTICLE IMPACT..

L UREGION"

30 "" ,

0 VLF 10 ]

Fig I. Schematc illustration of the SEEP esperiment concept The locations of the pertinent VL[ ransrniuers
are indicated along witlh a representation of the satelle paths during three successive passes Also shovn are Ihe "

modulted VLF waves and the region of wave-particle Interactions " "

With this payload the lirst observations were made OBSERVATIONS ()F FI [(Ut R()NS IUEIPI! It ll),'
of direct bounce loss cone precipitation of radiation BY VLF TRANSMITIFRS "."9

belt electrons by the controlled injection of VLF sig- A good example of electron flux modulations in "''
nals from a ground based transmitter [hntt et ol., correlation with the transmitter on-ott- signals oc-.
1983aJ. Although past observations had shown that curred on August 17, 1982 at 86(8 874(1 seconds tll V
electrons can be precipitated from the radiation belts when the SEEP payload was passing near the NAA. .
by ground-based VLF transmitters, the evidence was transmitter as it was being modulated with a 3-s on .. -
based prcdominantly on observations of electrons in and 2-s otT pattern. In Figure 2 the electron fluxes .. -

the drift loss conc. Narrow resonant paks in the measured at various zenith angles are plotted as a .
energy spectra [Iml/tet erl.. 1974. 1981: ['aotpola and function of time. A modulation period of 5 _+ (1,l 5 s ts

Ku'k. 1978: Koons ef af., 1981] and coordinatcd clearly seen for 12 con,;ecutive cycles For reference. .,
wave-particle observations [Imnhof et ol., 1981] had the measured on times of the transmitter at NAA ;ire-'.
provided evidence for the effects of transntitters. In indicated. -The risetime of the electron this and thte
spite of the S!IEP findings, relatively little is known observed delay in decay time of 1.5 s are now utt-
about the importance of transmitters in relation to derstood [man er iii., 1985] tn terms of the ptc _h
other loss processes for radiation belt particles. It is angle dependence of the particle distribution near the
realized, however, that electrons are regularly pre- edge of the loss cone and hy the multple iiteraictmtt".

capitated from the radiation belts and that these ee- of the particles with the waves due to sigticaint at- *1'.'
trons can cause measurahle ioniiation at midlati- mosphericbhackscatter. "

tudes. IDitrerential energy spectra of the precipitaltine dc.t.",
The purpose of t his paper is to assess the etlects on Irons taken during the times of enhanced elct~l r" ti-

the ionosphere of electrons precipitated by the trans- precipitation showed prominent peaks hut thltee o.,' is

millers NAA and NSS (luring the observed SF E F little evidence of their presence dturing times of inin r

events and Ito compare these with the elfects of elec- mum intensity. It was shown that the t1ne~l',trcd pei~k.-=
Iron precipttion induced by natural causes, energies and their variations ,q ith i ,Iare co't,il-tctl"•'
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17 AUGUST 1982
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Fig. 2. Electron fluxes on August 17. 1982. plotted as a function of time. Also shown are the on and ofT times of
the NAA transmitter.

with those expected for cyclotron resonance with in the bounce loss cone the transmitters might haec
waves of the transmitter frequency travelling parallel contributed significantly to the observed fltIxes in the
to the earth's magnetic field lines [Imhof et al., absence of a detectable modulation. To assess the
1983a]. role of transmitters it is important, therefore, to corn-

From surveys of the SEEP data five electron mod- pare the absolute fluxes of electrons measured during
ulation events were found from the 65 passes of the normal operations with those observed when the
satellite when one of the transmitters was being mod- transmitters were either off or operated in a special
ulated in a special 3-s on and 2-s off format. No such manner such as in the SEEP 3-s on and 2-s ot-
events were found in the 175 passes when neither the format. Unfortunately. a significant amount of data
NAA nor NSS transmitter was being modulated in were not acquired with both the NAA and NSS
one of the special SEEP formats. All of the time transmitters off. Normal operation consisted of a
profiles for the event- displayed a similar pattern in constant amplitude signal with the frequency shifted %which the fluxes increased rather slowly after start of as often as once every 25 ms. In the SEEP format the

". the on period and reached a maximum about 2 s frequency was fixed during the on time of 3 s. rhe
later. The temporal profile and the absolute count wider bandwidth signal during normal operations
rates of the observed fluxes were found to be in good may possibly have inhibited temporal growth of the
agreement with the predictions of an extended test waves, as found in earlier Siple experiments [Raqus-
particle model of the wave-particle interaction in the ram et al., 1977].
magnetosphere [Inan et al., 1985]. The possible effects of transmitter operation on the

Although modulated electron precipitatitn events fluxes of precipitating electrons are illustrated in
associated with the controlled injection of VLF sig- Figure 3 where the median electron fluxes >6 keV r
nals from a ground-based transmitter were not ob- observed during a 5.6-s period centered a) I.
served frequently, transmitters may still play a strong are plotted as a function of longitude. Separate SN1ni-
role in the precipitation of electrons from the radi- bols are used for the normal operation of both trawn- .
ation belts. Narrow peaks in the energy spectra of mitters and for the special modulation of cither
electrons precipitating from the inner radiation belt transmitter in the 3-s on and 2-s off format. I)twu
in the drift loss cone have been shown to result from the normal mode pass on August II. 11)82. a ntrro%% 1
cyclotron resonance interactions with waves from spike of precipitating electron, wAith the clear ch;tr:-
ground-based transmitters [Imhof et al., 1981]. Even teristics of those induced by lightning [ et ,il.
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NORTH L = 2.3
900 ZENITH 0 NORMAL MODULATION
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29 MAY - 6 JULY 1982 (3s ON, 2s OFF)
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Fig. 3. The median electron flux measured during a 5 6-s period centered at L 2.3 plotted verqus longitude
Solid circles indicate fluxes measured on a pass when an event %as observed. Median flux levels for normal
operation and for modulation in a special format (3-s on/2-s off) are shown in 10' longitude bins.

1984b] was observed at an L value close to 2.3 and compared to the normal broader frequency operation
that event is treated later in this paper with a shorter at 100% duty cycle. Although evidence for a strong
summation time interval. To minimi7e the flux vari- effect of the transmitters was not found by this tech-
ations associated with magnetic activity the time nique (see also Imho] er al. [1983h]), it should be
period July 7-21, 1982. has been excluded from the emphasized that the ideal experiment was not con-
plot. At the times covered in the figure the electron ducted in which one could compare the fluxes of'
fluxes in this longitude interval increased by as much precipitating electrons observed whcn both NAA and
as an order of magnitude subsequent to the magnetic NSS transmitters were off and when both were on.
storms with a peaking at a time delay of about 4 "
days [Voss ef al., 1984a]. The pronounced transmit- EFIF(ICS OF PRECIPITA trFD Ft -( T RtNS %ON THE IONOSPILRF
ter modulation event on August 17, 1982, occurred
during one of these enhanced electron periods. The We now consider the ionjiation in the atlmo,;phcre
median flux levels shown for 10" longitude bins do that would be associated with the pronounced tr:ln,- i
not seem to indicate a signilicant change in the miller modulation events of August 17 and Aniuewo
average precipitation rate when the transmitters were 25. 1982. and compare the ioni7ation profile,;'
operated at fixed frequency with a 60% duty cycle as other representatie cases of electron precipittin
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Fig. 4. Energy spectra of electrons measured in the northern hemisphere during each of se',eral satellite passes.

The curves are best fits to the measured data points. For the August II. 1982, event the spectrum was summed over
a time period of 0.70 s. For all of the other spectra the summation interval was 8.19 s.

Based on both the energy spectrum and the pitch The pitch angle distributions were measured di-

angle distribution of the precipitating electrons the rectly at positions above the atmosphere with the
ioni7ation profile can be calculated by using the array of collimated electron spectrometers in the
AURORA computer program (Walt er al., 1968]. SEE13 payload. However, measurements were made
Energy spectra of the electrons in the northern hemi- at only a few pitch angles with relatively broad angu-
sphere were measured with fine energy resolution, lar resolution. A histogram representation of the
and the spectra at 1, = 2.3 and longitudes of 286'E to fluxes observed in those detectors during the August
294'E during these transmitter modulation events 17, 1982. measurement is shown in Figure 5. A Gaus-
and at other selected times are shown in Figure 4. sian fit (B) to the northern hemisphere measurements
The applicable time interval is 8.19 s except for the is also shown in the figure. normalized to unity at
lightning associated spectrum on August II, 1982, for 90'. In addition, a narrower Gaussian pitch angle
which the summation time is 0.70 s. These spectra distribution (C) is plotted based on the measurements
represent electrons observed with the detector at a in the northern hemisphere for some of the other ,',
central pitch angle of 9) -96". All of the observed events. It should be realiied that both the absolute
electrons have mirror points below sea level in the fluxes and the shapes of the pitch angle distributions
southern hemisphere: i.e., the electrons were all pre- can vary considerably from one satellite pass to an-
cipitating within one bounce, except for back- other, Although the transmitters were routinely oper-
scattering. Only those with pitch angles less than ated at the same power le%el, the intensities of the
-79 precipitated in the northern hemisphere. but %,aves after passage through the ionosphere are
for purposes of calculating energy deposition profiles known to vary considerably due to changes in iono-
we shall assume the spectra of electrons precipitating spheric conditions [ I/ehorpc. 1966)
in the north are the same as shown in -igure 4. We have calculated energy deposition profiles at
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4

suming the narrower pitch angle distribution (C)L 2.5 17 AUG ro11o IN NORTH

PITCH ANCLE DISTRIBUTION shown in Figure 5. For this narrower distribution.
AT 200 km ALT ITUDE not actually measured during the event, the energy

deposition profile would be reduced by a factor of
2-3. The energy deposition profiles A and B in
Figure 6 are equivalent to an energy input of - !0-10
ergs/cm' s and a corresponding riometer absorption
of -0.06dB at 30 MHz [Reagan et al.. 1983].

Energy deposition profiles corresponding to the
various energy spectra in Figure 4 and for the appro-

A priate histogram pitch angle distributions are pre-

sented in Figure 7. The applicable histogram pitch
o,0., _angle distribution is based on the observed responses

in detectors TE and ME] during the satellite pass of
interest, and the ratios of these responses are provid-
ed in Table I. In all of these cases the counting rates
in detector ME2 were much lower than in MEL. The
modulated signals from the NAA transmitter during
the August 17, 1982, event produced an ionization
rate of - 1 ion pair/cm3 s at 80 km altitude. Both the

0.0, -shapes and the absolute intensities of the ionization

ION PRODUCTION RATES IN THE NORTH
L 2.3 02 is UT 17 AUG 1 12

LOSS
CONE 120

11.0011
*0 20 40 60 so

PITCH ANGLE (dog) i0 1
Fig. 5 Pitch angle distributions at L = 2.3 in the northern CA

hemisphere for electrons >45 keV. Curves A and B are histogram
and Gaussian representations, respectively, of the distribution 100

measured during the transmitter modulation event on August 17. j
1982. Curve C is a narrower Gaussian distribution based on the "
TE measurements at a variety of longitudes. The pitch angle dis- 0
tributions are normalized to 1.0 at 90'.

so

L = 2.3 using the AURORA program for the pitch
70angle distributions shown in Figure 5 each normal-

i7ed to the same flux at 90' pitch angle and for the
observed spectral shape. The results are shown in 0 . t.

Figure 6. As one can see, the differences between the 102  10-1 100 101

histogram (A) and the corresponding Gaussian pitch !,,

angle distribution (B) for the August 17. 1982, event
are only of the order of 25% and therefore the details Fig 6 Unergy deposition pofi/les calculated ,it, ihe Ntirmrl

of the pitch angle distribution measured during this program for the energy spectrum and pItch .tnIZlC dIsrIhuIh0,N
shovvn in Figures 4 and 5. respecti el , Cur.e .N is for the hI',to-event are not critical in rcgard to the calculated gram pitch angle distribution and cu5C B foI thI (,ussmn pild)

energy deposition profile. The deposition profile for angle distrihutIr, For the August 1'. IQR2. e~cnl, curie ci'rre-
the August 17, 1982. event was also calculated as- sponds to the narrower Gaussian pitch angle h lstrhutlon
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Fig. 7. Energy deposition profiles calculated for the energy spectra in Figure 4 and for the appropriate histogram

pitch angle distribution based on the simultaneous counting rates measured in detectors TE and MEI.

profiles at L = 2.3 vary over a wide dynamic range, event, it is not known at present how much of the
but may be as low as 0.1 ion pair/cm 3 s at (260' -  ionization normally occurring in the northern hemi-
3100) E in the northern hemisphere. Some of the pre- sphere at L = 2.3 in this longitude region is associ-

,. cipitation events were fairly steady as observed from ated with transmitters and how much results from
the satellite over broad time and latitude intervals, other processes.
At other times, such as during the modulated trans- Analysis of the data acquired on many satellite
mitter events or lightning associated precipitation, passes through the regions of space considered here

" significant variations were observed on a short time shows that a measurable ionization from precipi-
scale. These fluctuations can be particularly large for tating electrons is generally produced at altitudes of
the precipitation produced by lightning. The latter 70-120 km. Some portion of this ionization in the
type event on August I i, 1982 was summed over the northern hemisphere is generally present as a result
peak response period of 0.70 s, but all of the other of backscatter in the southern hemisphere of eclc-
profiles were averaged over 8.19 s. For this and other trons in the drift loss cone. One of the two transmit-
lightning flashes the ionization rates at -80 km alti- ters NAA and NSS was usuallh operating and so it
tude can be of the order of 100 ion pairs/em s or has not been possible in this experiment to establish
greater. Since the average electron precipitation is conclusively what the contribution of these trantsmit-
comparable to that observed during the August 17 ters is to the electron precipitation normallh oc-

curring. These ambiguities could be resohed %, ith use
of a much more powerful Iran sniter operating at a

TABLF. t MItIK E r:lus Raios lower frequency, on a dilcrent I, shell and or one
7-C placed above the ionosphere on a satellite such that

Date UT Ratio the waves from the transmitter are m1uch stronver in

Aug 8, 1982 022X 0241 the near equatorial regions and the as,;oci tie mol t-

%11 Aug. 11, 19R2 0256 0.808 tion effects considerably greater It max then tie pos-
Aug. 17, 1982 )225 0 155 sible to affect the ionosphere signtlicantl. throuIl
Aug. 25, 1982 0241 0t149 the controlled precipitation of electrons from the
Sept. 17. 192 0224 0 241 radiation belts.
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SUMMARY precipitated by the controlled injection of VLF signals from a
ground-based transmitter, Geophis. Res Leftt. 10. 361. 198 3a

The modulated signals from a ground-based VLF Imhof, W .. I B Reagan. H. D Voss. F F Caines. I) W

transmitter have been shown to produce ionization Dallowe, . Mobilia, R. A |lellivvell, U. S Inan. I Kaisufrakis.
rates at altitudes of -80 km in the midlatitude and R. G. Joiner, The modulated precipitation of radiation belt

(L = 2.3) northern hemisphere as high as I ion electrons by controlled signals from VLF transmitters, Geophvs
pair/cm3 s. The naturally occurring ionization rates Res. Lett., 10, 615• 1983h.

nan. U. S.. H. C. Chang. R A Helliwell, W L Imhof. J Hin this latitude region show large variations, are Ion- Reagan. and M. Walt, Precipit,.;ion of radiation belt electrons
gitude dependent, and at (260'-310') E in the north- by man-made waves: A comparison between theory and

ern hemisphere may be as low as 0.1 ion pair/cm 3 s. measurement. J. Geophis. Res. 90, 159, 1985

At these same locations the ionization at -80 km Koons, H. C. B C. Edgar, and A L Vampola. Precipitation of

associated with lightning flashes is sometimes in inner zone electrons by %4histler mode Aaseq from the \Irl F
transmitters UMS and NWC. J. Gephtis Re's. rq6, 640. 1991excess of 100 ion pairs/cm3 s, but for each flash the Raghuram. R . T F Bell. R A Helliwell. and I P Katsufrakis.

time duration of the intense precipitation is of the Echo-induced suppression of coherent VLF transmitter signals

order of only 1 s. in the magnetosphere, J Geophvs Res . R2, 2787, 197"
Reagan. J B. W. L. Imhof, H D Voss. F F Gaines. R A
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Bremsstrahlung X Ray Images of Isolated Electron Patches at High Latitudes

P W. L. IMHO0F, H-. D). Voss, D. W. DATLWE. AND J. MOBILIA

Lockheed Palo Al to Research Laboratorv, Calif ornia

Small isolated patches of energetic electron precipitation have been observed at high flitudes with a
bremssirahlung X ray imager in the Stimulated Emission of Energetic Particles (SEEP) pasload in the
polar-orbiting SRM- satellite Twenty-nine paiches of X rays (>4 ke:VI with typical widths of -2M8 km
%ere observed in June 1992 at invartant latitudes between 65 and 93 with a median latitude of 72s

*0 The majoris of X ray patches occurred from dusk until dawn, but a few were present in the earls
afternoon hours. The 'observed energy spectra were relatively soft to, fold energies about 1 6 ke'v and
independent oif invariant latitude, magnetic local time, or geomagnetic activity. The occurrence frequencv
of the patches was somewhat greater at times of high geomagnetic activity. The patches were usualkv
oblong by factors up to 3.7, with a median value of .75. No strongly preferred alignment was found
Comparis'ons of the direct electron measurements and the X rav observations from the arine satellite
have shown that in some cases the small isolated patches of electron precipitation at high latitudes ina
undergo significant changes in position on time scales of the order of a few seconds.

IN IRtDUt)L(ItON strahlung X ray images and elect ron mceaso retients of stsill

rAt high invariant latitudes. existing data and theoretical isolated patches observed at high latitude,, This paper pro-
models suggest there may he isolated patches of electron pre- vides more dotailed analyis of data presented in a prelirninarN
cipitatton into the atmosphere. With direct particle measure- form at COSPAR [tmhtofet al., 104].
ments, Hoflrnant and Ertani (1968] observed bursts of low- BRtVV DI SC(RtItPtt(iN () 10; 1 Rt. M I', IN III IN

energy electrons poleward of the aurora] oval. The polar rain, Th.2a mgn petoee ssprto h tnuae

* dicovred y ~nniq/ta an Hekkit (174]and orere- Emission of Energetic Particles (SEEP) pavload on the S81I-1
* - ~cently studied by Gusaenho-er et at. [ 1984], can be interrupted saerf.Testliesa he-xssaiie navn

by bursts oif electrons fl Winninqliam and Heikkita. 1974, xx nebcrottois 1030 LI and 22310 LT piolir or bit ait lio al litiide
HardY. 1984]. This sporadic and structured precipitation of 11120klTehsedsg ftesctontri e

soft electrons over the polar caps has been named "polar scribed0 by l (oTe bar i of ig of1 the tsunect onsited of ae

showers" by Winninqltham and Heikkita (1974]. Also. theoreti-apihl
cal studies have advanced the idea of locali7ed plasma entry pissiton-sensitise proportional counter usingir pnhl

throgh he agntopuseinvlvig coud orplamois [Le- camera technique to form a one-dimnsnional I 6-pt sel ntIage
throgh he agntopuseinvlvig coud orplamois [Le-The counter Aas filled with xenon gas. sensitive oser the

* raire. 1977: Ifeikkita, 1982]. The signatures of plasmoids in
energy range 4 to 40 keV, and had an elfectise area oif 59)() cm-

the magnetotail bave been investigated by Hones et at. [1984].(45c 145nl.1hNratesIosewvsrnntitd
Auroral patches at relatively low latitudes in the trough region by the 2 x 15 cm entrance a .perture to provide an oserall
equatorward of the dilfuse auroral boundary have been re- -goercfttro ms I0 my e ic.Bc

portd b Mohup eral.[199]. ithpreipiatig eectons grounds associated with penetrating energetic particles vwere
above these auroral forms extending up to 2 10 keV [ Wallis er redluce(] by' requiring an anticiicid ence w ith the back plane
at., 1979]. Precipitating particle spikes have been observed at The spectrometer sra, orietnted in a forsward and downsward
high latitudes by M.cDiarmid and Bu~rrows [19651 for 15blwhrzna)drc nwtI il fseso
> 41-keV electrons and by Brown anid Stone r1972] for along track by 90 cross track ihe field of siew %%as dividled

425-keVi electrons. Isolated patches or islands of energetic intos 16 cross-track pixels IThe spatial anid temporal resolu-
electrons were observed in the geomagnetic tail by -lndt'rson wr ) madI epci te ~setao

tionswee-0kmad011s epcievFirNsetaf
-1. [1965] Subsequently, energetic electron bursts in the mag- teNrs eemaue xe 4cittesfrtecne x

netoatlwer inestgate byothrs c g. Afnq,197; Acnq pixels 14 aind 91 and uover eight chatinels for each oif the re-I
and -1ndu'rson. 1971 : Keath t iat. 1976; Roelof er atll 1976]1, maining pixels. X rax mappings "e re acquired on a xx otldxx ide

*these may relate to the isolated patches of energetic electron
precipitation Despite these varied observations and theories bssoe lepro li 6t ux2
the structured precipitation of electrons at high latitudes is not [he SHT Pi pasoad ilio conlittii ;it itrix (i1 si1loti solid-

well~~~~~~~~~~~ unesod beas othteprladstilvn sate Clectroit slpecttomneters orietied it %.itious .iiwlcs to lie
wel unersood beaus ofthetemora an sptia va-liical vertical and covering its etterL% riiie of 2 IM) ke's

attons.
The centia mm znth anogles for the electrn i pediromtltcrs x crc

The spatial and temporal ambiguities associated with 0-Il- ).90 adI) Ihcor-tuiiepthils
measurenments of the structured] precipitation isf energettc Cdee- 0 ifso.90 ad [e orj'nlL ihalv(:

Irons at high latitudes can be inmprioved by ossrsing the "ee Cpcsctuo h iciiisi i pccit u i
h remsstrahlung X ray footprints. preferably with lineti- cixrieieralettsedfo lireiii)riii 5'!

L. dimensional spatial re'Nolution ov er an extend ed period of t. Ioe intio the li1c;i hiiince hiss cotie Thle iisCPlIAIILC hill imills:
and with complete spectral coverage H ere we present brerns- ais elilri itisaelse i l i -e ' pd

wxere ineisures%th tIt1 to 'so cliiimiiel 'NxsCA cri \CiC 01Cisl,l
to 1 2)0 C to lii iprise is' sensot eliis hi.ACer111ii

Copyi-ght 1995 hy the American Ociphssical nilin [1isitif 19101 )he spedtrimilci 11, it rs ld tlis d it i

Piper number sA8497 presetiteil llure x~is itiCeei it I ,eii1l1iie11 .1 iid or iul 1da

0149-0227 Rs t8)SA-9497$05 (XI geitsetti ficliir (i 0 7 -i'
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TABLE I. Electron Spectrometers in SEEP Payload positions of the satellite. The upgoing X rays were always
observed from an area ahead of the satellite, and one of the

Zentha AcpaeF tric remote sensing pixels viewed the X ray emitting region 17-43 sZenith Acceptance Factor
Angle Half Angle (cm2 sr) earlier than the in situ particle measurements; the exact time

difference depends upon the magnetic field geometry and the
0* 30' 2.47 altitude difference between the satellite and the X ray pro-

tO 20° 0.49 duction region. The maps of Plate I represent total X ray
50 20' 0.17
90* 200 0.17 counting rates for energies of >4 keV except during June

180* 30* 247 18-23, 1982, when the gain was set lower and the energies
were >6 keV. Eleven of the 29 isolated patches were observed
during the low-gain period, indicating that the somewhat
higher threshold energy did not significantly impact the selec-

OBSERVATIONS tion criteria. The patches were generally so pronounced above
Examples of the bremsstrahlung X ray mappings obtained the background that few if any were probably lost because of

with the SEEP payload have been shown previously [Calvert the higher threshold energy; thus inclusion of the June 18-23 -

et al., 1985; Voss et al., 1983a, b]. In the present investigation data should not have altered significantly the frequency de-
the X ray data were surveyed for the occurrences of small pendence upon local time or upon other parameters such as
isolated patches of bremsstrahlung X ray emission at high geomagnetic activity. Two of the illustrated passes (June 16
latitudes. For this purpose the following criteri were es- and June 26) also contain an elongated patch or narrow arc
tablished: (1) the maximum X ray flux from the central region spanning the field of view which does not meet the criteria for
of the patch must exceed 200 cm-' sr' s', (2) the patch selection of small patches.
must be completely surrounded by an intensity close to the The measured X ray fluxes and energy spectra were com-
background level, and (3) the patch full width at half maxi- pared with those calculated by Miller and Vondrak [1985] for -,
mum in any direction should not exceed 300 km. A total of 29 various auroral forms. These comparisons revealed several X
isolated patches were noted out of 1022 high-latitude cross- ray patches with spectral shapes over the energy range
ings. Examples of the X ray patches are shown in Plates la -(4-10) keV that were comparable to certain of the auroral
and lb. Each section of the plates represents the mapping forms, and in those cases the calculated energy deposition
observed during a different pass of the spacecraft. The in- rates of Miller and Vondrak were assumed. It was then con-
variant latitudes and magnetic local times (MLT) are at the cluded that for many of the 29 X ray patches presented here

SMALL ISOLATED PATCHES OF X RAYS: 4OBSERVED IN NORTH
0 OBSERVED IN SOUTH

12
13 11

14 10

202

21

21o '0
M LT

Fig. 1. Positions in invariant latitude and magnetic local time of the isolated patches of X ray emissionor P• o. '% o
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NUMBER OF PATCIES/
NUMBER OF PATCHES NUMBER OF SAMPLES NUMBER OF SAMPLES
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Fig 2. The number of isolated X ray patches observed in each of eight 3-hour intervals in MLT plotted for events at
invariant latitudes of > 70° .Also shown are the number of sample passes in each of those MLT intervals while crossing an
invariant latitude of 720 and the number of event X ray spots divided by the number of samples. Error bars indicate the
statistical uncertainties.

the energy inputs to the atmosphere were in the range 0. 1-10 The scarcity of X ray events between 06W and 1200 MLT is
ergs cm -

2 s ' with several being near I erg cm - s . consistent with the findings of Brown and Stone [1972] for the
The invariant latitude and magnetic local time (MLT) of the precipitation of 2425-keV electrons. On the basis of observa-

isolated patches are summarized in Figure I. Clearly, the bulk tions of sudden enhancements of energetic electrons in the
of the patches span the magnetic local time interval from dusk magnetotail, Meng [1971] found that for higher-flux levels the
to dawn, with a few in the early afternoon hours. The X ray
patches occurred over a rather broad range of invariant lati-
tudes from 65 ° to 83'. with a median latitude of 72.5'. The 12
dusk to dawn preference spanned all latitudes, but at the
lower latitudes the events occurred primarily at times just
before midnight. The latter effect may partly reflect the lack of
variation in MLT coverage at low latitudes.

In order lo study the occurrence frequency of small X ray 0
patches as a function of MLT, the observations were subdi- 0

vided into 3-hour MLT intervals. The occurrence frequency is 0

plotted in Figure 2 for those occurring at invariant latitudes 00
above 70'. As in Figure I the data of Figure 2 indicate the . 0 0
occurrence of spots over a broad range of magnetic local 0 0 0

times, with patches rarely appearing in the morning hours. A 0 0
more quantitative assessment of the local time dependence has 20 -

been made by correcting for the nonuniform sampling of
MLT intervals. The number of patches observed in each of 0 0 0
several selected MLT intervals was divided by the number of
observations in those intervals while crossing an invariant lati- 0
tude of 72', and these ratios are presented in Figure 2 The

average value of this ratio is 0.029. Statistical uncertainties are 12

indicated in the plot.
The occurrence frequency of small isolated X ray patches is 60 -

clearly dependent upon local time, but within the statistical I
0.uncertainties there may be no significant difference from dusk Z

until dawn. The patches were found to occur less often at 0

certain geographic longitudes, but that is equivalent to the R ,
MLT variation shown in Figure 2 when account is taken of
the satellite orbit Since other parameters may also play an 0
important role in the occurrence frequency, the MI.T values oif Z

the various X ray spots are plotted in Figure I as a function of
day in June 1982. Within the limited statistical sample the 0 I

5 10 i 0 2s is
MLT distribution does not appear to vary significantly during ,
the time period covered, including June 18 23, when the spcc
trometer was operated with a lower gain It appears. howes,,er, r:' hes phlifelt is u fit I n h i hiri i tie l02 1,i plitet1 X he

that small X ray patches occurred more often ?t certain ties hoiti rn , in ire the iirnher of sipl" pinirle .rolsing an in,,ariirnt
than others. ltaiude ofl 7A
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patches observed at an invariant latitude of >70 disided by
o.0o, T the number of satellite crossings when X ray data were ac-

" quired, and the resultant points arc plotted in Figure 4 as a
-_ function of the 6-day sum of Ap. Patches were obscr,ed

*L 0.03 . /during both quiet and disturbed geomagnetic conditions. but

.0 1they tended to occur more often at times of high Ip Any
0.0 - e p e n e n ces o n st. w ic h a r e n o t s h ,t n w ere ess c tt c n l

W w. 1 For quantitative studies of the distribution in size and direc-

121/,tion of the X ray patches, contour plots were generated. and
0.01 T /an example is shown in Figure 5. Corrections have been made

* //for the projected dimensions. hilt in consideration of the low
altitude of the satellite a flat earth has been assumed. This

0A Y 200 example illustrates the contour maps obtained both for an X
SIX DAY SUM OF Ap ray patch that meets the foregoing criteria and for an elongat-

ed region of emission that was too long to be considered a
Fig. 4. The number of X ray patches at an invariant latitude of small isolated patch. From such contour maps it vas found

> 70' divided by the number of satellite crossings with X ray data that the patches considered here typically have dimensions of
acquisition plotted as a function of 6-day sums of the Ap index.

the order of 100-300 km. These sizes are consistent with the
direct particle measurements of McCov [1969] which indicate

* ,occurrence frequency is much greater on the dawnside. How- typical widths of 0.25- to 2' in invariant latitude. Similarly. A

ever, when the energetic electron flux threshold was selected Brown and Stone [1972] found that the characteristic widths
just above the background level, the occurrence frequency of of the spikes are a few tenths of a degree in latitude. AcDiar-
energetic electrons in the magnetotail was about the same mid and Burrows [1965] reported that 70% of the events have
from the duskside to the dawnside. In the present patch data latitude widths of < 2'.
the fluxes were relatively low, and therefore comparisons with Isolated narrow regions of X ray emission were observed
Meng should involve his low-flux threshold data. Under these that were too long to qualify in this study as a small patch.
conditions both sets of measurements are consistent with no Some of these long and narrow regions were observed at in-
significant variations in occurrence frequency from dusk until variant latitudes as high as 75' and were therefore poleward of
dawn. the auroral oval. In that regard they might be called polar cap

The dependence of X ray patch occurrence upon geomag- arcs [e.g.. Gussenhoren. 1982: llardv et al., 1982], but the elon
netic activity level has been investigated. For this purpose the gated areas were typically not sun aligned as are polar cap

total time period of data acquisition in June 1982 was con- arcs, although there was some tendency for elongation in this
sidered. A 6-day summation interval was selected to provide a direction. Also, because of the limited spatial coverage of the
compromise between an adequate statistical sampling for each SEEP X ray observations they may not be very long and may
point and a reasonable number of points. For each of these merely be modified forms of X ray patches.
intervals a calculation was made of the number of X ray For those X ray spots that qualify as patches under the
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Fig. 6. Distributions in orientation for X ray patches in which the direction of greatest elongation to the length
perpendicular to that direction was 1.5 or greater.

present criteria, a study was made of the deviations from being associated with the choice of pixel number. The pixels are
circular. The ratios of the length in the direction of greatest numbered 1-16. with I being the bottom row in the presenta-
elongation to the length perpendicular to that direction were lions of Plate 1. The outputs of the other electron detectors at
found to range between 1.1 and 3.7, with a median value of various angles were examined, but in many of the cases stud-
1.75. For those cases where the latter ratio was 1.5 or greater, ied, this did not lead to significantly different positions of the

the direction of the longest dimension was considered with electron patches. In two of the passes shown in Figure 7. the
respect to the orientation of the nearby L shell contours, the electron counting rate increased so rapidly with time near the
earth-sun line, and the east-west direction. There was no heart of the spike that the output was blocked and the curse is
strongly favored orientation, as illustrated in Figure 6. therefore discontinued. The edges of the profiles were gener-

Both the spectral shapes and the intensities of the X rays ally sharper for electrons than X rays. perhaps because the
emitted from the patches spanned a broad range. Preliminary electrons were measured only at the position of the satellite
analyses were performed for the spectra from 4 keV to 8-18 whereas the X ray observations spanned a zone of -30 km
keV. The best fit e fold energies associated with the center width perpendicular to the satellite path. The electron and X
pixels were found to range from I keV to 6 keV with no clear ray plots have been shifted with respect to each other b% times
dependence upon invariant latitude, local time, or geomagnet- corresponding to the expected differences between the t%%o
ic activity, based on the directions of the magnetic field lines and the

Electron spectrometers oriented at various angles to the geometries of the X ray viewing. It was assumed that the X
zenith and measuring electrons from 2 keV to 1000 keV were ray production occurred at an altitude of 90 km For pro-
also included in the satellite payload, thus enabling one to duction altitudes of I(X) km and 80 km the corres ponding
compare the intensities and energy spectra of the X rays with changes in time of observation were + 2 s I-or the third and
the corresponding parameters for the precipitating electrons. fourth passes in Figure 7 the time profiles of the X ra s and
Since the X rays were viewed ahead of the satellite, at high electrons are in good agreement with each other, indicating a
latitudes the intercomparisons must be made for X rays mea- time stability of the precipitation patch %khere any implied
sured at earlier times than the electrons. The comparisons can, velocities are no greater than - 2 km s The correslonlenice
of course, only be performed for pixels near the center, and between the X ray and electron patches in the first tAo pa,,e
therefore such studies must be limited to satellite passes in is not as good, but within the experimental uncertainties the
which significant fluxes of X rays were observed in one of data do not indicate a significant mosement

these pixels. Representative examples of the electron and X From the 29 patches reported here. on 21 satelhte p .ise i
ray counting rate profiles for four separate satellite passes, all significant flux of X rays was obserNedI to he emiiting lrom

on June 16, are shown in Figure 7. In the plot are shown the pixels near the base of the s;-tellite path I lie X r;a lux %etf,.
counting rates of the X rays observed in three X ray pixels and time profiles on these passes were compared ith the direct

the counting rates of electrons of >6 keV obsersed in the electron measurements in the various spectrometers; to look
detector at 90" zenith angle. The appropriate X ray pixel was for significant time discrepancies. and the concluio; e

chosen on the basis of the inclination and declination of the summarized in Table 2. For reference All four exatnh. in
magnetic field lines and is plotted as a solid curve X ray pixels Figure 7 are in category 2 This inse'tmiilion has iridicit-d

adjacent to the selected one are also shown as dashed curses that the electron precipitation patches scent to underto Vmeii
- to provide some indication of the variations in time profile cant changes on a time scale of a fes seconds in three of the
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Fig. 7. Counting rates of X rays and electrons (at a central zenith angle of IM ) as a function of time during four passes

of the S81-1 satellite. Arrows indicate which time scale (on the top or bottomi is appropriate. The electron and X ra, plots
have been shifted with respect to each other by times corresponding to the expected differenc-s between the to based on
the directions of the magnetic field lines and the geometries of the X ray viewing. These times are indicated.

cases. It is possible that the three cases with inferred velocities tron spectrometers on the NOAA 6 and NOAA 7 satellites.

of 2-7 km/s were associated with the westward traveling surge which were also in polar orbits. but at higher altitudes S 0(1
during substorms. One of these events, at 1911 UT on June 19, kin) and therefore with longer orbital periods I[) Eans, per-

occurred 61 min after the onset of a substorm according to the sonal communtcation, 1984) Although these satellites %%ere in
Boulder Geomagnetic Substorm Log. However, the X ray different local time planes from the S81-1 spacecraft. at high .

patch was observed at a longitude about 170' west of the
localized substorm position, and therefore the association with
a westward traveling surge is not so evident. One of the other TABLE 2. Comparisons of X Ra, and tHeclion I ltx Veri ss I ine

events with inferred movement, at 0942 UT on June 14, oc- Profiles

curred 112 min after a substorm. On the day of the third Number
event, which occurred at 2136 UT on June 18, there was no Category of (ases ()bsersatton
distinct substorm activity. With this limited statistical sample
one can only suggest the possible association with westward I 8 X ray enhancements onl, it p'it~ions

traveling surges, For a more quantitative appraisal the pitch ,,here the respotisible dcci rons could not
be measured frin the siellite

angle distributions of the electrons and the intensities and 2 I) %ell-defined spikes in X rat ind
energy spectra of both X rays and electrons should he con- electron Ilit pr'hle, it linies te, t

sidered in detail. However, the spatial and temporal patterns ,ith e.lth other or '"ith inplied eho. iOie s
of the precipitation might best he studied with high-altitude ,,f - kni s or lcs
observations of the bremsstrahlung X rays over a wide field of I ell deflined spikes iii its ind

view. elettion flis r'iilvs it im n its huVtEW. steeinoseI Tl'eltI l ie( pititi rizll

For understanding the source mechanisms it is important to pitihes with li ,, w' km,

consider whether the isolated X ray patches occur simti t- 1 ( rrepotdg .\ in .1,l tlir., , it, lie'

neously in both conjugate regions [he question of conug;cv r i tl t or ttic iic t bdl.l eh i!
AIppe.ar to h'c Ilk" fl'I%' T~iIll 1h e ',l h ''Ihi'r

was investigated by considering data acquired with the elec-
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latitudes, measurements were sometimes made in conjugate small isolated patches of electron precipitation at high lati-
hemispheres at nearly the same local time. invariant latitude, tudes may undergo significant changes in position on tine
and universal time. On five of the 29 X ray spot observations scales of the order of a few seconds. This dynamic nature of

the NOAA 6 or NOAA 7 spacecraft was within a few minutes some of the precipitation patches can clearly complicate more
of the ccnjugate region. The closest case of nearly simulta- quantitative attempts both to study conjugacy and to com-
neous SEEP electron and X ray data with conjugate NOAA pare the calculated X ray spectra and intensities with mea,,te.
electron measurements was at 2000 to 2008 UT on June 16. merits. Recently, Alizera et a. [1984] observed strong polar
The time difference was about 8 min. In that case, enhanced cap structures in X rays between 2 and 78 keV in the nor'hr r
electron fluxes were observed from NOAA 6 in the vicinity hemisphere that were not observed by the NOAA 6 and
conjugate to the X ray patch, but a detailed correspondence NOAA 7 satellites while crossing the south pole. The authors
between the measurements in conjugate hemispheres was not concluded that either the plasma was very short lived or the

observed. This situation may reflect either a true lack of con- polar cap entry of plasma occurred only on northern polar
N. jugacy or merely that the electron precipitation pattern cap field lines. However, the structures presented by .Mizera t

changed significantly during the 8 min between observations. at. [1984] were basically on a much larger spatial scale than
The latter interpretation seems to be consistent with the con- the small patches under consideration here.
clusions drawn from Table 2. An investigation has been made of the possible general as-

sociation of the X ray patches and auroral substorms. It wkas
SUMMARY found that out of the 29 X ray patches observed, five occurred

* We have just presented several important characteristics of within 61 min of the time of onset of a substorm as listed in
small isolated patches of electron precipitation observed at the Boulder Geomagnetic Substorm Log. One additional

" - high latitudes with X ray imagery. Certain features, such as patch occurred 112 min after onset of the substorm. When the
the dimensions and the local time dependence, are reasonably AE index is available, more correlations might be found, but
well defined, but clearly a larger data base would permit a at present we can only suggest this possibility.
more definitive assessment of other important characteristics Clearly, more data are needed to achieve a good quantita-
such as those associated with the occurrence of conjugacy and tive understanding of the source mechanism(s associated with
the dependence upon magnetic activity. The overall local time the small X ray patches. The X ray imagery should be per-

r' . characteristics of the localized precipitation events reported formed over a much wider field of view with fine spatial reso-
here are in good agreement with those reported by Brown and lution. Also needed is a large body of data for comparison
Stone [1972] for their type 2 electron spikes. For spikes of this with other geophysical parameters
type that were observed at the trapping boundary, Brown and In summary, small isolated patches of bremsstrahlung X
Stone found a tendency to occur conjugately. In the case of rays with typical widths of -200 km have been observed at
the small X ray patches reported here the frequency of oc- high latitudes with the following characteristics:

currence of conjugacy is not known, because of the relatively I. The occurrence frequency for satellite paths crossing an
small sie of the data base and the associated lack of simulta- invariant latitude of 72 was 2.9 ; averaged over all M LT
neous measurements with particle detectors on other space- 2. The X ray patches were most often found in the dusk-
craft. to-dawn sector, but some were observed at all magnetic local

The electrons responsible for the X ray patches must be of times except the late morning,

l energies above 4 keY and are therefore higher in energy than 3. The locations were at invariant latitudes ranging from
those primarily associated with the localized polar showers 65' to 83 . with a median ,alue of 72.5
observed by Winninqham and Heikkila [1974]. The latter elec- 4. Representati,,e electron precipitation fluxes vere of the
trons typically have energies near I keV. Likewise, electrons in order of I erg cm -2 s-i.
the plasma clouds or plasmoids suggested by Lemaire [1977] 5. The median elongations of 1.75 were in no stronglyv
and Heikkila [1982] have predominantly energies below those preferred direction.
corresponding to the X ray patches. However. some of the 6. Coordinated electron and X ray measurements indicat-
patches may be associated with localized plasma clouds that ed that on time scales of 17-43 s the small precipitation
extend up to energies of a few keV. patches sometimes underwent significant changes in position

Small auroral patches and detached arcs at 3914 A and or area.
5577A and at latitudes slightly poleward of the plasmapause 7. The X ray energy spectra t..picallv displa.,ed t, fold en-
and equatorward of the present X ray patches have been re- ergies in the range 1 6 keV, with no clear dependence on

" ported by Mo.shupi et al. [1979]. Above these optical forms invariant latitude, MLT, or geomagnetic activity.
the precipitation of particles at energies up to 210 keV was
observed by Wallis et al [1979], and it was found that the al Reseirch h rntrac as spo re iathen ic efNava! Research tonnrnict NtXWit4..i-TCOR4) Appreci-ation i,,sx

precipitating electrons carry sufficient energy flux to account tended to W (alvert and T C Sanders for their niator conmributlons
for the optical forms. The polar cap arcs were much more to the design and development of the X ras, imager. to Is F ,1
extended in space than the regions of electron precipitation for his major role in deelopment of the particle spectrometers, t,, the

considered here and corresponded principally to lower-energy ONR program manager. R (G Joiner, to the padoad sstern einueer,
S J Baitel. it J B Reagan and 1) P (';uflman for their provrini

electrons. Furthermore, both the patches and arcs of Moshupi managemcnt if the saelhcte pa',toad deselpment, and to J (" iGAk c
et al f 1979] were at lower latitudes than the X ray patches for his significant role in the prelaunch operations of the X rw. spe ,
presented here. The Moshupt et al. images were an evening trometer
phemonenon with a different magnetic time dependence than The tdiitor lhinin- (-I Meng ant another referee for their .issisi

those considered here. However, there could be some assoct- a.nce in evaluating this paper

ation between the two types of phenomena. Rtititi is
Comparisons of the direct electron measurements and the X Anderson. K A . I nergetc electron fluxes in the tail of the .tae-

ray observations from the same satellite have shown that the netic iueld, I ('phls Re 5,, 47.41, ltu
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MuLltiple Peaks in the Spectrumin of' Inner Belt Elect ronim

D). W. [)\I I owi. W. L I Nittim . F. E. I INI S. N! 11. 1). \t~l

We reptort on a s xi i ic s(tuds ofit'eeetic elction rfcclut Ii the inne nignclo i,hcte I lie
ohseri aiions %,%ere ntide tftmnt the too -aItittide alcllltji S81 -1 diuinip the petitd .ittii-Nm nciil'ci OX~'
t he electron xpectionneits ciiieted the enerp' itne 6 Ile\' it, I \Ie' In niost ucttia apiic AI C.i the
electron energ spectra are ,rnooih, hut in [he regtion titthe South .\iIintic "knomlsl lie rccl-a lieul
conix,1 it a series, it hroad peAikx I hie nitniher tut pcikx ixl Ii p,c;tI\ ithree. hili lit ,1e :- 111-1- .x1rt
ort in suttic cases there nia% he notne Ithe peAk-itt-%a;tll ratio, ;tic (,(ieft in orderc tI iii,ictiriitsc ort ITWiC
Peaks in the spectra of electrons frtirn lilt) keV to thus, e IMe\ ;it hiehet iliriild ilts cci- Icru tell
earlier in conjunction %sith geuiniatgnetic xtourmi At the 251t-kii niuntinal AuitIIIIIe tit t Te 'sMI -1

v uthservrions. peak, in the energetic elect ron spectra ire ohsers ed on trioi l, xi% ind iil ill le Clx ol
geomnagnetic aICtmvrth

Electron energy' spectra obscrsed in ihe South Atlantic Ihs besa oss r od ~eirc ceetin(C
Anomaly region by low-alitiude satellites have been repoirted teciorS in ihe S91- I pa\ load. 'Ihe data is ere iaken liver a 6s-

to exhibit strong peak%. The firsi report (if at single pea in mntsanro JuehoihDcmbrI9.teobtl
inclination \%;Iis 97.7". ii hich is, a suil ss uchonous polar

the electron Spectrum at 1 .5 MeV canic froim 1 961 obscrva- orbit. \Itist tihese obsersattons \%ecre made at an altitude oit
tions fIui/ihiI an/d Smith, 1966). for ks hich a detailed model oif
acceleration by drift loss- resonance %ilas des eloped (Chidii. about 2s(1 kmi.

19661. Additional observations of single and double peaks in ThpaIidcrie inar oistttetain.htte
the electroin spectrum belo%% I %IcV is cre made in 1 972 meaitIrenienis, repitcd hicre s ci e malde b\ itestutid-siate

979 et~Cectrutn spectrometer,,. Ii the rianve 0-10MtH ke\ Ilmtiiuu vt
Ilihof i'1ul. 19711. In 197 the 11lit 79-1 observed
double, and rarely, multiple, peaks in the spectrum from 68 idl.. I 981ait [.he detectiir,, %\ere passis el cooled to achies e

keVto1.2N~V lntto Ifii.. 9(11 Al it hee tbsrs high resolution. Other characteristics mre suntlarl7CLd in 7
Table 1.lions, were made in the reciuin ouf the South Atlantic Anomals

at altitudes oft 8W~ km and beloss . thee siatet sis thtcoe(%11'1 shloked. ti~d the o flicrm
We report here (in detailed observ~ittins of the elect ron i r r ne ota teNLI okdui r sa o

spectrum obsers ed hk the S91- I satellite. ss hich is as also theahante co)IF okdd%\%r tm d
partof he timlatd Eisson t kereticFt~uttles the earth. Ithe third detector I Il Fisiks nimunted perpentlici-

(SLLIPl experiment I besle measutrenients %%ere made in the h iteitirsi i txIis apiuitacsaon i -
Soith Alantic Anomal% region. from 1. = 1.2 to 2.( 1 h'\ ~ nti detectokdion. In lta ist h cases \til the pitci it e I
unique featiire (t this satellile is the loss altitude, at nomninal dtco okda 1 c 1 pthail.i ietepthail

of the NIL I t NIF-1) s arted Hn It 1180 it the rnacnetic potlesheiiiht (if 29tt km fur the data %%e present here. I he obsens a- i,9 lten~ullcct~ll 1 loIIItedII
lioins sserc matde thioughotit the time span frotii Junte ito isttdlce i ltcit tcxiclhial tt o u

D)ecember 19X2. t ClC II .II 1 :10 I0 lk0 1C11ICII 110 11e%
In tisrgio thoher~d sectum kast~pcal\ i seies particles. I he NI LI and \11[2 ineasuted Pt matIs tlrped
In tis egin th (isered pectum sasi~ icals aseres lectrons iiiirrorini sotieushat hiloss ilie satllite, hitt also

of peak,,. %k ith peik-oals ratios oit in order tit niacrit-
* iti~~lde. We repoirt here. for the first time. (in the basis oif retrldreiiatn tdbicxtttdeetosSttex

lo\s altittudesl the: ohlset scs Ihtikex tic not 1,i honithle lto-km
ses crail hundred passes, that aI series oft peaks in the spectrittitei :bohn ~ic Il~l o.lpl~hm~, ci
kkas nirmallv observed in this regioin. and tha aI smooth amxhncisticIsc i i c 1 pthiilsnr

exponential spectrum i"as rare. I he multiplicity. or number 90' ciirrespiindl ii euilotilplit r iti lx l, iltii ;i less

if peaks in thle spectrum . skias Is picalls three. lthiitich ;I, delcrees iol the loss, coic In JiNliltitti 11111.\x1011 11 titxiithe
So ith Atlantic \ntiitol% tic til , \\ ic e lie tittI l liIImans as, eight have been seen. I his nitltiplicits is, mitch

greiter than previouisly reported. "i iiai.c also iris ieatm f2coeti'te ttcttc lIlcelud i siii i

hims the eneres oif' the peatks sanie It 1. and lonvitude of crti slil ort)pc plii ~c\ l it 1Lsiiisi

the ibsN %iItits, I otIhe r h rI t ti ls I(I roIill 1 1i i t irr I IIrIIllL! tI t I reIl C Itl Itl k11

pet W ll Ill I tirec 1 u 1 1 1

in r t , I lu , li ruut 111 1 i I r i iiu i

'It ri I, in , r 111 ri rr I'll, It lurris

I' ' rrIliu 5 S 1) '' I r, -rI I Itr. n n I. r iti It I '" :. r i
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Ineex. eonieiiic eni samplittg of pctfra in this iinc for hei s.inw p1ssi- imu
R; inLe. \p- ri iire. I jt or *\niple the repton In thts figmic- onkx flt: Ie~!,'tFokrneL i1 ')0

Satellite Detector keV (leg cr-, sr (leg local pitch angle is, shoss 0. to sirilis thc pteseiit~ittll it is

S41-1 IT 6-11Mtt 0 - it 17 90t clear from the figu re ITh-t peak ..atn he correlated from one
S81F-1 F \ F F 45-101 I -~I Wi 47 i spectrum to the next itid Fh ht Fhe ener c% i a gtxn peak
SM I-1 NI F 2 4S~ -ttt 1000 21 47 t8(i increases \%it h decreastniz I
17 9-1 F F MN h8_- F1F2FF - I iO ' spinning

______________________________________I the dependence of the eneiic (iF thc peaks on / is best
displa~ ed h% aI color-coded dtsplhs i% I late I thFe peak" ire
blue, and the vallex s take on the hKickvriiiiix ciolior I lie
\erttcal scaile represents, enerL% Fromn 6 keV toi I Me% . and

the hori/nintal scale I,, linear ITi tnote. Fij set r usiii

()is \,TH)S8-s axerac. and the total ttime cos evil is "; rtitn (If inre left-
oust V St tt~sside the satellite is ox er the soth~ polr capj. ai tevioti (I %et

Blecause of the high tirhit inclination the S81F-1F passed oxt er soft spectra. IThe Iehicle mix\ es fito tic lieoter bel a rcion
nmost areas of the earth twkice per daty We restrtct this of hard spectra, itih coutts heit ic cn (ill '5cr the entire
discuission tol spectra tibscri ed in tlie genertal regioin oit the eneg range. The satellite proceeds nitorlix aild tlottchl the
South Atlantic Anomak, hit more specificaill tn the tlt- slot region and into the South Atlantie Atri'ii;ils In This
tride range 3F(r-3611ff and at( small L values and southern region the spectrum Is, seen tin splitl Into si\ htianches. xx tth
ltititdes Figure I ilustrate,, the basic characteristics of the separation of the peaks incrisinu xx ith odeereaiinvI

thLNc spectra. Ithe itpper set utf points, climis frotit the 11F Fietire I shio\,s ; a xrttcaFl cut flitotucliN itulsplax\ ;it
detector. xx hile the lower group shoxx s iitfn the Ni L and 1.31. nearl\ the northernmost lttnitt il t hie pcAcd spctl t \
NI E2 points. xx hich ox erfap. -The electron spectra haste a L = 1.20 the electron intensiti, drops sharpk~ . and equator-
sertes of' peaks; at 8F0 keV. 220) kcV. 270 keV. 18FF keV. 54() %xard. onl% detector background is obsecr,,ed.
keV. and 6601 keV. tIhe spectra (of electrons mirroring at the Oin a t' picaf obsers ing dm_ peaiks tiF this tx pe xx crc
altitude of the satellite ([El have mnaxima which are an order obsers ed at L = 1.2 ox er the longitude range 2--144; F.
of macnitude monre intense than the neighboring minima, and Plate 2 show\s the four passes throughf that retion (in ( )ctober
the electrons mirroring belowx. the satellite have slightlx less 19. 1982 1-he passes ire sequtenced from \xxest to east. \,t Inch
promtnent peaks. is, the direction of dtrift oif the eneretic electrons. bwi the

T-he range of L values ox er xx hich the peak structures \\ ere time order of the ubsers attons ruins froml latest to eat licest At

t0o
3
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E
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D to10
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104 thle \%sten s'ie of the rc.in the peiks tic cloxel% p~iccd

10 3 L 2. 10 and eXtend onk to 204)l kes \hiit! 221' e~itssiird. the

10 2 ~ ~eitks art, mosti distinct :nd extend !o the hiphcl enereiic.. in
to 2 this Ciase 7(4) ke\' Figutres I aind 2 show dat runt this palss I

At 2?5fart her c~4ts\ %ard the crp;l-iton 44) he pe;tks is, the
10 lalreest. hilt the highest-erirex peks are not seen In the

I i fourth frame. It abotit 1-40 lontvidc. [he peaiks ire stiff

I I evident. bitt the oserall stitictlirc is itieilm ill, cissquenice
L 1.67

10 3 is Itil ofi the dtui recoirded h% the satellite in the Smiith

Atl2antic Anomals mt 1, hsfont I,' ito 2.0t ;id itl the
1 o2 1\ picaf obsers tng altitude ofI 25)) kin

IDitrie the coujrse of the S; I- I mission. d.( in osc e00 %1~
10 passes th-1-te the Soiitl .\taiitic \noiu.0icin it 2 O

I ~ ~ ~ ~ n I I44kse' recorded and transmitted. Speeta (if fhis ts pe. %%sith

*1 L .53multiple branches. I,\ ere obhsers% ed in iltuost e\ r cis Vs:,~ck e
to emprhasize that the normal trapped letrNspeet rum in t his

S10 2 regioin consists, of at seie, of hiorid reaiks
Isolated cases oif spectra of this tI pe has~ e en obsers ed

E tobv the P79-1I satellite Ililiof tq ul.. f9X 1(1. In these dkital.
V, xtaken atl 6MK km. the peiks ;ire less prominent ( )ften rpectri

I1 obsersved atl tfis alitide lin the inonras slios ito, peaks. and
L 03 L 1. 31 %\hen the\ are (ibsers ed. the peatks are onl% smsiu'e or doule.

10The lareest number of peaiks in at single spectrum ever noted
to102  in the P79-1I data is four. (in inkv I5. 1982. after it aticc

geomagnetic storm.
10 to display, the %ariation of' the peaik eneie\ ss ith I.

has e plotted the center ofl the four imo~st energetic pealks in
IFietire 2 as, 3 fUnction oif 1. in the left panel of Ficti re 3 \

103_L 1.22 satisfactor\ fit to at linear depen~dence 1itibtained 1fois e. er.
\%epoit 0,11that the ranee of" 1, ; liand enecrgite,s i mill

10 2 _and that the peaks are broaid, so thati other functinal
dependences, are possible. I he behas tot shoss n het e is

10 h ipical for the pealks \% e has e st idied: hosesccr. the slope of

10 A Atthe fit is diffeirnt in each caise.

0 200 400 600 Soo 1000 1 )ne potentially imprortant characteristic ofl the 0-1-11 o
ENERGY. keV spectral peawks is \\hether or not the enetics oft he peaiks lin a

I-is 2 S81t-1 electron spectri itl fis e different I atdies rere- single spect rum are es enf\ spa1ced or h;iTi nicil reled
'eils filhe rinse uer ss~hich tile pLAik, me I('c or~ I

0, uril% (ink tatli froni tfi ItI specitoicter ire ritltuf an rlt I he iii, n Iin c m Ie ilic- 1 c Il 1- o m

Imaisticif Coors are not stio%%n. spacing. bilt the atctual s aties of the elteicies olfithe peaks ire

PEAK ENERGY vs. L. DRIFT P1 RtOD vs.

120 ISO

1100 11 7 40

1000 -130

900 120

800 - rio1

700 - 0 o % *

u600 -e 90

500 80 0

200 - so

1 00 40

i.0 1 2 .4 .6 1.8 2. 0 1. 0 1 2 1,l 4 1, iSR 2. 0

L

I I) tiu d 5I p ii - .1 i L \ ~'''I t, ''1 1 Il11 I' 1 1 1111 11- I . 0 I'( c
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to it hol t al-. 19911)1 Vets nit iosk piks, olt tlu hi' e %%re
NOV. I observed 2014 lime% bt, S81I-1 in sisx months, ol obs ersat ions,

10 3 Plate I -ho%%s the I\\o I pes, of peaks, occurring in a sinele
regin. The llutrain tmhe same format is [)late I hfe

12 top panel sho\%s data from No% ember 22 it 1125 11 1. arid(

10 w: As kUT. The sharpl% rising structure near 1. 1 67 is; a pleak in

the electron spectrum %% ioh a s ariatii'n in I shich is, the same
as [he 1. variation iof the energy for cssclotron resonance at

1h I the equator. All of the electrons in the peak %khich %irs
NOV. 2 rapidly ss ith 1, can be accounted for as pitch angle scattering

t3  
from a s;ingle frequenc% Nource.

The significaint feature oif this, tigitre is that there appeatrs

- 12 .to be an interplay betweecn the tsso t pe5 iil peak ,itjictufces
I- In the top panel, note that thc rapidjly ars ing stucture is,

.A. intensified as it crosses the energies of' the douiy lsar~ ig

ENOV. 3 NUMBER Or PEAKS IN THlE

to 350 ENERGY RANGE SO $00 Key

-j
IL 12 40

) 0
10~~3 '- rg

J~t~j~~20

NOV. 4
C

103 - 0 1 2 S >6 %

10 2 
NUMBER OF PEAKS

70 NUMBER Or PEAKS

Z0 tiLtS VS PEAK ENERGY

0 200 400 600 B00 1000 60U ENERGY. keV
Fig- 4. Illustration of the persistence of peaks; from day to dai

Spectra from the S8t-11 satellite were taken each das at L = 1 2
The observing timnes (all in 1982) were November I at 01236 tlonat- 'A 0

tude 30(r). November?2 at 0217 (longitude 304^). November 3 at 0200
(longitude 308'). and No~vember 4 am 0141 flongimude 112').

0 40
W

not evenly spauced. In addition, Plate 2 show-s that at other D
longitudes the spacing between the peaks may be irregular. z3
We have not found any simple relationship betikeen the
energies of the individual peaks.

The general characteristics of the peaks observces at one 20
location may he preserved from day to dav. Individual peaks,
increase or decrease in intensity in relation to others. but the
energies change slowly. Figure 4 shows electron spectra to
ohserved on three successive days in as nearly as possible
the same location. The peak at 190 keV becomes more

4.prominen with time, while the peaks at 350 and 530 keVa_______________ ____

fade out. so t00 20o too 400 s0o
In the region of 1. -1.6-2.0. narrow peaks %khich var FNERCY KPV

rapidly with 1, have been obsecrsed previutislv (,lu~ (11 Ft. g Ihe siiii m t he .,i-rter' it-, -- v c r,- k, f-
1973: Vomrpp ia oiotd Kmt A. 1978. Imhoy~f i.1 tf . 1981(j. /,I eab 'rccir i I .,r cs ct% 'o-i'' m, -W It" ",- %.I y ep

'These peaks have been shown to) be due to pitch ancle from I'nie'ije rtmrre- ")II it, I 111d .1 r1 Peu I, t 11

scattering by cyclotron res;onance interactions; ssith morno nh feneiriIrrin, tf'ro tikre , liilrarn S ' r, rr I .ofC'' err

chromatic V LF waves, from ground based transmitters llpI'' pcrk rnerrp in bros Ili kc \ ' dc
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500

. 2400 -IS.

-oo

10

0o TOG 200 300 '400 500 600 700 800 900

ENERGY (keV)

* Fig h Resolving the spectrum into peaks aind an Undertiing hackviotndt I he hca '\ solid .:titi c ei exetl he
function Ac ' \ith L., = 200OkeV The dalt ire front Noseriber 24 19'. at 49i , (I . 1 21( mid Ithe loniide
was 3ITE.

* p~eaks. In the bottom panel there are intensifications (if the totl flix in the eneig\ inge 100t-500t kcV. I lie fittt
rapidly varying peak which arc at thc presumed locations of procedure ieid s t\\ o parameters, it chatracteristic efltp F.,

*slowly varying peaks, which ire so weak as- to he belo\\ the and the total flu\ over the enereg\ range. -1 hie trend lite \is
threshold for detection hy this instrumentation. then loss ed tol intersect, ats icciatcls ats possible. the fltii

in the spatces betis ccti the peaks I lite ditlei eticc bet 55ccii The
I sIN1 V SHIA t IONS IN t III Sti ( I RI lit \Ks exponential and the obser-ved spectinum gis i a measurfe of

Since multiple peaks are at regular feature of the electron the component of the fluiix in peaks.
Uenergy spectrum in the South Atlantic Anomaly%. ss e can Ficure 6 illus;trates ho\% \% e has e nmde qiantitattis e est i
* studiv their time variations. Jo remove spatial variations, mates of' the fluxi Unlike pi eviois illiistiaiiioiis. this lieiii

\we havc selected (the one nightltirne pass per day, in is hic h uses, at linear luix sae I lie solid etiiii slum"s OT the-es
the satellite ground track came closest to a fixsed point on est imaite (it the backgrIound speetft rum bts\CeIiI 101) and 500t
the earth. The reference point %iis at 30s5' longitude and atl keV, [he flu's abos e this etirse reresents the fluxttributedI
an I. value of 1.30. with the observations spanning at range oif ito the peaks [he appropriate trend line could be dett inned -

I - I10' in longitude. Data coverage wast, obtatined for 100 oif' for 125 of he 16(1 dm~s. I he result is at tittle sWttes oif the tlix
( he 176 days, from June I13 to December s. 1992. in the peaks (in al iil\hON bass t' theC obsets 1 tieperiod.

For each pass. electron energy spectra tip to sttt keV \' ere Fietire 7 sho%% s the fluxiiit oflectrotis in the peakss ;it I 1 .
accumulated for 1.72 s and plotted. I'eaks in the pliitted as, at funetitin of time: eaich diii point Is, equtialetl toi the areai
spectra were visually Identified. and the entruites measiued abhove the baickgrouind in aI plot like lI iiti 6 1 l(or coip;i-
Figure 5 summarizesi the results. [he top paniel sho\% s the son. O I i lso) plotted Most (tf the sixs liree~ clivies inl I r
number of peaks observed on each oif the 1601 dii\s. I he can be matched to an increasec Ill the irlei tinder the pealks. als
energy range was 501-5001 keV. and peaks; above SOtO ke V for example on dis s tn and 252. losses ci . the fluiix itt thle
%kisre not counted. [Ihe dlistribuitioin has- aI m;ixirniirrn at thice peaks ma. Atsoi be flle pcmit title,, \\ lien ecoria ' tic ;ictusits
We observed that there weic nii peAs in xe en cases and. inl is rel~utts ely toss, ais on lui dat16 loti this teusoi liliete ix ino

* three cases. sixs or mitre \scre observed It he hot toni panel (it siniple issoiat ion be i cf ceLotlilut Ic iill Ills anld Thle l1ii \
Figure 5shows the distribution it the enrtmes (it the 4-1' in the peaks.
peaks. plotted in bins Sot keV %%life the r:inee lit-2iiit keV SILilTfIC;ItII peaks Ill theC CleCtioti xpIC11.ti1 11i11) 100ii ll 00t

has thle most i72t. ;id fie iceititeie diips iaidis \iil kCV tie ob~seiiC e f1dC it hiuilex vt itch eciiu ,Iiu 10i\11\ .i I
neteastie energi, itbive That enet ci p0int11 \1L1 It lii I beetiC~ ote l' etlici rnrcl \\c 11-ii

littime aae the lhi' in thie peks, troth the llitin' iih shxl ii er . Oil the I l'ui (tIf . i 01ii~tm -i11 01 11CI l i

smooith biickgriiind. a best it( extpmmitetiil i;is liiiitill iii li IX It c- f MCi aUC 1;111. tlWu iiilm.Iit~l Icmk ATc C li 'ciI (1111 il
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I I

PEAKS AT L t.31
S

PEAKS

-2

E 1

00

I_ I I2I 00

200 L)

DAY 160 196 232 266 304 3410
JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV

1982

Fig. 7. The time series of the flux in the peaks at L = l.31 for the dala et. ith the line;ir Ilu'nt scle visena t the ell.
Also plotted along the bottom is the Dlut for the same time period. ssith the scale on the right axt.

geomagnetically quiet times and in fact on most days when P78-1 observations of Imho et al. 1991al over the range 1,
observing in the South Atlantic Anomaly at an altitude of 250 1.2-1.5.

.1% km. Therefore large geomagnetic storms are not the primary A serious problem for this model i,, the cry small energy
% origin of this phenomenon. gain per circuit of the e;arth. %shich couipled sith the long

drift periods gives long acceleration times. The dri,.ing
DiscussoN fluctuations in the equatorial current ;ire required to rtin-

One model for the formation of these peaks is the drift loss lain coherence over man cycles for this mechanism to he
resonance model of Chdis 19661. The time for these oh- effective. Iilliam.s t Iarnd a 11984I has c considered this
served electrons to drift once around the earth. because of same process for the acceleration of medium energy tons
magnetic field curvature and gradients. is in the range of I to observed by ISEE 1. 1 he, rejected the process on the
3 hours. If there are changes in the equatorial current, as grounds that it is too slol, in their case because the

* seen in the terrestrial surface field at low latitude. s,hich are acceleration time is long tn comparison to the loss 1 ions h%
resonant with these drift periods, acceleration is expected. charge exchange.
The resulting energy redistribution might produce these 1he S81-I satellite. \s ith a nominal aittlude of 2gt kn.

5 peaks. Agreement between the peaks observed by the P78-1 observed electron speciril peaks at the maunelc minimum.
satellite in the range 1. = 1.2-1.4 and the power spectrum of which is the minimum aliiitde for electron, it a ets.en drtl
the low-latitude field according to the predictions of this shell value and equatorial pitch angle. Satellites obser ing at
model were reported by lihofe al. I1981al. higher altitude should intersect these peaks at the same dtill

In the second panel from the top of Figure 4 we have shell and equatorial pitch angle at other lonziltides around
plotted the calculated drift period for an electron with an the world. A crucial test for this model is' the longitude
energy equal to each of the peaks in Plate I as a function of distribution of this t% pe oh peak il other ;Iltttihtles. A compre-

, ', L. The magnetic field and electron angular drift rate were hensive survey of this t1\ pe is under uaii sing dtla from the
',." calculated using the model of (llot aid Pfit:cr 119741 and 600-km orbit of the P78-1 satellite.

scaled to the observed electron energy. The drift period \kas
taken to be 2 7divided by the angular drift rate: no longitude ''l \k

variations or accelerations were taken into account. I. A series of broad pcaks is ai pomintn ft.atittc of' the
t he result in the second panel of Figure 4 is that the period spectrum of energeiic electron,, near ihe cdec of the loss

has a varialion ofabout 5"' over the range I. -- 1.2-1 0. lhis cone in the region of the South tlhinltic \i u(i;1 I lie
is nii a cconstant hill is mitch smaller than the variation of geogt aphic hotation " It..' \%c ha , obet ,c d li s phctitnic-

" peak energy with L. In the other c;aes %%e hase examined, non is in the longithde tringe 27(1 -_'1(l . it / lto I ll.2 to 21).
the drift period deviates from aI constant valie byv abomt this and at a nominal altitide of 251} km
magnitude. lhe variations in driltl tte arc comparable to the 2. lhe number of pcks in the cnctL e H -nuc ', kcV to
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SIX0 keV may he as many a% six. although on a few occasions Imhof. W L., E. E. Gaines. and J. It. Re~ip.,n. llighi resolitii
we have observed that there were none. In some cases, Spectral feature% observed in the inner radiatlion hcll trapped

peaks up to I MeV have been observed, electron population. J Geophvs. Rr.. 86r. 2.141. 1981t,.
Imhof, W L._ R. R. Anderson. 3. B. Reagan. and T' : Gaines. The

3. The prediction of constant drift period agrees approxi- significance of VLF transmitters in (he precipitation of inner belt
mately but not in detail with the observations, electrons. J. Geoplivs. Ri-i., 86, 11.225. 19HGb

Imhof. W. L.. 1. B. Reagan. H. 1). Voss. E. I- -. Gaines. D) W.
Datlo%%e. J Mobilia. R. A. Helliwell. U2. S Inan. J. Kaltiirakts.
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Relativistic Electron and Energetic Ion Precipitation Spikes
Near the Plasmapause

W. L. IMHOF, H. D. Voss, J. B. REAGAN, D. W. DATLOWE, "W

E. E. GAINES, AND J. MOILIA

Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, California
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An investigation has been made of electron and associated ion precipitation spikes near the plasma-
pause that are narrow in L shell and in which relativistic electrons are favored. The electron energy
spectra during the spikes sometimes had equivalent e fold energies in excess of 500 keV. In approxi-
mately 31% of these spike events observed from the low-altitude polar orbiting satellites P72-1. P78-1,
and S81-1. nearly simultaneous precipitation was measured in energetic ions above -30 keV at about
the same L value. Several of the precipitation spikes occurred primarily in the drift loss cone, but in some
cases, significant precipitation (-10 - 1 ergs/cm2 s) was also observed in the bounce loss cone. The
electron spikes occurred preferentially in the evening sector, and all of the associated narrow ion spikes
were in that local time interval. Narrow relativistic electron spikes were observed on less than I% of the
crossings of the plasmapause. From the set of S81-I events a search was made for those also observed on
the NOAA 6 spacecraft. On rare occasions, nearly simultaneous (<2000 s) narrow spikes with hard
electron spectra were found at approximately the same L value from both spacecraft and at longitudes
differing by 8'-47' . These findings suggest a patchy profile. sometimes with an arc structure which may
extend over longitude intervals as great as 25' and time intervals as long as 2000 s. From consideration h
of the AE index for 17 events. 12 were found to occur close to the times of substorms. The spike
precipitation is interpreted in terms of cyclotron resonance wave-particle interactions involving radiation
belt particles, the narrow widths being associated with fine structure in the cold plasma density profiles
near the plasmapause and the energy selectivity associated with an upper frequency cutoff in the waves.

INTRODUCTION ic ion precipitation were presented by Thorne and Andreoli
[1980]. In that study, four events were found with a well-

The possibility that relativistic electrons can undergo a defined threshold energy for electron precipitation which they
cyclotron resonance with electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves attributed to electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves. Single and
that are associated with proton precipitation was first suggest- multiple peaks in precipitating protons of > 120 keV having a
ed by Thorne and Kennel [1971]. They indicated that rela- murtiplespeakstin p in g po s a o1 otu hain a

narrow distribution in L above a smooth continuum weretivistic electron precipitation may be parasitic, i.e., driven by rqu r
waves generated by the precipitation of ring current protons. reported by Reaqan et al. [1975]. Spiky structures in proton

One of the predictions of this mechanism is that relativistic precipitation were also observed by Koons [1975].

electron precipitation should be correlated with more intense In the present paper we specifically address only events in-
low-energy (5-50 keV) proton precipitation fluxes along the volving the preferential precipitation of high-energy electrons

bulge region of the plasmapause. However, such precipitation over a narrow range in L shell and look for associated ion

processes may only apply to highly relativistic electrons when precipitation in those events. We avoid the preferential high-
finite temperatures are considered, as shown by Davidson energy precipitation near the trapping boundary, which often

[1978]. displays hard spectra with shapes that vary strongly with L

Relativistic electron precipitation phenomena in conjunc- [Imhofet at.. 1979]. In addition to finding nearly simultaneous

lion with ion precipitation might best be studied when con- ion precipitation during two of the relativistic electron events

fined to a narrow latitude interval. Narrow L shell bands of previously published by Imhof et al. [1977], we report the

electron precipitation in the outer radiation belt were reported results of a study of this class of events with data acquired on
the P78-1, the S81-I, and the NOAA 6 spacecraft. From the

by Koons data presented it is concluded that many of the spikes may
indicated that the electrons were pitch angle scattered in the have resulted fo waeptcle tatons etee rahave resulted from wave-particle interactions between radi-
presence of intense ELF electrostatic waves. The precipitating ation belt particles and low-frequency wa,,es. The narrowness
electrons were several hundred keV in energy, but associated of the spikes may be associated with line structure in the cold .proton measurements were no( presented. Narrow znsofzones plasma densities near the plasmapause where many of the
preferentially relativistic electron precipitation were first re- events occurred.
ported by Imhof et al. [1977], but no attempt was made to

correlate the phenomenon with ion precipitation. Relativistic DFSCRIPTION (F ItiE INSIRt.MFNIATIoN

electron precipitation events that occur over a narrow latitudi-
nal zone embedded within a broader region of intense energet- In this paper. use is made of data acquired on four polar

orbiting satellites. The pertiment instrumentation in each of
these is listed in Table 1, In the data anals ,is. I. -,alues c cre
calculated using the Goddard Space Flight (-'enter i(S- C

Copyright 1986 by the American Geophysical Union 12 661 geomagnetic field model [(tn er a, 1671 for the

Papr number 5AR927 epoch 1q72 WP72-1 data) or the epoch lt40 11179 - 1. SI-.1 and
0148-0227. 6,0OSA-9927505 (N N()AA Ns

11167 -163-,.
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TABLE J ElectroniProion [)ejectors

Satellite Particle Detectors

Spinning Geometric Mirroring
Altitude. Local (Period) or Threshold Facior, ALceptance or

Name km Time Oriented Name Type Energy cm, sr Angle. deg Precipitating

P72-1 736-761 Noon. Spinning EEM 001 Electrons 160) keV 036 + 20 Bth
midnight I5 s) LEP 001 Ions 120 keV 0,09 + It Both

Anti for Ge Electrons 3-4 MeV Omni Both
spectrometer

P78-I 550-625 Noon. Spinning EEM 002 Electrons 691 keV 069 +- I s Both
midnight (5.5 s) LEP 002 Ions 60 keY 0.1 ± 16 Both

Anti for Ge Electrons 3-4 MeV 0mni Both
spectrometer

S81-1 170-280 1030, Oriented ME I Electrons 45 keV 2.47 +-30 Precipitating
2230 (zenith)

TE 2 Electrons 6 keV 0,17 ±20 Mirroring
190 to zenith)

*LE 4 Ions 50OkeV 0.1 ±10 Both
1 50 to zenith)

Anti for ME I Electrons 1-6.5 MeV Omni Both
spectrometer

* NOAA 6 800-830 0730. Oriented Electron Electrons 30 keV 0.0095 ± IS Precipitating
*1930 spectrometer lierithi

Electron Electrons 30 keV 0.0095 ± 15 Mirrorring
spectrometer 191 to zenith)

Proton Protons 30 keV 0.0095 ± 15 Precipititing
spectrometer izeriith)

*Proton Protons 30 keV 0.0095 ± I5 Mirrorinig
* spectrometer 1113 to zenith)

All of the particle peto trscontained silicon solid state PRF.srNTATtON ou DA I A

sensors except for the EEM 001 instrument, which consisted
of a plastic scintillator. Each provided energy spectral infor- Examtples (f Etents Observed From Sinqle Spacralt
mation through pulse height analysis. The electron spec- Data from three satellites. P72-I, P78-I. and S81l-I. were
trometrs on the P72-1 and P78-I spacecraft are described by individually surveyed to find narrow spikes (less than 10s

* Imhtof et al. [(19791 and lmhof et al. [ 19811, respectively. The observing time) in'the fluxes of electrons above energies of - 4
proton spectrometer on the P72-I satellite was described by MeV. -- 3.5 MeV, or 1-6.5 MeV. respectively The number oif
Reaqan et al. [1975]. Each of the payloads on the P72-I and events was 9. 8. and 24. from 8. 14. and 7 months of survey in

*P78-1 satellites also contained large-volume anticoincidence 1972-1973. 1979-1980). and 1992, respectively In all cases the
*scintillator shields which responded to electrons above a rela- selection criteria required that the flux enhancements w~ere not
*tively high threshold energy. These anticoincidence counters associated with the isotropic pitch angle distribution com-
*provided no spectral information but had a high sensitivity monly present at the trapping boundary

and were therefore suitable for detecting relativistic electron The narrow energy selective electron precipitattion csents
precipitation spikes. The anticoincidence counter surrounding reported here are uncommon in that only 41 ekeuits tn thre
the Germanium spectrometer on the P72-I satellite consisted P72-I, P78-I. and S81l-I data "sere found" from a sirv of
of a plastic seintillator and is described by Nakano et al. maoy orbits. A quantitative assessment of the frequenc% of
[1974]. whereas those in the Germanium spectrometers on the onset of events and intercomparisons betvsCen the OCCcre
P78-I spacecraft consisted of sodium iodide (polyscin) and are rates observed by the vehicles during various time periods is
described by Nakano et al. [ 1980] limited by the unavoidably different event criteria useid in ea-chi

The payload in the SEEP (Stimulated Emission of Energetic case and the varying portions; of the complete dait sets th~it
jParticles) experiment on the S81-1 spacecraft contained an were analyzed 'The threshold energies aod geometric factors

array of cooled silicon solid state detectors to measure edcc- for dctecting event,, in the anticoincidencc counters wsere nut
trons and ions directly with high-sens-itivity and tine energy the same. and two vehicles 1117-I and p7X. iI were spilituniu.
resolution [V/oss e( al.. 1982]. The anticoincidence counter wshereas the S91l 1 satellite %%its oriented Ilo\%ever. onie cain
surrounding the MIE 1 spectrometer consisted of a plastic scin- state that the narrow I 10 s duratiotn in thie spacecrall tralitel
tillator relativistic electron precipitatl? titispkes us crc ohse c1-t

The Space Environment Monitor on the NOAA 6 satellite occur on less than I ., of the crossings; of the pl,souipiNe
includes a set of silicon solid state detectors which measure the .'Wcrdiiigl%, this particular tlass of pre'cipitationl does 11ot rep.
intensity of electrons and tons above 30 keV Two electron rescri t a tiaor ciontribituti to tirIe losses of particles; Iroinl the
and two proton detector systems are mounted in pairs, one of radiation hells Iloweser, tltes ire impotlint to studs. bciolsLe
each type oriented to view zenith. the other two viewing at( 83 the electon and ion precipitation entfiiiceinttts, mc otc
(protons) and 91 lelectronsl to the first pair in a plane perpen- niivl sitiiiltitii; and tiarro%% In tuttue or I fit-11 mtd Itwic
dicular to the orbit plane For the events studied here the foire prei~vit a unique opporiunlit' to stud, t01e pie pillio11n
det(cto)r pair which viewed zenith w:is measuring precipitating IMrr e' Ces
particles, whereas the oither pair detected particles with liical ( )li of 0loi.?l of 41 riosro s.e IVI0% urn nCrt'i pie
pitch angles near 90 - 111Atii' Cels reported hei dIe III.1 P'S I. itI \s1 .1
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103- NOV 7! 1980 I I I I
P78-1
-21* E LONGITUDE~ ~NORTHERN HEMISPHERE 4
-600 km ATTD

ELECTRONS
*- ./565 - 1050 keV

10 2 10

z Z

0 U

'N"

101 IONS 102
,% ELECTRONS 80- t00 keV

88 - 155 keV

I L 5. 10 L 4.84 L 4.60

100 1 1 1 1__ I - i 10 1
84575 84610

UT (stS'Fig. I. The counting rates observed with the EEM 002 and LEP (X)2 spectrometers on the P78-I satellite for electrons
and ions in sehtcted energy intervals and at local pitch angles near 90'. Arrows indicate the applicable vertical scale in each
case.

data, nine of these events also contained a narrow zone of degrees east of the anomaly in the northern hemisphere, the
energetic ion precipitation at nearly the same time and L shell, electrons must have been injected within a few degrees west of
However, in these nine cases, small but distinct differences in the point of observation. The protons, which drift westward,

, the observed L shell widths and/or positions were often pres- could have been injected far east of the point of observation,
* ent. In regard to the frequency of occurrence of simultaneous but the close agreement with the electron spike makes that

ion and electron precipitation events it should be realized that seem less likely. Each point in the plot represents the average
L in 12 of the 24 S81-1 events the instrumentation was not in a of approximately twenty-five 0.032-s summation intervals for
_ mode suitable for detecting ions. Since these narrow precipi- pitch angles 65' 115' during a half-spin of the satellite Based

tation events are rare, the near-coincidence of 9 out of 29 or on the relative fluxes of the ions and electrons and the oh-
31% of the cases seems to be far more common than acci- served differences in the flux versus time proliles, it can be
dental. On the other hand, coincident precipitation did not shown that the ion enhancements during this and other e,',nts
occur in 20 cases, and this might reflect the absence of waves cannot be attributed to an instrument response to the higher-
at the appropriate frequency to precipitate the ions. energy electrons. Another feature of this event, unlike man% of

An example of an event found in the P78-1 data is shown in the others, is that the lower-energy electrons showed a pro-
Figure I. Here are plotted the average counting rates of lo- nounced decrease in flux just before and just after the hard
cally trapped electrons and ions in selected energy intervals, spectrum spike.

. 1 he high-energy elec-rons (565-1050 keVl increase by a large The preferential enhancement of the higher-energ, clccIron,
factor at -84590 s UT whereas lower-energy 88 155 keV) during the November 7. 1980. event is best illustrated ,,Iih the
electrons show little increase at that time along with a pro- energy spectra shown in Figure 2 Here the spectrum during, nounced decrease just before and just afterward. The ions also the spike is plotted for comparison \ilh the a\eracc oI the

*show a strong spike which is even narrower in time and/or . spectrum before and after the event (learl,. the hwshe Ccr
. shell Most of the particles observed in the event are not di- electrons increased by a much larger factor than lid the

rectly precipitating in the bounce loss cone, but because of the lower-energ, electrons
high B value at their mirror points they will be lost due to An event of the same t pe Aas, ohserved h% the YXl I .itcl

- atmospheric interactions sometime during their longitude drift lite on Julv II. 1982 Figure "I hos the counting 'l I 'C . .
around the world. Since the observation point was just a few time profile for electrons in the bounce loss curse In t, I11cr
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2
P78- NOV 7. 1980

L z 4.84 84590 s
21*E LONGITUDE ELECTRONS
NORTHERN HEMISPHERE

101 DURING SPIKE -

E %I0
0

x 10 0- BEFORE AND AFTER SPIKE

iS

0

10-1 I I I I I GI ' -- .,

0 200 400 600 800 1000

ENERGY (keV)

Fig. 2. Energy spectrum measured with the EEM 002 spectrometer during a spike event and the average of that

recorded before and after the spike. The channels have been grouped to reduce the statistical uncertainties.

ent energy ranges. As with the pattern of the P78-1 events, the During the event shown in Figure 3 an ion enhancement

fluxes of electrons of > 300 keV increased by a larger factot was observed in the LE 4 spectrometer at nearly the same
than did the lower-energy electrons. This tendency is illus- time as the higher-energy electron flux increase but with a
trated with the energy spectra measured in ME I as shown in somewhat different time profile and at a slightly different L
Figure 4. One can see that the spectrum is much harder value. In this regard the event was similar to the one presented
during the spike than before and afterward. in Figure I based on the P78-1 data.

10 
5

S81-1
JULY 11, 1982

170 E LONGITUDE ELECTRONS (00
, 

> 300 keVI

SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE
274 km ALTITUDE10 4-

-EETRONS
,E EGT RO0N S
(00. 45 300 keV)

z 10 3

0 o2 IONS (501. > 50 keVI

L 3. 80 L : 3.77 L 3.0

79135 79145 74155

UT (s)

Fig 3. The counting rates observed with the ME I and LE 4 spectrometers in the SEEP pa)load on the S9 I-I spacecraft

at local zenith angles of0 and 50, respectively, are plotted as a function of time.
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10 $81 JULY 11, q2

1IV.L .77 79146 s
I 17'E L()N(IT UDE PRECIPITATING

SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE ELECTRONSI 1 • IME1 DETECTOR)

%' or >

R SPIDURKNG SPIKE

E02 IlkI I I

0 0,%X I0- Ib

U. BEFORE SPIKE- *o ,

/ o o ....... 0

1o- 2 I

0 200 400 600 800 1000

ENERGY (keY)

Fig. 4. Energy spectrum measured with the ME I spectrometer during a spike event and the spectra recorded before and
A% after the spike. The channels have been grouped to reduce the statistical uncertainties.

Several relativistic electron precipitation spikes over very keY. a search for relativistic electron precipitation events
narrow L shell intervals were previously reported [Imhofet al., could not he performed based on the detection of electrons in
19773 on the basis of data acquired from the P72-1 satellite the MeV range, as done with the P72-1, P7,9-I. and S81-I
during an 8-month time period, October 1972 to May 1973. spacecraft. Instead, in the NOAA 6 instruments,. electron and
During those events the fluxes of electrons of >t4 MeV under- proton responses were studied at times within 3 hours of the
went pronounced and narrow enhancements lasting less than observation of narrow relativistic electron spikes in the S81-1
10 s, whereas the lower-energy electrons were not significantly spacecraft. The criteria for correlation were further restricted
affected. Only electrons were considered in the initial study of by requiring the NOAA 6 event to be within 60 in longitude
energy selective precipitation mechanisms using these data, and 0. 11 units in L value of the S81-1 event
More recently, having observed ion precipitation simulta- Examples of relativistic electron precipitation spikes oh-
neously with energy selective electron precipitation in the served in both the S81-1 and NOAA 6 data are shown in
P78-1 and S81-1 data sets, the older data were examined for Figure 6. In each of tte events the spikes consisted of signifi-
the simultaneous occurrence of ion precipitation. On two of cant enhancements in the fluxes of > 3(X)-keV electrons in

'e. the nine events previously studied, narrow zones of ion pre- both the drift and bounce loss cones The listed angles refer to
cipitation were found at nearly the same location on suc- the zenith viewing directions rather than pitch angles. The
cessive orbits. The electron and ion data from these two passes central pitch angles for electrons observed b the 0 detectors
are shown in Figure 5. Clearly, the ions at 250-400 keV show in the NOAA 6 and S81-1 payloads are all within 27' of being
enhanced fluxes over a narrow L shell region at approximately parallel to the magnetic field lines The pitch angles for the 90
the same time and position as the relativistic electrons with detectors are all within 15 of being perpendicular to the mag-
energies of >4 MeV. The close association between the elec- netic held lines. On each of these events the fluxes of precipi-
tron and ion spikes makes it less likely that either had been tating electrons above 30W keV increased y. larger factors
injected far away in longitude and just drifted to the point of than did those of trapped electrons. )etailed analyses of the
observation. From the entire set of on-orbit data as well as the precipitating to trapped ratios and comparisons between the
laboratory calibrations it can be shown that the ion spec- NOAA 6 and S81-I data are limited bv an alternation of the
trometer was not simply responding to relativistic electrons. I-s accumulation intervals between the precipitating and
During the remaining seven relativistic electron precipitation trapped particles in the NOAA 6 measurements In the plots
events observed in 1972-1973, narrow and pronounced ion ofthe latter data the counting rates on successtie I-s intersals
precipitation did not occur, although in some of the cases the are connected by straight lines
ion fluxes were enhanced in the general vicinity of the rela- The energy spectra of the precipitating electrons from the
tivistic electron precipitation. S9 I - I measurements during the two foregoing c% cnt are illus-

trated in Vigure 7 ('lcarlv. the spcctra %%ere significantIly
harder during the spikes than hefore or af icr There is no

Erents in Both the S8I-I and The NOAA 0 Data well-detined energy threshold for flux enhancement, but the

Since the NOAA 6 instrument provided no means of morn- fluics of electrons show a marked Incre;se at cnergics up to at

toting the fluxes of electrons above energies exceeding 1) least I MeV The equivalent t, fold energie,, are sonctines in
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Fig. 5. The counting rate of electrons of >4 MeV observed with the anticoincidence counter surrounding one of the
Germanium spectrometers on the P72-1 spacecraft and the rates of ions of 250-400 keV at nearly 90 pitch angle

measured in the LEP 001 spectrometer on the same satellite.

excess of 500 keV. During the spikes on September 2, 1982, extend over longitude intervals as great as 25 and time inter-
and November 17, 1982. the energy deposition rates corre- vals as long as 2000 s. The plot in Figure 8 is consistent with
sponding to the spectra measured in the bounce loss cone the general lack of occurrence of the energy selectse precipi-
were 2.4 x 10-' and 2.7 x 10' ergs/cm' s, respectively. tation spikes on successive orbits. differing by - 600) s in time

It should be noted that events with large fluxes of high- and about 25' in longitude.
energy electrons in the bounce loss cone were not observed
from the P72-1 and P78-1 satellites, but this measured differ- Morphology ofthe Events

ence in character of the events may result from the oriented All the narrow electron spikes reported here occurred in the .

condition of the S81-I and NOAA 6 experiments in contrast outer radiation belt. The invariant latitude and MI.T values
with the spinning nature of the other two satellites and the are plotted in Figure 9, with different symbols for those that
differences in geometric factors of the various detectors. Also, involved only electrons and for those in which the ion fluxes
selecting events observed from two satellites at somewhat dif- also showed an enhancement. The events are plotted at the
ferent times and positions may have generally favored local time of observation. Those electrons in the drift loss cone
stronger wave-particle interactions, could have been injected at an earlier time, but in most of the

Nearly coincident ion spikes appeared in all seven of the cases, electrons are also in the bounce loss cone, and a long A
NOAA 6 passes in which high-energy electron enhancements longitude drift interval seems less likely. Also shown are the -'

occurred at nearly the same I. value as in the S81-1 data, four events presented by Thorne and .4ndreoli [1901 as decc-
Howeve- in two of these events the electron and ion spikes tromagnetic ion cyclotron wave events. Data coverage on the
were somewhat wider than l0 s in the spacecraft frame. At the P72-1 and P78-1 spacecraft was approximately equal near

times of these events the ion detector in the S81-I payload was noon and midnight (within about 2 hours), and for the S81-I

not in the proper mode for measuring ions, so it is not known satellite it was almost equal near 1030 and 2230 local time
whether an ion spike occurred at the time of the SEEP obser- (withtn about 2 hours). At low 1, %alues the NOAA 6 nieasure-

vations. When the S81-1 ion detector was in the correct mode ments covered MLT values of 0630 09( and 1830 21311 The

for counting ions and they were detected, corresponding elec- prcmidnight hours were clearly the most fasored for oc-

tron spikes in both the S8I-1 and the NOAA 6 data were not currence of energy selective electron precipitation spikes This

observed, preference was particularly strong for escnts with nearly si-

The longitude and time differences when similar events were multaneous ion and energy selectise relatixistic electron pre-

observed in the NOAA 6 and S81-1 data are shown in Figure cipitation, The concentration of esents prior to local midnight

8 For all of the plotted points a relativistic electron spike was is a noteworthy finding. but additional information is needed
observed in the S91-I detector oriented at 0' zenith angle. to establish the source of the spikes.
)itferent symbols are used to indicate whether or not an elec- Since the equatorial plasma densities and hence the Asase-

Iron spike was observed in the NOAA 6 data within 0.11 of particle resonant energies are known to undergo mator
the same I. value. A shading encompasses electron precipi- changes near the plasmapause, it is of interest to consider the
tation events that extend less than 25' in longitude and less locations of these events with respect to that position In
than 2(XX) s in time. Five of seven events observed from both Figure 10 the locations in 1, of the energy sclectise spikes are
spacecraft fell within these limits. These findings suggest a plotted as a function of the position of the plisnmapautse based
patchy profile, sometimes with an arc structure which may on Kp [('arpenter and Park. 1973] This formalism ued a
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Fig. 6. In the top sections the counting rates observed with ME 1, TE 2, and LE 4 spectrometers in the SEEP payload
on the S81-I spacecraft at local zenith angles of 00. 90', and 50'. respectively, are plotted as a function of time for events on
(left) September 2. 1982. and fright) November 17. 1992. Also plotted are the counting rates in the anticoincidence counter
In the bottom sections are plotted the counting rates of electrons of >300 keV measured at 0' and at 91' zenith angle and
of protons of 30-80 key measured at 0' and at 83' zenith angle on the NOAA 6 spacecraft. After the longitude values, IN)
or (S) indicates whether the observations were mxde in the northern or southern hemisphere, respectively.

simple dipole model, and consideration of the differences in near 90' pltvh angle often being an order of magnitude greater

magnetic field model for the calculation of L value is beyond than those near 0V In contrast, the energy selective precipi-

the scope of this formalism. The formula appltes to all mag- tation events reported by Thorune atd .4lndreoli [1990)] w ere all

nettc local ttmes, but at MLT values near 2100 the actual 1. measured in the bounce loss con,. The four events with iso-

values of the plasmapause may be slightly higher (D- L. Car- tropy over the upward looking hemisphere had energ%- selec-

penter, private communication. 1985). The 1. values for the live properties similar to those reported hrre. llowever. those

r malism are not intended to be accurate representations, but and they occurred in the dusk meridian, a time inter.zl not

are given mainly to illustrate the general location of the events covered well in the present observations,

with respect to the plasmapause position. A Kp scale is pro- The spikes reported by Kotons eo (it. C(19721 appear %intilar

vided on the rtght-hand side. A line is drawn to indicate posi- to those considered in the present paper. hilt here we (save

tions of equal value in L for the spike and the plasmapause. It analyzed many electron events and have considered the fre-

can be seen that many of the spikes occurred in the vicinity of cluency of occurrence of associated tiarrow ion spikes The

the plasmapause. spikes might also be related to the relativistic electron precipi-

tation (REP) event at L =4 5 rcported bV It c! and PaorksLDiscuSSION [19,44) 13remsstrahkung X ray s atid] ELI- emissions were tne:5-

It should be emphasized that many of the electron precipi- sured simultaneously. Thle X ray fluses had at hard energyEtation events reported here were observed in the drift loss spectrum, and the authors Concluded they were dueI to prectpi-

cone. Even for the majority of events observed in the bounce ition of relativistic electrons West and Parks interpreted the

loss cone with the S81-l and NOAA 6 instruments the pitch event as betng the result of electron cvclotrion interact ion wvuth

k A angle distributtons were far from isotropic, with the fluxes whistlcrs. However, the ((ala Were mtetd to one eocnt. so it is
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581, 1 PRECIPITATING ELECTRONS (ME 1 DETECTOR) However, few studies have addressed this frequency portion of

whistlers. In fact, the extent to which waes in the 10- to
102 I(X)-Hz range occur at high altitudes in the near-equatorialL . 58 SEPT 2, 19 2

161,2 .E (N) 3778S s region of outer radiation belt L shells is not well known. Fhese

0 1 data indicate the need for further measurements of low-
tO .0 frequency waves.

DURING-" It would have been desirable to have measured the low-

00 . SPIKE frequency wave environment near the equator simultaneously
o° 4 with the particle observations at low a we

> "TR bX waves at the appropriate position are measured only infre-

10 1 L a6... A AFTER quently, and the probability of having performed such a
&44 E.measurement in coincidence with the rare events reported here

, SPIKE ..0 0 .9, a. is quite low. It is possible that the wave-particle interactions

EI ' took place at low altitudes, as reported by Koons et al. [19721.
102 Lwhere the frequency of any responsible waves would he much

28. NOV 17, 1982 higher, but low-altitude measurements of the waves were also
S(St 76355 s not available at the times of the events. Lacking one-to-one

Z .0 coordinations between wave and particle measurements, we
might compare the times of occurrence of the events with the

0. DURING
U. 0 ' a SPIKE

100- "%4., 6"-o
4 "o 0 S.'^ BEFORE SPIKE

e ELECTRON SPIKE IN BOTH SS I
AFTER AND NOAA 6 DATA taL 0.11)10

- 1  
-AFTER 0 ,.

SPIKE -- 0 ELECTRON SPIKE ONLY IN 581 1

0 00 0rk t 2 I , I I I I I 1
.,=,10 2

S0 200 100 600 800 1000 10000 -0 "

ENERGY (keV)

Fig. 7 Energy spectra measured with the ME I spectromeler
(luring two different spike events. Also shown are the spectra recorded 0
before and after the spike.

difficult to establish how it might relate to the events present- 8000 - 00

ed here. 0 [
Many electron and ion precipitation processes are believed

to be associated with wave-particle interactions. For simplicity
and because a large portion of the length of a field line is near 0 0 D
the equator, that region is often taken to be the location where C 0 E)
the interactions take place. It is therefore logical to consider 6000 0
the frequencies of the waves that might be responsible for 0
first-order cyclotron resonance at the equator. For this pur-
pose the resonance frequencies were calculated using a pro- 1 0

gram supplied by G. T. Davidson (private com~nunication, 1 0
1984) The frequencies for the case on November 7, 1980, are C ] U
plotted iti Figure I1 as a function of the near-equatorial cold odO00 0,

plasma density. Cyclotron resonance was assumed for wave" 3 -

traveling parallel to the magnetic field lines, and the wave-
particle interactions were all taken to occur at the equator. - 0

However, various modes of wave-particle interactions are pos-
sible. and therefore the wave frequencies for a given plasma 2 13

may be somewhac different than shown. Many of the
events occurred in the neighborhood of L = 4-5, and the cold -3 •

plasma densities in the equatorial region were therefore gener-

ally in the vicinity of 100 cm The frequencies of the waves
responsible for the electron precipitation were probably in the Q 0 - "

range 10 100 lz. An upper frequency cutoff in the waves -,

could account for the ohserved energy selectivity. The nearly 0 10
simultaneous precipitation of ions would require that the , , .

waves extend to lower frequencies, t I it or less Waves of such
low frequencies could be associated with whistlers, and he- Iti ' 4 lI'ti-Il , . i o V . 'w S I, IlIe¢

cause of the diispersion the waves might last for seeral sec- h,,h the- 10i I i-t" \i , , , .e i -J,
e i riii i 14.4- i-Ict on.I p 1, 1 -I - II e (1

onds On the ground it is difficult to follow the whistlers to murI the N \ e, ,I t i ii h,4t i .. h-rh-.,- , - ke

low frequencie, but from satellites, proton whistlers have been N( ).k \ h 4 II h n i u, .l .4 .- -6,,r. 1,' inw V' T It,

measured at frequencies down to M)11 7 lit [Shawl lan, 19661, t s'e oI the ,c"-cn ,'ir tih-ltl .41 c ti.c414 Ihe ,h4.c, l .
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Fig. 9. An invariant latitude/magnetic local lime plot of the events observed on the P72-1, the P78-1, and the S81-1
spacecraft as well as the four electromagnetic ion cyclotron wave events reported by Thorne and Andreoli [1990]. Events
observed on the NOAA 6 spacecraft within 3 hours in time and 0.11 units in L of those measured on the S81-1 satellite are
also shown. All of the events from the P72-1. P78-I. and S81-I vehicles were observed over a period of less than 10 s. as
were the proton events from NOAA 6. Two of the e!ectron events measured on NOAA 6 were somev, hat longer than 10 s.
The principal data coverage was in Ihe MLT intervals 1000-1400 and 2200-0200 on the P72-1 and P78-1 satellites and in
the intervals 0830-1230 and 2030-0030 on the S81-1 spacecraft, and for NOAA 6 the range of coverage for low L values

* was 0630-0900 and 1830-2130.

expected times of the presence of low-frequency waves. Bossen and ion spikes might be attributed to details of the plasma

et al. [1976] have reported PC I events at synchronous orbit density profiles and the wave intensity-frequency distributions.
to have an increased occurrence rate within I J hours of a In addition to the cyclotron resonance energies being
substorm expansion onset. In Figure 12 the times of the spike strongly localized. the waves might also be confined to narrow
events are indicated on plots of the AE index. It can be seen spatial regions. Many years ago it was suggested by Smith t.

that six of the eight events in 1980 occurred very close to the al [1960] that whistler mode waves could be trapped in
times of substorms and likewise for six of the nine events in plasma ducts aligned with the earth's magnetic field lines. Sub-
1972-1973. Therefore during many of the events it is likely sequently. observations have supported this concept, and re-
that low-frequency waves were enhanced in the near- cently, Brahin et al [1984] observed density structures con-
equatorial region, taining ducted waves These structures were called "FIE

The narrow L shell confinement of the relativistic precipi- plasma ducts.'" The tpical horizontal sizes of these plasma
tation spikes may reflect fine structure in the culd plasma ducts were found to lie in the range 5 50 kn Such dii,,ensions

density profiles and hence in the cyclotron resonance energies. are not inconsistent with the sizes of the spikes repor~cd here,
Narrow regions of enhanced or depleted plasma density near which are typically in the neighborhood of 5 s or - 35-km
the plasmapause have been reported by Anderson [1984] Fine distance Plasna densities %ere measured in the StFP pay-

structure in the plasma density profiles might also explain the load on the SR1-I satellite [t Ioss er a, I IM,]. and in seseral of
pronounced and narrow depletions of the lower-energy elec- the passes a density depletion Aas obhsersed in the plasma
trons just before and after the spike on November 7, 1980 The trough near the relatioistic electron spikes

. nearby spikes in electron and ion precipitation might he at-

tributed to fine spatial structure in the plasma density protiles
combined with the presence of waves spanning a sufTiciently )aiA hate been presented on rar rret ,lhC electron and
broad frequency range. Minor displacements in the electron energetic ion precaption een- \sith the characteristics of a

: ,r -171-
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Fig. 10. The locations in L at the preferential high-energy spikes plotted as I function of the plasmapause positions

based on Kp [iCarpenter and Park, 1973). L of plasmapause is equal to 5.7 - 0.47 x (maximum Kp in previous 12 hours)-
All of the events from the P72-I, P78-I. and S81-1 vehicles were observed over a period of less than M0 s. as were the
proton events from NOAA 6. Two of the electron events measured on NOIAA 6 were somewhat longer than t0 S.
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Slot Region Electron Precipitation by Lightning, VLF Chorus, and
Plasmaspheric Hiss

W. L. IMitotl, H. D. Voss, M. WALF, E. E. GAINES, J. MOBILIA, D. W. DATLOWE, AND J. B. REAGAN

Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, California

Energetic electrons are precipitated from the slot region of the radiation belts by a variety of mecha-
nisms. including short duration wave bursts associated with lightning and chorus and more slowly
varying plasmaspheric hiss. Characteristics of the nightside short duration precipitation events, including
their favored occurrence at certain longitudes in the northern hemisphere, indicate that they are pre.
dominantly associated with lightning. The dayside events seem to relate primarily to VLF chorus. Here a
study is made of various characteristics of the short duration precipitation bursts, namely, the longitude
and L shell variations, the day/night differences, the energies of spectral maxima, and the rapid spectral
variations with time. In addition, the total loss rates of electrons from the radiation belts are obtained
from the measured energy spectra and pitch angle distributions. An assessment is made of the relative
importance of the bursts as a loss mechanism for slot region electrons in comparison to the more slowly
varying precipitation processes. The assessment is based on a comparison of the energies of the peaks
often observed in the energy spectra of both classes of precipitation. The slowly varying electron fluxes
observed in the drift loss cone frequently display peaks in the energy spectra which indicate that they are
precipitated by plasmaspheric hiss and that this process therefore represents a major loss mechanism.
Well-defined bursts, which appear to be associated with lightning at nighttime and perhaps chorus in the
daytime, were observed on only about 2% of the satellite passes and are generally of lower energy than
the general population in the drift loss cone, suggesting that the bursts are not the dominant loss
mechanism. There is some overlap between the distributions in peak energy, and lightning may play a
role in precipitating electrons from the slot region primarily at nighttime, with its greatest contribution at
low L shells.

INTRO)UCTION events (LEP) were observed within the bounce loss cone in

The importance of various mechanisms for precipitating synchronization with whistlers observed at ground stations.

electrons from the "slot region" of the radiation belts (L t ('oss et al. [1984] found that a single LEP burst at L = 2.3

2-3.5) is still not well understood. Many years ago it was emptied about 0.001% of the radiation belt in the region en-

shown that atmospheric scattering is not an important loss compassing the burst magnetic field lines. The data also sug-

mechanism for electrons trapped on L shells above - 1.3 gested that a single lightning flash can precipitate electrons at

[Walt. 1964]. The significance of plasmaspheric hiss as a loss locations separated by 2000 km. Although well-defined iso-

mechanism for slot region electrons was suggested by Lyons et lated LEP events are infrequent, lightning could still play a

al. [19721. The coordinated measurements of lmhqf et al. dominant role, since it may also greatly enhance the pitch

[1982], which simultaneously observed electron precipitation angle diffusion process but not be detectable as isolated

and VLF hiss, were consistent with this hypothesis. The pre- events.

cipitation of energetic electrons from the slot region by off- Evidence exists for electron precipitation by VLF chorus.

equatorial interactions with VLF transmitter waves has been since bursts of precipitating electrons were always accompa-

invoked by Vampola [1977] to explain his observed longitude nied by chorus emissions [Oliren and Gurnett. 1968]. It has

variations in electron precipitation. Throughout much of the also been shown that radiated power line harmonics (PLH) in

slot region the lack of a pronounced diurnal variation in the the kilohert7 range can on occasion dominate VLF activity in

electron precipitation has been used to argue against the im- the tagnelosphere [Ilclliwsell t al.. 1975; Park atd thelliwvll.

portance of waves from ground-based VLF transmitters, since 1977: Lttle ei al., 1979]. The foregoing authors have suggest-

the transmission of the ionosphere to these waves is much ed that PLH may enhance the precipitation of energetic parti-

reduced during the daytime [Imhofet al., 1984]. cles in the magnetosphere.

Lightning was first suggested by Dungev [1963] and then Based on the measured pitch angle distributions, it will be

discussed by Cornwall [1964] as a source of waves for precipi- shown that the drift loss cone electrons represent a significant

tating electrons. This loss mechanism was later discarded as portion of the loss rate into the atmosphere. Hence mecha-
,4 being unimportant [Roberts. 1966]. The possible importance nisms which populate the drift loss cone will be important in

of electron precipitation associated with lightning has been determining the overall loss rates. Here we attempt to assess

reopened with the measurements of Trimpi events [Carpenter relative contributions in the slot region of lightning whistlers

et al.. 1984], in which the amplitude or phase of a subiono- and of chorus bursts to the injection of electrons into the drift

spherically propagating VLF signal is perturbed at the time of loss cone. This assessment is based on the energies of peaks

-_, reception of a magnetospheric whistler. Recent related activi- obsered in the electron energy spectra We have compared
ties include the direct observations from a satellite of electrons the electron spectra observed in the drift loss cone %kith the

precipitated by lightning [Voss et al.. 1984]. In the latter in- spectra of electrons precipitated by well-detined bursts, From

vestigatton, discrete lightning-induced electron precipitation these compartsons one can set limits on the importance of the
',, various loss mechanisms

Copyright 1996 by the American Geophysical Union. DIS(RIPTIiN (i Slott I ITI INSTRt'l NTII(N

Paper number 5AR112 Ihe data presented here .ere acqtu ired with energetic elec-
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TABLE I. Characteristics of Electron Spectrometers The instrument from which the energy spectra of electrons

Central above 68 keV were obtained was a high-sensitivity, high-

Electron Energy Geometric Viewing Acceptance resolution 10.69 cm 2 sr geometric factor. - 20 keV full width

Spec- Threshold, Factor, Zenith Angle, at half maximuml spectrometer with the designation EEM

Satellite trometer keV cm2 sr Angle deg 002. The center axis of the collimator was oriented at 90 to
the spin axis. It employed a 100()-pm-thick silicon solid state

P7g-1 EEM 002 68 0.69 spinning + 15 detector surrounded by a plastic scintillator aticoincidcnce
s8-I ME 1 45 2.47 0" +30 shield for background reduction. The collimator entrance ap-

S81-1 TE 2 6 0.17 90 +20 erture was covered by a 3.2-mg'cm2 aluminum and Kapton
window that prevented protons with less than l-MeV energy

satellites. On one of the satellites, P78-1, electrons were mea- from reaching the detector. A detailed description of this in-
sured from 68 keV to I MeV over the time period 1979-1985. strument is provided elsewhere [Irhol et al.. 198].
The observations from the other satellite (S81-1) were more Fine resolution electron pitch angle measurements were
restricted in time (May-December 1982), but the electron made with a second spectrometer designated PRM ()4.
measurements extended to lower energies. 6 keV. having a threshold energy of 59 keV. This instrument. de-

The P78-1 satellite was launched into orbit on February 24, signed to measure high fluxes of electrons, had a 3.5 half-
1979. The spacecraft was in a sun synchronous, noon- angle collimator and a 1000-pm-thick silicon surface barrier
midnight, nearly circular orbit at -600-km altitude with an detector with 0.07-cm 2 area resulting in a geometric factor of

inclination of 96.7'. The satellite traveled northward during 1.0 x 10 ' cm 2 sr. A 13-pm-thick silicon detector ahead of the
the daytime. The section of the satellite containing the elec- main detector and in anticoincidence with it provided rejec-
tron spectrometers spun about an axis perpendicular to the tion of low-energy protons. A third silicon detector. I1XX) pim
orbit plane with a period of 5.5 s. thick and 0.50 cm' in area and positioned behind the other ,-
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Fig. I. The electron energies calculated for first-order cyclotron reson;ilt interactons near the equator (or :ii c-
traveling parallel to the magnetic field lines The plasma densities were lalen io be 100) I. 21 4tcm ' the centrvil
energies of ohserved peaks are also plotted for selected caes identilied as being due to VI;. %a,.es from a gr,,.iid-bh sed
transmitter [Imhof et at., 19831. to waves associated with lightning [1os er o .1981 or to plasmaspheric hiss I lmh,, "I
al.. 1982].
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REPRESENTATIVE ELECTRON SPECTRA (P78-1)
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ENERGY (keV)SFig. 2. Representative examples of the energy spectra of electrons observed in the drift loss cone from the P78-1 satellite.
Best fit curves to the data points are shown.

two, was sensitive to electrons with energies greater than - I in the energy spectra of electrons at various L values and
MeV. The stack of detectors was surrounded on all but the mirroring at low altitudes are plotted for representatike passes
collimator side by a minimum of 0.5 cm of tungsten shielding of a satellite when the interactions were identified as being due

to reduce background5 
to VLF waves from transmitters [Imhofet al., 1983], to wavesThe satellite payload in the Stimulated Emission of Energet- associated with lightning Voss e al., 1984], or to plasma-

, ic Particles (SEEP) experiment on the three-axis stabilized spheric hiss [Imhof et al., 1982]. The curves are calculatedS81-1 spacecraft contained an array of cooled silicon solid under the assumption that the particle scattering occurs pri-state detectors to measure electrons and ions directly with marily at the equator with field-aligned waves. Although this

2high-sensitivity 
and fine energy resolution [Voss er al., 1982]. assumption is Subject to question. a detailed treatment of off-

The electron spectrometers were oriented at various angles to equatorial interactions with waves propagating at finite anglesthe local vertical. In this paper, use is made of two electron to the magnetic field is beyond the scope of this paper. How- ,spectrometers. The instrument ME I at a zenith angle of 0' ever, the strong tendency of data such as those plotted in
had an acceptance angle of 30' , a threshold energy of 45 Figure I to align with the theoretical curves suggests that theke, and a geometric factor of 2.47 cm' sr. The spectrometer major interaction occurs as assumed here. In any case, in this

=N TE 2 at 90* zenith angle had an acceptance angle of +20' , a paper we are directly comparing the spectra observed in the

threshold of 6 keV, and a geometric factor of 0.17 cm' sr. The drift loss cone with those observed during bursts, and theS" 81-1 spacecraft was in a sun synchronous 1030 and 2230 detailed nature of the precipitation mechanism should notlocal time polar orbit at 170-280 km, traveling southward have a major impact on the conclusions.during the daytime. The inclination was 96Y . The character- Examples of the energy spectra of locally trapped electronsistics of the electron spectrometers used in the present study observed near L = 2.25 in the drift loss cone are shown in" are summarized in Table 1. Figure 2. These spectra were all taken from the P78-1 satellite

Lat central pitch angles of 65-115"' and at B values such that

the electrons precipitate 
into the atmosphere 

before drifting all

PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA the way around the earth Many of these spectra with pro-

F. Eletrons are precipitated from the slot region of the radi- nounced peaks are typical of those observed in the drift lossation belts by VLF waves originating from various sources cone in association with plasmaspheric hiss I mhof eI (it.,and spanning a broad range of frequencies. The energies of 1992). For completeness. two examples of spctra without

electrons resonating at the equator with waves of selected fre- peaks are also gwen. Best fit curves to the data points are

quencies traveling parallel to the magnetic field lines are plot- shown. From the Pit-n satellite, peaked energy spectra were

ted as a function of L in Figure . Equatorial plasma densities observed in 62 , of the cases, allhough this percentage is ony

of l (L/2)- cm - 
have been assumed [Chapell e al approximate due to the sutecti e nature of the crteri for

h1970. For comparison the central energies of peaks observed establishing the presence of a peak.
.

- 1 7 7 -

ic Prtiles(SEP) xpermen onthethre-ais sabiize speri his [Ilio etal. 192].The urvs ae clcuate
5 8 - p c c a f-ot i e a r a f c o l d s l c n•o i n e th"asu p t o th a t " th e p a ti l sca- e rin o c u r p r - . . ' - - <stat deectrs o masue eectrns nd onsdirctl wih maly t te euatr wth ieldalinedwavs. lthughthi
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SHORT DURATION EVENTS (S81-1)
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Fig. 3. The geographic latitude/longitude coordinates of short duration electron precipitation events. Separate plots are
provided for those observed in the daytime and nighttime and the north and south, respectively.

We now wish to compare the electron energy spectra nor- those spectra in which no peaks were present might have been
mally observed in the drift loss cone with those associated produced by transmitters if the interaction region was broad
with short bursts of electron precipitation. The time structures and not near the equator, as suggested by Vampola [ 1977]
of the latter events are similar to those of the lightning- We have compiled energy spectra recorded from the 581-I
induced electron precipitation events presented by Voss et al. satellite in the slot region during precipitation events which
[1984] or to the precipitation patterns that might be associ- have the following characteristics: (1) at least a factor of 2
ated with chorus bursts [Oliven and Gurnett, 1968]. The LEP increase in counting rate of the ME I spectrometer, (2) a fast
events observed by Voss et al. [1984] had the following fea- rise time (I s or less), and (3) a decay time of less than I S.
tures: (I) a rapid rise of electron flux (<0.2 s), (2) the subse- These events were most efficiently observed from the oriented
quent and relatively slow decay of the flux (-2 s), (3) repeti- satellite S81-1, as the 5.5-s spin period of P78-I obscured time
tive pulses of constant period (-0.3 s) within the overall 2-s variations of a few seconds* duration. Short duration events
decay, (4) the greater intensity of the near-90° pitch angle flux meeting the foregoing criteria were observed from the S9 I -I
compared with the near-O" pitch angle flux, and (5) the peaked spacecraft in both the bounce and drift loss cones To obtain
energy spectra (- 150 keV). The electron microbursts reported the energy spectra of the burst electrons, a subtraction vA'.a,
by Oliven and Gurnett (1968] were characterized by fast fluc- made of the backgrounds taken just before or after the escnt..
tuations on a time scale of -0.5 s. The microbursts were Some of the spectra showed well-detined maxima, w~hereas
always accompanied by a group of VLF chorus emissions others decreased monotonically with energy
which consisted of closely spaced discrete bursts, usually rising From a survey of the data taken in the range 1, = 2 1 on
in frequency in the range -0.5-6 kHz, with individual bursts the S81-1 satellite a total of 222 electron precipitation esent-
typically having a duration of a few tenths of a second. Events of short duration were found that met the abo'e-mentioned
in which the fluxes of electrons display a rapid increase with criteria Of these. 102 occurred on the daside, and 120 on the
time (about I s or less) are probably not associated with plas- nightside. Since the satellite was in a 1030 and 2230 local time
maspheric hiss, which typically has much slower temporal orhit, the magnetic local time crossings of the 1. = 2 1 region
variations, were confined to the near neighborhood of those times Plot-

Extremely narrow peaks of the type produced by VLF of 'he geographic coordinates of the daside and nightside
transmitters [Vampola and Kuck, 1978: Imhof et al, 1993] events are shown in Figure 1, %%here data from the northern
have not been found in the S81-1 slot region data. However, and southern hemispheres are plotted separatcl] The number
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SHORT DURATION EVENTS (Sl-1) of thunderstorm activity at 2230 local time is lowcr thatn that
at 1030 local time by a factor of about 2 [israel, 1973] As-

NIGHT T suming the same diurnal variation to apply to other cmi-
nents, the higher transmission through the ionosphere at

16 .nighttime leads to a domination of the lightning-induccd elec-
tron precipitation at nighttime.

14 VLF chorus occurs predominantly between midnight and
1600 local time [Tsururani and Smith, 1977]. The abrupt onset
of chorus in the postmidnight sector would not contribute

0 -significantly to the nightside data from the S81-1 spacecraft.i. Isince these observations occurred at about 2230. It is therefore
8 -suspected that many of the dayside events are associated A ith

chorus bursts. Although chorus emissions occur predomi-
nantly outside the plasmapause, they have been obsersed at
invariant latitudes below 45'" or at L shells below 2 [Oliien
and Gurnert, 1968]. The short duration electron bursts ire

W 2 assumed not to be caused by hiss, which generally shows no
< substantial change in its spectrum or intensity for periods of
U. 0 minutes or even hours. "Impulsive" hiss with marked .ari-

I,0 ations in amplitude over periods of the order of I ; occurs
W 20

03 DAY only occasionally [Ilcllist ell, 1965]. Of Course, for present pur-
" 2 poses the terminology applied to short duration wave events is
Z unimportant.

16 In Figure 4 the number of events have been disided into 1.

shell intervals of 0.1 unit each. The fractional occurrence of
events in each interval can be obtained from disiding the

12 - number plotted by 4854 for daytime or 4773 for nighttinme
passes, respectively. The statistical uncertainties are indicated

10 - in each case. It can be seen that within the interal 2 < 1. < 3

8- the dayside events tended to occur more often on higher L
7- : • shells, whereas the nightside events spanned that region more

6- uniformly. The predominance of the dayside events at the
higher end of the region L = 2 3 is consistent with the origin

4- abeing chorus, which is very common beyond the plasmapause
•2[Burtis and Heliwell, 1975: Tsurutani and Smith, 1977]

. .Corresponding to the peaks observed in the energv spectra.
I the equivalent wave frequencies have been calculated for
2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 waves traveling parallel to the magnetic field lines. First-orrder

L cyclotron resonance interactions have been assumed to occur
Fig. 4. Distributions in 1. of the short duration events, separately at at the equator with a cold plasma density taken to be 3(XX)

night and in the daytime. (L/'2)-4 cm - 3 . The distributions of the equivalent frequencies

are shown in Figure 5 with the statistical uncertainties indicat-
of dayside and nightside passes examined in the data set was ed. The dayside and nightside distributions are similar. A-
4854 and 4773, respectively, and their distribution in longitude though the fast rise events at night appear to show a greater

1 was nearly uniform. The plots in Figure 3 therefore represent concentration near 4 ktlz.

.1. to a reasonable degree the distribution in occurrence fre- The rising frequency character of chorus should minifest

quency of short duration precipitation events. The nightside itself in 'he electron spectra as a peak energy that dccreases
events occurred preferentially in the northern hemisphere at with increasing time. This property of the electron energy

longitudes between - 250 E and - 320'E. a region of known spectra has been investigated by considering the time depen-
lightning-induced electron precipitation activity [Voss et al.. dence of the ratios of electron fluxes above various threshold
1985a]. This enhancement may reflect both the spatial distri- energies. In Figure 6 the ratios of lhux abose )1W keV to flux

bution in the occurrence frequency of lightning strokes during above 45 keV are plotted as a function of time for three night-

the summer and fall months, when most of the data were side and three dayside events. To achieve better qtatlstlcal
acquired, and the altitude offset of the magnetic field lines and accuracies, the spectral ratios "ere taken front the TE ' srcc-
the associated lower detector backgrounds. For the higher trometer at 90 zenith angle. but the short ecents vvcrc oh-
frequency waves associated with lightning ( - 5 kltz) the Irans- served in both the TE 2 and NIF I spectrometers and hicn~c in

0 mission through the ionosphere is known to be greater on the both the bounce and drift loss cones Ihe ;pectral v:itimoions

i. ghtside by as much as 5 8 dB [Ielhiell. 1965] One there- with time are therefore beheved not to result from drift di pcr-
fore expects the ightning-induced electron precipitaion to be sion effects. These events were selected froni 61) c. e,,  .ilh
primarily a nightside phenomenon. unless the occurrence fre- high-tiensit v enhancements in the TE 2 detec(or and hetce

were so strong that the input wave intensity was not very had well-delined trends for either liardenirtig or NolteninTe ,%cr

important The diurnal variation of lightning (on a Aoirldikide a lime interad spatinng the rmlitrnuim countietC rite !Fh 4i
- basis is not well known, but in central Furope the pro ahihlt the nine nightside cases had a ratio inrea,sig v. oh toc" initd
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SHORT DURATION EVENTS (581- 1)
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Fig. 5. Distributions in equivalent frequencies of the waves responsible for the observed peaks in the electron Ire, 1r:1
The waves are assumed to be traveling parallel to the magnetic field lines, and a plasma density of 3000 (Li2) ' cm ' h,i,
been used.

all seven of the dlayside cases had a ratio decreasing with time. of B at the point of observation is shown in the U111-1" cctln .

In each section of the figure the counting rates of electrons of the figure. When B is greater than 0.31. the nmirii iiri rg ilf

above 45 keV are plotted below the ratios. The statistical altitude of the observed electrons is less than 0! k~ni ind !kce
uncertainties associated with each ratio are indicated, but they electrons precipitate into the atmosphere O TH',,rn. !

,,i°  are not shown for the counting rates, since the errors fall their longitude drift. All such electrons aire in the df! <..

)"" ~within the data point symbols. For the dlayside events the cone. From the figure it is clear that at these /I;' . .I

,, ~decreasing ratio with increasing time is consistent with a rising cant fluxes of drift loss cone electrons are o,(-r, .- -
;',' frequency, as observed in most chorus events. This trend is longitudes. Only in the northern hemisphere t" .. " ,
' " ~relatively small but nonetheless beyond the statistical uncer- gate to the South Atlantic Anomaly are the < . . ..

tainties. On the other hand, the nightside events often show an very low.
increasing ratio with increasing time, which indicates a falling To examine whether the drift loss cone elect r,,. .....i-i.

frequency with time. The latter pattern is a characteristic of significant portion of those being precipitated h iii thc' r-tdl .

whistlers. The dynamic spectra of precipitating electrons as- ation belt, we have calculated the total loss ra tc, ,ito ilic

sociated with lightning events have been studied in detail atmosphere. Knowing the detailed pitch angle cligtrilltio ns
(Voss el at., 1985a] and a spectral hardening from 100 to 350 and energy spectra of electrons at 600-km a!Itildc. ori" cann

keV with increasing lime was clearly present. For all of the compute the instantaneous loss rate of clectro n, irnt,, 1lh' i- ,

examples presented here the dayside events showed a soften- mosphcre. The measurements used for thi,, ptnrpot 'c tc' petr-

ing with time, whereas a hardening was observed in the night- formed with the PRMI (X)4 instrument, %lhit-h h, .i ; L,-
time cases, as expected for chorus and lightning events. respec- imator half angle and a - 2- spin accumulation inic' %,il. It.ld .
lively. However, for 53 of the 69 cases, or approximately 77".. Ing to an overall angular resolution of + 4 I hi t... cctqllt.tilk-

there appeared no significant spectral trend in either direction factor of this ,spectrometer is relativelv small I - (-1 , I < rg ,

over the time interval of concern. and it "as gencrallly necessary' to combine td.it,i 1r,,rm t,d; %

A statistical study has been performed of the energy spectra spins and from more than onec satellite paI ', thr,,ucth.1 TC0'1'1,
of electrons measured in the drift loss cone At low altitude, of interest to obtain adequate statistical icctit~ioc, I lit ,ll

such electrons are observed at most longitudes, as illustrated pitch angle distributions obtained hy thesce nin ,!" m. ,

in Figure 7. In this figure the fluxes of locally mirroring elec- in Figure 8t for three longihilde interva;ls in the Noulthctin henri-
irons (if > 68 keV in the range 2.5 < 1, < 2.6 and ait an Alin- phere ]%N ',o f the distributions aire at local noon Mwft~r, the ".

tude of ,-6(X) km are plotted as a function of longilude, sepa- luies a(t hmitud c ast of the anomaly, %%crv nic titiicct ,1
rately in the northern and southern hemispheres I he e 'ales night F: ach (if the,,e disiIributions I,; taken (rom htc i., c.wthi
are averages recorded over each longitude interval, I he value ,itcllite pa, %es ("ic rli,. the pitc.h aingle (h,,trihkilw,1, ti klle dcr

-~180-',
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Fig. 6. Ratios of the fluxes of electrons ahove 10() keV to those above 45 keV in the 1IF 2 spectrometer plotted as a
function of lime for representative dayside and nighlside events. Also plotted in each section are the counting rates (if hI
electrons above 45 keV.

for electrons in the drirt loss cone at the western edge of the satellite passes (sis (in the ai.eragel dluring both niagneticallv,
anomaly than (r the more stably trapped electrons observed active and quiet conditions I he error hars; represent the rang' e
in the heart or the anomaly oif enerps, iepositions corresponding to the limlits oif Ihe pitch

The observed pitch angle distributions at several longitudes angle iitvrihiitions for indis idUal P;SCSe 3t aI given longitude
were combined with the absolute intensities and energy spec- Although the present results exhibit larL'e siri;tiofls. the
tra extrapolated to 10 keV to calculate the total loss rate' oIf dens ~ed electron loss rates are consistent ss oh the measured
electrons into the atmosphere r[Watt et at.. 196911 These loss lifetimies Since (the pitch angle distributions Ire pe,iked at 90)
rates at L = 2 5 are plotted in F-igure 9 as a function of ]on- the loss rate, in I giire 1) are prinmiaril due to electrons ncar
gitude for electrons precipitating in the southern hemnisphere the edge of the loss one' Ibe loss rates from elvctrons 1ACI1

F'or each longitude interval, data were taken from a va;riet v of us ijl in l bounce loy. cove niake onlN ai smill contribution to
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shown are average values recorded over each longitude interval.

the longitude and hemisphere averages, the greatest loss rates drift loss cone represent a major fraction of those being lost
occurring in the south at longitudes near the South Atlantic from the slot region. Electron energy deposition rates at
Anomaly. various longitudes have also been derived by ontpola atd

*The energy deposition rate averaged over all longitudes in Gomnel [1983] based on measurements from the S3-2 satellite
the southern hemisphere at L = 2.5 is 10-3 ergs/cm' s. of locally precipitating electrons. Their energy deposittons,
whereas the rate in the north is much less. Equivalently, the which apply to 36- to 317-keV electrons. show less variation
average loss rate for electrons in the southern hemisphere is with longitude than Figure 9 and are a factor of about 5
6 x 103 el/cm

2  
s. Taking an equatorial flux of 1.7 x 10 lower.

el/cm2 s at L = 2.5. the number of electrons in the tube of unit The distributions of the central energies of thc spectral
area at the top of the atmosphere is 10' el/cm2 . A loss rate of peaks observed under various conditions at 1. 2.25 are
6 x 13 el/cm3 s therefore implies a lifetime of 1.9 days. With shown in Figure 10. Similar plots are provided in Figures I"I

*allowance for the uncertainties this value is consistent with and 12 for 1,. 2.50 and 2.75. respectively. These L values
measured lifetimes of-S5 days at L = 2.5 for electrons in the have been selectd to span the range L =2 3. which IS repre.
few hundred keV range as measured by Vampola (Lyons et sentative of the slot region. For etther the daytime or night-
al., 1972] or the return of poststorm fluxes to their prestorm time distributions the median peak energtes in the drift loss
levels within a few days [Lyons and Williams, 1975]. West et cone decrease somewhat with tncreasing L v-aloe. although the
al. [ 1981] measured lifetimes of - (5-Ill days at L =2.5. Sub- decrease is not as rapid as the decrease in resonant energy
sequent to the flux buildup associated with magnetic activity with L for constant frequency. This observation may reflect a

the mid-latitude electron flux was observed by Voss et al. greater importance of lower freqtoenc~y waves at higher L.
[1985h] to decrease with an e-folding time of about 5 days, values For intercompartson the disihitons in peatk eniergies;
These comparisons indicate that the electrons observed in the are shown separately for 0iort duratton precipitattonl esents
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P7- R .'91 observed at 17(0 280 kin altitude and for the more persistent

ELECTRONS > 59 key 9-" F ,," drift loss cone electrons observed a similar altitudes from the
Lo 2E S81-1 satellite or at 6(X) km from the P78-I spacecraft The
SO HER 06 X/ short duration events, which are in both the bounce and drift
HEMISPHERE
S-11 PASSES EACH / / loss cones, are plotted only for data taken on the oriented

/
/ ,spacecraft, since they could not be observed efficiently from

I,4 " the spinning satellite. The spectra for short duration eents
)V were summed over time intervals of 1-3 s, the exact duration

v / selected on the basis of the amplitude profile. The peak ener-

0o. 1 / gies were obtained empirically from the spectra, and no special
X effort was devoted to distinguishing the equatorial and off-

' A equatorial contributions. Clearly. at each of the L shells, most
n/ ' of the peaks associated with short duration events tend to be

A / at lower energies than most of those obered in the drift loss
I ocone. although there is some oerlap. bis dillerence in energy

"' S..is more pronounced at the higher 1 shells. These spectral
differences are consistent with the importance of the plasma-

0 x spheric hiss mechanism for producing the drift loss cone elec-

0.01 tron distribution, since hiss typically is of lower frequency

x5 X than whistlers and will resonate with higher energy electrons.
In all of the drift loss cone examples in Figures 10, II. and 12.

* peaks were observed in 57%', of the nighttime and 64% of the
daytime energy spectra. For the short duration bursts the
equivalent fractions were 47% and 70% of the nighttime and

X AT 128E -162*E. MIDNIGHT daytime cases, respectively.
~',4 . 0 AT 261-E - 324E, NOON When comparing the distributions of peak energies in Fig-

0 0 AT 355E -105 h P00 km, ures 10, If, and 12. one should note that the P78-1 data hase

0.0011 1 I a threshold of 68 keV. while the S81-1 data correspond to a
60

°  70. 80* 90* threshold of 6 keV, This threshold dilfcrence could lead to an
PITCH ANGLE apparent higher average energy for the P78-1 distribution.

Fig. 8. Pitch angle distributions observed from the P78-1 satellite at However. using only SS1-l data for burst fluxes and the drift
-600-km altitude over each of three different longitude intervals, loss cone fluxes leads to the conclusions mentioned abose.I.'

% ELECTRON ENERGY DEPOSITION IN SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE
L 2.S

CALCULATED FROM P78-1 MEASUREMENTS •

E- to 3 -
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.,:: :*- ,

z
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.10 0 ;0 120 180 2140 300 360

EAST LONGITUDE tDEG)

Fig 9 the average rte of deposition of ener , mto the atmosphere in the ,ulhern htnmspht ph"Itcd 1.,. .1 Ti. I,1
of longitude aIt L = 2 5 For each longitude interai. data %ere taken duinp hoth a.lie and kjlie! rdlll tii I he etr,,r

-V hars are estimated uncertalnhes -183-
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25 L 2 .25 diurnal variation in the ionospheric transmission becomes
NIGHT very small, and one would therefore expect the da'-to-nlght20 -DRIFT LOSS CONE

20P78-1 ratio to be close to unity if the occurrence rate of the SourceE > 66 k*VisE were independent of local time. Since the ratio is greater than 6
s7 WITH PEAKS unity at frequencies near I kHz, it is concluded that such10(7WTHUpIAS waves occur more often in the daytime. Although the diurnal

variations of ELF/VLF waves near the equator are not ",ell

to known, existing observations suggest that their intensities in-31 WITH PEAKS NIGHT•

(15 WITHOUT PEAKS) DRIFT LOSS CONE crease in the early daylight hours [eg., Barrinqton et al.. 1971
I S8F > Dunckel and Helliwell, 1969]. The present data are consistent
10 NG C > 6 kewith such a diurnal variation. An increased intensity in the

17 WITH PEAKS SHORT DURATION daytime also applies to VLF chorus emissions, which may
5 (IS WITHOUT PEAKS) EVENTS

S El I E > 6 keV contribute significantly to the drift loss cone fluxes at 1 > .
Uv. DAY Chorus has been found to favor strongly times near 1030

20 DRIFT LOSS CONE MLT in comparison to 2230 MLT [Luette, 19831. On the~P78I-
E > 68 key other hand, from the S81-1 data the short duration events at

a 46 WITH PEAKS L <_ 2.5 have been found to occur less often in the daytime
z 10 (34 WITHOUT PEAKS) than nighttime. This suggests that the nightside events are

s .. more associated with lightning than chorus.

1SUMMARY1S55 WITH PEAKS DAY

(57 WITHOUT PEAKS) DRIFT LOSS CONE From a survey of short duration precipitation events it has

S . -E > 6 kev been found that the nightside events occurred primarily in the
Is I  , .., I--- ,northern hem isphere and preferentially at longitudes between

it WITH PEAKS DAY about 250 E and about 320' E. This interval is a region of
(6 WITHOUT PEAKS) SHORT DURATION

10 -EVENTS
581-I
E > 6 keV

OR t=1, ] I L=2.S50100 200 300 00 500 600 700 25 NIGHT,

DRIFT LOSS CONEENERGY (keV) 20- P76 1
Fig. 10. The distributions in central peak energies observed from E > 68 keV

the EEM 002 spectrometer on the P78-1 spacecraft and the TE 2 71 WITH PEAKS
spectrometer on the S81-I satellite under various conditions at t0 (s6 WITHOUT PEAKS' -.

L = 2.126-2.375.

10

One characteristic of the peaks in the energy spectra of 35 WITH PEAKS NICHT

electrons in the drift loss cone is that the median energies are s [ WITHOUT PEAKS; DRTIFeT LOSS CONEF

higher on the dayside than at nighttime. This difference could to -- a HT

reflect diurnal variations in the cold plasma densities. How- 20 WITH PEAKS S4Ot DLIRATI(')05 ISi WITHOUT PEAKS) E ,ENT

ever, from a statistical study of a large body of whistler data W WIO P S , ENT.

Park et al. (1978] found that for L > 3. diurnal effects are v 25 U - -
obscured by relatively large day-to-day variations in the 0 [RI I II I "NI

plasma density due to storm and substorm effects. 4 20 

"

In 15

The diurnal variation in the occurrence frequency of spec- AI-, 1 .,
tral peaks in the drift loss cone has been investigated based on z 10 - ,, T ,
the distributions shown in Figures 10, 11. and 12 For each
energy interval the day-to-night ratio of the percentage of
passes with peaks has been derived These ratios are presented 1 5 I

in Figure 13, where the energy intervals have been conerted 0o '3 WItHetit Fr 0,1, .P F INJ

to equivalent wave frequency intervals for first-order cyclotron I 9 ,

resonance taking place near the equator. Again it has been s
assumed that the waves are traveling parallel to the magnetic i' .- A

field lines and that the cold plasma density is given by the o 10 W1T0O1 7 IA Of R I

empirical value 3(XX) (L. 2) £ cm -. The data from each of the
two satellites P78-1 and S81-I clearly indicate a trend for the s .
day-to-night ratio to decrease with increasing frequency. A 0
ratio less than 10 at frequencies above -3 k lz is consistent 7 00(. ,

with the lower transmission of such waves through the dav- 1 11
tim e io nosphere and therefo re suggests th at these w a es m ay he 1 II0 2 re ,t rn'l" CI n i c PI I o' " ' I' I ,,! II-

have originated below the ionosphere. as in the case of light- specirort' r ,n the S.. I I tocIIte , 'IT .IT,

ning or transmitter-generated waves. At lower frequencies the i. 2 ite 2
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L =2.75 preferred lightning activity, especially in the summer and fall
- NIGHT months, wshen most of the data were acquired. Although in

20~~P7 DILOSCN this longitude interval. short duration events were Observed

s-E > 68 key much more often at nighttime than was true a' other ]On-

0 60 WITH PEAKS gitudes. the frequency of occurrence of dayside events wAas not
50 (5 WITHOUT PEAKS) enhanced. Thi- behavior is consistent with at low transmission

s of lightning-induced wavcs through the Ionosphere in the day-

A - 10time. Other diurnal differences Acere cleit-lv present. such ats
27 WITH PEAKS NIGHTrh ihrLselpeeec ihnterne2<1 o

5-(24 WITHOUT PEAKS) DRIFT LOSS CONE thhihrLselpeeecwtinheage2<L3fo
__________58i- i dayside events and the more uniform distribuition of nightside

EF 6 keV
to-1 WiTH PEAKS NIGHT events. The combined diurnal. lonigitutde. and 1. shell van-

(24 WITHOUT PEAKS) SHORT DURATION ations of the short duration h-lrsis Ire con'sistent s ithi the
EVENTS eet so id~ t
Sal i8 6 k1V nightsidcevn, being predorniiii secactt light-

DAunng and the dayside events; heinv caiitjsed b khorus
0 0 DRIFT LOSS CONE Fronn calculation,; of the total is, r;iics 'i elections in the

P78 I
E 68 6eV drift loss colice based in pitch muole iiiiuiiont mnd ciieres

D 1WT2EK spectruml nleasurernent's c onludc that cectrmis In the drift
Z 10- (39 ITHOUT PEAKS' loss cone represent at s111i11nIItni fravction if tholse 1l',i from the

5 ~slot region %%ithin the Ilot rciwn tie peaks aN ctitcd "s di

F ~drift loss cone electron, Itend t0 he .11 oher~f Cu CueZs tha.1f

54 WITH PEAKS DAY those observed in short duritin cv elo Ii rrung utepctcd

1o (35 WITHOUT PEAKS) DRIFT LOSS CONE and pr"onounIced di))creTiCe hCT'ACI ect heC1 cla1,ss Of recLpt-

E > 6 keV tation in the position Of nicruculin rlmcie thc ccpj~ir or

the propaIiioin .Ine~e of the Nk.1%Cv 0111 ili1ditILi vulge.=.-.(111.

7 WITH PEAKS DAY - nist (if (tic pretiptiature lcturon 11?(t !cd )I, ft' d hl 1,1ss
0:L(8 WI THOUT PEAKS5) SHORT DURATION 01Cocb hvis uti 1I 0LCr M ICT u'-1 liv'', 1v i Ve Ire-

581 I quiencle Indcs 101TC~R, 1ld
EF ~6 eV thei61i.t''ii lit~t 11e 1'ri II i I,:01iuin or

0 I I I I _I _ .I
too 200 300 400 500 600 0 1 r) i'

Fig 1.th distribuiions incentral pekenergie% obser,,ed fr'ri "clI hcIC.C1

the FEM 002 spectromier on *ihe P79-1 I pacecraft and the It1 kht1~:I% I-

Spectrometer on ihe S8t-1 Sale~iit under various conditIons at vi~ r l '' '' '~ !T'il

L =2.626- 2 875. ''II .' 1

Pt WA j %. T5 A1

10> 444
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Electron Precipitation Bursts in the Nighttime Slot Region Measured3 Simultaneously From Two Satellites

W. L. IMHOF, H. D. Voss, J. MOBILIA, AND E. E. GAINES

Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, California

D. S. EVANS

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Boulder, Colorado

Based on data acquired in 1982 with the Stimulated Emission of Energetic Particles payload on the
low-altitude (170-280 km) S81-1 spacecraft and the Space Environment Monitor instrumentation on the
NOAA 6 satellite (800-830 km), a study has been made of short-duration nighttime electron precipitation
bursts at L = 2.0-3.5. From 54 passes of each satellite across the slot region simultaneously in time, 21
bursts were observed on the NOAA 6 spacecraft, and 76 on the S81-1 satellite. Five events, probably
associated with lightning, were observed simultaneously from the two spacecraft within 1.2 s. providing a
measure of the spatial extent of the bursts. This limited sample indicates that the intensity of precipi-
tation events falls off with width in longitude and L shell but individual events extend as much as 5 in
invariant latitude and 43' in longitude. The number of events above a given flux observed in each
satellite was found to be approximately inversely proportional to the flux. The time average energy input

N, to the atmosphere over the longitude range 180'E to 360"E at a local time of 2230 directly from
short-duration bursts spanning a wide range of intensity enhancements was estimated to be about
6 x 10' ergs/cm' s in the northern hemisphere and about 1.5 x 10' ergs/cm' s in the southern
hemisphere. In the south, this energy precipitation rate is lower than that from electrons in the drift loss
cone by about 2 orders of magnitude. However, on the basis of these data alone we cannot discount
weak bursts from being a major contributor to populating the drift loss cone with electrons which
ultimately precipitate into the atmosphere.

INTRODUCTION The energy spectra of short-duration events were recently

Electrons are known to be precipitated from the radiation studied, using data from the SEEP experiment on the sgI-I

belts in short-duration bursts by lightning-induced waves satellite [Intof et al., 1986]. The objective of that investi-

based on theory [Dungey, 1963; Cornwall. 1964; Roberts, gation was to assess the importance of such events as a loss

1966], rocket measurements [Rycroft. 1973; Goldberg et al., mechanism for slot region electrons bascd on the presence of

19861, Trimpi events [Carpenter et al.. 1984]. and satellite L-dcpcndent peaks in the spectra. The observable bursts were

measurements [Voss et al., 1984; lmhof et al., 19861. Chorus found not to account for the bulk of the precipitation. E.alu-

events [Oliven and Gurnett. 1968] also play a role in precipi- ations of the importance of short-duration bursts can also be

tating electrons. Important characteristics of a given event are made on the basis of the measured occurrence frequency. spa-
the intensity, the energy spectrum, the pitch angle scattering, tial size. and electron flux distributions. In this paper we have
and the spatial extent in L shell and longitude. This infor- studied the spatial sizes of electron bursts by analyzing parti-
mation is needed for assessing the total number of electrons cle measurements performed simultaneously from the S81-1
precipitated, for studying the propagation in longitude or L and NOAA 6 satellites at local night and at times when both
shell of the responsible waves, and for assessing the effects on spacecraft were in the L shell range where such events are
radio wave propagation of the associated ionospheric changes. most commonly observed. L = 2.0 3.5. These bursts are prob-

The intensities and energy spectra of a few events identified ably associated with lightning ['oss er al.. 1984; Imiho et (il..
with lightning were measured by Voss et al. [1984]. In that 1986]. This study has encompassed weaker events than those
paper, some indications were obtained of the spatial extents, considered in the earlier investigation, and for the first time
since the events were recorded on the ground level as whistlers the intensity distribution of the short-duration bursts has been
and the precipitating electrons were observed 2000 km away obtained.
in longitude on a satellite. However, precise knowledge of the
spatial extents of the events was limited by the fact that the DESCRI'lTION OF INStRtr, t-4tArtON
precipitation was measured directly at only one location. In- The data presented here were acquired in the time period
formation on the intensities and spatial extents of lightning- June- December 1982 with electron spectrometers placed on
induced electron precipitation can, in principle, be obtained the S91-1 and the NOAA 6 satellites. The S81-1 spacecraft
from study of Trimpi events [Carpenter et al., 1984], but gen- was three-axis stabilized in a sun-synchronous polar orbit at
erally, there are uncertainties involved in the interpretation of waltitude 1170-280 km), which Aas phased so that ile salel-
those data. The most direct approach for obtaining this infor- lite crossed the equator northbound at a local time of approxi-
mation is to measure the precipitating electrons directly. mately 2230 It carried the Stimulated Frnision of Fnergetic

Particles (SEEP) experiment, which contained an array of
cooled silicon solid state detectors to measure electrons and

Copyright 1987 by the American Geophysical Union. ions directly with high sensitivity and line energy resolution

Paper number 6A8744 [ o.'.s' et (l, 19821. The electron spectrometers "'Acre oriented
0148-0227/87/006A-874S05 00 at various angles to the local %ertical and coered energies up
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to about I MeV. In this study, use is made of three electron duration events were identilied in the S81-1 data. For that
spectrometers. The instrument ME I at a zenith angle of 0' subset of events observed by the SEEP payload which oc-
had an acceptance angle of +300. a threshold energy of 45 curred during the local night and for which the NOAA 6
keV. and a geometric factor of 2.47 cm

2 sr. The spectrometer spacecraft was simultaneously at L value! between 2 and 3 (a
TE 2 at 90' zenith angle had an acceptance angle of ±200, a longitudinal separation between the spacecraft of about 45 .
threshold of 6 keV, and a geometric factor of 0.17 cm 2 sr. The there were no coincident bursts observed in the NOAA 6
spectrometer LE 5 was oriented at a zenith angle of 50' , had spectrometers (Imhof et al.. 1985]. The lack of coincident
an acceptance angle of +200, a threshold energy of about 2 bursts under these selection criteria may have partly reflected
keV. and a geometric factor of 0.17 cm 2 sr. The SEEP count- the much lower sensitivity of the NOAA 6 instruments com-
ing rates were accumulated during successive 0.064-s intervals. bined with the initial selection of events that were strong in

The NOAA 6 satellite is three-axis stabilized in a 800- to the SEEP data and therefore probably centered close to that
830-km-altitude polar orbit, which is phased so that the satel- spacecraft. In some cases the negative response may have indi-
lite crosses the equator northbound at a subsatellite local time cated that the precipitation event did not occur on the IL shell

of approximately 1930. The Space Environment Monitor locations of both spacecraft or that it occurred during the
(SEMI on this spacecraft includes a set of solid state detectors alternate I-s off period of the NOAA 6 0' spectrometer.
which measure the intensity of electrons and ions over the This paper repcrts the results of a study which includes
energy range from 30 keV to > 1000 keV (for electrons) and short-duration events that are weaker than the intense ones
30 keV to >2500 keV (for protons). The geometric factor of selected for the initial study of the S81-1 data. In the present
these detectors is 9.5 x 10-' cm 2 sr for both the electron and investigation, both the NOAA 6 and the S1I-I data were
proton detector systems. The fields of view are ± 15'. One of surveyed for any statistically significant events that appeared
the electron detector systems is oriented to view zenith, the in the nightside data when both spacecraft were in the range

other viewing at 81' to the zenith in a plane perpendicular to L = 2.0-3.5. The survey of S81-I data was limited to the Ion- .-

the orbit plane. The latter detector measures trapped electrons gitude interval 180 F to 360 E and to the northern hemi-

at most locations in the orbit. Counting rates from the NOAA sphere. since far fewer nighttime events were observed in the

6 detectors were accumulated with a 50% duty cycle for I-s south during the previous study fim/ho et al.. 19861. Simulta-
intervals. there was a multiplexing of data between the zenith neous data from the NOAA 6 satellite were taken from both
viewing and 810 detectors. Therefore the observations from a hemispheres at longitudes between 150 E and 345 E. Under
single detector were not continuous but rather I-s samples these conditions a total coincident obsersation time of 60Q4 S

available every other second. in 54 passes of each satellite was examined. On 44 of these oh,,!
In each of the electron spectrometers on both satellites passes the NOAA 6 spacecraft was in the south. leaving 10

some counts were lost from scattering of electrons in the en- passes in the north.
trance foil and the sensor. The fractional loss of counts is Initially, counting rate .ersus time plots from the 7enith

dependent upon the pitch angle distributions and the energy detectors on the two satellites were surseyed at times for
spectra of the electrons. No corrections for this decrease in which both were in the range 1. = 2.t0-3 5. Events were select-
detection efficiency were made. The magnitude of the effect in ed when ( 1) the counting rate increased in a time of about 2 s , -

terms of electron flux or energy deposition rate was always or less by at least 4 standard deviations in a normal error
less than a factor of 2, and its inclusion would have had a distribution of the peak rate (S81-1 dlatal or 2.65 tndird
relatively small etect on the derived rates of energy deposition deviations of the peak rate )NOAA 6 data) above I "back-
into the atmosphere from short-duration bursts in comparison ground" rate taken from 1 536 s (S9I-I) or 6 s (NOAA 61
to that from electrons in the drift loss cone; that ratio was before the event. (2) the enhanced counting rate vsas at least 10
about 10-2. The recognition of coincidence events at both countss and did not persist for longer than 3 s, and 13) the ..
satellites and the derivation of the spatial extent of individual counting rate then decreased back to a level comparable to,
bursts would be virtually unaffected. that present before the event. It was required that the "back-

ground" counting rate in the ,enith detectors be less than 508)0
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS counts/s (S81-1) or 4W0 counts s (NOAA 6) to avoid identify. ,

Previously. a study was made of the energy spectra of fast ing as events small fractional increases in the "background"
rise events observed from the S8t-I spacecraft [Imhof et al., rate. No coincidence events between the two satellites were
1986]. These events were identified by requiring that the prevented by these criteria. In general, the statistical uncer-
counting rate in the ME I spectrometer increased by at least a tainties did not permit inclusion in the selection criteria of tine
factor of 2 in less than I s and the subsequent decay be such time scale variations characteristic of strong Ilghtning-induced
that the flux remained high for no longer than 3 s. Three electron precipitation events [Ios.s er al. 19841 tinder these
examples of such events, as observed in the ME I and the TE conditions, at local nighttime. 21 NOAA 6 events and 76
2 spectrometers, are shown in Figure I. Characteristics of the S81-1 events were found. The smaller number of Nt),AA 6
nightside short-duration bursts, including their favored oc- events may result from the higher altitude and lower signal to
currence at certain longitudes in the northern hemisphere, in- background ratios for that vehicle, and it is certainls, a cons e-
dicate that they are predominantly associated with lightning quence of the smaller geometric factor or ';W". duty cxcle and
[Voss et al.. 1984. Imhof et al.. 1986]. In the initial survey hence lower sensitivity of that instrument I he lover counting
performed for L = 2 3 a total of 222 bursts were found. 102 in rates also led to the need for a lower tandard de\i;ition cri-
the daytime and 120 at night. terion for the N()AA 6 data T'he total elapsed times for s hich

Data were being acquired in the electron spectrometers on the counting rates fell within acceptable limits for esent, vxere
the NOAA 6 spacecraft at the times when most of the bursts 3990) sand 5961 s in the NOAA 6 and S81 -I data. repectisels.
were observed from the S81-1 spacecraft. Because of different Based on these times and the retuirement that there be ,it

orbital parameters there was considerable variation in the least tsw o samples before and after In event, the iitimber of
relative positions of the two satellites at the times when short- events th-it might have resulted solelv, 1ro1 titItia I i-
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at Sa1-1 E >45 keV
1058

1ill1 AUGUST 198. L 2.34 17 AUGUST 1982 20 OCTOBER 2.30

a -L =2. 35%

~.14 TE2 (90') TE2 (900)
6 es TE2 (90'.)Ol

- : I , ME 11(0')

10565 10570 10575 14048 14053 14058 13215 13220 13225

UT(s)

s ~ Fig. 1. Electron flux >45 keV versus time for three fast rise events observed at 90' and 0' zenith angles from the S81-1
spacecraft.

Cr ations of thle counting rate is calculated to be approximately 7 Many weaker events were included in the S81-1 data that

in heNOA daa as ad 04 n heS81-1laa fte2 were not considered !n the previous study of fast rise events.
NOAA 6 events with more than 2.65 standard deiations, nine The inclusion of nighttime events with smaller flux increases is

Chad more than 3.25 standard deviations and four had nmore illustrated in Figure 2. Hlere are shown the distributions in the

.t Itthan 4.0 standard deviations. For a normal distribution with factur of increase in counting rate during each event. separate-
*t 21 cascs having more than 2.65 standard deviations the ly for the eases studied in the previous invesilgaion [Imhol iel

number of cases with niore than 3.25 and more than 4.0 stan- if. 1986] and thuse in the present compilations. The histogram 1

Cdard deviations would be 3.0 and 0.2, respectively. One con- labeled -S81-1 events ( it 2 criterion)" refers io events found in .
e ludes that many of' the NOAA 6 bursts and virtually all of the previous survey, where it was required ihat ihe counting

10 the S81-1 events are real and not nmerely due to statistical rate in the ME I spectrometer increase by at least a factor oll 2.

variations. The one labeled -S81I-1I evenis" covers ihe bursts found in ihe

r

5 tO01 OETECTORs

r

rd

NOAA 6EVENT

to 0.

U. I
0 10

(z

YI-

I- z
IC >

La

z

d1

PEAK FLUX/PRIOR FLUX

t-ig 2 the distributions in the factor increase of co)unting rate during short-duration bursts front sUrtt!e of the SSI Ii
datai wiih tAo ditfercni ;niiia. anti the sursey o(f NOAA t ~dala the Ijbct "SKI -I esefisj s 2 rsrcioni refers i'' CSL1rl1

found in the pres iou3 sursey. where it was required thai the NI F I :.ounting frte ncreased hs at least a. laiot i ' - I lie
label "S8 I-1 1 vctiis covsers eicuis found in the re,.iii survey
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Fig. 3. The probability of the electron intensity in a short-duration event exceeding a given intensity plotted as a
function of that intensity. The net precipitating electron fluxes are above an energy threshold of 45 keV (S8t-11 or 30 keV
(NOAA 6). The S8l-I events found with different selection criteria are plotted separately and are labeled as in Figure 2.
The shapes of these integral event probability versus electron intensity curves closely follow an inverse electron llux curve.
although there is a tendency for the distribution to flatten for very low intensity events.

V.

recent survey using the criteria presented in the previous para- flux of the events. Previously. only rather strong bursts %%ere F ,'
graph. By including weaker bursts it is now possible to study selected from S81-1 observations taken over both the northern
over a broader range the distributions in intensity and spec- and southern hemispheres and at all longitudes. In the present
trum of events observed from both the S81-1 and the NOAA 6 study, all statistically significant events were selected from the
spacecraft. This figure shows that when selecting only events S81-1 data, but only when the satellite was in the northern
in which the flux increased by at least a factor of 2 the distri- hemisphere at longitudes between 180 F and 360 F 1tetieen
bution in peak flux/prior flux spanned larger values than when the previous and present sttrveys the rates of occurrence of the
this criterion was not invoked. stronger events in the S81-1 data are not inconsistent. al-

The integral distributions in the net increase in precipitating though in the latter case the total time sampled .as much
fluxes of electrons above 45 keV (the S81-1 datal or above 30 smaller and the statistical uncertainties larger bet

keV (the NOAA 6 measurements) for those short-duration Because of the much smaller geometric factor of the NOAA St1

events occurring at nighttime are shown in Figure 3. In the 6 instruments one might expect to measure feser e'ents from
previous survey of the S81-1 data, labeled "'S81-I events ( x 2 that satellite. However, the upper ends of the flux distributions
criterion)," for the selection of events it was required that the should be comparable between NOAA 6 and S81-1 hen old

counting rate increase by at least a factor of approximately 2. proper account is taken of the differing geogr:aphical positions . .

In the present survey, labeled "S81-1 events," it was only nec- and altitudes of sampling from the two satellites )Ditlerences c,

essary that the counting rate increase by 4 standard devi- in the flux observed at the two satellites will result from sig
ations. As one might expect, the distribution in net flux in- nificant differences in the equatorial pitch angles of the clec to
creases tends to favor larger values with the more demanding trons being sensed by the zenith tewing detectors Ior the C I.- %

selection criteria. Each of the distributions has been normal- satellite passes considered here. Iluxcs obsersed b N() \ \ d,

ized by dividing the number of events by the number of during an event are expected to be higher than tho,c seen .1,
passes In the previous study of short-duration bursts using S81-1 This difference is due to the fact thai N()\ \ t, it a
the S8 I -I observations Irmhof er al, 1986] the primary in- higher altitude views electrons with larger cquator;il pitch 11V 0
terest was in the electron energy spectra, specifically the pres- angles Additional dillerences in the rcspoiies of N A .\6 ind 1
ence or absence of I.-dependent peaks, the energies of the S81-I to the same event ma, occur because the tvo .icllitc% in"
peaks when they appeared, and the comparisons with the were often in opposite hemriphercs
peaks observed in the drift loss cone tlere we are concerned For various investigations. Including '. . 1 ioi'I, t.i. 1c
with other factors. the spatial extents of the bursts anti the total precipitation rates of clectrowis i-s0 i'. r.tfl \%it lti, '1iic1

frequency of occurrence as a function of the absolute electron duration bursts, it is necessary to tonsidtci the i claiii ,hii tr t"
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i1 the Fig. 4 Plot of dNld'" versus F, where N is the number of events per pass and F is the net precipiltating flux. The net
epreoptiing deciron Iuxes are above an energy threshold of 45 keV IS8l-l, or 30 keV INOAA ) The Iwo cIJsSeS Of

S81-1 events are labeled as in Figure 2. The distributions are shown only for the larger events to exclude effects assooaied

cc n with the threshold criteria for classifying events. The ordinate for the S81.1 events with a factor of 2 criterion is arbitrarily

)f the normalized. Least squares fit power law distributions are also shown.

4 uchbetween the frequency of occurrence of events of a given inten- dependences between the event occurrence frequency and the

OAA sity and the electron intensity. These data are shown in Figure event flux cannot be integrated over all fluxes without speciasl
4 together with least squares fit slopes to the distributions for consideration at both very low and very high fluxes

tin all of the measured values in the interval L = 2.0-3.5. The The ratios between the electron flux at energies of > t(0)
ordinate is dN/dF, where N is the number of events per pass keV and >45 keV ( > 30 keV for the NOAA 6 data) for all the

ltions and F is the net precipitating flux. The ordinate for the S81-1 nighttime burst observed by the two satellites are plotted in

tces events with a factor of 2 criterion, previous survey, is arbi- Figure 5 as a function of the flux of >45 keV electrons (or
sig- trarily normalized. Points are only shown for the larger events > 30 keV for NOAA 6). The two classes of SS I- I events arek lec- to exclude effects associated with the threshold criteria for labeled the same as in the previous figures. This plot shows

,r the classifying events. The fits are close to an inverse square re- considerable scatter, anti there is no evidence for a significant
JZA 6 lationship for all three sets of data points. This relationship dependence of spectral hardness upon electron flux I his find-

by also holds for the low as well as for the high L shell portions ing is consistent with that expected for wave-particle interac-
at a of the interval With the number of events per unit electron tions involving whistlers hasing a given frequency distribution

jsitCh flux interval inversely proportional to the square of the flux, independent of wave intensity
and the energy input to the atmosphere per unit flux becomes Ihe raio between the net increase in the precipitating eec
tics inversely proportional to the flux. [he upper limit to the elec- iron flux and the flux of locally trapped electrons at the peak

tron flux clearly cannot exceed the maximum equatorial fluxes of the event for these nighttime eents is plotted in I ignre 6 ,is
.f the observed in other experiments over the L shell range of in- a function of the net increase of precipitating fluxes lat ener-

rt- retest, nor can it exceed the average trapped fluxes observed in gies of >4i keV for the S8I1 cases atnd - t keV Ior the
&.hip the present measurements. Therefore the best fit power law N()AA 6 cases) Fhe value of the loc,ill trapped ttuxe, it the

- 1 9 1- .
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Fig. 5. The hardness of Ihe precipitating electron energy spectrum, expressed as the ratio of the net precipitatimg
electron flux at energies above l(X keV to thaI at energies above 45 keV (for S81-1) or 301 keV (for NO'\A 61 plotted is% a
function of the peak electron intensity within an event. The Iwo classes of SS8I- I events are labeled as in Figure 2 There is

no systematic relationship between the spectral hardness and the event intensity I

peak of an event is used in preference to the net increase, multaneous within + 1 2 s 1I shoujld also be noted that there
because the fractional increase in trapped fluxes is generally is a concentration of events al near coincidette I he lai red
very small during an event. One concludes from this plot that occurrence of bursts at clove tilmes but not in coitncidenice may;I
for the identifiable bursts the degree to which the loss cone is reflect electron precipitation associated wvith dilleretit ligh tning
filled during a short-duration event is not strongly dependent strokes at nearby times fromt the same storm Based upon the IV:
upon the intensity of precipitating flux at energies above 45 frequency of events observed bi, the tvso spacecraft and the
keV (30 keV for the NOAA 6 events). total simultaneous observaton tittie oif 609~4 ;, the turither of '"

In order to obtain a measure of the spatial extents of the accidental coincidences to wtthin + 1 2 'v IS Calculated Ii' he
events we considered those that were observed simultaneously 06 Therefore most of the eveilts observed simultaneotish hN i*

from both the S81-1 and the NOAA 6 spacecraft. An example both spacecraft are true coincidences rather than rindom
of a good coincident event is shown in Figure 7. Within less Although the number of NOAA 6 events IS unt111ed. thle dalt
than I s a short-duration burst wits observed in both 7enith- base permits one to estinmate thie lovser limiit of the extent of
oriented instruments At this time the spacecraft were on com- shot-duration bursts The dtflerences in geog'raphic loigitive
parable L shells and separated by 42' geographic longitude, and Invariant latitude hetvveen the location of S10 1 ind 0

with both in the northern hemisphere. NOAA 6 at the instant that an esent stas observed by No X 
4  N

There were a total of hive instances when an event was 6 or by both of the satellites are shovvn in lietite Q. the solidf 01

observed simultaneously, to within 1.2 s. by the two space- circles being those riiglittinie cv cutS that %vi ce 'oittvit
craft. For each of the NOAA 6 bursts the time differences wvithin + 1 2 s at both satellites (I her 111111S ire Inlutievl b\

between the NOAA 6 and S81- I nighttime events are shown open circles Fach oif the NO A A 6i events is represeittel 1,\ the
in histogram form in Figure 8. For eight NOAA 6 events, no positions; of the two Spacecraft at that lint Since ill ofl the
bursts were observed on S I - I. and yet for these events; both S8 1-1 events were selected to he in the norihiti hermisphere.

spacecraft were in the range I- - 2 3 5 for a time interval of at the longitude differences ire hsvd upon thle No.\A.\ I, lot .1tioni

least 18 1 before and after the NsOAA 6 burst These cases ire if that Satellite %kas in the noirlh or bisil tipoyt the imignetic
not included in the histogram -i ye coincident events are si- conjugate to N( A A 6 if that satellite vs; i t the si iih I tic
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Fig. 6. A measure of the electron pitch angle distribution, expressed as the ratio between the net precipitating fluxes at

energies above 45 keV (for S81-I) or 30 keV (for NOAA 6) and the locally trapped fluxes at the peak of the event. plotted

as . function of the net precipitaling fluxes during an event. The two classes of Sg-I venls are labeled as in Figure 2

There is no sysiemalic relationship between this intensity ratio and Ihe intensity of Ihe event.

preferred negative sign for the invariant latitude differences DISCUSSION
may reflect the known cutoff in whistler activity at L values
below approximately 2, but it may also be merely a statistical The measurements presented here provide a basis for dertv-
variation in view of Ihe small number of coincidence events. ing the total loss rate of electrons from the radiation belts by
varom iigtire f one co lnumdes that individual events can short-duration bursts. The energy inputs to itle atmosphere

extend in longitude over as much as 43 " and in invariant cail be calculated, from which the associated rinmeter ahsorp-

Fere latitude over as much as 5 . tion and the ellects on radio wave propagation can be esli-

ored For each of the five events which were observed in coin- mated. However, the absorption effects detected by riorniters

.nay cidence by the two satellites the energy fluxes into the atmo- would be relatively weak and not evident in available data.

N.%ing sphere were calculated usiiig the observed energy specira and Thc energy deposition rates into the atmosphere from short-

, the pitch angle distributions of the precipitating electrons. The duration electron bursts have been calculated based on the

id the energy spectra were measured by both spacecraft with ade- observed distributions in flux, and for a representative pitch

rt of quate resolution for this purpose. The pitch angle distributions angle distribution and energy spectrum. The latter were taken
were obtained with only coarse angular resolution, so it was from the measurements on day 291 at 10.080 s.

ky by not possible to include the contributions from electrons at the In order to be observed by the S81-1 spacecraft at altitudes

edge of the bounce loss cone in this calculation, as was done of 170-290 km, electrons must have suffered a pitch angle

ala previously for electrons in the drift loss cone [Gaines et al., scatter within one bounce period, which would range between

of 1986]. For the S81-I data, use was made of the electron a change of very nearly 0 to more than I in the equatorial

gitude measurements at three different zenith angles (0'. 50', and 90") plane, depending upon the longitude of the observation. The

I and to construct a pitch angle distribution. The 81' detector on the S81-1 data thereby included cases where observed electrons

V AA NOAA 6 satellite generally measured trapped electrons and had undergone a very small scatter in pitch angle. Such a

)lid showed no clear response to a burst event, because the perturbation would appear to resemble the small angle scat-

cident trapped electron intensities were relatively high. Hence the terings that cause electrons to populate the drift loss cone.

d by shape of the electron pitch angle distribution was taken to be However, at localtions where a pitclh angle scatter of nearly 0
-dthe identical to that of S81-1 during the same coincident event, is suflicient lo place an clectroi into bhe loss cone the back-

the The calculated energy depositions obtained front the measure- ground count rates are very high, and so only very strong

phere, ments on each of the spacecraft during the live coincident burst events can be observed, and the contribution of kery low

iton events are summarized in Table I. Some uncertainty in this intensity events to the precipitation cannot be evaluated Ior

- lic tabulation results from the on-oil cycling of the NOAA 6 this reason the frequency of occurrence of weak esenis and

The instruments. their relative imporlance to strong bursts events is bc'ond the
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S8i-1 IN NORTH, NOAA 6 IN NORTH limited. This analysis indicated that the frequency of oC-

OCTOBER I. 1982 (DAY 291) LOCAL NIGHT currence versus flux curve is not strongly dependent upon the

LONG 4 ZENITH minimum pitch angle scattering required for observation of an

100 1 I event. A careful assessment of the contributions from pitch

angle scatterings of various magnitudes is not undertaken
L 2.16 here, but the data suggest that the results of calculations, of
288oE (N) energy deposition into the atmosphere from burst events may

not be altered in a major way by the inclusion of small angle
scatterings.

300 From the S81-1 bursts the average rate of deposition of
energy into the northern nightside atmosphere in the period

581-1 >45 keV x 1.3 June-December 1982 at a local time of -2230 and over the

longitude range 180'E to 360'E was found to be about 6
x 10-" ergs/cm' s. In the southern hemisphere the average

rate as measured from the NOAA 6 spacecraft was found to p

Z 200 be about 1.5 x 10- ergsicm' s. The latter energy deposition

0 rate is small in comparison to the worldwide average of 10
L 2.08 ergs/cm 2 

s at L = 2.5 in the southern hemisphere from precipi-

2i46E (N) tating electrons [Imhofet (#1.. 1986]. However. on the basis of
S .0the data presented here alone we cannot discount a major

contribution from weak precipitation bursts to populating

tOO those electrons in the drift loss cone which ultimately precipi-
tate into the atmosphere Accurate estimat s of thi, contri-
bution arc difficult to make. since extrapolhinon of the daht

presented here to weak bursts involves many unknowns. in-
eluding the pitch angle distributions of very %eak e~ents. In '.

* OAA 6 "> 30 keV central Europe. thunderstorms are known to occur more often .'-

in the early afternoon hours by perhaps a factor of 5 [I.ravl.

1006S 10075 10085 1009s 1973] than during the S81-1 nighttime observations at 2230
UT (is) Nonetheless, such a local time varIation is small in compari-

Fig 7 An example of a coincident event observed in both the son to the aforementioned differences of a factor of (02. If the

91-1 and the NOAA 6 renith instruments The S91-1 points repre- Iiflux
2 relationship in Figure 4 holds true over a much wider

sent average counts per second in successtve t-s intervals, and these flux range than shown, in addition to the number of bursts per
are interconnected by solid lines to indicate continuous coverage The second being higher, the total energy input to the atmosphere 4
NOAA 6 po nts represent the counts recorded in alternate I-% inter-
'als and are interconnected by dashed lines to represent the 50% Id be significantly greater. With a I flux' dependence for

duty cycle for data coverage the number of events per unit flux the number times the flux
of bursts varies as I flux. and the integral flux above a given

level varies logarithmically. The number of events times their
scope of the current observations For the bursts observed flux can at most approach the observed average fluxes. It is

from the NOAA 6 spacecraft at altitudes of 800-830 km the possible that the rather steady input to the atmosphere from
required pitchlngle scatterings were quite small. The S81-1 electrons in the drift loss cone could result primarily from

events were subdivided into different intervals for the equa- many weak precipitation bursts, but the data presented here P..

iirial pitch angle corresponding to the satellite position minus do not extend to such events. el

that at IiK-km altitude in the contugate hemisphere. For each To obtain the average total rates of energy input to the a,

,if these group% of data the number of events above a given atmosphere from short-duration bursts, it is not necessary to to-'

flux was found to he approximately inversely proportional to know the area of precipitation during each individual event. F-.

the ff. s as was the frequency of occurrence of bursts, a)- but one need only measure the average inputs to the atmo- m;

Iho-e.w the stattsltcal sample sizes of the groups were quite sphere at positions of interest. However. for studies of the LI'."

DISTRIBUTION OF NOAA 6/S81 I TIME DIFFERENCES

10

z

. 1 _ _~----- - -

0 1o 20 30 40 s0 60 70 80 50 100 110

Fig M Integral d& rituino ifthe time dilfferences between eventsobsered from the Nt)NA 6 mid thr Stl I ,.icillcN
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1.+] given Fig 9. The longitude and invariant latitude differences between the S8-l and the NOAA 6 positions for coincident
ics their events and for cases in which a burst was not observed in the S81-I data. Each of the NOAA 6 events is represented by the

l s. It is pt) ,ii]on of the two spacecraft at the time of the event.
c from

ry from
ted here physics of the precipitation phenomena and of the effects of ies, but clearly, better statistics and more detailed measure-

electron precipitation events on radio wave propagation, such ments of the extent separately in longitude and L shell are
,to the as in the Trimpi effect [Carpenter et at., 1984] it is necessary needed. A two-position measurement leaves partially unan-" sary to to know the spatial extent of individual precipitation events. swered both the spatial extent and the intensity profile of the

il event, Fewer electron precipitation bursts that are very widespread precipitation during individual events.
, atmo- may have a larger impact on subionospheric wave propaga- Information on the spatial extents of individual precipi-
, of the tion than would more bursts that are very localized but with tation events can be obtained Iron detailed analysis ol Trimpi' the same total energy input to the atmosphere. The two- events [Carpenter e( al., 1984]. A more straightforward ap-

satellite measurements presented here are usefui for such stud- proach would be through use of renote imiaging techniques

TABLE I. Energy Deposition

NOAA 6

Day Longi- Longt- At Position At Position

NuN i Hemisphere 1, Value tude in tude of s81-1 of NOAA ti
'_ _r rime. the North. Difference. Sidtellite. Saitelble SXI-1

1982 , SHI-I NOAA 6 S81-1 NOAA 6 'E deg ergs, cm' erg, Ci1i Nt)A- t)

220 25,011) N S 2.48 2.22 223 I 1.7 J t)) 8 t) 0 25
249 80.637 N S 2.26 2,19 308 43 6.1 1 0 4) x Io 0 ll1 1
267 2h1I N S 2.59 2.14 297 30 1.2 s 1ff' 28 11) 0("41
291 It0,0K0 N N 2.16 2.1)8 246 42 1.3 " It) I 4 10 001)
30 )  

924 N S 3.37 296 298 25 27 v 10
-

' 30,< I) 11)9

*S81-1 longitude in the north minus NOAA 6 longitude in the north.
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such as bremsstrahlung X ray mappings performed from a Satellite observations of breriistrahlung frtom isidevprcad encrgtetic

satellite. The latter technique has been rcpeatcdly demon- electron precipitatiion events, / iorhis Res . ', 5(5 1974

stratcd for high-latitude phenomena [Irmhof et al.. 1974; Imhof. W L.. 11 D) Voss. J Niobili. and D S Fvans. Hie spatiil

Mizera et al., 1978 Voss et al., 1983), but burst events in the extent of lightning and chorius eletron precipitation bursts in the
siut region labstracti. Eos Triipm 461'. 66 10;9. t9';

slot region are relatively weak compared to auroral fluxes. Imhof. W L., H D7) V(,-. M WAl. F F Gaines. J Nlhilia. 1) W.
However, the rapid rise and short duration of burst preciri- Daitlove. andi J B3 Reagin. Slot region eIlecron prevrpiaiM~in hb'y

tation events can be used to aid discrimination against back- lightning. VILE chorus, and plisnmspheri. hiss, J1 Gi',pli Re,. QI.
and t shuldbe pssibe t mapthe recpitaion 8., 1986. f i~ground, an tsol epsil omptepeiiain Israel. H . Atnmospheiric Eleerrictii vol 11, Fields. Chairq's. (iirrevii, p.

region with this technique. 365. Israel Program for Scientific Translations. Jerusalem. 1973 .
Mizera, P. F. .1. G. Luhmann, W A Kolasinsky. and I R Mlake,

Acknwleqmets.TheSEE paloadon he 81- spcecaftwas Correlated observation (if auroral arcs, electrons, and X ray,; from
Apnoedgm tets. Te ofE alosac on~ c h N0001paerat4 a a 1)MSP satellite. J Geo)ph's. R,'s. Nj. 5573. 1978

sposord b th Oficeof avl Rseach conrac N001.79-C- Oliven. MI. N. and D. A. (Curnett. Microbursi phenomena, 3. An
0824). Launch and orbital support were provided by the Air Force asoito0ewe irbri n L hrs .Gip~.Rx
Space Teat Program Office. The data analysis presented here was asocato 2355. e 1968.ssad L hruJ (epvs t
supported by the Office of Naval Research and by the Lockheed Robrts C355 S96.. lcrnls rmteVnAlnznsd t ic
Independent Research Program. Appreciation is extended to D7 W, oet.CSEeto osfo h a le oe u t ic
Datlowe for his contributions and to 1. P. McGlennon for his effort in angle scattering by elect romagtteitc disturbances. in Radiation
processing the data. We also acknowledge the contribution of V. .1. Trappedf in tihe Earth's Afaqnerii Fil. edited by B. M. McCormac,
Hill, who wrote the program which reduced and archived the NOAA p. 403. D. Reidel. Hingham. Mass. 1966.
6 data. Helpful discussions with NI. Walt are greatly appreciated, Rycroft. M. J., Enhanced energetic electron intensities at IM1 km Ant-

The Editor thanks A. Saint-Marc and P. Tanskanen for their assist- tude and a whistler propagating through the plasmasphere. Planter
ance in evaluating this paper. S pace Sci.. 21. 239-251, 1973

Voss, H D,). . Reagan. W. L. Inhof. 17). (0 %urra%. 1) A5. Simpson. '-

D P. Caulrman. and J C. Bakke. Low temperature characteristics
of solid state dletectors for energetic x-ray. ion anid electron spec-
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